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FOREWORD
This volume i% the developed

outcome o£ the

lectures delivered in 192S b:? the late Professor
R. D. Ranade for the Rao Bahadur Bapu Rao Dada
Kfnkhede Lectureship Endocvzsenr.
To quote the
author himself — “ The three lectures delivered ac the
Nagpur University were later extended to eight at
^lUbabad and Delhi which constitute Parts IV and V
of the book* a portion of the last having been delivered
as a lecture in the Rashtrapati Bhavan in Aprils 1934)
under the Presidentship of Dr. Rajendra Prasad. The
three lectures have b«en developed into eight in
order to do justice both to the Nagpur University and
to myself.”
2, The late Prof. Ranade worked so devotedly on
this book (his daughter, Shrimati Shakuntala Apte,
tells us) that he ” actually re-drafted a page just eight
days before his passing away ” I
As Dr. S. Radhakrisbnan has elsewhere observed, Professor Ranade not
merely taught Philosophy but lived it. With a
confidence born of profound, life-long study
of
Philosophy and Mysticism (ancient, medieval and
modern ) and of personal spiritual experiences in (he
line of Self-realisation in which he was blessed by the
grace of bis Guru, the author gives his own estimate of
this book in the folbwing words—“I think the
present book on Bhagavad-Gica would in no way be
less important than either my a Constructive Survey of
Upanifadic Philosophy
which has already been
published or my work on Vedanta as the culmiaation

u

of ladian Thought to be published by the Calcutta
University, the three constituting a modern Praschana
Tiayt‘^
3* The Nagpur University considers it a great
privilege to have been called upon to publish this
volume on
The Bbagavad^Gica as a Philosophy oi Godrealisation, being a clue through the labyrinth of modem
interpret cions '* by so eminent a philosopher-saint as
the lare Professor R. D. Ranade. The publication of
this volume has been considerably helped by the
generous financial assistance from the University Grants
Commission. Friends and students of the late Professor
Ranade have given tbelr unstinted assistance and
cooperation in seeing this book through the press and
the University acknowledges its debt of gratitude
to them all—particularly to Prof. N. G. Damle,
Shri W. T. Apie, Prof. V. P. Bokil, Prof. T. K.
Deolalkar, and Prof. R. D. Wadekar as also to
Shri M. H. Nagpurkar, Prof. B. R. Kulkarni,
Shri
G. V. Tulpule and Shri D. P. Shintre. Thanks ate
also due to the Ary a Bhushan Press, Poona, for bringing
out this volume expeditiously in a neat and careful
manner.

Rama — Navami
17th April 195^

G. B. BADICAS,
Vice-Chancellor,
Nagpur University,
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THE BHAGAVADGITA
AS A

PHILOSOPHY OF GOD-REALISATION
BEING A CLUE THROUGH
THE LABYRINTH OF MODERN INTERPRETATIONS

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The question of the supreme teaching of the
Bhagavadgica has engaged the attention of scholars
throughout the centuries. As the title of the present
work will show, God-realisation according to u$ is the
supreme teaching of the Bbagavadgicai This has not
been properljr insisted on by any of the great scholars
that have gone by. We shall see presently how both
in ancient and modern times they have produced a
labyrinth out of which the only way to escape is by
holding securely in our hands the thread or clue of God«
realisation.
The present work is divided into five parts, The
first part deals with the ancient systems with which the
Bhagavad^ta comes into relation. The second part deals
with the thought of the middle ages where we find the
great Ved^ntic scholars and spiritual teachers throwing
light on the meaning of the Bhagavadgita. The third
part deals with a veritable labyrinth that has been
produced in the interpretation of the Bhagavadgita by
modern scholars during the last century and a half. The
fourth part deals with our solucbn of the problem in
terms of contemporary thought and mode of procedure.
The last part deals, in a general way, with the conception
of the Sublime which has been outlined in the Bhagavad¬
gita and which has assumed great importance with
eminent European philosophers, linking it up with the
conception of the Divine.
It will be necessary for us here to cast a glaiiM at
the main points of discussion in theM five parts in order
that the reader may be able to appreciate better flie
3
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entire argument of the work. The first part will deal
with the Upanisads, the Simkhya-Yoga and the Brahma*
sutras. Particular attention is drawn in the Upanisad
Section to the realisational value of the I^a, to the reality
of the P ivattba in the Katha as against its unreality in
the BhagavadgitI, and to the prototype of the Viivatupa
of the Bhagavadgtta in the Muiadaka.
Under Saihkhya and Yoga we are pointing out bow
the word Avyakca, used by the Upanifads and the
Samkhya philosophy to designate Prakrti^ has been used
by the Bhagavadgita to designate Ak^ra Puru^ or
Paiamagati, how the Trigu^as play no less an important
part in the Bhagavadgita than in the later S^kbya
philosophy, having their physblogical correspondence
with the cerebral, cardiac and muscular functions, and
lastly, how the word Kaivalya has been used to indicate
Isolation in Saihkhya, Visbn of the Self by the Self in
Yoga and Unison in Vedinta.
In regard to the Brahmasutras and their relation co
the Bhagavadgita, this much is certain that there is interquotation and inter-reference. It is evident that the
Brahmasutras do refer to the Bhagavadgita in that famous
Sutra
^1%^ and that the Bhagavadgita refers
to Brahmasutras in the expression
but what
Brahmasutras it refers to cannot be determined. Hence
the question of the priority or posteriority of the
Bhagavad^ta and Brahmasutras remains a very difficult
problem to solve.
Part II of our work deals with the main points of
discussion between the great Vedintic commentators
such as oamkara, Rlmlnuja, Madhva and Vallabba, as
well as with that eminent mystical exponent of the
Bhagavadgita, Jftatieivara, who might easily be regarded
4
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a$ the gtedtesC commentator on the Bhagavadgita that has
ever lived*
The three principal problems from the
Vedintic commentators with which we shall be dealing
are the nature of the Absolute or God, the character of
Asat or Not-Being, which they interpret vaxioualy, as
well as the meaning of Naiskarmya or transcendence of
actions which also they interpret differently to suit their
own philosophical convenience.
Under Jfllne^vara we shall see particularly how he
discusses poetico-philosophtcally the nature of the
Absolute which he likens to the Cit-Silrya, his analysis
of the principal mystical emotions which is a contribution
to the psychology of religion, as well as his greatest con¬
tribution to thought, namely, his doctrine of asymptotic
approximation to Reality, which is a veritable landmark
in the history of the philosophy of mysticism.
Part III and Pate IV constitute the central portion
of our work. Part III discusses the chief doctrines about
the interpretation of the Bhagavad^ta that have been
advanced by scholars during the last century and a half,
while part IV deals with our examination of them ex¬
pressed in terms of contemporary thought and modes of
reasoning. We shall begin part III with the consideration
of the interpolationist theories of Garbe, Holtzmann
and Otto, each scholar coupling bis interpolationaliam
with a philosophical theory of his own, namely, rfieism,
pantheism and holy-ism. Dr. Bhandarkai'sdevotionalism
is a very mature product, concerned with the investi¬
gation of Aikantika Bhakti in the Narayaniya and its
parallel in the Bhagavadgita. Is addition, he has the
credit of disproving the theory of Christian influence on
the Bhagavadgita by bis investigation into insaiptional,
historical and philological evidences.
5
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Christiaa infiuence on the Bhagavadpca was put foith
by three great Christian scholars, Weber, Lorinser and
Lassen; but Farqubar was inclined to take a saner and
a mote sympathetic view of the philosophies and reli"
gions of other lands than his predecessors.
Lokamanya
Tilak was concerned primarily to show the superiority
of Karma to 3ftana, Bhakti and Yoga. In regard to the
first, by his theory of
and by his sympathy
with the theory of
he tries to prove the
superiority of Karma, In regard to the second, he tells
us that the essential nature of Bhakti consists in doing
actions in a devotional spirit, while in regard to Yoga,
he tells U8 that no real Karma is possible unless we
possess the Yogic equanimity. With regard to Mahatma
Gandhi's doctrine we know how he defines Anisakt: as
the central Sun round which revolve the three planets
of devotion, knowledge and works—Bhakti, ^iana and
Karma—‘While he regards Ahiinsa itself as an aspect of
Anasakti. His analysis of Anisakti is remarkable in re¬
solving it into three component parts of desireless action,
dedication and surrender. Under the theories advanced
by some other modern eminent thinkers, we have the
doctrines of socio-theism, triune unity and the world as
a puppet-show as the essential teaching of the Bhagavad^ta. Dr. Otto’s doctrine of Numenism is based on the
conception of the Numen which means supernatural
divine power, the tivara of the Bhagavad^ta in his
scheme being wholly transcendent, and pre-determination
and instrumentalism being the two fod round which
Numenism moves. Finally, in Aurobindo, we find the
doctrine of ascent of matter into spirit, of which bis
doctrine of Avatara isa specification, as well as his inter¬
pretation of the Gnostic Ideal which claims our sympathy.
In regard to the Bhagavad^ta, he puts forth certain
6
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doctrines which might to all appearances look heterodoy,
but which might be supported by the Absolutistic philosoph7, namely, doctrines such as those of the Bhagavadgita not being a book of ethics at all but of spiritual
life, of the impossibility of all desireless and disinterested
action, and of the abandonment of all standards of duty
in favour of the supreme duty of self-surrender. When
we consider all the above different interpretations of the
Bhagavadgiti, we might easily find ourselves perplexed
and may not know how to escape from this labyrinth.
Is there a clue which might enable us to come out of it ?
Part IV deals with our own constructive effort for
the interpretation of the Bhagavadgiti in terms of the
supreme clue of God-realisation. The clue has been
missed by the great interpreters of the past, and hence
we lay stress on it in terms of contemporary thought
and ways of reasoning. We shall speak first of the
antinomies in the Bhagavadgica as in Kant. We shall
find almost the same antinomies in the Bhagavadgiti,
namely, those concerning God, the world and causality.
Then we proceed to a discussion of the Categorical
Imperative in the Bhagavad^tl as in Kane, namely, duty
for duty’s sake, its three specifications here being those
of non-attachment, skill and sacrifice (and
). In regard to Super-moralism, whiA is a favourite
doctrine with certain eminent modem moralists, we shall
find that the Bhagavadgiti advises us to rise above
qualities and actions and to reach

and

while

in regard to Beatificism, it gives us an insight into the
relation of beatification to equanimity, at the same time
suggesting that beatification is itself Brahman.

So ^ as

the criteria of the reality of God-esperience are con-'
cerned, three very important aiteria emerge from the
7
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Bhagevadgili—supersensuousaess, cential initiation and
continuity, which might easily be regarded as a great
contribution to psycho-epietenaology. As regards the
method of meditation, the Bhagavadgiti makes original
suggestions in respect of meditation on metaphysical con¬
ceptions, such as the Sutra, Vaisvanara and Tajjalan, as
well as on moral and social virtues, Finally, in regard
to the Sublime Vision of God, which is the supreme goal
according to the Bbagavad^tl, we £nd in the description
of the
experiences such as those of splendour,
wonder, terror and joy, which link it up with a universal
philoso^y of the Sublime.
Part V deals with the relation of (he Sublime to
the Divine. We will show here how the Sublime leads
ro the Divine, taking illustrations from metaphysics,
science and morality, thus supporting the upshot of the
teachings of the Bhagavadgiti which we have noticed
at the end of the last part. (I) Under metaphysics, we
deal with Otto, whose ^Idea of the Holy' puts forth the
doctrine of the
THinendum and regards the
Numinous as a complex of the feelings of mystery,
wonder, power, terror, reverence and joy, which are
closely allied to the feelings expressed in the eleventh
chapter of the Bhagavad^ta referred to at the end of the
last part. Then we pass on to Kant who has done more
for the Sublime than any other philosopher and whose
Critique of Judgment is almost the final word about the
nature of the Sublime.

We disagree with him a little,

however, when he puts the Sublime in between taste
and teleology, while we regard the Sublime as higher
than teleology.

His classical distinction between the

mathematical Sublime and the dynamical Sublime is
illustrated in the universe in the distinction between
8
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magnitude and force; but greater than any other force, as
Kant tells us, is the force of inner consdousnesSr
Anaaimander, a great ancient Greek philosopher, has
already linked up the questions of the Infinite and the
Divine, the Afwirort and the th TMion. (2) After the
treatment of the Sublime in metaphysics, we go on to
its treatment in the realm of science, taking examples
from geology, meteorology and astronomy where respec¬
tively the phenomena of the earthquakes, the Aurora
Borealis and the heavenly alligator are supurb illustia*
tions of the Sublime in natuiCi ( 3) Finally, we proceed
to the Sublime in morality. No greater statement has
been made by Kane than when he says that there ii
nothing more sublime in the world than the moral. This
is, of course, in his early works, the three Critiques. But
when we come to his Opue Pcs^umum, a posthumously
published work, we find statements which are incom¬
parably higher than what we find in the Critiques
referred to. Here he demolishes his old conceptions of
the Summuffl Bonum and the Categorical Imperative..
The Summum Bonum, he tells us here, cannot lead us
to God; it remains only a conception. The Categorical
Imperative instead of remaining a nudity is here regarded
as the Command of the Inner Being, the voice of the
Imperands who holds universal sway.
And finally,
‘ wbac is strangest of all ’ he tells us in cryptic terms,
‘ 1 am myself tbU BeingWe thus see how the ideas
of the Sublime, the Moral and the Divine may be
connected together in any great system of philosophy.
We shall show how these are connected together in the
development of the doctrine of the Bhagavadgica.

9

PART I
THE RELATION OF THE BHAGAVADGtlS
TO THE ANCIENT PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS

CHAPTER I
THE RELATION OF THE BHAGAVADGrXA
TO THE UPANI§ADS
The Upanisads have been veritably the source of
the teachings of the Bhagavadgita. The Bbagavad^ta
is indebted to alcoosc all the Upanisads in tUs connection.
It will not be possible for us to do justice to this coulci*
pie indebtedness. We shall confine our review to the five
Upanisads, namely

Katha, Mundaka, Cbandogya and

^veta^vatara. The relation of the Bhagavad^ta to the
Nrsimha-Uttara-Tlpamya Upanisid will be dealt with
later in the course of this work.
liopaai^d

The first point to be noted in connection with the in¬
debtedness of the Bhagavadgita to the Isopanisad consists
in the teaching by the liopanisad as regards activism. It
has, however, been further developed by the Bhagavadglta. The Hopanisad does make mention of non^conta*
minatioD by action; but the further teaching of
autonomy, which we find in its developed form in the
Bhagavad^ta, is its original contribution to thought.
The liopani^ cells us

mt I
n^

^ II

Isa. Up, 2.

It tells us that we are bom here below in this mortal
world in order to do action. But we should also see
that we do not become entangled in it. The conception
of autonomy in the Kantian sense was developed long
ago in the Bhagavadgita, We know from the Bhagavad13
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gita, for example, that we should do our duty for duty’s
sake:

^^

I

xvni, 9.

This is its contribution to the philosophy of activism.
In fact, the Uopanisad supplies the basis of activism to
the Bhagavadgita, upon which it erects the structure of
autonomy.
The second point of connection between the
Ifopanisad and the Bhagavadgrea is that even though
there are some passages referring to self-realisation in
the Bhagavadgita, we find the doctrine of self-realisation
almost in its fiill-fiedged form in the Ifopamsad It is
indeed far higher in realisational value than the Bhagavad^ta.

Look at this verse s—
35

u

Ua. Up. 5.

“ It moves and it does not move; it is for and it is
near; it is both inside and outode; it is both transcendent
and immanent.’* According to Kopanisad, ail such con¬
tradictions are recondJed in self-realisation. There is
another verse in that Upaniad which tells us how its
author was first able a> see the lustre of God, then the
Form of God, and finally to identify himself with that
Form.
isa. Up. 16r
In fact, this doctrine of lusae, form and the identity of
the Form with one’s own self has been excellently stated
in the tfopenisad.
Ka^opuihad

One of the most striking ideas that we find in the
Bhagavad^ca, namely, the idea of Aivattha in the
14
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fifteenth chapter of that work» owes its origin and
inspiration to the Katha, where we have that famous
verse:

fT^

II

Kath, Up. II, 6.1.

But there is one fundamental difference between the
descriptions of the Asvatcha in the Katha and in the
Bhagavadgita. In the Bhagavadgita we read,

XV, 1...a
It is the business of man here below to cut down this
tree of unreality. In fact, the Asvattha is the tree of
unreality and equivalent to SamsaraintheBhagavad^ta.
On the other hand, to Che Kathopani^d the Asvattha is
real and is equivalent to Brahman. We have a conception
of Igdrassil, oi the ash tree, in the Scandinavian mytho*
logy where we are also told that it is our business to cut
down that tree, The ash tree is not far different fromthe Asvattha. So there is a parallelism between tbe
Bhagavadgita and the Scandinavian mythology rather
than between the Bhagavadgltl and the Kathopanisad..
How this change was made from the reality of the
Alvattha to its unreality is hard to comprehend. Never*
theless, the stand-points of the two are different, and
just as it is true to say that the World is God, and also
in a sense it is true to say that the World is not God,
similarly support for the one may be found in the
Kathopani^d and for the other in the Bhagavadgita.
MuD^akopaoisad
The Mundakopanisad supplies us with a conception
which assumes very great importance in the Bhagavad15
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gita. It is the idea of the Vi^varupa, which probably
first ofi^nated with the Purusa-Sukta. The Mundaka
Upanisad developed it a little more, whde it was fully
developed later on by the Bhagavad^ea.

The Purusa-

Sukta talks of

while in the Mundaka we read

?Ti: flt#,

fwiw,

^

u

Mu. Up. II, 1.4,
This, in feet, is in miniature a description of the Vi^valupa of the Bhagavadgica. We arc told here how the
eyes of the Vi^varupa arc the sun and the moon, the ears
are the quarters and his speech the Vedas, Further, the
head is supplied by fire and the earth supplies the feet.
The wind constitutes the Prim of that Visvarupa, while
its heart is made up by the empyrean. In this way, we
have a miniature desaiption of the Viivatupa in the
Mundaka which we find more fully developed in the
Bhagavadgita.
Secondly, in the Mundaka we have a very fine
description of the antinomy between ritualism and non¬
ritualism, which i^l^ we find later in Ae Bbagavadgitl j
and the most wonderful thing is that the descriptions in
the two works are in close proximity to each other.
Thus, in the Mundaka we find a passage,
^

Mu, Up. I, 2.1.
16
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exhorting us to do saaifidal action. In contrast to this
and immediately following upon this in the same chapter
is the passage :
^5^

STf3T 'TfTS’TT

^^ I

^ siting W

^ [\
Mu. Up. 1,2.7.

which exhorts non-ritualism and tells us that while a
life of sacrifice is destined to lead us from existence to
existence, a life of contemplation takes us towards God.'
The essence of the teaching is that we cannot find reality
in the Mantras. They are merely rafts which are likely to
sink in the ocean of life Therefore, we must hold on to
the steers-man, namely> God, who will take us to the
other shore. In the Bbagavadgitl also we have two similar
passages,
ra:
snrnfa: i B.G.III,10., where
sacrificial life is exalted and
gwcrf ^
i
B. G. II, 42., where the saaifidal life is condemned, and
we are told that the spiritual life is much higher than
the sacrificial life. In fact, sacrificial action will lead us
nowhere. We must resort to God in order to be able to
reach our highest ideal
Chiiodogya Dpuisad
A striking illustration of the indebtedness of the
BhagavadgltS to the Upaniads occurs in the Cbandogya
Upani^d, in a passage of extreme difficulty which it is
not possible to solve satisfactorily. Let us quote the
passage from the Chandogya Upanisad we are referring
to:

I
B. 2

Cha. Up. Ill, 17. 6 & 4.
17
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Now look

the propet names and e:^ression5 that

occur in this passage. First comes Ghota Ahgitaaa. then
Kt^ as the son of Devahl; then follows the meation of
the five virtues—snsfr, arw and
; then
the Upanisad speaks about the
(the time of
death); and finally, about the three ideas involved in
to which a man must
resort at the time of death.
Now let us see bow there is a connecting link
between the Cbandogya on the one hand and the Rgveda
on the other. In fact, the passage from the Chandogya
is so full of mystery that it may not be possible for any
one to solve it If we consider the connection of the
Chandogya with the Rgveda^ we shall see that K^a is
already mentioned twice in the Rgveda as a Rst in a
hymn to the Alvins. Let us quote these verses in full:
art ^

I

^I

vNrt II

\\
Rg. 1,116.12.

Then secondly, this Rsi, Krtqa, is called Angirasa in
the Anukramanika of the Rgveda. We are not yet
told that he had anything jo do with Ghoia, or how
he was related to Gbora Angirasa. But that Ki^ is
called an Angirasa is enough_for o\ir present purpose.
Finally, the name Ghora Angirasa itself occurs in a
passage of the Rgveda, in the Hymn to Sarama where
Saiarna says ^

“It is only Indra and Ghora Angirasa chat know; I do not
know either brotherhood or sisterhood.” So, if we put
hese passages together, we shall see that Krspa, who
18
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was a Rsi, was known at _the time of the ^veda and
also that he was called anj^ngirasa in the Anukramanikl,
while the name Ghora Ahgirasa has been patticulaily
mentioned in the hymn to Sarami,
We
«n also see from these references tlwt Krgja and Ghora
Ahgirasa are mentioned in the Rgveda, while the
Chandogya puts them together and establishes a relation¬
ship of disciple and teacher between &sna on the one
hand and Ghora Sftgirasa on the other. The Chlndog^
also adds the word Devakiputra which takes one to the
Mahabhirafa or the Bhagavadgita.
We know nothing about E)evakiputia BCrsna in the
Rgveda and hence arises the liaison of the Chandogya
with the Bhagavadgita. In this connection there are three
important points to be noted. In the first place, the same
virtues which have been mentioned in the Chandogya
ate also mentioned in the Bhagavadgita.
and
of the Chandogya have been mentioned
in the sixteenth chapter of the Bhagavadgita:—
H

XVI, 1-2.

Now all the five virtues of Chandogya have been men¬
tioned here, but there is a little difference. The three
virtues, Arjava, Ahimsa and Satya, occur exactly in tbe
same order and Dana and Tapas interchange pbces.
There are certain other virtues mentioned in the
Bhagavadgita, which we do not find in the Chandogya,
such as
and
But that the five principal
virtues of the Chandogya have been mencioned in two
consecutive lines of tbe Bhagavadgita is a wonderful
resemblance. It is beyond question that the Bhagavad¬
gita was indebted to tbe Chandogya for the conception
of these five virtues.
19
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Secondly, the Cbandc^a tells us that at the time oi
death (\ we should medicate on the three con¬
ceptions,
In feet, this con¬
templation is bound to be idealogical. On the ocher
hand, we are told in the BbagavadgicI that at the time
of death we should medicate on OM as a symbol of God
{9?
^) VIH, 13, So even though there is no
identity between the ideas and the Mantra, the concep¬
tion of meditation on some symbol of God at the time
of death is common to both.
Thirdly, and this is a very important and new point,
the ^ta also extends a fnendly hand to the Chindogya.
The Bbagavadglti calls Samaveda the highest of the
Vedas. This is a very peculiar statement; for, before
this and even after this, the Samaveda has not been
regarded as the highest of the Vedas, and yet the Bbagavadgita chooses to call it so:
X, 22. And
when we remember that the Cbandogya is an Upanisad
of the Samaveda, and also that the Bbagavadglti speaks
about
(JWr X, 35., it is clear that the author
of the Bhagavadgirl had a soft comer for both the Simaveda and the Cbandogya, and consequently the perfect
liaison of the Bbagavad^ta with the Cbandogya is clearly
proved.
^etafeatarepaiiad
Finally, we shall see how much the Bhagavadgica is
indebted to the Svetiivatara Upanisad for its Yogic
teachings.

In feet, the Svetasvataia Upanisad might be

regarded as giving us one of the most important descrip¬
tions of Yoga that have been made.

In about nine or

ten verses it describes all the (x>nditions that are reqmred
for perfection in Yoga.

The Bbagavadglti has been a
20
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popular suramary of this description, while the ^retaivatara Upanisad roight be regarded as supplying these ideas
even to the great PataRjali. We know in the sixth
chapter of the Bhagavadglta how much and in what terms
it describes the practice of Yoga. Let us see how this
teaching is indebted to the original teaching of the ^veta^vatara (11, 8-14). In the ^st place, the Ivetasvataia
tells us that we must select a proper place for meditation
(^
I), Then it tells us to hold
the body erect, especially its three parts, chest, neck and
head ((3^W!
^
). Thirdly, it advises us to
control our breach (). Not merely this, it
tells US further that our senses muse be regulated by our
mind
). Further, when this system
of Yoga is being practised, there are certain eacly
physiological effects—lightness of body, healthinessf^^?^), beautiful colour of the body, a sonorous voice
( a^fsrei^:
^) and so on. Also we are told how
the practice of Yoga enables us to conquer both disease
and old age (n W fl^Tl m )■ It also talks of the con¬
quest of death (sTgFlO' t>uc this is no simple matter.
Further, we are let into the secret of early mysdeal ex¬
periences, such as those of ^^K>
and
Two
other kinds of early experiences also are mentioned,
which are not so well known, namely, Anil or wind,
and Adani or thunderbolt. These experiences make an
appeal to senses other than that of vision. Anila, for
example, refers to the touch sense, and Aiani to the
organ of auditioru Further, the acme of spiritual life is
obtained by the Yogic process, when the Yogin is able
to visualise his own Self
^
i
Sve.
Up. II, 14.). It is a very fine Form, full of lustre, which
appears to the vision of the Yogin, and when he has seen
21
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tbis FonOf be experiences his ultimate identity with that
Form. By the self he is able to reach the Brahman—
S
He finds an equation between the
two as in the expressions
and
> and to him it
is a matter of experience reached through Yogic process
and not intellectually. We see here how all these stages
of Yogic development have been mentioned by the
^vet aivatara; the place, the posture, the breath, the sensecontrol. the physiological efi^s, the conquest of disease
and old age, the early mystical experiences, the vision of
the Self, and the ultimate identity of Self with God. It
is needless for us to point out bow the Bhagavadgita
takes up many of these ideas and weaves them into its
system of Yoga which is known to all the students of
that great work.

22

CHAPTER II
THE RELATION OF THE BHAGAVADGrTA TO
SAMKHYA AND YOGA
We have hitherto seen the relation in which the
Bbagavadgita stands to the Upanisads. We shall now
consider how it is related to Samkhya and Yoga on the
one hand and to the Btahmasutras on the other. The
Brahmasutras were later commented on by great com¬
mentators. So we shall also have to discuss the relation
of the Gita to the interpretations of the great Vedantic
commentators. In the Upanisads, in the Bbagavadgita
and even in later works all the three systems of Sanikhya,
Yogs and Vedanta were in a state of fusion. The lines
separating them were not clearly demarcated. These
systems had run into each other and as there had been
no definite systematization, there were many overlap¬
ping ideas in the three systems, The philosophic develop¬
ment proper of these systems came on bter. So when
we ate dealing with the relation of the Bbagavadgita to
Samkhya, Yoga and Vedanta, we are not only to consider
•its relation to the systems as then prevalent, but also
to devote some attention to their later developments.
^mkhya and Yc^a
We have said above that before the time of the
Bbagavadgita and even at the time of the Upanisads,
Samkhya and Yoga had been fused together. When the
Bbagavadgita speaks of the ultimate identity of ^mkhya
and Yoga, it is not in the sense of mere identity of
linguistic expressions. It is a conceptual identity, which
the Bbagavadgita points out between Samkhya and Yoga.
The Bhagavad^tl says that the seer is he who regards
Samkhya and Yoga as one and identical.
23
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i#

^ ^ ^ q:

I

V. 5.

Now this doctrine of identity of SImkhya and Yoga i&
based upon certain coaceptioos. The word Samkhya it*
self is derived from the word Samkhy^ which
means either to enumerate or to reason. When the
twenty-hve principles were enumerated later^ the
system came to be called Slmkhja. When reason
was at the bach of these principles, it was also called
Samkhya. Reasoning, knowledge, intellect—all were the
aspects of Samkhya philosophy as it was later developed.
When the author of the Bhagavadglta talks about Yoga,
he has also three different conceptions in his mind.
First, Yoga means power (^
Secondly, it
means the process of meditation which is its proper
meaning (). Thirdly, the
Bhagavadgltl uses the word Yoga in the sense of action
(almost in the sense of Karmayoga.
It is their identiBcation which the Bhagavadgltl points
out. Samkhya as philosophy and Yoga as activism are
reconcilable, if we ultimately find a common basis for
them. The basis is as follows: The Bhagavadglti de>
fines Samkhya as the path of knowledge, which involves
renunciation; it defines Yc^ as the path of action
which involves disinterestedness. Now renunciation and
disinterestedness are identical, says the Bhagavad^ta^
We must not divorce SImkhya from Yoga or Yoga from
Samkhya.

The two run into each other.

In fact, the

relation of Samkhya to Yoga is ultzmately like the
relation of philosophy to mysddsm.
Mabet
One of the fundamental teachings of

the later

Samkhya philosophy is the doctrine of Mabat.
24
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Mahat wa5 the first evolute from Prakrd—
It is also identified with Buddhi, thus
involving an identificatbn of the cosmic and psychic
principles. In these two principles there is no mere
parallelism, as in Spinoza, but a veritable identitate
philosophy. This is the fundamental position of the
later Samkhya. When the Bhagavad^ca talks about
^
XIV, 3., Mahat might be taken either as
adjectival to Brahman, or in a substantival sense in
apposition to or identical with Brahman,
But the
Bbagavadgita also speaks of Puiusa as sowing seed >in
Mahat
IN
Prakrti refuses to play this
part, because she disappears as soon as the Furusa looks
at her as a spectator. What is of consequence, therefore,
in this connection is the Mahat. The Purusa sows the
seed in the Mahat and from that arises the entire world.
This is, of course, the conception of the Bhagavad^cl,
which was later developed systematically by the
S9mkhya philosophers, identifying Mahat with Buddhi,
which implied the identification of the cosmic and
psychic principles.
AvyakU
The second important principle in the Samkhya
is the conception of Avyakta. Of course, this is not
technically recognised as such by the Samkhya philoso*
pbeis; but it means Prakrti as we shall see presently.
In the first place, this conception of Avyakta is familiar
to the Upani^ds* The Upanisads interpose Avyakta
between Mahat on the one hand and Purusa on the
ocher (J
Avyakta
thus comes to be interposed between Mahat on the one
hand and Purusa on the other, it evidently means
Prakfti as in later Samkhya philosophy.
23
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The Samkhya philosophy itself, as expoucded in
xbe K^ikS, also takes the same view as the Upanisads«
It also legards Avyakta as ec^uivaleot to Prakrd and,
thete£ore, intenpediate between Mabat and Puru^ Let
us see this from the S^kbya KacikI:
TO

I

\[

S. K. 8. 58.

The Samkhya Karika tells us that the function of the
.Avyakta is to see that the Purusa is released. Now as
this is the function wbid) Prakrd performs, there is no
harm in saying that this Avyakta is the same thing as
the Siihkhya Prakrd. The (2ta takes a different view
from both the Upanisads and the Samkhya philosophy.
It regards Avyakta as eqmvalent to Furusa, Aksara, or
Paiami gad
VUJ, 2L).
In this way, the Bbagavad^ia calls Avyakta the
Puiuss, calls him the Parama gad, and at the same time
equates him with Aksaia.
We thus see that there is a
difference between the views about Avyakta taken by
the Upanisads and Samkhya on the one hand and the
Bhagavad^ta on the other.
Tuunitras
The next important conception in Slmkhya philo¬
sophy is the conception of Tanmatias. This expres:sion might be compared to the Kandan
thing'in*
itself*’ though it is not identical with it Tanmltras
mean the essences of the five elements, namely, ^abda,
Sparse, Rupa, Rasa and Gandha. Now tbe question
.arises,
Do the Tanmltras exist first or the elements ? **
And the Simkhya view is that the Tanmatias exist
.first and that from tbe essences spring the elements.
Aristotle has made u$ familiar with his famous dictum
26
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that there are certain conceptions which exist first, but
which are the last to be known. On the ocher hand,
those which are known first, come into existence last.
Applying this dictum to the Samkhya conception of the
Tanmicras, we may say, the Tanmacras are the first to
exist and last to be known, like the logical and universal
principles, or the Platonic Forms. They exist first and
from them are born elements and objects of the universe.
We have to make an important statement here about
tbe Tanmacras in proof of the priority of the Bhagavadgita to the systematited Samkhya philosophy. That
the Tanmacras ate not mentioned by the Bhagavadgita
might evidently be taken to be an argument for ics
priority. That these are developed in Samkhya philo¬
sophy later is out of question.
Trigunas
We have hitherto dealt with the Mahat, Avyakta
and Tanmacras, which constitute an essential part of
Samkhya philosophy, no doubt; but the most funda¬
mental idea in Samkhya philosophy is the conception of
the Trigunas. Let us see how this conception is developed
from its beginnings. In the Upaoisads the conception of
the Trigunas occurs in an embryonic form.

We have

two passages where the properties of the Gunas are
given s

hSd
Chi. Up. VI, 4.1. and
^ve. Up. IV, 5. Here the red, black and white

colours, which ate the properties of the three Gunas,
ate mentioned. The Bhagavadgita, which came later,
developed the conception of the Gunas in its own way;
but the conception was not fully systematized as irv
Bamkhya philosophy.

We have whole chapters in the

Bhagavadgita devoted to the conception of the Trigunas.
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The conception is mentioned very frequently in the last
chapters of the Bbagavadgibi, which fact has been
regarded by some as an argument for the later production
of these chapters. Among other conceptions, the
Bhagavadgjta talks about twelve subjects such as
fW, fH,
«frf, fit, ^ and
as being subjea to the Ttigunis. All these are Sattvi^,
Hajasa and Tlmasa. Mr. Justin Divada has made an
interesting suggestion that even though these might be
regarded by the Bhagavadgita as subject to the three
Gunas, Bbakti itself is not mentioned therein; therefore,
Bhakci remains out of the scope of the Triguiras. Bhakd,
according to this view, would be entirely a aui generis
category, only of one nature or colour: neither Sattvika,
nor Rajaaa, nor Tamasa — neither white, nor red, nor
black. This is a good view and we prize it for the
suggesdon it makes, namely, that Bhakd stands above
the three Gunas; but we cannot help equating Bbakti
with ^raddha, which has been already mentioned by
the Bhagavadgita, and ^raddha is of three di^erent
types, showing the influence of the three Gunas.
Bhakd might be regarded as subjea to the three Guiiis
also, because we evidently know that there are ^ctvika
Bhakcas, Rljasa Bbaktas and Tamasa Bhaktas. Of course,
it is an ideal devoutly to be wished that our Bhakd
should be only of a super-qualitative kind, and neither
Sattvika, nor Rljasa, nor Tamasa element should enter
into it. But social psychology stands, and we must
regard Bbakti also as subjea to the three Gunas. When
we come later to Samkhya philosophy, we have a
fully developed concepdon of the Trigunas. In fact,
these Gunas constitute the comer stone of Samkhya
philosophy. The ideas, which I shall be suggesting just
now, 1 shall develop in a later work on the Vedanta
28
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as the Culmination of Indian ThoughtBut there is
no harm in suggesting in a few lines here the central
ideas underlying the conception of the three Gunas in
Samkhya philosophy. The first question that arises is;
“ Are the three Gunas substantival or adjectival ? What
is their relation to Ptakrci ? IDoes Prakrti exist first, or
do the Trigunas exist first ? This is a question difficult
to answer. Secondly, the Trigunas become analogues
of certain other conceptions — humours as in Mediaeval
Physiology, Tridosas as in Indian Medicine and colours
as in spectroscopy. Thirdly, the Samkhya Karikas have
given a fine description of the reciprocal generation,
conquest and conceit of these three Gunas •
H

S. K. 12.

This is as much as to say chat the Gunas are bom
from each other, they conquer each other and they
ultimately merge into one another. Fourthly, the
Samkhya philosophy suggests also the supersession of
these three Gunas;
• • 3^51^.
What is Purusa, if he does not supersede these concep¬
tions ? A Being, who supersedes all these three Gums,
is alone entitled to the name of the Highest Being.
And finally, if we apply these Tiigums to modem
conditions and modern sciences, we shall see that our
so-called psychological types are based upon these three
Gunas. Hence the Gunas play a very important part
not only in Samkhya philosophy, but even in sodal
and ocher modern sciences.
Parasa
The conception of Purua occurs in Samkhya and
Yoga as well as in the Bhagavadgita. Saihkbya main29
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tains a piuralisdc atheism.
There is no thfos ia
Samkhya.
It tecogmses a plurality of “ spiritual
principles ” which are called Punisas.
In the first
Karibl, however) the audror speaks al^ut Purusa in the
singular and not about Puiu^ ; hence there is a sub'
conscious monism lurking in the mind of the Sathkhya
philosopher. In Yoga, we have Purusa and Purusas. It
is a sort of a pluralistic theism; but the Purusa is related
to the Puruas as prunus
par«.
In the Gita^ we
have a monistic theism with its doctrine of Uttama
Puru^ This Uttama Purun is raised above two other
kinds of Puru^ namely, the £sara*Purusa meaning
the world consisting of the di&rent elements (
) and the Aksara Puru^ meaning the

or

the Self. These two latter are only Purusas by suffer¬
ance.
The real Piirua is the Supreme Principle,
namely, the Uttama Purua, Paramacman, or God. Thia
involves a monistic theism, and it would be an interest¬
ing thing to see bow this is made compatible with an
Absolutism which is also taught in the Bhagavad^cl.
Kairalya

Finally, we come to the conception of Kaivalya in
the three systems^ the Samkbya, Yoga and

Vedanta.

Their difi^nt conceptions of Liberation are developed
later on, but we must indicate them here in a sucdnct
way.
While these systems deal with Kaivalya, by
which they mean libeiadoo, they stress difierent aspects
of it SImkhya stresses the aspect of isoladon, aloneness,
separation or unitary existence :
<m^ iWlHTT^

I

II
30
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So, by Kaivalya the Samkhya philosophy means a stale
of liberation, in which the Puru§a exists alone to
himself and for himself, PrakfCt having “long agovanished
Yoga stresses another aspect of liberation,
the vision of the Self by the Self In fact, Self-vision
constitutes the essence of the teaching of the Yoga so
far as liberation is concerned.
I

Y. S. I. 3.

When this ideal is attained, we are liberated. Fbally,.
the Gita itself refers to the Kevala-Purusi,

The Self is not the doer, is not the sufferer. He
remains Kevala, absolutely unconuminated by anything
whatsover. This was later devebped by the Vedanta
as an aspect of unison, absorption or mergence.

CHAPTER in
THE RELATION OF THE BHAGAVADGITA
TO THE BRAHMASUTRAS
Let us now proceed to the consideration of the
relarionof the Bhagavadgita to the Brahmasutras. We
are not concerned here with any doctrinal relationship
between the Giti and the BiahmasQtras. That is a big
question which need not engage our attention at present.
What we are concerned with here is the historical
relationship between the Glci and the BrabmasQtras.
Under this head there are three distinctive opinions, and
for each opinion we shall dte one prominent authority.
The first opinion Holds that the Giti is earlier than the
Brahmasutras; the second maintains that the BrahmS'
satras are earlier charx the Bhagavadgita ; and the third
emphasises inter-reference, inter-dependence and even a
co-authorship theory of the Gita and the Brahmasutras.
The representative of the first might be taken to be the
late Justice K. T. Telang. of the second the late Dr.
MazmUller and of the third the late Bal Gangadhar
Tilak. Lokamanya Tilak cites a passage from the
bantiparva of the Mahabharata, which tells us,
itqiJRtf^smr... (212), which
means that Dvaipayana or Vyasa or Badarayana was
responsible for the Vedanta and the Karmayoga,
Kaimayoga meaning the doctrine of the Bhagavadgita
But Tilak is careful in pointing out that this occurs
only in the Southern recensions of the Mablbbarata,
and not in the Northern recensions. In any case we
are not dependent only upon such a passage from the
Santipatva from the Southern recensions. Tilak gene¬
rally was of the opinion that the two did not merely
32
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have inter-reference and inter-dependence, but also ai
possible co-autboiship.
Priority oE the BbagaTadgTla
Let US begin with the doctrine which holds that the
Gita is earlier than the BrahmasQtras, which involves a
presupposition by the Brahmasutras of the teachings of
the Bhagavdd^ta. The whole doctrine rests upon one
fundamental Stltra in Badarlyana^
jfiirpr. ^ ^

^

I

IV. 2. 21.

There may be other references in the Brahmasutras to
the Bhagavadgita; but this is the most important of them
which will enable us to clinch the point. By the dual in
^ BfidarSya^ means the two paths, Dakfiidyana
and UttatSya^a, which have a reference to the passing
away of the Yogin. In tegard to these two paths, the
path of the gods and the path of the fathers, we have
got references £istm the Vedas, second in the Upani^ais
and third in the BhagavadgitS, and later in the Brahma*
satras also. We shall see presently how the first three
ate identical, while the last is developmental, takes a
philosophical view, and might, therefore, be regarded as
coming after the first three doctrines. The Vedas talk,
about DevaySna and Pitryaijs in the two celebrated Res j
qt i?qt 31^ ft
qwiTqj

^

I

Rg. X. 19.1.
X. 2.7.

where both the paths of the gods and of the fathers
have been mentioned. The Upanisads refer to the arfWH
and

wsr frq

J
^

w Cba. Up. V.IO.

The Bhagavadgita has a double nomenclature.
B. 3
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about Suklagati and K^agati as well as Uttarayana and
E)aksinSyana. One celebrated passage from the BhagavadgicS tells us :
^Tirnro; I
^ jfqiflr

^

II

and
f»ris

i

flsr

gSf^ r?ft

ffR

....

II

VIII. 24-26

Those who die in the UtcarSyaija go by the path of
and those who die in the Dak^i^yana go by the
path of
and so forth. Now philosophically, the
path of the fathers and the path of the gods is an absolute
mis^conception. Neither day nor night, neither DaksU
iiayana nor UtcarSyaija have got anything to do with the
destiny of the departed soul, far less is it so in the case
of libaation. There are many cominon-place philosophic
ideas which have to be tested by reason. The BrahmasQcras take a more philosophical view than any of the
three above references. BSdarSyana speaks of
( B.S. IV, 2-20) including under
^ also by
implication. BSdarSyana's doctrine is that it is immaterial
whether a man dies in DaksmSyana or Uttai^yana.

His

Lberation does not depend upon these times and seasons;
it depends upon his own qualifications for liberation. He
does neither condemn DaksInSyana nor extol UctarSyana
for liberation. He says that liberation is attained only on
the basis of moral and spiritual development and is not
dependent upon times, days and seasons. The same
doctrine was later preached by the great MarStha saint
RSmadSsa

••
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SmI
ft ^

WI

S swa
St

u

i

Dasabodha: VILlO-13.

Now Bddarayana aad Ramadlsa agree and we also agree
with them that liberation is a thing which is sto
and is not dependent either on the ^jklaraSrga or the
Krs^amarga. As Badarayana takes a more phibsopbically developed view^ the ^darSyana-SGtras might be
regarded as later than the Bhagavadgita.
Priority of the Brabmasutras

Let us now try to understand the ocher point of
view, namely, the doctrine that BrahmasGtras aie earlier
and the Gica pie-supposes the BrahmasGtras. Here one
fundamental verse from the Bhagavadgita is quoted.

II

XIII. 4

It is a very important verse and a full interpretation of
it has not yet been attempted as it ought to have been.
Let us now understand each one of all these words
that constitute this verse. In the first line there are
three important words,
and
The
Rsis evidently are the seers of the Vedas and the Upanisads.
means sung ‘ in metrical songs ’ which are
to be found both in the Vedas and the Upanisads, and
(by metres or variegated metres) which are to be
found in the Vedas and the metrical Upanisads, So, on
the whole, when the supreme doctrines referred to in
the above chapter ate said to have been sung by the
great seers of old, the reference is undoubtedly to the
Vedas and the Upanisads.
Let us now go to the second point.
by

What is meant

? Samkaia, in order to avoid the difficulty,
25
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talks about
as involving both the Vedic texts
and the Upanisadic tests only. Ramanuja and Madhva
disagree with Samkara and say that the Brahmasucrai
do indicate Brahmasutras themselves; while Anandagiii,
though an Advaitic commentator himself, sides with
Ramanuja and Madhva and does not follow Saihkara.
According to him also the BrahmasQtras mean the
Brahmasutras. What is our opinion on this point? The
expression ^ tells us that the Brahmasutras constitute
an addition to what has been spoken of in the first line,
namely, the Vedas and Upani?ads; so something which
is additional to the Vedas and the Upani^ids must
necessarily be the BrahmasGtras.
The BrahmasQtras
preach a doctrine which is additional to the
of the
Vedas and the Upanifads.
Let us go to the second word>3>if5p,
means cau«
or reason,
means giving reason and this reason is
given in the ablative case, This is the most familiar
usage of the word in all the systems of Indian thought.
In the Nyayasutras, for example, wc read of
Grammar talks about
and
the Vedanta SQtras themselves on almost every page
point out in the ablative case the reasons for the state¬
ments they make, for example, ?r5
So^3«Tftt also points to Brahmasucra
literature, because'it involves giving reasons for the
statements they make.
Finally, the word
also signifies Sutra
literature.
means having a definite meaning,
and this definite meaning belongs to the Sutra literature
in Sanskrit and not so much to any other.
example, let us take the definition of Sutra :—

36
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Ic is only the Sutras which talk aphoristically^ and
when

is the word that is used by the Bhagavad-

^tS, it designates evidently the Brahmasucta Uteracure.
So, on the whole, the significance of the second line of
that verse is that the Bcahmasutcas are to be regarded
BS constituting an additional reason to the Vedas and
Upanisads for the proof of God.
Now, granted that the Brabinasuteas are referred to,
ibut what Brahroasucras ? ” is the next question. This
is a difficult matter to decide. “What is troth?
asked the Jesting Pilate and, we know, would not stay
for an answer. Even here the great Badariyaiia himself
.mentions eight of the Silcrakiras besides himself. Ic
is not necessary that the Kdarayaiji Sutras themselves
might be regarded as being referred to in the Gita. Any
of these Brahmasutra systems might have been referred
to by the Bhagavadgiil. For example, eight great names
are mentioned by Badaraya^a himself in his BrahmasQtras:
and

Their sQtras might not have been extant fully

or partially; but at least they must have left an
impression, so that they have been all incorporated by
BadarSyajja in his Sfltras.

We do not know which of

these Sucras. which one or many of them, have been in
the mind of the author of the Bhagavadgica, In any
.case, the implication is that just as the Vedas and
Upanisads do refer to the Highest Reality, the Brahma*
sutras themselves also refer to the Highest Reality, and
for three reasons:
(i) because they constirute an
addition, (ii) because they give reasons and (iii) because
they give an aphoristic, cryptic and definite meaning to
their utterances.
.37
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Tbe BbagaT&dgiUk: a SaiTaiikbiya Upaoisad
Apart from the question of incer-teference, inter¬
dependence or inter-quotation between the Brahcaasutxas
and the Bhagavad^tl, we have a very interesting parallel¬
ism between the Brabmasutras and the Bhagavadgita. The
Brahmasutras of Badaraya^ take over into themselves
the Sfltras of various schools or Vakhas prevalent before
his time; similarly, the Gita takes into itself the ideas
of all the Upanisads that prevailed before its time.

Dr.

Belvalkar has very happily called the B^arayana
Bcahmasutras a Sarvaiakhlya BrahmasQtra, which
incorporates into itself many Ptati^akhlya BrahmasQtras.
We may point out analogically that the Bhagavadgita
night well be called a Sarvaiakhiya Upani^d, because
it incorporates into itself many Pritiiakhiya Upaniads.
To call the Bhagavadgita by the name of an Upani^ad
is the highest compliment that can be paid to it.
Let us see bow this is borne out by certain facts.
First, two great European writers on the Bhagavadgiia, Keith and Hopkins, have

called Gita

by

the

name of an Upani?ad, and they say it is an
Upanisad of the Svetadvatara type. This is not
wrong.

Secondly, the

calls each one of

its chapters by the name of an Upanisad.

So there are

five Upanisads under the general title of the
Even the gfStlTOnqRtqnqri does not call its
chapters by the name of Upanisads, but by the name of
Khandas. This came to my notice while studying those
two Upanisads in another conneccioa, referred to later on
in the present work.

Then thirdly, all the colophons in

the different Ad hy ay as of the BhagavadgitI include the
expression

So according to the colophons
38
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we must understand that the ©ta is the cumulation of
the Upanisads, which have been sung.
Filially, in the Qta-Dhy ana, which is a meditational.
prelude to the BhagavadgitI, we have a celebrated verse,,
namely,

qr’if

nrmgd

;i

But nobody has yet suggested how to draw the essence*
from this verse itself. Arc we not justified by reading
this verse as giving the highest compliment to the
Bhagavadgita by calling it

39

PART II
VEDANTIC AND MYSTICAL INTERPRETA¬
TIONS OF THE BHAGAVADGiTA.

CHAPTER IV
vedSntic interpretations of the
BHAGAVADGiTX
%

(

Bdmnuja, Madhva and Vallabha)

The second part of our work deals with two topics,,
the VedSntic interpretations of the great coenmentators
and the mystical interpretation of JftSneivara. After
having seen the relationship of the Bbagavad^tS to the
Brahmasucras, it behoves us to bring the Gita into
relation with the interpretations of the great Vedintic
teachers. It is not possible for us to do justice here co
the fullness of their teachings. We are only concerned
with showing the relevant points in which they differ
from each other, and the way in which many of them
make use of the text of the Bhagavad^tS to support
their own points of view. This latter procedure very
often becomes inconvenient. For example, we shall see
that Asat is inconvenient to Madhva, and Aih^a to
^aihkara. Nevertheless, in all the points to be discussed
here, we shall present the most important contributions
which these Vedantic teachers have made to the inters
pretation of the Bhagavad^ta. Under this head we shall
be concerned with six main points. Wc shall review
the Ved antic interpretations of the Bhagavadgita, first in
regard to Absolutistic Reality, and then to Personalistic
Reality.

Wc shall next deal with the doctrine of Not--

Being or Asat. The Gita doctrine of Maya however
will not be treated here but elsewhere in this work.
The next point which we shall take up for consideration,
is the Nature of the Self in the Bhagavadgita according;
43
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to these Vedantic interpreters. Here it is ttiat vie say
that Amia presented a ditfculty to Samkara, as Asat
did to Madhva, as stated above. We shall then discuss
the doctrine of Naiskarmya or transcendence of actions,
and finally, proceed to the consideration of the varbua
views held by the Vedantic commentators about the
problem of Liberation as treated by the Bhagavad^ca.
AbsoluUsHe Reality

Let us begin by considering the views about Absolutisdc Reality which have been held by the VedSntic
interpreters.

There are two contrary statements made

about this in the Bhagavadgita and the Upanifids.
Dhagavad^ci talks of
speak of

and the Upanisads
irtMr.

view CO be reconciled 7

The

How are these points of

Is God with hands and feet ?

Or is He without hands and feet 7

The Giti tells us

that we have to consider God as

having his

hands and feet everywhere. Ace these merely imagi¬
nary ? That is the important question. Now Saihkara
tells us that these are illusory.

An illusory thing, he

tells us, may be the cause of a real thing.
the
indicate a

Similarly,

which are unreal, according to ^amkara,
which is ararprqi^. The Reality is without

hands and feet, and when

the Bhagavadgita speaks

about hands and feet they are to be supposed as illusory
things, which are the cause of a real thing which is
A famous utterance from Saihkara in

his

might be mentioned here to show how an unreal
thing might be the cause of a real thing:

II
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^

II

38.

RSioinuja takes another point of view, God may be
he says agreeing with ^amkara, and yet He may
be the cause of
in the created world, which is
real. So 6amkara and Ramanuja agree in regarding the
Reality as a^qif^rqr^. Their views, however, regarding
qn%nq are different. We may submit here that neither
^rnkara nor Ramanuja has taken into account the
mystical manifestation of God to an asparant in the
process of his realisation. Arjuna saw God with bands
arid feet and other organs everywhere. We have that
celebrated description in the eleventh chapter of the
Bhagavad^ta i

These are mystical manifestations, and it is these which,
the Bhagavadgica has described, in the above passage.
PersoDalistic Reality

In regard to Personalistic Reality, we shall see how
the Vedsntic interpreters differ, particularly Samkara
and Ramanuja. There are two dassical passages in the
Bbagavadglta, one in the thirteenth chapter, where
there is a discussion about
and
and the other in
the fifteenth chapter where there is a discussion about
and
In the first, both Saihkara and
RSmanuja show their great powers of exposition and
argument, and if we clinch the difference between
iamkara and Ramanuja on this point, we might say that
it consists in a vindication of
on the one hand, and
of
on the other. In the second, the same
difference in their points of view is seen in their desetip45
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•tion of ^ and
As a matter of fact, the
is a misnomer, because it signifies the elements.
I

3^

XV. 16.

The
2?^ is a Puxusa only by sufference; it is not a
Puru§a at all. It is only the Uttama Purus?, who can
be called by the title of Purusa,
T!R:

I

XV. 17,

and it is in this respect that Che Gita desaibes him ns
the beginning, the end and the sustenance of the entire
world.
^ qrs

^

This is in general the relationship between
3?^

22.
si^-

and

Let us now see how Sazhkara and Ramanuja differ
fundamentally on one very important point, ^adakata
explains K|ara as * Sarvani Bhfitani^ and he regards
them as perishable; but when he comes to discuss
§athkara understands J!va by
and calls
him far?; because to him fz means Maya or illusion.
We have seen elsewhere how the word is lifted to a
high level in
as also to the place which ic
occupies as Cit in Ramanuja. It is true that according
to Rimanuja, Ksara Purusa and Aksara Purusa
designate the difference between Acit and Cit In
regard to Ksara-Purusa, it indicates all things in the
universe,
In regard to Aksaxa-Putusa,
Raciinuja gives an original interpretation. He regards
Him as Cit or Kutastba, taking an altogether different
point of view from that of ^firkara. Saiiikara calls
Kutascha a Being possessed of Vaflcana; on the other
hand Ramanuja regards him as ^
a Being
-who lives in his own form, the Highest Reality. In
46
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fact, there is a fundamental difference in regard to the
Kucastha between ^amlcara and Ramanuja.

In regard

to Uttama Purusa, however, they do not differ very
much.

It 1$ God, the Highest Being; and the Uttama

Purusa is fully equivalent to the Paramitman or the
Supreme Self.
Not^BeiDg (Asal)

Let us now proceed to consider the meaning of
the word Asat as it occurs in the Bhagavadglt^ The
passage in which it occurs is

This verse, as pointed out above, is a very inconvenient
verse for Madhva. Madhva*s doctrine is that both
Praktti and Piitusi are eternal. He brings out this
meaning from the above verse. There is no harm, he
tells U8, for Asat or Prak^ti and Sat or Brahman both
existing eternally. Now in order to interpret the
original verse in this manner, Madhva must read an
Avjgraiia between Vidyate and Bhava, which may or
may not exist. Nevertheless, if it does exist, Madhva
would be justified: but if it does not, he cannot regard
both Asat and Sat as eternal according to the
Bhagavad^ta. The passage where Madhva explains his
views is as follows
sTTf I

?l?t 1

msi

dl iJimPTrft ji

So far so good. We might also come to the help of
Madhva by interpreting the first part of this line,
namely,^ as probably implying that Asat
47
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or May a itself does not exist.

Of course, tbis is not the-

usual interpretation; but if we wane to
Madhva, we can interpret it in that manner. Finaliy,
Vallabha takes an important view in this matter ot
Asat and Sat. He cells us that Reality is beyond both
Sat and Asac He calls it
or incomprehensible.
That probably is not an unjustifiable statement. Apart
from the general question of Asac and Sat, however,
there are some very important passages in the Bhagavad«ta which speak about Reality and non-Reality, which
we may not discuss here; for example, the two celebrated
passages in regard to the reality and non-reality of the
world are
on the one hand, and the
evanescence of Aimtha as described in the fifteenth

chapter of the Bhagavad^ta on the other, both of which
we shall discuss in our chapter on the Antinomies.
Nature ol the Self

After this discussion about the reality and unreality
and the general doctrine of Not-Being (Asat) or illusion,,
let us proceed to the consideration of the Gita doctrine
of the Self.

There is one very important verse
I This verse is a very inconvenient

one to Samkara as we have already pointed out. The
doctrine of A±ii has become a great handle in the
bands of the non-advaitins.

SaAikara, however, explains

this doctrine of Amsa as
This is a
merely philosophic interpretation in contrast with the
realistic interpretation of Amia.

The word Am^ is

elsewhere called in the Upanisads by the name of
A

is both real and unreal.

It is teal so long as>

it exists, but as soon as it vanishes it becomes unreal..
Similar is the case with Amia, says ^amkara, fox which

4a
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in his commentary he gives two illustrations,
and
These are philosophic conceptions which,
according to Saihkara, contain exactly the meaning of
the word Amia, as used in the Bhagavadgita.

^\
*Fi§iT?r: I w 5Tt?^!fw:

^

*tht

Let us see what the Brahmasutras say on this point.
There is a famous Sfitra called
^ ^f?rftfrarf?ff*iwr ^ i
IL 3.43.
In face, the intention of the SutrakSra here is to show
chat God is not only present in all infinitesimal particles,
hut also in the whole of the universe, consisting of good
and bad, high and low objects, including slaves, servants,
fishermen, men. women and insects. All these constiture
Gcd
cSt.
So then Badarayana’s point
of view was to show that God is all-comprehensive. He
is present in all the acorns as well as in the whole
universe, animate and inanimate.
Later Advaitins, however, took a different view
in regard to the nature of AAia. There are definitely
three conceptions, namely, the conceptions of
and
in otder to explain the nature of
the Self and God. The sources of these conceptions are
found in the commentary of ^ahikara above referr^ to.
When he speaks about the
he is referring to
which latter almost borders upon wptrt^,
and when he speaks of
These conceptions became
6. 4
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to later
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Advaitins who founded their theories upon the doctrineorigiaaliy cryptically enunciated by Samkara in his
commentary.
We are concerned here with these
philosophic developments only in order to explain how
Jiva forms a part of God. The ]iva might be either an
image or an illusion or else a limitation of God. These
are the ideas which we might later examine in a work
on the ‘Wedinta as the Culmination of Indian Thought'
TraABceodeiice of AcIiods ( Naifkarmya )
After the consideration of the nature of the Self in
the BhagavadgicS, we shall proceed to discuseavery
important conception, namely, its doctrine of Naiskarmya.
The Mimtosakas advanced the doctrine of Karma which
the Vedantists all refute, even though they differ from
one another in some slight respect. We may say, in
regard to this doctrine of Naifkarmya, that there are
three different points of view.
The Karmayo^-Vedantists tell us that transcendence
of actions is to be obtained by non-atuchment to the
fruits of the actions. The representatives of this doctrine
might be taken to be Tilak and Gandhi. The Bhaktiyogi-Vedantists tell us that all actions are to be
surrendered to God, and thus Nai^karmya is to be
attained.
For example, Madhva in his commentary
regards
as equal to
Also the pSnayogiVedmtists, who regard Naiskarmya as the end of all
actions, equate it with Jftana. This celebrated doctrine
is advocated by Sureivara. Coming to the origin of these
later distinctions, we have to quote two short utterances
from Samkara and Ramanuja on this head. Samkara in
Hs commentary defines
as
or
»ther the knowledge of God who is above
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aaions or a station in the
which is (^1^.
Samanuja does not differ very much from Samkara. His
doctrine is a variant of ^amkara’s doctcine. He tells us
‘

He leaves all attachment to Karmas because he knows
God is the real doer, God is the vindicator and when all
action is to be attributed to God, man has no business
to attribute it to himself.
Let us now proceed to two other conceptions: one
indicated in
I

B, G. XVIIL 56.

and the other in
trfWf ^ asn

B. G. XVIIL 66.

We are told by Saihkara in his interpretation of
^qfiriTrT that Karmas include
which is
tantamount to saying that there is no distinction between
actions which are ordained and actions which are dis¬
dained. Rarainuja tells us that Naiskatmya is to be
obtained by leaving away all Kamya Karmas. In any
case they agree with each other in the idea of Naiskatmya, which was left to Sureivara to develop later as
equivalent to Jhana.
Finally, in the passage
Sahikara advises us to transcend botl^Dharma and
Adhacraa
3W
^ i
and he
quotes a passage where we are told ^ viAnjif
What
about duties and non-duties, what about religion and
non-religion, what about actions which are ordained and
about actions which are disdained? One should, says
iamkara, rise above all these. Vallabha goes to the
Texts and defines
as those which are ordained by
the Astras, and tells us that we should leave away all
the ordinances of the socalled philosophic and ethical
51
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Sl^tras and ultimately go in submission to one God,
4
^
I What
Vallabba's doctrine comes to is that ordinances and nonordinances have no significance before God.
This is
probably a point of view with which Aurobindo Ghosh
entirely agrees. He does speak about the abandonment
of all standards of duty to take refuge in the Supreme
alone.
Liberation

Let US now proceed to the question of Liberation
in the Bhagavadgica and see how it is tackled by the
great Vedincic commentators. Under this head we shall
consider three expressionsand
The
classical passage for
is R
i
We shall consider its explanations as offered by Saihkara,
Ramanuja, Vallabha and Nllakantha. Saihkara explains
as
I But the question arises
whether
is the same as
In any case,
Saihkara negates
as an explanation of
Ramanuja understands
as
counting upon the
Upani§adic passage like
i Vallabha
takes cudgels against ^aihkara and posits
as the
explanation of
He waxes eloquent over the .
explanation of
in terms of the philosophical
categories, such as
(’^f^)
and (S^fTRf)
AH these he enumerates. Of course,
it is evident that he does not include
in the
scheme of
In a similar manner, b^laka^ha includes
under
because, he
says, a Sruti passage tells us
i
A man must be supposed to have attained
when
all things are under his governance, when he becomes
the over-lord and the king of all.
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The Second conception of Liberation is
occurs in the eighteenth chapter in the verse,

^

It

w ^ wsm. 1.^ •
XVIIL 53-

^amkara understands i^'^tTPT as
and Anandagiti
explains arjicit w as 5R5?WRqRqi^?r
i. In
fact,
includes the_ whole process of spiritual
realisation according to Anandagiri’s interpretation of
Sahikara. Ramlnuja understands by
as arfRTJ'W
and Madhva as
^ fpqWffl. So these are the
explanations of these Vedantic commentators. Vallabha
expatiates upon the conception of
He tells us
that
Is to ^ interpreted as
taking his station in the form of Brahman, and relying
upon two Sutras from Badariyana
What are those two SQtcas ? (1)
IV, 45.
( 2)
IIL 26. It is obvious that this SfiCta does
contain an idea of liberation according to Badar5yana,
and Vailabha follows Badarayana in this respect and
tells us that the highest form of
is to take our
station in God.
The third conception of liberation according to the
Bhagavadgita is that of Prave^a. There is a celebrated
passage in the eighteenth chapter, where we are told:

^

54
STr^cft I
II 55

Let us understand the stages of this process.
According to the Bhagavad^ta, there is first
or
then the obtainment of Bhakci; then the know¬
ledge of God, a perfect knowledge according to its full
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lineaments and finally, after this knowledge, entry into
Brahman. Now the first stage seems to be absolutely
unnecessary. Where is the necessity of attaining w
Bhakci or Jfiana after there is a Brabmabhavana ? If
the devotee began with Bhakti (), it
would have been quite understandable. From Bhakti
a man goes to knowledge and from true knowledge he
enters into the being of God. But once Brahmabhavana
is attained there is no necessity of Bhakti or Jftana or
-even Praveia. ^sihkara tells us that we need not make
a difference between Jflana on the one hand and Praveia
on the other,

In fact, the two are identical:

To obtain knowledge of God is to enter into Him,
Ramanuja is more literary :

wn wrqSt

WiW ^fsf 5^^ '
I r1

^TqtW ?l flf rt
in55iiS

1

Of course, he explains the meanings of all the words,
tiFf and
but he docs not bring
this whole series of facts into relation with an earlier
Brahmabhavana. Vallabha, following his usual scheme of
Lila and Ananda as the chief constituents of his philo¬
sophy, tells us,
WIT

m

^

1^,

^

•

I

God, according to him, is evidently the source of all
lilL A devotee of God being in Him attains a share
in his lila. Lila produces^ Ananda.
Therefore, a
devotee has a share in God’s Ananda also. This, accord¬
ing to Vallabha, constitutes liberation. But even this
view feils to connect the conceptions of Lila and
Ananda with the earlier Brahmabhavana, about which
the Bbagavad^ta speaks.

.,
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CHAPTER V
A MYSTICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
BHAGAVADGirX (JS^E^VARA)
After a review of the doctrines of the great
Vedantic interpreters about the Bhagavadgita, let us
now pass on to the mystical interpretation of Jftlnc^vara.
^inegvara is not fat removed even^in time from the
“ last of the Romans ”, the great Vedantic corameiitatois,
and his interpretation is absolutely mystical and in a
way super-Vedantic. jnSneivara was not merely one
of the greatest s-^ints of Mahara^ca, but also certainly
one of the greatest interpreters of the BhagavadgltS that
have ever lived. The most distinguishing feature of
his interpretation of the Bhagavadgitl is his unique
combination of philosophy, poetry and mysddsm. Its
philosophy is of a high order no doubt, but its
poetry is of a still higher order. And when mysticism
is combined with philosophical insight and p^tical
imagination, one can easily see how Pkanesvaras
interpretation of the Bhagavadgita stands supreme.
The eight original points of interpretation which
we have selected from p^ncivara are these j In the
irat place, we shall speak of what he terms the Sun of
Absolute ReaUty,
or
a very sustained
metaphor in poeticomystical terminobgy. ^ We shall
then go to the cosmological argument whicn l«s W
.advanced by iftaneivara for the existence of God. i his
.occupies a peculiar position in Indian philosophy, bemuse
other philosophers have not touched this aspect of the
^luestion. In feet, it can very well be compared wh
«he cosmological argument as is advanced by the
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Western philosophers. Thirdly, we shall see how he
takes up the scheme of illusbn from interpreters like
^amkaracarya, and speaks of the Flood of Illusion or
Mlyinadij which he describes in a very beautiful
manner in a sustained metaphor. We shall next see
how 3riaae^vara tells us the way of search for God
through miseries. It is probably miseries themselves
which take us towards God. This will be followed by
our account of his excellent psychological analysis of the
eight mystical emotions which a mystic experiences in
his onward journey on the spiritual path. This compares
well with the description of mystical emotions in
classical Sanskrit Rhetoric, as well as with that given
by a powerful Marathi poet-saint belonging to the line
of Jfiane^vara, namely, Ekanatha. We shall thereafter
proceed to a very important point in Jftaneivara, namely,
the doctrine of unison which he unfolds at great length
and in powerful terms. In face, this might be regarded
as one of his chief contributions to the interpretation of
the Bhagavadgita, and even more than this is his
original doctrine of asymptotism, for which it would be
difficult to find a parallel. No other Indian philosopher
has thought of positing such a doctrine of asymptotism,
and it is this doctrine which crowns Jftaneivara's
mystical interpretation of the Bhagavadgita. Finally,,
we come to a very graphic poetical description of
spiritual victory, which is obtained by a mystic towards
the end of his spiritual career.
The Sun of Absolute Reality

Let us begin with the sublime description of the
Sun of Absolute Reality given by Jftanc^vara. We arereminded of a similar description, though not in suclt
poetical and powerful terms, by Plato in his Republic^.
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when he speaks of his highest Idea, the Idea of the'
Good, as the San of the world of Ideas, ftane^vara has'
developed his conception of the Sun of Absolute
Reality in mystical terms in his JftaneSYari. There is a
great difference between the spiritual sun and the
physical sun, he says. While the physical sun makes
the phenomenal world rise into view, the spiritual sun
makes it disappear altogether. As the physical Sun
eats up the celestial stars when he rises above the
horizon, the spiritual sun eats up the stars both of
knowledge and of ignorance , Jftaneivara proceeds to
point out further resemblances as well as differences in
the working of the spiritual sun and the physical sun.
When the spiritual sun dawns, the individual souls.
leave their nests, like birds, at dawn of day and go on
their spiritual pilgrimage.
Varying the metaphor,
Jhane^vara tells us that the souls are like bees, which
have been hitherto p^nt up inside the flowers of the
subtle bodies, but as scon as the day dawns they rush
out of the petals and fly into the open air. Further,
intellect and illumination have been compared by
Jfiineivara to a pair of Cakravaka birds who love each
other but who are divided at night by the river of
difference. They arc crying out for each other but they
cannot meet. It is only when the day dawns that they
come together and there is great rejoicing. This is as
much as to say that when mystical realisation arises,
intellect and illumination meet.
The intellectual
faculty and the mystical faculty, which had hitherto
been separated, now meet and there is great consonance
between them. Jftauedvara further goes on W tell us
that as the spiritual sun comes above the horizon, and
as he gathers light and power and throws his rays upon,
the double convex lens of our consciousness, the rays ■
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rmeet in a focus which bums the forests of worldly lifeAlso taking another physical metaphor, J^ane^vata tells
us that as the rays of the spiritual sun pass obUquely
through various strata to the surface of the earth, a
mirage of occult powers is produced on account of the
refraction of the rays. Let us not he tempted by these
occult powers, says ^1nesvara> in the course of our
spiritual illuminaticm. He gives us a further happy
metaphor when he tells us that when the spirittial sun
reaches the zenith, the shadow of the body hides itself
altogether beneath one's feet and one feels one's identity
with the spiritual sun. Finally, Jftaneivara asks us
** Who is there, let me know, who has. visualised this
spiritual sun ? " The spiritual sun shines so miracu-^
lously that he alone is the ultimate Reality and there is
.nothing left for him to illuminate. The 8ubject*object
relation comes to an end, he alone remains, the unity of
the subject and object, the Absolute, the Sun of
Spiritual Reality.
Apart from the philosophical and mystical import
of this passage, we have to notice what great powers
Jftaneivara had in the observation of nature, The dis¬
appearance of the stars when the sun rises, the birds
flying out of their nests at dawn of day, the bees rushing
hastily out of the blown-up flowers, the meeting of the
pair of Cakravaka birds at daylight, and the dis.appearance of the shadow of the body beneath the feet
when the sun comes to the zenith are observations
clever enough. But the two observations of nature which
Jftinesvara makes may be regarded as of extraordinary
value, considering the times in which he lived, namely,
.the rays of light passing through a double convex lens
producing a flame of fire and the refraction of the sun’s
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lays through different strata producing a mirage, obser¬
vations which do not make mysticism incompatible with
scientific in^Kc.
Tke Cosmological Argument for the ExisUnee of God.

Let us now proceed to the cosmological argumeiit
for the existence of God, which has been very well
developed by JHaneivara. As we have said, this argu¬
ment has hardly been used by other Indian philosophers,
and we must compliment JBane^vara upon having
advanced this argument for the existence of God. in
fact, the cosmological argument has had a great history,
as students of philosophy know. The so-called argumerits for, the existence of God, the ontological,
mological and the physico-theological, have all b«n
criticised by Kant, and ha comes to the exclusion tlwt
these do not prove God; but that God can U
proved only by the moral argument which he advances
in the Critique of Practical Reason, or by the teleological
argument which he advances in the Critique of Judgment
The ontological argument has had an excellent exponMt
in Descartes, which Kant mentions with respect; but
there was no necessity for him to make a disjuncuon
between the cosmological argument and the physicotheological argument. The two teaily are conn^ed
and not merely this, but the teleological argument about
which Kant speaks in his last critique, is also connected
with both. So, on the whole, the cosmological argument
is a very important one in trying to prove the existence of
God from the order in nature. It is exactly this order m
nature which JBanefvara stresses here. In the first place,
he tells us that God is the mover of the world. Ihe
forces of nature are merely his bondservants. We are
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reminded of Aristotle’s dictum that God is the unmoved
mover of the whole universe. We ate also put in mind
of the famous passage in the Upanisad
I ...
“I am the mover of the treeand so on. And the tree
goes on in its individual and universal aspects to be
regulated by the mover of the body and the mover of
the world who are ultimately one. JfiSne^vara also gives
us some illusnations in which God’s cosmological power
is exhibited. It is God who commands the sun to follow
a particular order every day during all months and
seasons. Canute, the great king, rebuked his £actering
courtiers by pointing out to them that the order of God
in nature was superior to his own. God orders the
wind to move ceaselessly on ; He orders the earth to
bear the burden of all the creatures upon her surface.
Unfortunately, sometimes there are earthquakes also,
but even they are due to the Will of God. He orders
the mountains not to move from their places, and he
tells the ocean not to overstep its boundaries. So God’s
power pervades all these natural forces. Also we will
not be far wrong if we say that God is the sum-total of
all the forces of nature.

When we look at nature, wc

see that the Order which governs it is nothing else
except the Will of God,

Also if we look at the matter

even physiologically, we see that our exhalations and
inhalations are themselves due to the Order of God, and
when God desires that we should have final exhalation^
we do finally exhale and there Is no further inhalation.
Death is thus itself due to the Will and Order of God.
All these things show that God's omnipotence is every
where and this omnipotence is, according to Jhaneivara^
one supreme cosmological argument for the existence
of God.
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Tbe Flood of Illusion (Miyinadl)

^anesvarans description of the flood of illusion is a
very wonderful one. The concept of MayS, which
'^adikaxa had inaugurated> £nds its best poetic expression
in Jhaneivata. He speaks of the course of Miyinadi
which starts from the precipice of Brahman, which he
calls Brabmacala or Brahmagiii.
Who will not be
reminded of the Brahma giri mountain at Tryambakedvara around which Jftanedvara’s father with his four
children used to make peregrinations? The reference
to the Brahmagiri seems to be a definite personal one.
Issuing from the precipice of Brahman, therefore,
Jhanelvara tells us, as the river moves on, it produces
bubbles in the shape of tbe elements which appear on
its surface. It is further augmented by the rain of the
qualities. The qualities send showers of rain into the
flood and increase its flow. In this flood, as it moves
on, there ate whirlpools of hatred and windings of
j.alousy, and huge fishes in the shape of moral abenations (Pram a da 8) swim inside the flood. The flood in
its motion carries off tbe small hamlets of restraint and
self-control which are situated on its two banks; it
breaks its waters upon the island of sexual enjoyment
which is a resort of a number of creatures, so that all
these creatures ultimately are destined to be drowned
in that great flood. Jftan€§vara very intelligently refers
to the different kinds of Pramanas. One does not know
how far he had studied Nylya phibsophy, but certainly
here he makes mention of two important Pramanas,
namely, reason and scriptures (and
Of those who are dependent upon their reason trying
to swim across the river, no trace is left in the
course of their swimming, and they sink in the abyss of
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self-conceit. The sacred scriptures are merely huge
pieces of stone which a man fastens to his chest and
thus being heavily laden, he falls into the mouth of the
whale of arrogance,
having been
thus disposed of, ^aoe^vara tells us in a general way
that other means of swimming across the river, that
is, other criteria or PraraSnas are only sure ways of
destruction. Ultimately no intellectual aiterion enables
us to escape the Mayloadi. Finally, if we want to
cross such a terrific stream, we must have a steersman
in the shape of a spiritual teacher. We must have a
rudder in the shape of devotion, which conception we
take the liberty of introducing in the description. We
muse travel on the sure raft of mystical experience. It
is only when these three things meet, namely, the
spiritual teacher, devotion and mystical experience,
that we have the possibility of crossing that great flood
of illusion. But one very extraordinary phenomenon
takes place in the course of this flood. It disappears as
soon as we begin to cross if. As we have noticed
before that when the Sun of Absolute Reality rises,
there is nothing left for him to illuminate; similarly here,
in the case of the flood of illusion, it so happens that
as soon as we have begun to cross it, no water remains
to cross.
The Search ol.God throagh Miseries.

Jftaneivara's

description

of the search of God

through roiseiies can hardly be paralleled by similar
desCTiptions, reminding us as it does, at two different
places of certain Hindi songs, especially the poems of
Kablra, the parallelism of which we have discussed else¬
where. l^ane^vara tells us that our life might be
regarded as a boat with a hundred holes. Kabira had
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spoken of ^
^ sn
which we havediscussed elsewhere in our explanation of the song
*T«(y?T Jm ^
3R arftrn. Who can
keep his body bare, asks ^nedvata, when roissiles
are being hurled at him every moment ? When a
conflagration is raging all round, as happened once
in the Khandava-vana, who can hope to remain
encbsed inside it ? Out best endeavour should he to
get ourselves out of chat conflagration as early as
possible. Then ^ilneivara tells us that life indeed might
be regarded as a fair. Here again we are reminded of
another line of Kabita’s song ^ ^ tjT
an^T. In this
fait what we see ia that wares of miseries are being:
spread out by the sellers, and Death, who is one of the
principal sellers, is measuring the years and thedeicinies
of men : he is rationing life's years to people, Making
an appeal to the heavens, ^ineivara asks Is not the
moon proverbially consumptive ? Do not the stats rise
only in order to set'' 7 If this happens to the heavens,
why should this not happen to naen upon the earth ?
In a very important discussion upon the nature of death,
Jfiane^vara further tells us chat at the very beginnmg,
death is encircling the foetus in the mother’s womb.
Perhaps, when a child is bom the parents hoist auspici¬
ous flags. But in the midst of happiness comes misery.
The child ia really approaching death every day as it
grows, and yet people rejoice and hoist flags. People
cannot afford even to hear the word ‘death’. As
Spinoza has said, in the course of the life-history of man,
when he begins to watch the track of those that have
gone by, he sees no returning footprints, All steps point
towards the den of death and none returns.
and

mytholo^es consequently, says
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merely collections of death-stories. Who will not he
reminded of taking ourselves away from the purview of
death when all these things are taking place round about
us 7 Finally, taking a beautiful metaphor from animal
life, ^aneivata tells us that a h:og, which is attempting
to catch at fifes, is itself at the same time being swallowed
by a big boa. We in this mortal world try to aspire
after many objects, unmindful of the fact that we
ourselves ate at the same time being devoured by death.
The present writer had an opportunity of witnessing
(under a microscope) an analogous phenomenon in the
region of the microbes, when he saw one medium-»ted
microbe catching hold of another, while at the same time
it was Itself being caught up inside the circle set up by
the tentacles of a rotifera. Such is the life of creatures
from protozoa upwards to the life of the highest
creatures. Wherever we look, death is encircling us
and it behoves all of us, therefore, to return to God and
to think about Him unmindful of the power of death.
On a contemplation of the various kinds of miseries
enumerated above, we shall see that there is no way of
escape from them except by devotion to God.
J^ane^vara asks:
“ Upon what power do these people count,
that they do not try to worship Me?.
Who has ever beard a tale of happiness in this
world of mortals ? Can one sleep with comfort
on a bed of scorpions or of burning coals
Alas, born in this mortal world, Oh Arjuna,
get thyself away from it 5 go by the path of
Bhakti, so that thou mayest reach My immacu¬
late home. ”
—Jfia. IX. 493...516.
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The Eight Mystical Emetioos

As a man advances in his mystical experience, he
exhibits various kinds of physiological, physio-psychologi¬
cal reactions, which have been classified by writers
on Alahkara Slstra as well as on mysticism into a
number of prominent emotional features. They are
generally regarded to be eight Sactvifca Bhavas; but
it is not necessary that there should be only eight.
There might be many more; and even in regard to the
eight there is no consensus of opinion among the various
writers on the science of emotions. On the whole,
therefore, we may say that the following are the
chief mystical emotions that a man exhibits in his
spiritual development. Physiologically, we might say,
the symptoms which a mystic develops are horripi¬
lation, perspiration and lachrymation, this last being
particularly due to feelings inside the mind. Then there
are physio-psychological reactions such as tremor and
paresis. These two ate opposed to each other and yet
the mystic develops them both and exhibits them at
different times. As regards the psychological reactions,
we have
peace and joy. Paresis physiologically
produces
psychologically. Consequently> $poch$ is
equivalent and conducive to peace, while opposed to
peace is joy, and the great beauty of psychological
reaction to mystical experience is that antithetical
qtialities become mingled together. On the whole,
therefore, the eight different mystical emotions which
a man enjoys on his spiritual march are horripilation,
perspiration, lachrymation, tremor, paresis, ipoche^ peace
and joy. Jilaneivara has given a graphic description
of these emotions in a classical passage which we quote
below :
B. 5
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“ The duality that so long existed between
the self and the world, now ceased to exist.
The mind became immediately composed.
Internally there was a feeling of joy. Externally
there was a fading of the power of the limbs.
From top to toe, the aspirant became full of
horripilation, as at the beginning of the rainy
season the body of a mountain becomes overspread with grass. Drops of sweat crept over
his body, as drops of water creep on the moon¬
stone, when it is touched by the rays of the
mcx)n. As an unblown lotus swings to and
fro on the surface of the water on account of
the bee which is pent up inside its petals,
similarly the body of the devotee began to
shake on account of the feelings of internal
blUs. As drops of camphor fall down when
the core of the camphor plant opens out»
similarly tears of joy trickled down from his
eyes. As the sea experiences tide after tide
when the moon arises, similarly his mind
experienced surge after surge :o£ emotions.
Thus all the eight Sactvika emotions began to
compete in the mind of the mystic, and he sat
on the Throne of Beatific Joy. ”
—Jfia. XI. 245-252
Uoiscn
Jfilncivara has given an excellent account of the
unison of a devotee with God. He gives a good philo¬
sophical interpretation of it which shows what great
powers of reasoning he had. In the first place, he tells
us that the chief condition of unison is surrender.
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Surrender philosophically interpreted means identifica¬
tion. “Be submissive unto Me ”, says the Lord, “ so
that thou mayest become united with Me.” Unless,
therefore, we surrender to God, no unison can ultimately
take place. Secondly, we have to see how Jhlne^vara
discusses the complete annihilation of individuality
which leads to a mystical unison. He gives various
illustcations to express what he means. These illustra¬
tions might be classified as scientific, material, psycho¬
logical and moral The mystic becomes identified with
God, as space inside a pitcher becomes identified with
the space outside when the pitcher breaks, When iron
and fuel, which ate material objects, come in contact
with the touch-stone and the fire respectively, they
are transformed into gold and conflagration. Dreams
pass into wakefulness and lose their individuality. Sin
and merit likewise, which arc moral conceptions, says
Jftaneivara, are ultimately transformed into God’s Being,
so that from all these points of view there is annihila¬
tion of individuality and unison with God.
“To say that, when God is seen, the separate
individuality of a person remains, is this hoe a
piece of foolish gibbering ?...Ifon in its ironnes*
may rust, but when it has become gold by
contact with the philosopher’s stone, no
impurities can continue to spoil it When
fire is churned out of sticks, the sticks will no
longer remain as sticks, When the Sun has
arisen, shall darkness reappear? Or when
wakefulness comes, shall the illusion of a dream
continue to give trouble ? Take no thought,
therefore, Oh Axjuna>for thy sin and merit shall
both be transformed into My Being...From
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this

time onwards

thou hast become free.

Entertain no anxiety,

therefore,

and resign

thyself to Me in being united with Me. "
-Jfil. XVIII. 1398-1416.
After having discussed the philosophical conception
of unison, JAane^vara next proceeds to a further one,
namely, the annihilation of difference. Is there any
difference between Eastern and Western waters, he
asks. The Eastern sea and the Western sea are only
different in name. The ocean and the river cease to be
separate when the river £ow5 into the ocean. If a piece
of salt, says JAIne^/ara, cries to separate two different
kinds of water, it becomes mingled with both, ^ane^*
vara gives an excellent illustration referring to SaAjaya,
who says that when he was hearing the sublime mystical
conversation between Arjuna and Kp^a, he was so
enraptured that he became mingled with both. In this
way, in a state of unison all difference is annihilated.
Further, i^ianeivara tells us that in such a state, the self
and God may be related to each other as quality and
substance. Ramanuja has already said so, jAaneivara
points out that as camphor and its fragrance are not
different, or a jewel and its lustre axe not different, so
there is no difference left between the individual soul
and God in such a state. One becomes the quality of
the other, which is the substance, causa sui, that which
exists in itself and for itself.
JAanesvara goes on to his favourite metaphor of the
mirror and tells us that in the case either of single
reflection or of infinite reflection, the difference between
the devotee and God vanishes.

Taking the case of

single reflection in a mirror, the original and the image
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lose their difference. Patefijali has spoken of ^
The Gita speaks of
In any case, the devotee sees God in his own
image, The Bible says that God created man in His
image, and we may say man is paying back the debt by
creating God in his. Further^ there is that sublime
conception of infinite reflection which Jfllne^vara now
puts forth. When two mirrors are placed, one in front
of the other, which, shall we say, reflects which? There
are infinite reflections between the two. As a student
of physics in the year 1904 at the Deccan College, I
used to perform this e^cperiment in our room. Two
mirrors with two differently coloured borders, when
placed against each other, show themselves in alternately
coloured infinite refieccbns, one into the other. Similarly
Jhlne^vara tells us that there is no limit to the number
of reflections that take place between the devotee and
God. Arjuna, he tells us, saw himself along with God
in God, and God saw himself along with Arjuna in
Arjuna. This is a state of infinite reflection to which
the devotee is ultimately led.
We now go on to two final points under this head
of unison: First, devotional unison and then mystical
unison. Under devotional unison, we have two extracts
from Jfianefvara, which tell us chat God says whatever
His devotee utters is His praise, whatever he sees is His
vision, whatever he touches is His worship, whatever he
contemplates is the chanting of His prayer, while his
sleep consticues ecstasy. Then again, being pleased with
the great devotion of the aspirant, God says ultimately
“lam he’\

We are accustomed to hear in Vedanta of

the expression ‘ I am be * as uttered by the realiser;
or cTr^triS is that expression.
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however, it is God who says: ‘Iam hethat p is
the devotee. The tables are turned. Whether I am
He or He is I, it does not matter.

It only means there

is absolute devotional unison between the devotee an
■God
Finally, we find one very significant
in
ithe Jnane^vari. where Jhaneivara speaks of the identifica¬
tion of the aspiring mystic with the object of his vision.

ft nt

gSt 1

5ipi I

—jna, VII118
Now, it has been the usual teaching of the great
mystics

that the forms which they see in mystical

experience are ultimately identical with them^lves, and
a man has to sit in judgment upon the quality of bis
own mind and his own experience by taking into
account the different forms of mysucal realisation which
he experiences.

There is also a graded development in

these forms. The mystics teach also that such a rising
devotee must ultimately feel his identity with h.s own
Self

It is only then that there is perfect unison, but

the'point

is that

whatever

a

devotee

experiences is always an index of his

mystically

own spiritual

achievement.
Asymptotic Realisadoo
Jftaneivara next makes a very oripnal contribution
to the philosophy of mysticism.

This is what might t«

called his doctrine of asymptotism.

Under this we shall

discuss two points: (1) asymptotic realisation and (2> the
doctrine that perfeaion can be attained only gradually.
We are familiar with the word * asymptote' in mathe¬
matics.

A curve and an axis approaching each other in70
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finitely and meeting at infinity is the essence of asymptotic
approximation. What we find in the case of an aspiring
mystic is that he goes on asymptotically approaching God.
That is Jhaneivara’s doctrine. Instead of there being a
final and perfect identity between the mystic and God,
the mystic moves towards God and so we may say
that he meets God at infinity.
There is just a
little difierence heween them. Just as there is difference
between the moon of the fourteenth day and the fullmoon of the fifteenth day, or just as gold of fifteen
carats just falls short of gold of sixteen carats, to
extent only does the devotee fall short of full divine
attainment. As one can distinguish between the sea
and the river by the stillness and the motion of the
waters, similarly in the case of God and devotee also we
can make a slight distinction. “ The devotee attains to
the Godhead, falling just short of His entire Being”
(Jna. XVill. 1087-90). The reason for this approxi¬
mation or asymptotic realisation is the physical,
the mental and other limitations of the mystic. So long
as he has a body and a mind and has to live in the
world, to that extent and till that time he must fall
short of complete divine attainment.
“ Even though the devotee may reach unison
with God, yet he remains a devotee. The
saint remains a saint so bng as he has to
discharge his bodily functions. ”
-Jna. VII. 114,117.

sfflpt

I *fi
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jaiaeivara further proceeds to rM of the gradual
and graduated perfection in the mystic.

It is the time

factor that counts. A man who starts on his journey
must not expect to reach the end at once. There is
bound to be a time interval
realisation.

between initiation and

A Sldhaka who gets himself initiated by

a teacher must work and wait for attaining realisation
and therefore liberation. It will require a good deal of
time before he conquers his mind and intellect, devotes
himself entirely to God, makes possible some dednite
attainment in that line and ultimately achieves divine
realisation.

So, initiation and realisation should not be

spoken of in the same breath. Perfection is only gradual.
TO ^ ¥1
^
says Mirabai,
A gardener might sprinkle water upon the trees and the
plants, but it is only after the spring sets in that the
trees and plants bear :huit.

Also Jhaneivara here makes

a dne remark that the great God ^amkara Himself is
only a pilgrim journeying

on

the

spiritual

patlv

^ qnfNt
3T^. He has just made an appro¬
ximation to the infinitude of God; and if this happens
in the case of God Samkara, far more must it happen m
the case of us small mortals.
“ Granted that all the preparation is made
for the realisation of God, that one meets the
Guru, that the Guru imparts to him the
knowledge of the true path; granted that the
seed that is sown is the best of its kind, yet it
is only in course of time that a rich harvest
can he reaped.
—Jfia. XVni. 996-1008.
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Tbe Spirilual Viclor^
jnanesvara doses his account of the message of the
Gilt in a passage which it would be hard to surpass. In
that passage he summarises the whole mystical teaching
of the Bhagavad^ta; and as this would be a fitting,
sequel not merely to our discussion of the mystical
philosophy of ^anedv^ca but also to out present part of
the work, we shall end it by an account of iftaae^vara’s
powerful mystical description of the ultimate victory of
a spiritual warrior. This victory could be looked at in
four stages of development. First, the accoutrements
of the warrior; second, the battlefield of life; third, the
imperial procession aftei conquest and the last, the
coronation of the mystic on the Throne of Unitive Life.
As regards the accoutrements, Jnlne^vaia tells us that
such a developing mystic mounts the steed of Rajayoga,
puts on the armour of dispassion and holds the sword
of concentration in his hand. Equipped with these
accoutrements, he proceeds to the battlefield of life. Into
the battlefield itself he moves like the Sun into darkness,
and cuts to pieces all the different eneimes, such as
TO,
and
which Jhanesvara men¬
tions by name. All this is done ultimately for tbe sake
of winning tbe bride of liberation;

QKnn)

19n?rr

w

^

Similarly a great Kannada poet-saint has spoken of the
mystic as marrying the Maid
So when the
attained.

of Liberation,

battle is

Then we go on to

see

won, liberation is
how

^lane^vara

describes the mystic's procession on the iropeiial road.
Virtues such as

and the rest,

which have been enumetaced in the Bhagavadgiti, all
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now act as vassals and move along with the victorbus
warrior as his retinue. The socalled Yoga-Bhumik^,
the different stages of Yogic development and all the
powers and prosperities,
assemble in thousands
in order to see the spectacle and shower flowers on the
mystic who is now soon to be aowned king. Ultimately,
the coronation takes place, the drum of victory is
beaten, attainment of Swarajya, which word has been
specially mentioned by ^Inesvara, is proclaimed. All
the three worlds become filled with joy, In such a state
of beatification, the banner of self-identity is unfurled,
as is seen in the case of all victorious achievements. In
the present case, it must be remembered, the banner is
of sdf-identity, identity of self with God. And finally,
when all this has been accomplished by the mystic, he is
crowned king on the Throne of Spiritual Experience.
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PART III
THE ^LABYRINTH OF MODERN
INTERPRETATIONS

CHAPTER VI
INTERPOLATIONTSM
Hitherto "we have seen how the Bbagavad|!c1
stands in relation to the Upanisads, Sanikhya^Yoga and
the Brabmasutras, and how the great Vedantic comment
tators have interpreted the Bhagavad^ta, each in his
own way. We have also seen the original points in the
mystical interpretation of the Bhagavad^ta by the
great pcec-saint of Maharaja, Jhine^vara. We shall
now pass on to modem interpretations of the
Bhagavadgita. There is a very large number of such
interpretations, but we shall select only eight of them
for our purpose, namely those of Garbe and Bhandarkar,
Farquhar and Buddhiraja, Tilak and Gandhi, Otto and
Aurobindo.

The opinions of these we shall consider

under the following philosophical heads: Interpola*
tionism and Bhagavadsm, Cbristianism and Buddhism,
Activism and Detachment, Numenism and Divinisation.

A student who undertakes a study of the

Bhagavad^ta will really find Ms head turned when he
goes into the depths of all these different interpretations
and he may well £nd himself in a labyrinth. Is there
a way of rescue for him from this labyrinth 7

Yes.

The only line of rescue for him, according to us,
would be the path of God*realisacion.
Let us begin by discussing the theories of interpolationism in regard to the interpretation of the
Bhagavad^tS. On the whole, there might be said to be
five such theories, the first being the most ImportaDt.
The names that can be mentioned here in connection.
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with these theories of interpolationism are Garbe,
HoltsmanD, Oldenberg, Schrader and Otto. Garhe'^
theory of interpolationisco is intertwined with the
doctrine of theism; Holtzmann’s with the interests
of pantheism; Schrader's is really an exterpoktiomsm
more than an interpolationism;- Oldenberg stands as an
apostle of a twelve-chapter work of the Bhagavadgltaand
Otto introduces eight external tracts in the original form
oftheBhagavad^ta. We shall see that even though
there js this incidence of a pluralistic interpolationisro m
Otto, still the total summing up of the meaning of the
Bhagavadfilta is a numenistic, mystical ideal for which hestands, as we shall see at the close of this chapter.
Garbe
(a) Exclwicn of Afimamac and Vedsnta Passa^ J—
Before we go on to Garbe, we must mention that
the theory of interpolationism was first suspected by
Humboldt in the year 1826, and that Garbe might be
regarded as one of the great modem apostles of
interpolationism. We may say that just as there is a
large collection of works on Biblical criticism, so even
here the (Sea criticism was started by Garbe, We shall
consider the following points under Garbe's interpolationistic theory about the Bhagavadgita. We shall
begin by considering the reasons why he excludes the
Vedantic and Miman^ passages from hb text. Then
we shall deal with the criticism that has been made
upon this procedure particularly by Edgerion and
Wintemitz. Next we shall examine the significance of
the capital which Gacbe makes out of the occurrence of
the word Maya six times in the Bhagavadgita. Then
comes a very impotant point and a point to the great
credit of Garbei namely, his interpretatbn of
and
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God, the all-seer and the all-knowei, as commoD
to the
and the Bhagavad^ca. Finally,
following his philosophic bent of mind, we see Garbc
speaking about Krsna as rising from the conception of a
man through the conception of a man-God to the
conception of God in the course of progressive develop¬
ment. This, in short, is a brief outline of Garbe’s
account of his interpolationist theory about the
Bhagavad^ca.
We have said above that Gatbe excludes the
Mimimsic and Vedantic passages from his text of the
Bhajavadgita. On a general review of all the passages
that have been excluded by Gaibe, we do find chat his
two chief enemies are Mimamsa and Vedanta, Advaitism
in particular. But there are many other points also on
account of which Garbe cries to exclude a number of
verses from the original Bhagavad^tl. For example, all
considerations of supei-moralism or transcendence of the
three qualities involved in the conception of Nistraigunya, all essences such as the great luminosity in the Sun
as in the XV chapter, the conception of the Vibhuds in
the X chapter, all considerations or references to Brah¬
man, all schemes of absorption in Brahman, Yogic effects
like the equanimity to be obtained in the process of
Yoga, all these have been excluded by Garbe, On the
other hand, all those passages have been retained which
promote theism, which promote moralism as ancillary
to theism, and particularly philosophic devotion. It
would take a long time to go into the details of all these
exclusions and preferences;

but we have mentioned

these because, of all these exclusions, Advaitism is the
chief enemy whom Garbe wants to fight.

Dr. Bhandar-

kar liked his procedure very much, though he would
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have preferred to interpret the whole of the Bbaga*
vadgita theistically, regarding even the pantheistic
passages, as theistic. That of course is going even a
little further than Garbe. Garbe is endowed with great
powers of linguistic interpretation, of philology and of
philosophic analysis. So, his opinion became the most
respectable during the early years of the present century.
Garbe himself mentions that the two sets of
passages which he wants to exclude are the MImamsic
and the Vedantic. We shall take two typical specimens
of these very shortly. In the meanwhile, we might
mention that Garbe suggests that it was a slowly
gathering and accumulating conviction that he was able
to exclude these passages not as a matter of chance nor
as a fit of fancy, with the result that out of 700 verses
170 fall our. He says :
“ I have ventured to carry into practical
execution the idea of separating certain
portions of the Bhagavadgiti not as a result of
any abrupt conceit but on the basis of a
slowly accumulating conviction. (He takes
the credit for having read the Gita six times I);
thus decidedly by removing passages from
most of the chapters of the Gita with the result
that out of 70J verses, 170 fall out. ’’
—Introduction to the Bhagavadgita, p. 31.
These according to Garbe do not belong to the
original Bhagavadgita.
In this procedure Garbe has
given a rude shock for the first time to the traditional
interpreters of the Bhagavadgita. He takes theism for
granted and everything that goes against it is an interpo¬
lation. His method involves a feiitio ^incipii, taking a
80
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thing for granted and then working out from it, in fact
taking for granted what one wants to prove* The
•outcome of such a procedure ultimately, Garbe tells us,
is chat no real gap is left anywhere in the whole of the
Bhagavadgita.
We shall see presently what other
scholars have said in regard to this real gap or unreal
gap. We cannot help noticing here the words of Garbe,
patting into execution his scheme of exclusions ”, We
must indeed give him the aedit for having carried out
his scheme of exclusions f For, was it not he who first
sundered the Bhagavad^cl into two parts, the theistic
and the pantheistic, under the impression that the
pantheistic doctrine did not belong to the time of the
Bhagavad^ta ? If, however, we were to interpret the
Bhagavadgita in a mystical manner, we might well see
how the theistic and the pantheistic portions could be
reconciled.
We might take two typical passages of exclusion
in order to justify what we mean. The first is a passage
from Chapter III, verses 10 to 15, where a defence of
Yajfta is made, which Garbe wants to exclude; the
second is a passage from Chapter U, verses 42 to 46,
•which is of anti-Mjmainsic and Ved antic content and
which defends self-realisation.

If we just bring out, in

A very terse form, the meanings of these two passages,

we shall see the reason why Garbe was tempted to
exclude both.

He wants neither the Purva l^mimsl,

nor the Uttara Mimamsa to interfere in his theistic
interpretation of the Bhagavadgita. If we take the first
passage. Chapter IQ, 10-15

q?fT: tnn:

that that passage makes the following points:

shall see
(i) It

was God who created the institution of sacrifice which
B. s
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is indeed the fulfiller of all desires, (ii) We are asked
to propitiate the gods with the result that the gods will
propitiate us. (iii) The highest ideal, therefore, to be
achieved is such a mutual propitiation by gods of men
and by men of godfi, (iv) He who does not perform
a saaifice and who does not make an oblation, or an
offering, in fact, he who does not give, as we shall see
later on, a spiritual income-tSK, should be regarded as a
thief. (V) Finally, all sins will be removed in the case
of a man who lives on the remnants of a sacrifice. He
must first offer everything to others, and what remains
as residue with him, with that alone he should remain
oontent. He who thus partakes and lives merely on
the remnants of a sacrifice is the greatest of those who
lead a sacrificial life. This is a passage which Garbe
wants to exclude, because it defends ritualism.
Another passage which he wants to exclude on the
ground of its defence of the Vedantic attitude consists
d the verses, 42 to 46 in Chapter II (• ••
). Let us note the points which this
passage makes: (i) The passage condemns sacrifice
because the ideals of a sacrifice are merely enjoyment
and power,
(ii) It involves no aspiration towards
stability in God. (iii) The Vedas, the author tells us,
ate subject to the suzerainty of the three gunas and
hence of no avail. (iv ) It is only life in 5tman which
can take one beyond considerations of Yoga and Ksema,
acquisition and security. (v) Finally, the Vedas are
like a pond in an all-enveloping sea of spiritual experi¬
ence and are of no consequence when we take into
account spiritual realisation as a whole.

These are the

points which the Vedantic passage makes and on that
account Garbe wants to exclude this Vedantic passage
82
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also. So on the whole, both ritualism and non-ritualism
seem to be his enemies. In a similar way, if we just
carry our imagination back, we shall find that the same
antinomy of ritualism and non-ritualism as in the
Bhagavadgita is mentioned in the Mu:^aka Upanifad
also. What the Bhagavadgita has done is merely to
copy the antinomy from the Mundaka. As the writer
has observed in his “ Creative Period of Indian Philoso¬
phy " ( Bombay University, 1927); “It is evident from
a consideration of the halting attitude of the philosopher
of the Muijdaka that while in one breath he extols
ritualism (L ii. 1.6) and in another condemns it outright
(1.2i.7-12), that even in this respect the Muijdaka
has been the prototype of the Bhagavadglta ” (p. 279 ).
This conception of the battle of ritualism and nonlitualism, which was started by the Mu^daka, has been
taken over bodily by the Bhagavad^iS from the
Mundaka, but it rises beyond both ritualism and nonritualism.
Garbers procedure has been subjected to criticism
from different points of view and by different scholars.
We shall not enter here into many linguistic or philo •
logical criticisms which have been made but mention
only a few points of philosophic importance. (1) Edgerton tells us that Gatbe contents himself by saying that
when we have removed the excised passages, the two
ends meet and there is no real gap created anywhere.
This is exactly the point with which Edgerton disagrees.
According to him, the excised passages, even as they are,
can in many cases be shown to be connected both ways
to the preceding and the following portions. (2) Again,
Edgerton relies upon the authority of an old scholar like
Oldervberg, who believed in the unitary teaching of the
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Bhagavad^ta, and entirely agrees with him in regarding
the spirit of the BhagavadgitS as completely unitary.
Edgerton says:
Garbe is mistaken in thinking that the
elimination of certain passages reunites verses
which evidently belong together but have been
separated by the alleged interpolations* I
believe that just the opposite is the case. That
iS) a verse immediately following a passage
excised by Garbe can in many cases be shown
to be connected with the excised passage. ”
The BhagavadgitI, P. 98.
“ I am glad to £nd that so high an authority
as Oldenberg felt as 1 do that the general spirit
of the Gita is no less unitary than that of
similar works of its class, and that it is an error
to see in it a mixture of different schools of
philosophy."
Ibid, P. 99, Footnote.
(3) Winternitz tells us that a reconciliation of
different points of view or of different aspects of philoso¬
phic thought which has been
effected by the
Bhagavad^ta, and which, in faett is the essence of its
teaching, has been falsely represented as involving a
theory of interpolation.
(4) Bhandarkar's point of
view instead of being merely theistic may be regarded
as even super^theistic^ which we may call by the name
of Bhagavatism or Prapattism. He would go even a
little further than Garbe so far as the theistic aspect of
the Bbagavad^ta is concerned, and not allow anything
to be understood in a pantheistic sense. Instead of
dividing the Gica into the theistic and pantheistic
$4
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portions, he would like to regard the whole of the
Bhagavad^ta as theistic or even as super-theistic
involving the doctrine of Bhagavatisra or Prapattism.
(i>) Occurrence of the loord Mtiytt in the Bkagavadg'iiS rTaking his stand on the theistic interpretation of the
Bhagavad^tl, it is no wonder that Gar be should tight shy
of the word Maya, and particularly of its signiiicartce
which involves the conception of unreality or illusion.
The word Miyi has occurred six times in the Bhagavadgita, twice in the sense in which Gatbe would like to
have it, thrice in the sense to which Gar be is opposed,
and once in the sense which Garbc would try to enlist
along with those who support Vedantism, but which
is really Janus-faced pointing both ways. Garbe's
contention is that the earlier passages are theistic in
character and the word MIyl occurring in those passages
means miraculous power. For example, take the two
quotations: (1)
(IV. 6) and (2) qrosifl
(XVIIL 61), where Maya means miraculous power,
the power of God who wields a magical weapon in his
hand. Later passages according to Gar be involve
pantheism, and therefore Maya is introduced there,
according to him, in the sense of illusion. These
passages are:
.
^ i VIL 14.
and
l VII. 15.
In these cases, the word
Maya means illtision and the passages must therefore be
excluded,

says

Garbe,

from

the orthodox scheme.

Finally, the word Maya also occurs in the expression*
%TtnWnffl. I VII. 25. Garbe would like to understand
Maya here in the sense of illusion, but we may point
out that it may mean power also.

Hence even though

Garbe would try to include it in the later passages, we
feel that it cannot be so included.
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inclusion by Garbe, in oui opinion, seems to be that he
approaches the question from a preconceived notion.
(c)

Gcd

08

M'Seer ond AU-Knower in Nrsimha

T^ipamya C//?anr?ad:—We must, however, compliment

Gacbe upon having in fact made a discovery in regard
to the expression
9.1, showing the connec¬
tions between the
and the Bhagavad^ti. Garbe contends, and contends correctly, that
the word Anumanta in this sense is of rare occurrence,
and if the
has used that expression
and if that expression occurs in the Bhagavadgici also, it would folbw that the BhagavadgitS is the
borrowing party provided the Upani^ad could be
proved to be earlier. In any case, this is a remarkable
coincidence about
Gcd the all-seer and GcA
the all-knower, that these words should occur both in
the
and the Bhagavadgiil.
Garbe
contends for the value of the present reference only so
far as the age of the Bhagavadgica is concerned as being
later than that of the
But he should
have also contended for this expression
as
having a particularly theistic significance, and should
therefore have included this under his own scheme
of a theistic interpretation of the Bhagavadgica. It has
been observed above that
is an expression
of rare oaurrence; but another analogue for the
word AnutnanfS in the
is
which
occurs many times in that Upani^ad.
In one case
it links itself up with
For example, in the verse:

M IX.
Also we have in the same Upanis\d that famous expres¬
sion tf?qqgf[FTr-VIII, one who penetrates the secret of
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things, Hence even though ar^lctr is a more femiliar
expression than
and both mean the same thing)
the expression
occurring even once in the
Bhagavadgfra as in the
might well lead
us to suppose that the Bhagavad^ta relies upon that
Upani^ad for its authority for the expression. Let us
see what Garbe says:
“The words
“spectator” and »t3*p<tT
“ asstirer '' here stand side by side, of which the
latter is of such rare occurrence that the histori¬
cal connection of the two passages is not open
to doubt. As in the case of other references
to Upanifadic literature, the
must here be regarded as the original and the
Bbagavadgita ( XIII. 22 ) the copy, because the
word Anumanta, as the designation of a form
of the highest spirit, has its originality abso¬
lutely guaranteed in the
by
the whole content of the text, ”
Introduction to the B. G., p, 46
In this connection the present writer feels that the
and
Upanisads have not received their
due recognition from Upanisadic scholars.
Both the
Upani^ds are of high poeticomystical value and replete
with quotatbns. This might itself have served as an
incentive to the Bhagavad^tS.
Further, the
pardculaily calls its chapters by the name
of Upanisads, not^ Khandas, Prapathakas, Vallis or
AdhySyas. The BhagavadgrtS also consciously or un¬
consciously calls its chapters by the title of Upanisads,
Keith points out in this connection that
the Gita might itself be regarded as an Upanisad of the
^vetaivatara type.

As the present writer has said in a
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previous chapter, he would himself like to give to the
Bhagavadgita the status of an Upanisad. The determi¬
nation of the age of the irafciN#r Upani^d would go a
long way in the determination of the age of the
Bbagavadgita and would be of greater service than theolder Upanifsds such as Kacha, Mun4aka, and the rest
from which the BhagavadgitS has definitely borrowed.
In any case it stands to reason that the BhagavadgitS
was deeply influenced by the expression
as
occurring in the
Upani^ad in the following
passage s

f5

\<
igTaafl? i IX. 1. which
has certainly a theistico*mystic significance.

(d) Doctrine of Kr^na as Man, Man-God and God
Finally, we come to the interpretation of the personality
of Kpsna by Garbe, With his deep insight into philo¬
sophy be does not find it difficult to point out that the
conception of Kpsna rises from the status of a mere man
through that of a dcmi-god to that of God hitoaelf. It was
when Ktaw helped the PSndavas to secure victory in the
great wax that he was veritably raised from manhood to
demi-godhood and then to God-hood itself. In a similar
vein Hopkins has told us that exceptional personae smay first be raised to the status of a demi-god and then
to the status of God. Edgerton tells us the same story:
In the greater part of the Mahibharata,
Krsna appears in a strictly human guise. In
the narrative of the Gita he is still both god
and man, an incarnation of the Deity in human
form. In the philosophical teaching of the
Gita, Krsna has all the attributes of a fullfledged mono-theisde deity and at the saiae
time the attributes of the Upanisadic
Absolute, ”
The Bhagavad^ta, P. 31.
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Otb«r IdUrpoUtive Theories
(a) HolUmam. Let us go on now to the four other
Interpolative theories. These are not so important as>
that of Garbe, and jet there are some points in them
which are worth noticing, especially in the case of Otto
whom we shall treat last in this section. As Gaibe
stands for theism, Holczmann stands for a pantheistic
interpretation of Bhagavad^ca,
If Garbe said that
theism was the original portion and pantheism the added
one, Holtimann says that pantheism was the original
portion and theism was added later, Winternitz tries
to reconcile these two extremes. He stands between
Garbe and Holtzmann. He tells us that “ after repeated
readings of the Gita and the most thorough investigation
of the passages cut out by Garbe, he has come to the
conclusion that even the original poem did not teach
pure theism but theism tinged with pantheism.
The
points on which Holtzmann relies about the pantheistic
interpretation of the Bhagavadgita are the conception of
the world-soul and the illusory nature of the fear of
death, When these two are combined together, we
have a pantheistic poem like the Bhagavadgita. Very
peculiarly, however, Drorja is made by Holtimann the*
speaker of the older portion, while
character
as speaker has been retained in the later one.
We*
cannot call such an utterance by any other name*
except that of a rambling statement. What Droiia had
got to do with the pantheistic basis of the original
Bhagavadgita is hard to imagine. Krs^a, of course, had
got

something

to

do

with

but his name is mentioned by

the theiscic portion
commentators more

in connection with pantheism than even with theism..
Finally, Holtimann tells us that “ the theological idea
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underlying the Bhagavadgitl is at war with itself. On
the one hand, we have the pantheistic world-soul which
is impersonal, and on the other, a personalisdc and
realistic Krsna'Vi^u, and we are asked to believe
that the two are one.’’
In trying to reconcile, there¬
fore, the pantheistic conception of the world-soul with
the theisdc conception of a personal God, we find the
present Bhagavadgita to be a peculiar mixtuie of both
these doctrines.
(h) Oldsnbfrg. When we come to Olden berg, we
find him to be mote level-minded than Holtzmann. He
is a great Sanskrit scholar. His idea is that out of the
eighteen chapters of the Bbagavadgzta, the first twelve
only constitute the original text, while the last six may
be regarded as addenda, Such suggestions have been
made by other writers also, especially in view of the fact
that a particular chapter of the Bhagavad^ta like the
XVI finds a place in these last six chapters, as well as a
chapter like the XVII, The XV, of course, is alright,
and a major portion of the XVIII, But the fact chat
the group of the last six chapters ccntains some
Adhy ayas, which do not stand on a level with the other
parts of the Bhagavad^ts, might well tempt a scholar
like Oldenberg to suppose that only the first twelve
•chapters constitute the original Bhagavadgica. Also a
suggestion has been made by other scholars chat if the
Mahabharata is to be supposed to contain interpolations,
as it grew from its early beginnings to its later fully
developed form, from Jaya to BhSrata and from Bbarata
CO

Mabsbharata, why

should not a suggestion like

this also have tempted Oldenberg to consider that the
original BhagavadgitS consisted only of twelve Adhyayas
while the later AdhySyas were added in course of time ?
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(c) Schrader. The theory of Schrader might be
regarded as a theory of exterpolationiam more than that
<f interpolationism : the former, because according to
the Ka^mirian text there are 714J verses in the
Bhagavadgifa which figure is greater than the orthodox
number of 700 ; the Utter, because the Kaimician text
introduces 282 new readings of the orthodox text. For
these reasons the K^mirian recension may be regarded
as a peculiar combination of exterpolatiooism and inter¬
polationism. The grounds for constituting a distinct
Kijmirian recension on aaount of these teadings> says
Dr. Belvalkar, are not of any more compelling character
than those for constituting a Bengali or a Malyalam
recension. Out of the 282 new readings in the
rian text, Dr. Schrader claims greater intrinsic impor¬
tance for thirty-seven. Dr. Belvalkar has examined
carefully all these thirty-seven cases and has come to
the conclusion chat most of them are not of any parti¬
cular signidcance, except a dosen minor variants. Out
of these we select only three for our purpose. (i) In
the Bhagavadglcall. 5) the classical reading is,
While Schrader reads
for grammatical
purposes we have to append
to
instead of
(ii) In the Bhagavadgita II. 11, the classical
reading is
which has been the cause of
much controversy. In the first place, Schrader who seems
to be too much influenced by socio-democratic doctrine
reads *
’ ^nd translates i “ as the people
speaketh ” which has no significance for the context in
the Bhagavad^tl.
Madhusudan Sarasvati interprets
it as inii
(probably combining
snu and
X
words not fit to be uttered by
intelligent men. ’’
Anandatlrtha interprets
*** words of tby own understanding and not sanctioned
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by ^tras, wbicli seems to be a good interpretation*
Fically, S^iader teUs tis that the KS^mician reading is
315^
which has some significance, but is not 80>
good as the orthodox reading itself,
(iii) Lastly, in regard to the Bhagavad^ta, VI. 7, the
classical reading is
?WTlf^Ts*
We are told by
Schrader that the Kaimlrian recension is
We must have in mind the treatment of others like
our own selves.This is not a bad reading, but there
is no reason why the original reading qrwiT
should
be dispensed with* On the whole, therefore, the value
of the efforts undertaken by Dr. Schrader for the esta¬
blishment of the Kasmirian recension of the Bhagavad^ta hardly bears any comparison with that of the efforts
undertaken by either Garbe or Otto for the establish¬
ment of their own theories of interpolation.
(d) Oilo. In the discussion of the theories of
interpolation Otto stands on a xbuch higher level than
the previous scholars. He was a pupil of Dr. Garbe^
but there were certain points of difference between their
theories of interpolation; (1) While Garbe advocated a.
dualistic hypothesis, Otto advocated a pluralistic one
and (2) while Garbe remained content with theism,.
Otto came very near to mysticism. According to Otto,,
the original Bhagavadgitl consisted only of 133 stanzas,
all the other stanzas being later interpolated either indi¬
vidually or in groups.
aaording to Otto

“The original Bhagavad^ta,.

says Radhakrishnan, “ was a splendid

epic fragment and did not include any doctrinal litera¬
ture.” Eight tracts consisting of 450 stanzas, says Otto,
were later on interpolated; and 117 were either glosses
or marginalia.

These together with the original 133«

stanzas make up the total figure of 700 verses.
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shall see towards the close of the present part of our
work that Otto’s doctrine is concerned more with a
philosophico-theological interpretation of the Bbagavadglta than with a mere theory of interpolation. The four
fundamental points that he raises in the teaching of the
Bhagavadgiti are the immortality of the soul, the VisvarQpa Daiiana, the doctrine of pre-destination and the
theory of divine instrumentalism, All these must be
covered in the original 133 stanzas of the BhagavadgitS.
The eight different tracts, which were interpolated later,
were introduced by different writers and at different
times. Otto does not fight shy of saying that the
Prapatti-Bhakti tract has thus been bttodoced, a Se^vara
Yoga has been introduced, a Vibhuti Yoga has been
introduced and so on; so that he does not confine him¬
self, as Garbe did, to the division of the Bbagavad^ta
into mere theistic and panthdstic portions. There are,
be tells us, eight such tracts. We shall make a slight
re-arrangetoent'of these tracts and mention them as
follows t—
(1)

Prapatd-Bhakei Tract

(XI-XII),

in

the

manner of the Narada Sutras.
( 2)

Moi^il Theisia ( XVI-XVlll).

( 3)

Se^vara Samkhya { XIII )-

{ 4)

A Combination of Samkhya and Yoga (V).

( 5)

Sesvara Yoga—Psycho-te^Anical Yoga (VI).

(6) Sesvara Yoga—Character Yoga (U).
in the Bhagavadgita, not
as in PatafljaE

God

(7) Advaita Bhakti (VII),
There is neither
mere Advaita nor mere Bhakti, but a combination of the
. two.
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(8 ) VibhQti Yoga {X ). God is here the oprimuro
in the omnibus song of praise and is present in all
excellence.
These are very fine names. Otto was a master of
philosophy and a master of language; hence he could use
such beautiful expressions. A full discussion of these
tracts is beyond the scope of a philosophical work like
the present It is really a tempting work for any linguist
who might undertake it for finding out the original
text of the Bhagavadgica. We ourselves think that
Otto has gone beyond his own limitations.
While be
should have contented himself with interpreting the
fundamental ideas of the Bhagavad^ta philosophically
and theologically, he has entered too much into a
linguistic discussion of these tracts and their justifica¬
tion in which, we think that he has not succeeded, A
philosopher should deal with philosophic problems and
not with merely linguistic or textual questions.
These
to him ought to be secondary, and should remain
secondary. We are glad, however, to find chat a full
discussion of these eight tracts which Otto has made
does not come in the way of his numenistic interpreta¬
tion of the Bhagavadgita, as we shall see later on. That
is a fine intcrpietation and he has earned a great pla«
among the interpreters of the Bhagavadgita by bia
doctrine of holy ism and numenism.
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CHAPTER VII

DEVOnONAUSMj BHANDARKAR
AihSnHka BhakH in th£ ^ISrSyanlya

How we come to Dr. Bhaodarkar^ who is the most
important representative of the Bhakti interpretation
of the BhagavadgltS. I do not think there has been
another person in the whole of India who has stood for
the importance of Bhakti (called. by him also as
Aikantika Bhakti or Aikantika Dharma, or Nlraya^ya
Dharma ) as he finds it in the Bhagavadgici. In fact, Dr.
Bhandarkar’s contribution to the interpretation of the
Bhagavad^tais two-£old. First, the assertion that the
Aikantika Bhakti of the Bhagavad^ca has descended
from the Aikantika Dharma or theNacaya^ya Dharma,
and that it was from the Aikantika Bhakti of the
Bhagavad^ta that all the later developments of Bhakti
took place. Second, Dr. Bhandarkar was the greatest
representative of the school which demolished the
doctrine of Christian influence on the Bhagavadgica.
Among the many critics who have contended that the
Bhagavad^ta was a product of Christian influence we
might particularly mention three, Lorinser, Weber and
Lassen. A few others also might be mentioned, but
they are more or less inclined to take a little more
rational view of things, for example, Barth, Edgetton,
Gatbeand Farquhar. On the whole, the antiquarian
researches of Dr. Bhandarkar, and his interpietatbn of
the researches that had been already made in regard to
V^udeva-KiM worship have firmly established that
the Bhagavadgita was not influenced by Christiaaity at
all. Christianity was a very late product. This is then
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“tiie two-fold importance of Dr. Bhandarkar for

the

interpretation of the BhagavadgitS.

( a)

FjVostSn,

and

>n the N&rSyan^ya

and the Bhagavadg'U^:—One verj significant verse of the
fourth chapter of the Bhagavadgita

irif

I

IV. 1.

Which is rather a difficult knot to unloose for an
-ordinary student of literature or philosophy, has supplied
the basis for Bhandatkai's historical interpretation of
the foundation of the Bhakti of the Bhagavadglca in the
Naraya^ya Dharma of the Mahabharata. Let us see how
this happens. We are told in the famous verse of the
Bhagavadglta that it was K^na in a former incarnation
{ probably that of Nariyana), who communicated the
secret of Aikantika Bhakti to these three, Vivas vat,
Manu and Iksvaku. Now if we go back to the source,
we find that these names occur irt the Natayaniya section of the ^antiparva of the Mahabharata,
There
Nltayana has been described as having communicated
the seaet of spiritual life, the Aikantika Dharma as it
might be called, to Prajapati, and then it gtadually des¬
cended to the three great representatives of Aikantika
Bhakti, Vivasvat, Manu and Iksvaku, csactly the per¬
sons whom the Bhagavadglta mentions, We are also
told in the Narlyaniya that the secret of spiritual life
which had descended from Nariyaiw to these three
representatives, when it had run its course, would at the
end of time return to Nariyaiw.
^
f I.^
^-Naiiyaniya, 48...
52. Exaaly in the same manner we are told in the
Bhagavadglta that the river of spiritual experience hides
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itself at intervals like the Phalgu river in the sands of
time.

•

^

^

i{m

^*r:

iwi: n

IV. 2-3.

All things have an end. Even good things have an end,
And good things have an end because God intends it.
He does not desire that the, secret of spiritual life should
lie open before humanity for all time.
After the secret
of the spiritual doctrine has played its part, it pleases
God to hide' its course for a while.
(b) NOrada^s vi&i (o ifarS^ana:—The beginnings
of Aikantika Bhakd or the Niraya^ya Dhatma might
be found, according to Dr. Bhandatkar, in a very
celebrated passage in the Mahabharata where Natada
meets Nirayana and asks him the way for development
in spiritual life. Narada was a novice according to
Narlyana. Nacada asked him “ the whole of humanity
is worshipping you, Oh Natayana; whom are you
worshipping”, because he had seen Narayana wrapt in
meditation:
q? ^
*^1
N^lyana was not surprised and told Narada that it was
not possible for him to explain by word of mouth the
way of meditation for the realisatioa of God :

lqjpT5qfi(W^

II

U

After having told Narada in a general way that the
way of spiritual Ufe is very difficult to obtain, he
him to go to the mountain Meiu and to
there to observe five seekers after the spiritual
Brhaspat), Ekata, Dwita, Trita and Vasu-Uparkara,
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after full observation to return to Wm, The expression
which Narayana uses is
?T
. Narayana’s
only business wa? to say to people
or
i You
have no business here. You go and mind your own
work, fulfil your pact of the mission and then return
tome. Then we shall see whether you deserve to be
told the secret of spiritual life.
(c) Fastt-C^pflricaraNaraia went to
which has been interpreted differently by Df. Bhandarkar
and by European scholars. European scholars regard
the
as the fountain source of the influence
of Christianity on Hinduism and on the Bhagavad^ca.
Dr. Bhandarkar regards it as the seat of spiritual
devotion. In the
a sacrifice was going ort
and five persons were engaged in it.
Brbaspati was*
the chief priest; Ekata, Dvita, and Trita were the
Sadasyas, and king Vasu-Uparicara was the Yajamlna,
We are told an interesting story ffom which we know*
how Brhaspati could not have a vision of God, because
his mind was fixed on the Samhitas and Brahmanas and
was given to Himsa and sacrifice. Secondly, Ekata,
Dvita and Trita, even though the Mahabharata calls
them as the sons of Brahma and
could not reach
God, because they had delivered themselves over only
to moitificatory penances for hundreds of years. It is
not mere penance; it is not bodily tormentation that wins
God for the seeker; hence they failed to see God.
Third, Vasu-Uparicara, whose mind was fixed onAra^yakas and Upanisads, who was more devoted than any of
the others, in fact, who was the only man of real
devotion in the entire sacrifice, could see God, because
he had not given himself over to Himsa.

He did not

regard moitificatory penance as capable of enabling one
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to reach God, but it was Bhava or intatnal devotion that
enabled one to see God, In that way God being pleased
showed himself to Vaju-Uparica^a.
iTm ifIflIiW
gucF: 1
It was in
fact a sort of a miniature Vj^varupa which NIcayaiaa
unfolded to Vasu-Uparicara, and when Vasu-Upacicara had seen this, he was satisfied and we know from
history that Vaiu-Upacica’'a wa? an earlier disciple of^
Naraya^ in spiritual life than even NIcada himself.
(d) The eujyreTnacy of AikSniika
When
Narada returned to Narayana, Narayana
found
that the Aikintika Bhakd had germinated in him.
NSriyana told NSrada a short history of the way in
which he had dispensed with Ekata, Dvita, and Trita,
who had come to meet him at that place, telling them
that they were not capable of getting the secret of
spiritual life from him, because in fact their mind was
centered only upon mortificatory penances.
He had
only told them
but now that NScaia had
returned with the requisites of spiritual, life, Narayana
was satisfied. He went to the length of calling Narada
and therefore, had no difficulty in impacting
to him the secret of spiritual life. The way in which
Narayara tells NIraJa the whole story of the spiritual
life is expressed in a passage to which there are very few
parallels even in the Mahibharata itself, so far as devo¬
tional life is concerned. We quote it below in estenso 5
•—

’

?!

^

^
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5T^

*r^^

11
(e ) Nsrada's Tisiffn of
When Nirayana had
impaited to Nara^^a the secctt of spiritual life, he
progressed in that life aaotding to his own intense
spiritual abilities, and we are told in the Mahabharata
that Narada had a vision of the ViivaiQpa of God,
manifesting itself in different forms and colcurs, in
hundreds of faces and eyes and feet, almost a replica,
and earlier replica of the Vi^varupa which I&sna later
showed to Arjuna.
We also quote this passage in
extenso, because nobody has stressed the significance of
this vision of NSrada as it should have been :

t

11

>

11

II ^ II
5nci^^:

II \ 11

II V U

W'^w

q?n*t

i
9fi*7!^ qicTqfi^:

^^mn.

11 ^ II

(/) NSrada*6 Graiifcaiion:—When Nasada had
reen that V.svatQpa, he wa^ absolutely gratified and he
expressed his gyatification in the following two verses s
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—

-

?ra:

eft

*nn

^ (jq qinFiM

n

^

He ends with the words %. ?l##:, telling Narayam
that he had seen God-lion, and that that form was the
source of all other forms of God and that it was the
supreme spiritual principle governing the world.
Aikintika Bbakti in the Bbagavadgita

Dr. Bhandarkat finds tbts Aikantika Dharma in the
Bhagavad^ta and not without justification. The Bhakd
principle in the Bhagavad^ta is necessarily founded upon
such a conception of Nltayanlya Dharma as we find in
the Mahabharata. We may say that after Nirayamya,
the Bhagavad^ta is the earliest exposition of this doctrine
of Paribhakti. In a famous verse in the Bhayavad^ta
we are told:
^
*5 XrV'27, In
this verse occurs the germ of that Aikantika Dharma, If
we just transpose the expressions
we shall have’^l^^ m and
implying that it is
this Aikantika Dharma which leads to
§^- It is
thus that the Bhagavadgita stands for A-kantika Dharma,
the principle of supreme Bhakd. This is the first point
to be noticed in the development of the Bhakd doctrine
from the Narayamya to the Bhiiavadgitl.
We have two further points to nanate about the
Bhagavadgita so far as the Bhakri-doctrine is concerned
and its fructification. Kjsna, we are told, was both a
warrior and a mystic. As a mystic, we know from the
Mahabhaiata and from other Put anas how Krsna had
meditated long in the Gandha-Madan forest, on the
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Pu^kara lake, and on the Badail mountain. This aspect
of Kira's mystical achievement has not been noticed by
many, because like La Place in his famous reply to
Napoleon “they have not felt the necessity for the
hypothesis. ” It was due to the spiritual power that
Kt^ gathered in his meditations at these three places of
natuial scenery, a forest, a lake and a mountain, devoted
himself to God^ and having ultimately succeeded in
realising Him, that he became later on what the Ota
calls Yogeivara and as Yoge^vara be was responsible for
the victory of the PIndavas. It is due to the spiritual
power which a man gets through his meditation that he
is enabled to spread the spiritual influence far and wide.
It was thus, therefore, that the presence of Kr^a himself,
even though he acted merely as a charioteer, was responsi¬
ble for securing victory to Arjuna and the Pandavas in
their war with the Kauravas.
Finally, the Vtsvaruga, which Krsna had shown to
Arjuna in the eleventh chapter of the Bhagavadgitd,
had its germ, as we have already pointed out, in the
mixiiature V.^varupa revealed to Vasu-Upuricara and
then in a more extended form to Narada. Of course,
it finds its fullest expression in the Bhagavadgita. We
are told how
was at the same time Vasudeva,
Bhagavan and Vi^nv, VIsudeva implying that God was
Omnipresent, Bhagavan that God was omnipotent, and
Vi|nu that God was omnilustrous. Presence, power and
lustre, therefore, constitute the essence of God’s being.
We are reminded of another such occasion when aa
described in the ^iva Gita, RSma saw the ViivarUpa
which ^iva had revealed to him.

On the whole, it does

not seem possible that unless man’s will and power are
conquered by God’s Will and Power that a man can
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l^umble himself before God and do as he is bidden by
God to do.
The later developments of the AikSntika doctrine
ate to be found in a system like that of the PSlcarStra.
The F^lcatatra makes mention of the four Vyuhas of
which there is no mention in the Bhagavadgica at alh
According to Dr. Bhandarkar» therefore, the PdflcarStrdt
which belongs to the 3rd century B. C, is evidently
later than the Bhagavad^ta. Also from among the
Vyuhas about which the PSlcarltra speaks, two,
namely, Vasudeva and Salhkarfana, are mentioned in
some important insaiptions of the 2nd century B. C. If
Vasudeva had risen to the position of a deity even in
the 2nd century B. C., says Dr. Bhandarkar, it is
impossible that the Bhagavadgita should have been,
in any way, influenced by Christianity and we think
that it is absolutely correct. We know also how this
I^aratra doctrine influenced the Bl^gavata, and later
the fUminuja school and then Dr. Bhandarkar himself.
He was not satisfied with calling himself a Prapanna but
was content with calling himself a mere Prapitsu, one who
is not a Prapanna at all, but who only desires to be so.
Ns Cbriifian lofluence on the Bhagavadgita
The greatest service which Dr. Bhandarkar has
rendered to Gita scholarship, is the way iri which he
has, relying upon antiquarian researches, refuted the
doctrine of the influence of Christianity on the
Bhagavadgita. The antiquarian researches centre round
three kinds of evidence : insaiptbnal, historical and
philological. On this threefold evidence we see how
the Bhagavadgita must be definitely regarded as being
earlier than Christianity.
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(a)

Inxriplional evidence

In regard totheinsai-*

ptional evidenccj wc have first the Nanagbata inscription
of the 2nd century B. C., where the names of Samkarsana
and Visudeva are seen inscribed in a Dvandva compound
in the inscription. A second piece of evidence, in this*
case architectura), comes from Gbosundi which shows
that there was the construction of a wall round the
worshij^hall of Visudeva and Samkarsapa, who are
mentioned by name* Thirdly, there is another evidence^
this time in an artistic production in the shape of the
erection of a Garuda-Dhvaja at Basenagar, in honour of
Visudeva, by Heliodbra, Indian ambassador at the court
of Bhagabhadra, ruler of Malava. From all these evi¬
dences we see that Visudeva was established as a deity
in the 2nd century B. C. at least.

( i ) Eielorkal evidence j-—In the account which has
been left to us by Megasthenes, the Macedonian
ambassadot at the court of King Chandragupta, in the
*4th century B. C,, we have got a definite historical
reference to the places where Kr^'s life was spent.
Megasthenes among other things makes a definite refe¬
rence to Sourasenoi, meaning thereby the Souxasena
community, Mathura, Methora and Jobares and the
Jamuna river. A definite historical reference to these,
which arc connected with the early life of Krsna in the
4th century B. C., is sufficient tu show that
was.
regarded as a deity even in those old days.
(c)
Finally, when we come
to the philological evidence, we hive he authority of
Panini, who is supposed to have lived in the 6th century
B. C., and who has given us a sQtra
in his
which implies that Visudeva was regarded as
a deity even in those old days.
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Vasudevaka means
worshipper of Vlsudcva, and
Arjunaka means an admirer of Arjuna, Vasudeva wa?
a great God and Atjuna was a great warrior. This is
evidence enough to show that the name Vasudeva waa
famous even so far back as the 6th century B. C We
have thus accumulating evidence from inscriptional
records of the 2nd century B. C, historical documents
of the 4th century B. C, and philological evidence of the
6th century B. C. almost in a graded order like that of
an arithmetical progression, which proves that Christia¬
nity did not influence the Bhagavadglta at all.
We do not think that Prof. V. K. Rajwade was
justified in applying the canons of Plniniyan grammar to
the Bhagavadgiti. He has written an able, interescinf
and accurate essay, no doubt, in which he points out
the grammatical defects of the BhagavadgZta according to
the rules of Panini. But when Paijini’s grammar itself
makes mention of Vasudeva, Arjuna and Ktyia, it
would be impossible to judge of the grammatical raerita
or defects of the Bhagavad^tl according to the rules of
Panini. It would be like placing the cart before the
horse, What, therefore, constitutes grammatical defecta
in the Bhagavad^ta according to V. K. Rajwade is in our
opinion a historical asset to prove that the Bhagavad^ca
was a pre^Paniniyan composition. In no case, therefore
it stands to reason that we can, in any way, regard the
Bhagavad^ta as having been •influenced by Christianity
which actually came into existence six centuries after
Panini

CHAPTER VIII
CHRISTIANISM
Of the Christian interpreters of the Bhagavad^t9,
and theii name U legion, we shall select only six as
being somewhat typical. Even from among them we
shall select four for special consideration. These four
ate Weber, Garbe, Farquhar and Edgetton, We classify
them under four heads: ( c ) Dogmatic and highly
prejudiced, ( J) Prejudiced but partly rational, (c)
Mostly rational and (^Philosophical. Weber, Farquhar*
Garbe and Edgerton belong to these four types icspectU
vely. We shall briefly refer to the views of Lorinser
and Lassen, but they are not of much consequence.
Loridser
Lorinser published his metrical translation of the
BhagavadgicI in the year 1869. It was rather courageous
on his part to publish it in as much as he did not know
Sanskrit, as we shall see presently. But he is a good
theologian and his contention is that the author of the
Bhagavad^ta utilised the Christian scriptures, particularly
the epistles of St Paul, excepting the epistles to Thessa*
lonians and Philemon. In general, says Lorinser, the
author of the Bhagavad^ci knew Christianity, and has
woven Christian ideas and conceptions into his system.
Garbe in his criticism of Lorinser telb us that he him¬
self takes a standpoint precisely opposed to that of
Lorinser. He admits that Lorinser was a good theolo¬
gian, but accuses him of false orthography. He further
finds fault with Lorinser for not being equipped with
the requisite philological knowledge. As Garbe says:—
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“ Lorinset was certainly a good theologian ;
but here he betook himself to a region with
which be was not sufficiently conversant. That
Indian words often appear in his work with a
false orthography is not a mere externality,
but a symptom of the fact that he was not
equipped with the requisite philological know*
ledge which would entitle him to form a judg¬
ment in regard to things Indian. "
—Introduction to the Bhagavadgiti, p. 22.
Weber

In the beginning he was not so highly prejudiced
SIS he later on turned out to be. For example, while
reviewing Lorinset he tells us that the Idea of the
Christian influence on the Bhagavadgiti, which Lorinsei
had introduced, must still be regarded as subjudice,
because no sound information,

no

documents

were

available in that connection. Later, he himself became
the forerunner of the extremely biassed Christian inter¬
preters of the Bhagavadgiti-

It was he practically who

suggested that the idea of Kjm
that of Christ.
and

from

He points out four analogues in the

stories connected with them.
manger,

was borrowed

Kr§na was

Christ was born in a

born

in

a prison. Christ

was born from the Divine Virgin Mary and
from
Devakf the Divine. There were shepherds
round about in the first case and cowherds in the other;
end the killing of children at Bethlehem and Gokul
respectively was common to the two stories. From this
point of view, Weber argues that the story of Kysns
was taken over literally from the story of Christ.
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When Weber read the account of the ^v^advipd
from Mababharata, he thought that be had made a great
discovery, ^vecadvipa, he tells us, literally means the
island of white men, or the white island, and as there
are many white islands, and as the men also are white in
the western part of the world, Weber thought probably
that the Mahabbacata and, therefore, also the Bhagavadgzta were influenced by the doctrines and teachings of
these white men.
Now as Bbakti was the central
teaching of the Bible, Weber had no hesitation, nor any
difficulty in saying that the Bbakd'<docCrine in the
Bhagavadgica was borrowed from Christianity. The
journeys of the BrShmanas, Ekata, Dvica, Trita and
NIrada to the Svetadvipa, he interpreted as the journeys
of the Brahmanas from India to the Western World.
Particularly such a journey was made to Alexandria^
which was at that time the connecting link between the
Eastern and the Western worlds, These Bribmanas
brought back to India two central conceptions, namely,
the worship of the invisible God, which is a funda¬
mental thing in Christianity, and the gently murmured
prayers. Weber did not know that the
or the
gently murmured prayers were the characteristic of
Hinduism from the times of the Vedas downwards.
Fair-minded people like Gacbe are not impressed by
such an interpretation from Weber Gar be allows that
the gently murmured prayers look
extraordinarily
Christian,but later he goes on to point out that he
does, in no way, agree with whit Weber and others
like him have said in this connection.
Laiieo

The nest interpreter that we have to deal with is
Lassen. Lassen criticises Weber's theory in regard to
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the influence of Christianity on the PSicaratra system.
But he welcomes his idea of Christian influence on the
Bhagaved^ta and the Mababbarata through the ^veta*
dvlpa. He agrees that ivetadvipa must be interpreted as
the island of white men, but he says that by Svetadvipa
we must mean Pdrthia, and for one patcicular reason,
namely, that the Apostle Thomas preached the Chri*
stian doctrine there. It was probably there in Parthia,
eays Lasser), chat the Brahmana travellers got this infor¬
mation about Christianity, and brought it to their own
country,
Lassen^s account, however, of the whole
procedure is full of conjecture, hesitancy and imagina¬
tion, as may be seen from the following quotation:
<< Some Brahmanas had become acquainted
with Christianity in some country lying to the
North-West of their own land, and had brought
some Christian doctrines to India. One may
conjecture that this country may have been
Parthia, because the tradition that the Apostle
Thomas preached the gospel in this country is
an ancient tradition. ”
-^Introduction to the Bhagavad^ta, p. 22.
Carbe

Garbe aiticises both Lorinser and Lassen in their
view of the influence of Christian doctrines on the
Bhagavadgica through the Svetadvipa and does not
believe that there is any historical kernel in that story.
The story is so fantastic, says Garbe, that we must
consider the Svetadvipa as a purely mythical country of
blessed creatures
He ‘quotes Barth with whom he
fully agrees and who regards the story as a product of
mere poetical fancy. Garbe goes on toteU us that
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innead of; Bhakti being borrowed from Cbnstianity, It
was of genuine Indian origin and growth» and here also
he quotes Barth in his support. Both these scholars^
Garbe and Barch^ tell us that the Bhakti-doctrine of the
Bhagavadgitl must be regarded as entirely independent
of any Christian influence. Garbe says s
“ I have not been able to convince myself in
reading these remarkable passages that there
lies in that legend the historical kernel which
Weber and Lassen believe they find in it. The
story is so fantastic that I can see in it only the
description of a purely mythical country of
blessed creatures. The view of Barth ( Reli*
gions de V Inde, p. 132) that here we have
before us merely a product of poetic fancy
seems to me to be thoroughly to the point.
—Introduction to the Bbagavad^ti, pp. 22-23.
Garbe advances three arguments against Weberism
and says that the account of Svecadvipa and the “ blessed
creatures there must be regarded as purely fanciful. In
the first place, he says, that the so-called blessed creatures
of the ^vetadvlpa have been described as having no
senses; they are supposed to live without nourishment
and their brilliance is so great that they blind the eyes
of the sinful by their lustre. Secondly, the sages Ekata^
Dvita and Trita, says Gsrbe, must not be regarded as
historical. They are described as the sons of Brahml
who is a mythological* deity. NIrada also is always
legaided in India as a proverbial traveller and as an
intermediary between gods and men. But the connection
between gods and men is not so easy to establish.

For

these reasons Ekata, Dvita, Trita and Narada must all be
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regarded as products of a purely poetic mythology. Lastl7
Garbe tells us that the Indians need not have gone either
to Alexandria or Parthia or. A^ia Minor to receive
Christian influence. They had already had abundant
contact with the Greeks in their own land even before
the days of Alexander and hence it was not necessary
for them to go to any of these countries later on to
receive Christian influence.
So fat so good. We have already treated Garbe at some
length in a previous chapter and have pointed out that
he divides the Bhagavadgica into two portions, the earlier
and the later, the theisdc and the pantheistic. The
theistic portion, be m^tains elsewhere, has been indu'
enced by Christianicy while the pantheistic is not. In a
contradictory strain be also maintains that the earlier
portion of the BhagavadgitS belongs to the 2nd century
B. C. and the later to the 2nd century A. D. This is as
much as to say that Christianity existed two centuries
before Christ! Such a fantastic statement could be
avoided only hy accepting that there are no two parts
of the Bhagavadgica at all, but that it is a unitary work.
Farqobar
As a Christian theologian, he was interested in
.proving the superiority of Christianity over Hinduism
and particularly of Christ over
But his philoso¬
phical aspirations and literary abilities made him give
the Gita a philosophic and devotional status which it
deserves. Hence we find two strands in the account
which Facquhar gives of the Bhagavadgica. Before his
time K;:sna was proved to be a historical figure. Weber
had taken advantage of the absence of that proof in his
time to say that Kxsna was not a historical person, but
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Bhandarkat and a number of other scholars later proved
that Krsija was a truly historical pecsoa
Farquhar,
therefore, adopted a different kind of procedure. Instead
of saying that
was not historical, he said that the
portrait of Kfina had many imaginative features about
it. Jesus of Nazareth, orv the other hand, according to
him, was a perfectly historical being. Let us see what
Farquhar says s
On the one hand, we have the imaginative
portrait of Kfsna, surrounded by millions of
adoring worshippers — touching spectacle ( On
the other, stands the historical Jesus of Naza¬
reth, Son of Man and Son of God, stretching
out his nail-pierced hands to India (Why to
India only and why to India at all ? We might
ask), as He says ‘ Come unto me, all ye that
labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest. ’ Rightly read, the Qta is a dear-tong ued
prophecy of Christ and the hearts that bow
down to the idea of Kr^a are really seeking
the incarnate son of God.
—Gita and Gospel, p. 34.
That Kt^a was a merely imaginative portrait has
been disproved

by the important researches

which

scholars like Or. Bhandarkar as well as many Euro¬
pean antiquarians have made, as we have pointed out
in the previous chapter. That Kr^na was a perfectly
historical person has been established beyond doubt from
different Idnds of evidences such as grammatical, histo¬
rical and inscripttonal, supplied by Plnini, Megasthenes,
Bcsanagar, Heliodora, Ghosundi and Na^aghac. All
these point to the true historical existence of Krsna who
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also regarded as a divine being even before tbc days
of Panini.
As we have said above, the devotee in Farquhar
now stands out and he showers praise upon the Bhagavadgita instead of criticism. That great work, he tells
us, has been very successful in intertwining “ speculative
thought with fervid devotion ”, and it might, therefore,
be easily regarded as the ” noblest and purest expression
of modern Hinduism.
This is what Farquhar says j
“ The author of the <5ti was catholic rather
than critical, more inclined to piece things
together than to worry over the differences
between them. He was as fully in sympathy
withJCrsna worship as with the philosophy of
the Atman. Indeed, it was the union of these
qualities in him that fitted him to produce the
noblest and purest expression of modem
Hinduism. ”
Giti and Gospel, p.28.

EdgerloD
We have said at the beginning of this chapter that
Edgerton belongs to the philosophic type. In fact, some
of his judgments on the Bhagavad^ci are so good that
they can hardly be equalled by many of those who boast
of Hinduism. In the first place, Edgerton tells us
that the essence of the teaching of the Bhagavadgica
is anti-tational and mystical as is also the essence of the
teaching of Christ. This is his opinion with whi<^
other Christian interpreters may not agree, Still
philosophical-minded as he is, Edgerton has no difficulty
in telling us that reason is an uncertain factor and
that the Bhagavadgita speaks of intuitive perception
B. 8
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d$ an; great work on mysticism would. Edgercon further
tells us that there is no difficulty felt by the author
of the Bhagavadgicl in combining this mysticism with
personal devotional theism. Secondly, the Bhagavadgica speaks of the focussing of our attention within,
suggesting the process of introspective meditation.
Lastly, he tells us that the £nal goal of the Bhagavadis the attainment of complete union with God,
supreme joy and peace. In this connection we can
do no better than quote Edgerton's words in the
original :
** To the CHtI as to the Christian mystics
reason is an uncertain and flickering light.

What it calls knowledge is really intiuidonal perception which is not based on rational
analysis.
It recalls Christian teachings in its mystical
anti-rational point of view, in its ardent
personal devotional tbeiain, its focussing of the
attention within, and its conception of the hnal
goal as complete union with God, a state of
supernal and indescribable bliss and peace. ”
The Bhagavadgita. p. 96,

1X4

CHAPTER IX
BUDDHISM : BUDDHIRXjA
QuetlioD of ParallelUm asd Borrowal

After having reviewed the Christian interpretation
of the Bhagavadgita, let us proceed to a Buddhistic
interpretation. There are not many Buddhistic inter¬
preters of that kind ; but Buddhiraja stands prominent
among them. He was a Judge of the Kashmir High
Court and published a book on
The Bhagavad^ta:
A study ” about a quarter of a century ago. His prin¬
cipal aim was to show the influence which Buddhism
exercised on the Bhagavadgica. This influence he tells
us, was exercised in two ways, one by way of parallel¬
isms and the other by way of borrowals. His whole
interpretation is concerned with the list of virtues and
vices in the Bhagavadgica. Buddhiraja’s contention is
that though in some cases there are to be noted parallel¬
isms between Buddhism and the Bhagavadgitl, in certain
others there are definite borrowals by the Bhagavadgica
from Buddhism. In respect of parallelisms, he cites
passages from two chapters of the Bhagavadgica, chapters
II and XII. Any word from the Bhagavadgica which
suggests to Buddhiraja even a distant parallelism with
some Buddhistic conception is to him very tempting
For example, the words
w and
even though
they occur at long intervals between verses 44 and 63
of the II chapter of the Bhagavadgica, remind him of
a passage in the
in which the three virtues
are mentioned
and 7^. Then again he points
out that these same virtues have been elaborated in
Pataftjali in the Sutra 1.20,
]
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Secondly, the 13cli verse of the XII chapter of the
Bhagavad^ca, which contains the words
^
reminds him at once of
where the four virtues
have been mentioned,
and
which
that Sutta along with Tevjjjasutta calls Brabroavihiras.
Even in this case another Sutra from Pataftjali 1*33
reminds him of a
parallelism in regard to the same virtues. True that the
Bcahmaviharas have played an important part in Buddhi¬
stic scriptures. The idea was rhat the Buddhist monks
were to be advised to let tbeif minds roam in the whole
universe contemplating all these virtues in respect of
the universe.
“ X^ec them feel friendship with all
creatures in the universe, let them feel compassi^riy let
them feel happy and let them be indifferent wherever they
are required to be so. ” Even though Buddhiiaja does
not say it in so many words, the idea at the back of his
mind is that the Bhagavadgica has bonowed the concep¬
tions of its virtues from the Buddhist scriptures. The
very fact that these virtues are so elaborately treated in
the Buddhist scriptures is itself an indication of their
later development* So far about the question of
parallelism.
Now in regard to the question of borrow als. Buddhirlja finds this question of the borrowals illustrated in
the XVI chapter of the Bhagavadglta which discusses the
Daivi Sampat and the Ssuri Sampat. We know the
very famous verses 3 and 4 in the XVI chapter in the
Bhagavadgfu, wherein are mentioned the virtues^
^
and the vices ^
and so on; these
together constitute Oaivasura-Sampat,

Now Buddhi-

raja's contention is that so far as the virtues constituting
the Daivi Sampat are concerned, they are based definitely
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on the Dhammapada. Now the Dhammapada may be
credited with having set forth, sustained and developed
high ethical ideals, no doubt, but in fact, there is no
central principle in the list of virtues in the Dhararoapada which may be paralleled to that in the Bhagavadgita. Hence even though in a way the general teaching
might be similar, the Bhagavad^ca has expressed the
virtues so aphoristically that it is impossible for these to
have been summarised or borrowed from Buddhism at
all. The Dhammapada is an extensive work, and the
virtues enumerated in the XVI chapter of the Bhagavadgita find a full exposition in the Dhammapada.
In regard to the vices in the Asuii Sam pat, BuddhirSja points out two verses in the Bhagavadgita, @RFr^ XVI.19 and
XVI. 16.
Here he definitely says that the BSagavadgita has been
influenced by the Amagandhasutta. “ Hostile, offending,
always bent upon evil, when dead, they go to the
darkness and fall with their heads downwards into
hell. ” This is how Buddbiiaja translates one of the
passages from the Amagandhasutta and he says that
this must be the source from which the Bhagavadgita
has derived its idea of the evil-doers falling into hell.
This is a large conclusion, and no supporting arguments
have been given in its favour.
In fact, Buddhitija commits a
sublime pstilio
principii. He takes for granted what he wants to prove.
In regard to the division of the divine and the demoniac
in the Bhagavadgita, as in Buddhism, we might say that if
the Bhagavadgita might be regarded as having borrowed'
this division of divine and demoniac from Buddhism,
why should we not suppose that it has so borrowed
from the Iranian sources, where the divine and the
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demoniac play a very fundamental pare. To say that
the BhagavadgicI has borrowed from either Buddhism or
Iranian sources would be equally unjustifiable. There
is, however, one clinching argument which finally
disposes of Buddhiraja’s contention in the matter of the
borrowal of the conception of the Daivlsura-Sarapat
by the Bhagavadgita from Buddhism.
In a femous
verse in the XVI chapter, the Bhagavadgita speaks of
XVI. 8. This verse tells us
definitely that we must condemn unreservedly all those
who regard the world as “ unreal, or as unstable, or who
preach the doctrine of the negation of God.** It was indeed
this platform upon which the Buddhistic edifice was
later built and the Bhagavad^ca has no sympathy for it.
Buddbitaja does say that he holds no brief for Buddhism,
being no Buddhist himself. We are prepared to give
him all credit for that. We must also give him a compli¬
ment for pointing out the parallelisms between the
conceptions in the Bhagavad^tl and Buddhism ; but his
argument for borrowals is an absolute failure. Even
such a high authority as Garbe had been led to believe
that the socalled influence of Buddhism on the Bhagavadgica might be regarded as “ absolutely far-fetched and
extremely doubtful.*’
We have hitherto seen what one prominent modem
interpreter of Buddhism, namely, Bhuddbiraja, has said
in regard to the relationship between Buddhism and the
Bhagavadgita, This is not all. Many scholars have spoken
about the relationship between them in other matters
also.

Of course, they cannot lay their finger upon the

relationship exactly, because

they do not find any

reliable evidence to say that Buddhism is earlier than the
Bhagavadgita.

But three important matters in which
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the reUtionsbip has been sought to he discussed pertain
to the three conceptions, namely, those of Niivana^
Karma and Pessimism, the £xst being
the most
important.
Nirvaqa, Karma and Peinmism
In regard to Nirvana, we know what a variegated
panorama has been exhibited to our view by Buddhism in
its development from the earliest stages to its culmina*
tion. Through one thousand years and more, it might
naturally be expected chat the conception of Nirviiu
might have undergone a number of difEerent interpreta¬
tions. The most fundamental of these is, of course, its
ethical meaning, namely, tranquillity, calmness or peace.
This is what the Buddhists aimed at when they spoke
about Nirvam. Now this conception comes ftom the
so-called extinguishment of the
three fires ", namely,
?nT, 5^ and qlf. Plnini has spoken about the difference
between Nirvai^ and Nirvata, Nirvana refening to fire
and Nirvata referring to wind. Mrs. Rhys Davids has
pointed out that these three fires of tpr, Sh and ^ must
suffer a K$aya or extinguishment before the final state of
peace, calmness or tranquillity is attained, and it is this
ideal, therefore, which Buddhism primarily held before
itself. There are also, we may point out, two other
aspects connected with this conception, namely, the
psychobgical and the axiological, which describe Nirvana
as freedom from desire and freedom from auffering. In
these three ways Buddhism has principally worked
through all its developmental stages.
A fourth
important point of interpretation in regard to Nirvana
is the epistemological.
Buddhism has spoken about
twelve Nidinas and the Bhavacakra and the whole chain
consisting of links of which the first link is Avijja or
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Avidya. Break thia first link of ignorance or AvijjS
and the whole chain snaps. Avidya or ignorance is
the principal cause of sufferingi and it ought to
be the aim of the seekers to remove this first link.
This constitutes the epistemological aspect of the
Buddhistic doctrine of Nirva^. Further, there is the
logical aspea which, of course, comes in the develop¬
ment of Buddhistic literature.
Nirvwa might be
interpreted as Predicaceless Being, that is, beyond
and ^ Is not’. Interpreters like De La Ville
Poussin have taken delight in such ahsolutiatic interpret
tations. Of course, to read Contemporary European
Philosophy too much in Buddhism would not be justifi¬
able ; but that the Nirvina is a Predicateless Existence
might be regarded as its logical characterisation. The
final interpretation of Nirvana which we meet with in
Buddhistic literature is the ontological. Annihilatbn of
being is what Buddhism aims at; it also aims at annibilatbn of evil, annihilation of suffering, annihilauonof desire and annihilatbn of the fires of vices.
But a very important point here is to see bow in the
development of Buddhism the whole gamut of concep¬
tions from annihilation to perpetuation of being is
exhibited, Ic starts, no doubt, with the annihilation of
being, but towards the end of Mahay ana philosophy we
find that it becomes equivalent to perpetuation of being.
In fact, living in Dharmakaya was to them the principal
ideal to be aimed at.

Also one might not even fail

to include the element of felicity in the conceptbn of
Nirvina, as Mrs. Rhys Davids has pointed out.

But it

was too late a growth, not until a few centuries of the
Christian era had elapsed, to have had any influence on
the Bhagavadgita.
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US

see now how these compare with the

conception of Nirvana in the Bhagavad^ta. The word
Nirvana occurs five times in the Bhagavad^cl, and if
we analyse its meanings we find that there arc three
different senses in which the word NirvSna has been
used.

In the first place, when the Bhagavadgitl uses

the words ^
fiVS: ......
it warits to speak about unison.

i
72,
When it tells \is

.‘
it wants to speak about the Supreme Bliss.
speaks of

.?n(%

24,.

When It

.VI, 15,.

it intends to convey the meaning of peace. So, on the
whole, there'ate three different meanings in which the
word Nirvana has been used in the Bhagavadgitl; first
in the sense of unison, second in the sense of bliss, and
third in the sense of peace, and of all these bliss stands
highest.

There is, however, a noteworthy point in the

expression

in the last verse. Now

might be taken either as a Tacpurusa compound or
even as a Bahuvrihi compound. If it is regarded as a
Tatpuru§a compound, then peace becomes the end of
bliss; if it is taken as a Bahuvrihi compound, then blissbecomes the end of peace.

In feet, peace and bliss are

so intertwined, as we have pointed out elsewhere, that
it is difficult to say which is prior and which is posterior,,
which is the means and which is the end,
to peace and peace does lead to bliss.

Bliss does lead

In fact, the two

ought to become coeval and co-excensivc.

So when the-

Bhagavad^ta makes bliss the supreme ideal at which all
human effort is to aim, it differs fundamentally from the
conception of Nirva^ in Buddhism which speaks of
annihilation of desire or annihilation of being itself.
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After thi3 question of Nirvana, let us treat briefly
two other conceptions, regarding which the Bhagavadgita
and Buddhism have been sought to be compared, First
in regard to Karman, we might say that it does play a
very fundamental part in Buddhism. It is the Law of
Causation, governing both nature and man. In the
Bhagavadgita, Karman assumes more ox less an ethical
aspect.
While in Buddhism, Karman is to be
absolutely annihilated, in the BhagavadgitS it is to be
sublimated, surrendered and consecrated to God. Our
Karmas are like flowers which should be placed at the
feet of God, says Jhtne^vaia, in his exposition of the
Bhagavadgitl. Finally, as Dr. Radhakrishnan has pointed
out, while Buddhism aims at a life of contemplation,
the Bhagavadgjta aims at a life of action. This, of
course, we shall consider when we come to Tilak’s
doctrine of activism.
Finally, in regard to Pessimism, we have known
that the fundamental platform of Buddhistic philosophy
is the famous utterance,
all things
are full of misery, all things are momentary.
The
Bhagavadgita does not uphold pessimism in any way in
chat sense.

Of course, in all philosophy and in all spiri¬

tual efl'ort there is a little element of pessimism. Even the
Bhagavadgita speaks of
I XIIl.8;
also it speaks of the end of this grief on a pessimisticoptimistic level 5:^ ^
I XVn. 36, where we are
told that it is possible for man to go beyond the reach
of sorrow.

But if the Bhagavadgitl stands for anything

in particular, it stands for optimism, particularly spiri¬
tual optimism.

We might quote three utterances from

the Bhagavadgita on this head s O )
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\ VI,21, which speaks of the supreme happi¬
ness as beyond the reach of senses; ( ^) 4
ATM I VI.22, which describes the happiness as
so superb that there is nothing in the world that may be
compared to it j and (> ) m.#W
i
I XI.27, which equates the happiness enjoyed
by a Yogin with Brahman itself*
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CHAPTER X
ACTIVISM : TILA3C
We shall proceed next to two very important inter¬
pretations of the Bhagavadgita in recent times, one hy
Lokamanya Tilak and the other by Mahatma Gandhi.
We may call one a philosophy of activism and the other
a philosophy of detachment. It is after a long time that
I have been able to say anything about the great work
of Lokamanya Tilak. When his Gita-Rahasya waa
published about forty years ago, I was Professor of
Philosophy at the Fergusson College. When Mr. N. C.
Kelkat asked me at the instance of Lokamanya Tilak to
write a series of three articles on Gha-Rahasya for the
Keaaii, I said I was a small man, I had just started my
philosophic career and it would be very rash for me to
say anything at that stage about such an important work
like the ^cS-Rahasya. So I excused myself and Mr.
N. C. Kelkar also excused me. It is today, after the
lapse of forty years, that I have been able to speak a
few words about the great Giti>Rahasya.
Tilak OD European Moraliits

One of the chief contributions which Lok. Tilak has
made to the interpretation of the Bhagavadgita and
which has not received the attention of scholars as it
deserves) is his scholarly exposition of the ethical doctri¬
nes of the Bhagavadgita in relation to those of the
European moralists. In fact) Lok. Tilak’s knowledge of
the European moralists seems to be a little wonderful,
considering that it was not bis profession to teach either
ethics or philosophy. I have specially selected eight
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European moralists about whom Lok. Tilak’s expositions
are worth while considering as well as developing. The
first group of moralists consists of Aristotle and Kant,
the second of Schopenhacur and Nietzsche, the third of
Matcineau and Green and the fourth of Spencer and
Sidgwick.
Ocher moralists are comparatively minor
when we are concerned with the doctrines of the
Bhagavadgita, For example, the utilitarianism of Bentharo
and Mill which stands for
3^?® 5^ has not much
value for us in regard to the Bhagavadgita except for
the criticisms which Lok. Tilak brings to bear upon it*
Their writings have no spiritual value? so we restrict our
attention to the eight European moralists we have
mentioned above. We shall profit by their opinions,
and we shall briefly develop them in such a way that the
relation in which they stand to the doctrines of the
Bhagavad^tl might be brought into greater relief.
(a) ArislotU oni Kani, In regard to Aristotle,
his great contribution as found towards the end of his
Metaphysics as well as his Ethics is the concept of the
theoria, the beatificatory contemplation, which, according
to him, is one of the characteristics of God, and which a
man has to imbibe to a certain extent at least. In feet,
Aristotle regards this as his ideal It may be paralleled
by what Spinoia later on called Amor inUlUclualis Doi
<Intellectual love of God). The theoria need not
necessarily be Godly, it may be human. Human theoria
is a part and parcel, or a fraction, of that great Divine
theoria, and that is the ideal at which our metaphysical
or ethical life roust aim. When we come to Aristotle’s
politics, we find him discussing two chief vocations for
a man, the vocation of a statesman and the vocation of
a philosopher and he says it is not possible to fuse them
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both. These two are different sides of human nature,,
and both of them are respected, and therefore even
though in his politics Aristotle would like to place the
life of activity above the life of contemplation, he ultima¬
tely inclines to the view that Divine thcoria might in
any case be regarded as an ideal. It is true, he says, that
none but God can live in mere contemplation alone, but it
would behove man in his highest state to imitate that
kind of theona. Finally, he makes a very important
statement. It is only when we are contemplating scientiffcally, philosophically, intuitionaUy, and on a higher
level, that our mind can go up to theoria. It is in such
cases that we can dispense with the society of others,
and our ultimate ideal then would be to live the life of
God alone. According to Aristotle, therefore, when we
are engaged in such an impersonal pursuit like that of
scientihc or philosophic contemplation, our aim is to
imitate the Divine theoria to a certain e.Ttent at lease in
all our activities.
When we come to Kant, we come to a philosopher
of not less importance than Aristotle. In fact, we have
devoted a good deal of attention to Kant's ethical teach*
ings in our later chapters and so it is not necessary for
us to go into their details here, except briefly to indicate
some main points in which his ethical teaching might be
considered in relation to that of the Bhagavadgitl. In
the first place, Kant cells us that the Categorical Impera¬
tive is the supreme rule which ought to guide our
conduct. This exactly corresponds to what the Bbagavadgitl has called “ duty for duty’s sake ”. (
Secondly, Kant gives us three modifi¬
cations of the Categorical Imperative, one rising above
the other. In a similar fashion, we shall see that the
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Gltl also makes three modi£cations of that original
principle, ‘‘ Duty for duty^s sake
and places them for
consideration and imitation before humanity. Finally,
we have the opinion of Kant in respect of the Categori¬
cal Imperative as having no value for either the Holy
Will or the Divine Will, This corresponds closely to
what ^aihkaia said later that you cannot dictate rules
about activity or inactivity for the life of the highest
realises
(i ) Schofiirikaiur and NiiUsch. We next proceed
to the second batch of moralists, Schopenhaeur and Niet¬
zsche, who might be regarded as typical representatives
of the
and the
respectively in their extreme
forms. We are conversant with an expression in Greek
philosophy which brings ouf the distinction between a
weeping philosopher and a laughing philosopher. In the
present case we can talk about Schopenhaeur and Niet¬
zsche as a weeping philosopher and a fire-breathing phi¬
losopher respectively, Schopenhaeur's great work ‘‘ The
World as Will and Idea " is only the negation of the
World as Idea, and the affirmation of the World as
Will. His is a great voluntarism as against the idealism
of bis contemporary philosophers. The Will is the un¬
conscious force which governs the development of the
whole of nature, inorganic and organic. When we come
to its ethical aspect, we find that true morality consists
only in the negation of Will.

We must accustom our¬

selves to a sort of an ascetic self-mortification in order
that this supreme unconscious force of Will might be
negated. The result would be that there will be suSering and misery all round, the misery rising to a climax in
man* This leads to the doctrine of pessimism from which
Schopenhaeur could extricate himself only by his in127
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sistence upon the value of art. If according to Schopen¬
hauer we can escape from suffering by recognition of art,
wc are sorry that be should not have seen the possibility
of escaping from misery by contemplation upon Reality,
especially as he was a believer in the Upani^ads. We
ate thankful to him for his great utterance which is
known to almost every Indian scholar: “ The Upanifads
have been the solace of my life, the Upani?ads would be
the solace of my death.
Had the meaning of the Upanisads really penetrated the mind of Schopenhaeur, he
would have become an optimistic philosopher instead of
a pessimistic one.
Nietzsche’s great attack was upon the ethics of
Christianity, which he called a docile ethics, an ethics of
humility, submission and surrender. Nietzsche stood
for force. In the socio-political aspect this force mani¬
fests itself in the elimination of the weak and the
survival of the strong. When the scales are turned,
when the weak survive and the strong are eliminated,
we get to what he calls a dysgenic spectacle which leads
to the destruction of the world! He discusses the
nature of two moralities, the slave-morality and the
master-morality, and it is the master-morality for which
he stands. On reading the details of the master-morality
in Nietzsche, who will not be reminded of the
^ of the XVI chapter of the Bhagavadglta ? In fact,
as an advocate of doctrines such as these, be became the
morning star of German ascendency at the close of the
last century and it was not a little due to him that the
idea of German domination became supreme with
persons like Kaiser and Hitler. Nietzsche is the founder
of this idea of domination in the German race He talks
about the Superman who rises beyond good and bad,
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We are, of course, conversant with such an expression so
far as ethics and metaphysics ate concerned. But when
we see its application to the socio-political sphere, it
only means that nothing could be said by way either of
praise or blame about the actions of a great political and
social worker. Such a one transcends all judgments of
good and bod, just as a philosopher might transcend
them when he reaches the highest stage of Reality. It
is strange that even when he talked about a G:^dless
world, or daringly went to the length of declaring that
God is dead ", he still believed in the possibility of re*
birth. These are, of course, the philosophical sides of
Nietzsche’s ethico-political theory, and even though
Nietzsche did not believe in God like the Samkhya
philosopher, he still believed in the soul.
(c) Mopiineau and Gts^n. We proceed to the next
batch of modem moralists, namely Mareineau and Green.
Mattineau, on account of his contribution to religious
philosophy, was supposed in India to have something in
common with the teaching of the Bhagavadgiti \ but his
teaching, in fact, falls far short of it. Green's teaching,
however, comes very neat to that of the Bhagavadgica.
Mareineau is famous for having introduced the idea of
^springs of action' in his ethics. He arranges these springs
of action in a graded order, beginning with appetites and
ending with sentiments like reverence; and he tells us
that it is conscience which enables us to select any one
of these in preference to the other. But conscience
according to him is neither a moral nor a spiritual
concept but only a psycho^ethical concept. He had led
the life of an engineer and it was for that reason that he
could speak

about conscience

in

that manner.

On

mature thought, however, he found that when cona. 9
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sdencc becomes more fully developed among men,
they come almost to the same conclusbns, It is for this
reason that Mattineau spealcs of all the consciences as
being the aspects of one Supreme Conscience, It is
unfortunate that Mattineau could not rise to the notion
of the Self, or at least he fought shy of it. As a Doctor
of Divinity, he had a right to speak about the Self in
preference to conscience but he did not choose to do so.
On the ocher hand, he wrote a great work on the Philo¬
sophy of Religion, which was almost one of the earliest
works written on the subject during the latter half of the
last century.
Green rises to a superior concept. He stands for
nothing but the idea of the Self. There is a spiritual
principle in man as there is a spiritual principle in
nature and the one is the reproduction of the other. This
great idea he develops in the first chapter of his work,
* The Prolegomena to Ethics ’ and comes very near to the
doctrine of the Self in Indian thought in general and in
the Bbagavad^ta in particular. Secondly, who does not
know the great pains which Green has taken in analysing
and developing the concept of moral consciousness and
its application to sodal welfare ? The urge for social
development cornea through the presence of the spiritual
principle in man. It is the spiritual principle in man
which enables him to find the spiritual principle in society;
and hence perfection in the one involves perfection
in the other. In fact, Green's doctrine thus becomes a
comprehensive doctrine of perfectionism, both individual
and social; but Green does not stop here.

The idea of

the presence of spirit both in nature and in man leads
him to posit a divine consciousness which he regards as
transcending the limits of time.
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have from a spiritual philosophy like that of the
Bbagavadgica in regard to such stateraeots as the nature
of man,
nature of society and the nature of God 7
In fact, Green makes the nearest approach to the philo*
sophy of the Bhagavadgita so fer as its metaphysical side
is concerned, and if his ethics had been developed on
appropriate lines, his treatment of the ethical problems
would have been ezaaly similar to that of the BhagavadgItS. It is interesting to note that when at the time of
his passing away he asked the people who were sitting
by his bedside to read out to him a passage from the
Bible which spoke about the life after death, he was
unconsciously reiterating by his own example the supreme
teaching of the Bhagavad^ta in this matter :'
m jmrft

ii VI1I.13.

(d) Spenur and Sidpwick. We proceed to our last
hatch of European moralists, namely Spencer and
Sidgwick. Sidgwick particularly has made so many
points worthy of consideration, as far as ethical philo¬
sophy is concerned, that it is impossible to do full justice
to them all. We shall select only one item out of his
ethical discussions, that is where Spencer and Sidg¬
wick meet and where Indian thinkers either agree with
them or criticise them. Spencer speaks about relative
ethics and absolute ethics^ We are always living in the
domain of relative ethics, he says. Absolute ethics
transcends us altogether and our practica] life should be
a combination of these two aspects, namely the relative
and the absolute. As a consequence, Spencer tells us
that no truth-speaking is desirable in a community of
cannibals, the treacherous aod the unscrupulous. Truth¬
speaking has no value at all in these bad surroundings,
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although in itself it deserves to be regarded as a great
ethical virtue. Sidgwick follows suit. We shall restrict
our attention, as we have already said, only to this pdnt
in Sidgwick's ethical philosophy* No truth-speaking,
he says, should be allowed with children, madmen,
invalids, people in a mortal condition, enemies, robbers
or even with advocates who ask questions which they
have no right to ask.
Aoisakli, the CoDoectiDg Bond between TiUk and Gandhi
This denial of truth-speaking as a virtue under such
circumstances was hotly debated among Indian politi¬
cians and statesmen about forty years ago, Lok. Tilak
standing for the doctrine of 515 srm 5IT3^ and Mahatma
Gandhi standing for the doctrine of 515
Tilak's
justification was founded upon such utterances as those
of Spencer and Sidgwick.
was
what Tilak said about the way of the removal of diffi¬
culties.
i has been a doctrine
known to the Indian scholars from the times of Manu
downwards. If a man lifts his sword against you, it is
your duty to lift your sword against him. That was
the doctrine of Tilak. On the other hand, Mahatma
Gandhi taught the doctrine of 515 ffra
If an enemy
smites you on the tight cheek, says the Bible, turn to
him the left cheek also. Your self-sacrifice, you; self¬
negation, your assertion and recognition of the presence
of the self in others will stand you in good stead in
removing the presence of bad ideas from the minds of
those who stand against you. We should always speak
the truth, says Kant, even though people might come to
deceive you,
In this way, we find this controversy
between 51^
and 5T5 71^
illustrated finely in
(he history of two great schools of ethical thought, the one

13a
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represented by Spencer and Sidgwick. and Tilak agreeing
vrith them, and the other represented by Christianity
and Kant, and Mahatma Gandhi following them. We
have discussed this topic at some length in a latet
chapter, and even though it would be difficult to
pronounce a judgment upon matters of such high contro*
versy like this, we have pointed out that psychologically
there are temperamental differences among men, which
enable them either to follow the path of force and
retribution or the path of truth and peace. In any case,
it is most important to remember that even though
there was this difference between Tilak and Gandhi in
their doctrines of ^
and
Anasakti
was the connecting bond between them. Even though,
therefore, so far as particulars are concerned, there might
be differences between these two great men, it is highly
commendable that both of them stand for Anasakti as
the central teaching of the Bhagavad^ta.
A Few OubtanJiog Points in Tilak's GitS~Rabasya

( a) Jiiana, Bhakti and Yoga in Edation io Kmm»
After having considered the doctrines of the great
moralists to whom Lokamanya Tilak has referred in his
work and after bringing out the relationship in which
Tilak stands to them, let u$ now proceed to consider a
few significant points in Tilak's original contribution to
the interpretation of the Bhagavadgita. In fact, this
subject has been so elaborately studied and com¬
mented on that it would now be hasardous or im^
possible to add anything to what has been already
said.
Yet we feel justified in bringing to the notice of
our readers five points which may be regarded as
the great contributbn of Tilak to the interpretation of
the Bhagavadgita. In fact, he wants to prove that Karma133
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Yoga is the essence o£ the Bhagavad^ta. That is the
pole star of his teaching. All procedures of his inteipre-'
tation are directed towards that end. piana points to it^
Bhakti points to it, ( Dhyana) Yoga points to it, so that
all these procedures of attainment point to Karma as the
ultimate goal of life. What lies at the bottom of this
assertion Is that th^ intellectual scheme of oneness, the
devotional scheme of love and the meditational scheme
of mental equipoise are all directed to the achievement
of the ultimate end of human life, namely action.
Oneness, love and equanimity, in short, all point to
activism as being the goal of ^em all. After consider'
ing these, we shall proceed to two further points: ( 1)
Tilak^s admission of realisation as being of greater
value than service and ( 2) the question of the supreme
criterion for the interpretation of the teaching of any
great work. As is well-known, there are sk such criteria
according to
philosophy but we shall stress erqfai
in particular for our purpose.
Lee us now proceed to Tilak’s doctrine
of Jflana, which according to him, is a means to the
achievement of Karma. In the first place, ^ana may be
looked at from two points of view, intellectual and
mysticaL Very many people have misunderstood or
not understood at all this distinction, and by Jhana they
very often mean merely philosophical or intellectual
knowledge. But Jhana also means mystical knowledge.
fR, for example, in
S
ref^ to mere intellectual knowledge,

does not
^

giflapwfjlQWt I points to that mystical knowledge beyond
which there is nothing else to be known. This fact
must first be borne in mind.

Secondly, there is one-

very important controversy that has raged between
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^aihkara and Tilakand this particularly centers round two
pdnts: (a) whether frflTfW? is possible and (b) whether
is possible. These are two important foci round
which the controversy turns. According to Sahikata,
Karina after JHina is an impossibility, In one very
significant remark he points out
There is an end to all Karma after Jftana.
This is just the point which Lok, Tilak wants to con¬
tradict, Karma must be done even after Jhana, says
Tilak.
Secondly, in regard to the combination of
Jftana and Karma, ^amkaracacya tells us that it is
impossible for, us to combine the two.
is
impossible, says ^amkara.
i ^
I On the other hand, to Tilak
is not only possible but absolutely realOf course,
Karma in itself would be higher even than
but if we descend to a little lower level,
becomes very essential The two fundamental passages
on which Tilak relies are Wf ^
^
^
and
which tell us that it is essential that
Jftana and Karma should be combined together. We
have considered thb point in a later chapter j so, we do
not want to enter into it here, (c) We may, however,
take the liberty of suggesting the solution pointed out
* A rdceot writer has pointed out tbat even ibe gr^Bt king
Jaoe^ft about wboee aetivum the Bbagavadgiti bae ipokea ao much
(III 20) bai been described ia the
Saati Patva of the MaUbbarata ai baviog taken Samuytia toward*
tbe end of hia life In order that he might attain liberation. He left
offbiakiDgdoffl, handed it over to hie eon#, parted witbjvery thing
that be bad got and took Samayaaa in order to attain Joana*

The

same thing is repeated in another passage in Mababhirata.
(^Snli Parva, Adbyaya S18, $loka 94-95 p. lOfi. G?& MacmaDarsana by Khare).
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there, namel7 that this controversy cannot be resolved
except on the ground of temperamental differences
between men and men.

“ Ought has no meaning in

such a case, " as Kant has said, ^ihhaikarya, who
fought for the uniqueness of Jflina, uncontaminated by
Karma, was himself one of the greatest intelJectual
activists the world has ever seen. Having travelled
throughout the length and breadth of India, having
established his monasteries at different places and having
devoted his life to the fulfilment of his philosophical and
spiritual mission, ^amkarScarya set himself on a pedestal
to which people can only point, but which they can
scarcely reach.
One has only to remember that it
becomes the mission of such a realiser to spread the
gospel of God whenever and wherever it becomes possible
for him to do so. One God, One World, One Humanity
should be his maxim, theo-polity his doctrine. Whosoever
realises the unity or the presence of God can never but
direct his life in such a way that the greatness of God
becomes not merely understood but also achievable.
So far then about the true meaning of Jftana.
Bhalcti. What about Bhakti ? Bhakti is also essential
for the achievement of any great Karma. ( a) Tukatama
and Purandaradasa devoted their entire life to the spiritual
upliftment of humanity, (b) Riminuj'a and Ekanieha
gave themselves over to social reform, (c) Political
achievement redounded to the credit of two great
devotees of God, Nanaka and Ramadasa. (d ) Finally,
Jflinedvara and Kablca spent their life in utilising their
devotional temperament for the mystical upliftment of
the world. In that way, the devotees of God might also
be regarded as greatly contributing to the life of action
in this world.
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Lok. Tilak

Toga.

makes a significant point In

telling us that the requirements of Pat^jala* Yoga a$
well as its achievements are all to be utilised for the sake
of Karma:
5%
^ fltffhTpJT ank (Giti-Rahasya, pp. 136-137). That,
of course, is an extreme point of view.

It cannot be

said that the only aim of Yoga is to maintain a moral
equipoise for Che achievement of action.

A point of

greater significance would be the realisation, of God
Himself, Lbk. Tilak, however, contends that the utility
of Plt^jala Yoga, so far as at least the Bhagavadpta is
concerned, is for the achievement of that moral equipoise
which is essential for the accomplishment of any
great work.
(b)

THak'i AdmUdm of Sttperimiy of lUduation

After these three points we come to a very

oner Service.

significant admission of Lok. Tilak regarding realisation
as being higher than service. It could be hardly expe¬
cted from a great activist like Lok, Tilak that he would
recognise this

value

of self-realisatioT>, but that he has

done it is beyond doubt. He says
m rfr STl'fhT

(G»«^Ra^®syi,p.67), Tilak,

therefore, would prefer

or the realisation of

the Atman as of higher consequence than either
or

This, of course, is not the point of view

which he always maintains.

We are glad that the

8ub-consdous in Lok, Tilak has come out at least once.
(c)

Apurva0.

Finally, Lok. Tilak has devoted a

great amount of attention to pointing out the significance
of the siz-fbld hCmacnsa criterion for the interpretation
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of the inner meaning of any great work
Bhagavad^tS.

like the

Jaimini Sotra. L2.
All these criteria, according to Lok. Tilak, point to
the real meaning of the BhagavadgitS as consisting in
spreading the gospel of Karma Yoga, Karma Yoga being
the be^ll and the end*^ll of its teaching. With Karma*
yoga the Bhagavad^tS begins, with Karmayoga the
BhagavadgicI ends, and it is Karmayoga which pervades
the Bhagavadgita. From our point of view, we do not
stress this six-fold criterion at all. We stress only one
out of these, namely Aputvata. Apurvata means
novelty ot originality. What is the novelty or the
original contribution of the Bhagavadgita ? That ought
to be our chief question. It is not whether Arjuna ha&
been advised to £ght at the begirming of the work or at
the end of the work, or whether the advice is repeated
from time to time, that constitutes its supreme teaching.
What is the novelty or the originality which the
Bhagavad^ti has to offer to the world ? In our opinion,
as the title of the present work may show, God-realisatbn constitutes the ApUrvata, the novelty or the
supreme contribution of the Bhagavad^ta. The
BhagavadgicI is one of the greatest works on myscidsm
that the world has ever seen and when God-realisation
has been duly stressed, everything else will follow in
its wake.
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CHAPTER XI
DETACHMENT ; GANDHI
The Nalore of ADiukti ud iti ReUtioD to Abidiui
In the last chapter we considered Lokamanya Tilak's
doctrine of activism. This chapter will be devoted to the
discussion of another very important interpretation
which Mahatma Gandhi has put upontheBhagavadglta.
Many years ago when he first translated this Sanskrit
work into Gujarati, he called it Anasakti Yoga. Later,
translations of this Anasakti Yoga appeared in other
languages like Marathi, Kannada and Bengali. But it was
reserved for Mahadeva Desai to carry into effea his
scheme of the English translation of Mahatma Gandhi’s
Anasakti Yoga with a profound introduction. Mahadeva
Desai was one of the very few disciples of Mahatma
Gandhi who loved him from the very bottom of his*
heart, and he was intellectually very well equipped for
carrying out that kind of work. I had correspondence
with him since 1920, as an old friend of mine, Mr. Y. N.
Yadwadkar, whom Mahadeva Desai called Sarkar,
was his friend and worked as co-secretary of Mahatma
Gandhi at the time of the Nagpur Congress, On account
of his sound knowledge of Sanskrit and philosophy,
Mahadeva Desai was well qualified'to undertake this
great work.

Unfortunately, he did not live to see it

published. It was published posthumously. Nevettheless,.
the work reflects the freshness and originality of the
writer.
In this chapter, we shall disaiss five chief points*
in regard to Mahatma Gandhi’s interpretation of the:
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BhagavadgitS : First, his doctrine of Anasakti; second,
his allegorism; third, his doctrine of incarnation; fourth,
his description of what constitutes a real devotee (one
of the best descriptions that may be found in the
Gandhian Jiterature); finally, we shall discuss Mahadeva
Desai’s description of what he calls an ideal sage. He
probably had in mind Mahatma Gandhi himself.
The word Anasakti might be interpreted either as
non-attacbment or detachment or renunciation. Non¬
attachment is the negative form of it, detachment is its
positive form and renunciation, not in the sense of
Sajhnyasa as we understand it, but renunciation of the
fruits of action as Mahatma Gandhi calls it. In fact, the
title of Mahadeva Dcsai's English translation of his work
on Anasakti Yoga is the
Doctrine of Renunciation’’.
In the introduction we find the following important
statements of Mahatma Gandhi. To quote the very
words of Mahatma Gandhi himself 5 (1) “ Anasakti is
the central Sun round which revolve the three planets
of devotion, knowledge and works" (Anasakti Yoga,
p. 125). This is as much as to say that Bhakti, Jflana and
Karma are entirely dependent oh and governed by the
doctrine of Anisakti, (2) A question may now be
asked as to the relation in which Anasakti stands to
Ahiihsa.
AhiihsS is the doctrine for which Mahatma
Gandhi lived and died. (a) Swami Ananda wrote to
Mahatma Gandhi i

"I do not think it is just on your

part to deduce from stray verses that the CHtI was
written to establish Ahifiisa " (Ibid p. 121). Gandbiji
grants that Gita was not written to establish Ahiriasa.
He says “it was a long accepted principle even before
the Gita age" (Ibid. p. 129 ). ( b) Mahatma Gandhi goes
on to say: “After forty years of unremitting endeavour,
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however, I have felt that perfect renunciation isimpossible without perfect observation of Ahidisa in
every shape and form*’ (Ibid. p. 130 ). Mahatma Gandhi
tells U8 further that Anisakti may he regarded as a coin
of which Abiihsa and Satya are the obverse and
reverse sides. He always spoke not merely about
Ahiihsa but also about Satya. (3) If we analyse the
conception of Anasaktf, we see that it consists of three
points i (i) desireless action, (ii) the dedication of all
actions to God and (iii) surrendering oneself to God,
body and soul. In this way only, says Mahatma Gandhi
could the body of man be made cbe temple of God. Ali
these three points ace expressed in one single beautiful
sentence by Mahatma Gandhi: “ That great matchless
remedy consists in desireless action, in dedicating all
activities to God, that is, by surrendering oneself to
Him, body and soul’* (Ibid. p. 125). Mahatma Gandhi
farther goes on to tell us that really speaking he who
renounces, gains a thousandfold (p. 128). There is a
very famous Hindi maxim,
^ UpFT
^
Ptt
5?fT
This Doha implies
that renunciation may apparently involve us in every
possible loss, but really it gives us every possible merit,
enabling us to reap a thousandfold the fruits of the seeds
which we have sown.
Is Mababharata Hislerieal or Allegorical 7
We next proceed to discuss^ Mahatma Gandhi's
doctrine of allegorism. The great question ist Is
Mababhirata historical or allegorical? Mahatma Gandhi
Celia us on this point that ever since he was first acquain¬
ted with Sir Edwin Arnold’s translation of the
Bhagavad^ca, called the * Song Celestial’, in 1888-89, he
had felt that it was not a historical work,
“ I do not
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regard MahlbhSraea
he tells us,
as a historical work
in the accepted sense of the term * (pp. 123-24), This
does not mean that the persons in the Mahabbirata are
not historical: but the many sitxiadons, speeches, dia¬
logues, interpretations, conclusions and so forth need
not necessarily be regarded as historical* They are what
the great Vyasa bas put into the mouths of the great
actors, Mahatma Gandhi advances three arguments for
regarding the Mahabharata as allegorical rather than
historical (1) In the first place, he tells us that the
Adiparva contains a very powerful evidence in support
of his statement. Vyaaa ascribes to many of the heroes
of the Mahlbharata either sub-human or super-human
origins* These cannot be regarded as historical in any
sense. For example, Bbisma, he tells us, was bom from
the Gahga, Kanu from the Sun, Dharma from the God
of Death, Bhima from wind and Agastya from a pitcher*
Who can say that these actors or anything connected
with them may be regarded in any sense as historical ?
(2) Secondly, as Mahadeva Desai has put it, it is
permissible to poets, dramatists and historians to ascribe
imaginary characters to historical persons. For example,
we may see how the great Shakespeare painted Richard III
as a diabolical being.
So misshapen and sent before my time into the
world, that dogs bark at me when I Halt by them,
Thucydides, the great hiscoiian, who has by general
consent been regardad as a very conscientious historian,
has not hesitated to introduce imaginary dialogues or to
invent speeches for bis characters in order to elucidate
the different situations. Thucydides has himself told us
that he has deliberately done so in order that the lesson
might be well impressed upon the minds of his readers.
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( 3 ) Thirdly, Mahatma Gandhi tells us, if we interpret
the Mahabharata more in an allegorical than in a histori¬
cal sense, then the Bhagavadtf ca itself might be uken to
represent the moral duel that is perpetually going on
inside us. Historical names have been introduced by
the author of the great epic only to drive home ethical
and religious principles, For example, the Pandavas
were regarded as forces of light, Kauiavas as forces of
darkness and the Kurukfctra as the human body in
which they played their part. Atjuna and Krsna night
themselves allegorially be taken to represent the “indi¬
vidual ego and the great In-dweller.
In this way,
.according to Mahatma Gandhi, we have to interpret
both the Mahabharata and the Bhagavadgita more in an
allegorical than in a historical sense.
Meanings ci Incaroatinn

Lastly, we come to Mahatma Gandhi's doctrine of
incarnation. (1) Every embodied being, he tells us, is
an incarnation, though to be regarded as a perfect incar¬
nation some extra-ordinary service to mankind is necessary,
This is an important statement. It is in this way that
those who have been called Avaticas are so called,
because they have performed great works for the benefit
of humanity. Elsewhere in this book we may notice
how Garbe, Hopkins and Edgerton have spoken almost
in the same strain. Being born men, according to them,
people first become mcn-gods and then gods. Mahatma
Gandhi^s criterion for incaiaation is, in a similar strain,
the great service that a man does to humanity. (2) We
can approach the doctrine of incarnation from another
point’of view also. The Bhagavad^fS itself tells us i

sJNlWa’N WTI
R *R

n X‘41.
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Wherever there is excellence, wherever there is pre¬
eminence, wherever there is a portion of the great power
and lustre of God, there we might regard that God is
present as an incarnation. The great Vibhiitis, therefore,
are themselves embodiments or incsmactons of God. Let
us selea only ten Vibhatis here for our purpose : Mcru
and HimSlaya among the mountains; Janhavi among the
rivers, Mrgendra and Vainateya among the animals and
birds, Samaveda among the sacred books, Margailc^ and
ICusumakara among the months and seasons, Omkira
among syllables and Vasudeva among Divine heroes.
(3 ) Finally, it is wonderful to see how the great German
philosopher, Hegel, who evidently seems to have read the
Bhagavadgita, has said that it is the substantial or the
universal, which constitutes the essence of things and
which we might understand as equivalent to an incar¬
nation.

Hegel says

“ When God says, ‘ in the metal I am bright¬
ness of its shining, among the rivers I am the
Ganges, I am the life of all that lives’, he
thereby suppresses the individual He does not
say lam the metal, the rivers, the individual
things of various kinds as such. The brightness
is not the metal itself but is the universal,
elevated above any individual form. What is
expressed here is no longer pantheism; the
idea expressed is rather that of the essence of
things.
Hegel's Philosophy of Religion, p. 42.3.
This raises the conceptbn of the essence or incar¬
nation to a philosophic level.
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DftKriptloD of

ao

Idea! Devotee end n [deal Saiol

We now proceed to discuss the last two pointsWe shaJI first deal with Mahatma Gandhi’s sublime des¬
cription of a devotee. Neither in his work on the
Bhagavad^tl not probably anywhere else has Mahatma
Gandhi described the qualifications of a devotef, in the
manner in which he has done here. It is a superb
illustration of what a devotee ought to be. Not merely
does he gather together utterances from the Bhagavadglta, but inserts some of his own reflections in order to
present a full pictureof adevotee. According.toMahatma
Gandhi;—
He is a real devotee who is jealous of none,
who is a fount of mercy, who is without
egoism, who treats alike cold and heat, happi¬
ness and misery, who is ever forgiving, who is
always contented, whose resolutions are firm,
who has dedicated mind and soul to God, who
causes no dread, who is not afraid of others,
who is free from exultation, sorrow and fear,
who is pure, who is versed in action and yet
remains unaffected by it, who renounces all
ffuir, good or bad, who treats friend and foe
alike, who is untouched by respect or disrespect,
who is not puffed up by praise, who does not
go under when people speak ill of him, who loves
silence and solitude, who has a disciplined reason/’
Anasakti Yoga. p. 126.
I am tempted to feel that Mahatma Gondhi having
thought deeply about the qualifications of a devotee has
given almost an autobiographical account in this des¬
cription.
». 10
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Finally, when we come to Mahadeva Desai’^
commentary on Mahatma Gandhi's work, we see that He
excels himself in describing what an ideal sage ought to
he. Probably, he has got his teacher Mahatma Gandhi
in his mind. The description is wonderful and we quote*
it 88 it is >“ The Yogin is therefore one who reflects all
these attributes in his life, who, in the midst of
raging storm and blinding spray, will keep his
vision of the Sun undisturbed, who will look
difficulties and death in the &ce, who goes with
the same mind to the shambles and the scaffold
and whose mind is so serene that thunder rocks
him to sleep.
The Gospel of Selfless Aaion, p. 51.
We are accustomed to read desaiptions of the ideal
sage according to the Stoics-and the Epicureans. Here
are descriptions of the ideal sage of the Bhagavad^ta
according to Mahatma Gandhi and Mahadeva Desai.
We leave it to our readers to judge between the two.
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CHAPTER XII
OTHER MODERN PROMINENT INTERPRETERS
After having studied the remarks made by Mahatma
Gandhi and Mr. Mahadeva Deaai on the BhagavadgitS^
we shall proceed to see the spot>!ights thrown on the
Bhagavadgiti in the works of some recent eminent
Indian scholars. What they have to say we shall
give in their own words; bur we shall preface*
their remarks with a short account of what they
are going to say. We shall classify these scholars under
three groups from the view-points which they pardculatly want to ^stress. In the first group will come Mrs.
Besanc, Munshi, Aldous Huxley and Belvalkar; in the
second group come Katju and Divatia; and in the third
come Divatia, Hill, Rajagopalachari, Radhakrxshnan and
Mrs. Besant. Under these three groups we shall con¬
sider (1) the unity of the three paths in the Bhagavad^ta, ( 2) the social application of the teachings of the
Bhagavadgica, and (3) some brilliant modern estimates
of the teaching of the Bhagavad^ta.
Granp (i) •
(a)

Unity of Ibe Three Paths

Mrs. Annie Besant.

Let us begin by noticing

what Mrs. Besant says in regard to the Bhagavad^ta. She
teaches us that the so-called three paths are really onc»
The paths that are known as knowledge, devotion and
action, all ultimately tend to the realisation of God.
“ We see the three paths within the one and
according to the dominant temperament will be
the path that is chosen.” (Four Lectures on the
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Bhagavadgita, Adyar, p. 79). “For him who
is full of emotion, the best way is the way of
devotion ; for him who is by temperament in¬
clined to wisdom, the way of knowledge is the
best; and for him who is temperamentally in¬
clined to action, the path of action will be the
best. ‘ For the path men take B:om every side
is Mine.'”
(6)

Ibid. ( p. 96. )-

Shri K. 3/.

Shri Munshi tells us

that men have trodden the path of God from various
sides. Some of them have stumbled and some few have
reached the goal. Among those who have reached the
goal are • SamkatScatya who stresses the path of
knowledge; Calvin who stresses the path of action, and
as such is the Father of the Christian Reformation, who
made Protestantism a living force ; and St. Augustine,
the second great founder of Christianity, known for his
great devotion and passionate ardour for surrender to
God:
“ Shining examples of greatness throughout
history have followed this path in all lands.
Many have stumbled. Some have reached the
goal. A scrutiny of their lives discloses how
perfection has been practised and attained.”
Bhagavadgiti and Modern Life. p. 35.
^aihkaracarya leads the world's thought in
laying emphasis on knowledge and renunciation.
By reason of this emphasis, the human Gospel
of Gita has come to be understood as the
message of knowledge and renunciation. ”
Ibid. p. 35.
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“ John Calvin was a man of action. He orga¬
nised the European Reformation and laid the
foundation of the broad and liberal movement
which the Protestant Church represented in
Europe. He made Protestantism a living force
in Europe.”
Ibid. p. 37.
“ St. Augustine, one of the four great fathers ’
of the Ladn Church, was a man of love and
devotion. He was passionate
nature and
an ardent lover. His God called to him. He
ran out of bis house, flung himself under a
fig tree- A voice bade him to surrender him¬
self to God and he did so. What we find in
his Confessions is the enthusiasm and passionate
ardour to surrender himself to God which is
Bhakti Yoga.”
Ibid. p. 40.
“ The study of these great characters shows
that Knowledge, Action and Devotion are the
inalienable aspects of the fundamental unity of
human nature.”
Ibid. p. 41.
(c) Dr, Aidoxa SxaUy and Dr, Bdv'alkar. Dtp
Aldous.Husley in his Perennial Philosophy speaks of
three types of men.
These three types are physiopsychological in character s the cerebral type, which
stresses the activity of the head, belongs to the path of
knowledge: the cardiac type, which stresses the heart,
belongs to the path of devotion; and the muscular type,
which stresses the hand, belongs to the path of actioiipDr, Bclvalkar very happily has called this triune path by
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the expression
We have hitherto seen
in works on Indian Philosophy only
but we
compliment Dr. Belvalkax upon his having introduced
that word Bhakti in the scheme, and called it a triune
unity of Jrllna, Bhakti and Karma. We are happy to
note what he says that ‘trichotomy’ does not represent
the true teaching of the Bhagavadgiti; on the other hand,
.It is the ‘triune unity ’ of Sfina, Bhakti and Karma.
Group 11:

Social Teacbiogs of the BbagavadgiUi

(d) Dr. K, N, Kaiju.
When we come to the
sodal implications o£ the Bhagavad^ta, we may point
out what Dr. Katju said in the lecture which he delivered
at Nimbal on the 28th December 1954, namely, that all
out actbns should be intended for tbe sake of the
society and the world. These constitute my God, he
said. The three celebrated quotations to which he
particularly referred are
{ 1)

ipHti

Rt

I

rcrwi* ii IX.S4.
< 2)

II XIU.10.

(3)

\
IRW RR

XVI1I.57.

To Dr. Katju, the Aharh which designates God in
the above three quotations in expressions such as tRsni,
Rit
and
points only to the society
and the world.
In face, this is a point which he has stressed through¬
out his life as well as particularly in his lectures
on Karma Yoga in the Bhagavad^t3 at Allahabad. The
Activism about which he spoke was particularly in
relation to the society and the world.
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($) SM B V. Dkatia. Shii, Diyacia has written a
iood b^k on the Bbagavadgita in which he stresses the
social meaning of self-realisation*
Self-realisation,
according to him, means the realisation of the self in the
wider life of the society. Service of humanity accordingly
.constitutes the only mode of worship especially for
rationalists like himself.
Self-realisation means realisation of one's
self in the wider life of our fellow men. The
Gita teaches us that there cannot be self-reali¬
sation without the integration of the individual
self with the larger social self. (The Ait of life
in

the Bhagavad^ti. p. 173. )...“ Service of

Humanity is a form of worship of God which
can be practised by persons of all religious
faiths; and for rationalists such service is the
sole religion.

Groop III:

Ibid. p. 175.

Some Brilliaot Estimatei ol the Bhagandgita

Let us now go on to consider certain noteworthy
observations made recently by difierenc scholars on the
teachings of the Bhagavad^tS. We shall begin by
calling to mind what Mr. Divatia has said about the
unending spiral movement in spiritual life. The spiritual
evolution of humanity always goes on upwards, according
to him, in a spiral and it is an Avatfira which carries it
to its summit.
“ The spiritual evolution of humanity moves
in cycles, but this cycl^ is not a vidous circle;
it is the circle of a screw or spiral, which at the
end of each ciiculatoty motion, takes us up¬
wards. When evil goes on accumulating, each
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C7cle is moving to its inevitable end and a new
force (Avatara) arises which destroys the
accumulated evil and completes the cycle.
Ibid, p. 135.
(/) Mr.
EilL Mr, Hill in his Introdu¬
ction to the Bhagavadgici makes some very fine
remarks. The whole world is regarded as a puppet-show
in which the producer, the scenery and the spectator
are all Brahman. But let us not be satisfied with this
delusion, he says. Let us not regard the performance
as absolutely unreal. Let us hope that it constitutes at
least a partial reality.
“The universe is a puppet-show, Brahman is
sole producer, Brahman is scenery and players,
Brahman is sole spectator. The universe is
sportively self-deluded. The means of produce
tion is the power* of delusion: scenery and
puppets are Brahman, self-stamped with ‘ name
and form*. Like every thorough-going moni¬
stic system, the system of the Bhagavadglca
robs the universe of meaning. Personality,
free*will, good and evil, even Avacaras are
incidents in an idle show. The performance is
renewed day after day: with each night the cur¬
tain falls,...But to say that the universe is void
of meaning is not to say that the performance is
unreal. The Gica follows rather that doctrine
which allows to the universe a temporary reality
as such.’*
The Bhagavad^tl

27.

( g) Shri, C. RajagopalacharU Among some of the
fine remarks made by Shri. Rajagopalachari in his edition
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of the Bbagavadgitl, there is one which refers to the
verse,
... In his explanation of the verse, he
tells us how we are to regard that there is an identity
between God and the Laws of Nature and that the
Laws of Nature constitute the Will of God.
Notwichstanding the fact that God supports
and governs all,
we ate ignorant
of it, The Laws of Nature axe the Will of
God. His Will is manifested in the shape of
what we see directly or by investigation but
which we choose to call the Laws of Nature,
God is the Law and the Law is God. He rules
through the Law, and it seems as if the Law
rules and not He. ”
The BhagavadgitS. p. 41.
(h) Dr. S. RadAahrtsAnan. Dr. Radhakrishnan
tells us how divine birth occurs in the case of every one
of us. Vasudeva and Devaki, the father and the
mother of Krsga, o\^ht to be allegorically interpreted.
Vasudeva means ^ddha Sattva and Devaki means
Daivi Prakfti. Divine birth, therefore, took place not
only in the case of Kr§na, but ought to take place in the
case of everyone of us. He says:
“ Kr^a is said to be born of Vasudeva and
Devaki. The Dhagavata describes Vasudeva as
^ fSgS 4^4^^ and Devaki is Daivi
Prakfti or divine nature, When the divine
birth takes place within us, the scales fall from
our eyes, the bolts of the prison open. The
Lord abides in the heart of every creature and
when the veil of that secret sanctuary is witb«
drawn, we hear the Divine voice, receive the
Divine light, act in the Divine power.”
The Bhagavad^ta. p. 36.
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(i) ifre» Annii B^sant Mrs. Besant in her usual
oratorical fashion sums up the teachings of the Bhagavadgita by telling us that we must bid good-bye for ever to
all grief and sorrow, realising the onenesa in all things.
W^
I When we have realised
the oneness of God, the world and humanity, where
will grief remain ? She asks.
“ But one t.ord is the object of all devotion,
but one Lord is the subject of all wisdom, but
one Lord is the source of all activity. One
Lord and therefore one humanity; one Lord
and therefore oneness through the entire body
of the Lord; one Lord, one world, one brother¬
hood, that is the outcome of our study. Thus
on from age to age, from universe to universe;
and where, I say again, where is grief, where
delusion, when we have thus seen the
Oneness ? ”
Four Lectures on the Bhagavad^tl. p. 123.
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CHAPTER XIII
NUMENISM : OTTO
The Holy as K priori CeUgory
In this and the next chapter we shall deal at some
length with the two very significant forms of Gita inter•pretation • the one, the Numenism of Otto, and the other,
Divinisation of Aurobindo Ghosh, Both these approach
the mystical standpoint very closely. Hence we propose
to discuss them just prior to our own philosophi^l
exposition of the doctrine of God-realisation in the
Bhagavad^ta.

Di. Otto is famous for his

doctrine

of the Holy. The Holy he regards as a sui generis cate¬
gory of value, beyond the categories of the Good, the
True and the Beautiful. This is his original contribution
to philosophy.

His book on the “ Idea of the Holy " is

-very famous. He regards the Holy as an fl prion cate¬
gory, and speaks of the rational and the irrational as
^instituting its warp and woof.

Somehow he stresses

the conception of the inational,

following Bradley,

James and Bergson. In fact, it has been a fashion with
these philosophers and even an aspiration to bring their
philosophy into line with the conception of the irrational.
•Otto coined the word Numen to signify this category of
value which has, aaording to him, supreme divine power
lying inside it.

This super-natural divine power is what

Otto calls the Extra in explaining the meaning of the
Holy, something which cannot be accounted for and
which

is

to he regarded as

reason.
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The Numinous as a Complex

Ike Feeliogs of Mystery,

Wonder, Power, Terror, Revereoce and Joy

After having applied this conception of the Holy to
philosophy, especially in describing it as a combination
of the rational and the irrational, Otto goes on to tell us
about the psychological aspect of this ‘ numinous * cate¬
gory of value. He gives a beautiful analysis of the
psychological aspect of the Numinous, and this analysis
can be supplemented by our own experieiKe. According
to it, the five chief constituents of this concepdon
of the Holy looked at from the point of view of psycho¬
logy, are the five great spiritual emotions of wonder,
power, joy, horror and reverence. These seem to be
the ultimate psychological constituents in the concep¬
tion of the Holy. Otto is also very careful to tell
us that the Bhagavadgita is a sublime illustration parti*
cularly of the psychology of horror. Such a psychology
of horror has never been written in the West.
Olio OD the Origioal Form of the Bbagevadgiti

Dx. Otto is a great theologian and a very good
philosopher and psychologist. His knowledge of Sans¬
krit also is remarkable, but we do not think that he
has succeeded in his eight-tract theory of the Bhagavadglta. We have already discussed this in our chapter oa
Intezpolationism. According to him, the original form
of the Bbagavad^tl consisted of a very short portion’
which is supplemented both by these tracts and by
appendices and roarginalia.

Even though bis theory

about the original form of the Bbagavad^ta may not be
correct, still his interpretation of the real meaning of
the Bhagavadgita is magnificient.
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because he is a good Christian th^logiao, has a very
wide heart and great sympathy with Indian aspirations,
and does not find any ultimate distinction between
Indian philosophy and European philosophy. Such people
we want today in this world : people who do not stand
for Christianity for its own sake, or for Hinduism
because it is Hinduism ; people who would understand
the basis of both Christianity and Hinduism.

Otto is

one of them. lam glad I met him in the year 1927 at
Poona when we exchanged notes on various subjects.
The original Bhagavadgita, according to Dr. Otto, con¬
sisted of a few shore pithy statements, a few short
appealing points, which constituted the entice conver¬
sation between Krsiu and. Arjuna and made Acjuna
act up to the Will of God.

There are only four points,

he tells us, as we have seen in a previous chapter, which
constitute the original Bhagavadgita.

First, there is the

discourse between Krsna and Arjuna on the immortality
of the soul; second, the vision of the Viivarilpa of
Kp^na by Arjuna; third, the unfbldment of the doctrine
of pre-determination by Kfsna to Arjuna, showing him a
panorama of the future and the way in which God’s
Will works; and finally, an appeal by Kr^a to Arjuna
to disregard all Dharmas and regard Divine Will alone
as bis imperative duty i
W I XVIIL 66.
The so-called human, soda! and political duties are no
duties at all.

The only duty is to recondlc oneself to

the Divine Will and Power.

This, in short, is the pith

of the original Bhagavad^ta, according to Dr. Otto. .
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Tilt UTan of the Bhasavadgiti Wbollf TraoKeodof

Let us now proceed to consider Otto’s doctrine of
tivara as he finds it in the Bhagavadgiii. His doctrine
is a wonderful doctrine indeed. It is absolutely un*
Christlao. He is not unmindful of the claims of the
world-whole in the conception of a personal God. It
would be interesting to see how Christian theologian^
would look at such a doctrine from such a great philoso"
pher like Otto. Nevertheless, we welcome it because it
is his comprehensive mind which enables bira to say so.
According to Otto, therefore, the Idvaraof the Bbagavadgita is a peculiar combination of a personal God and the
world-whole. To bim personalism and impersonalism
do not appear antagonistic.
Also, the livara of the
Bhagavad^ta is a transcendent God, the wholly otherHe is not an ultimate to which other penultimate
realities point. We may say that God is super-ultimate.
What would Christian theologians say to such a doctrine
of d transcendent God from an orthodox Christian
theologian? This doctrine Otto finds in the Bbagavad*
gita. This doctrine, he tells ur, is older than Advaica^
Advaica need not feel proud for having discovered this.
Ic was there before the age of the Advaica. We have
a very fine parallel in the Book of Job to this doctrine
of God in the Bhagavadgira. The great inscrutabilitr
of which chat Book speaks is a particular chacacteriscic
of the God both of the Bhagavad^cl and of the Book of
Job. WhaC else can a man do than be struck dumb
before this inscrutable Being ? God is super-powerfuh
We have only to reconcile ourselves to the Will of this
Super-powerful. Let us, therefore, as Otto tells us, find
peace in the idea that God is so powerful that we have
only to surrender ourselves entirely to His Will.
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Bhkti

It is as a consequence of this doctrine of God in the
Bbagavad^ta, according to Otto, that he uses the
expression, Advaita-Bhakti. He makes here a combina>
tion of the two conceptions of Advaita and BhaktiJ
Of course, that idea is not unfamiliar to us Indians.
Jftine^vata has spoken of Advaita-Bhakti, but for an
Austro*German theologian like Dr. Otto, almost to invent
this expression Advaita-Bhakti is most remarkable.
He tells US'that in Bhakti there is room for Advaita of
a certain kind.
It is this kind of Advaita-Bhakti, therefore, that
we find in the Bhagavadgita. How does this psycho¬
logically arise ? Otto tells us that it is from a combi¬
nation of two feelings, a feeling of dependence on God
and a feeling of equality with Piis greatness. When
dependence and equality are combined together, we have
the phenomenon of Advaita-Bhakti. After having
taught this doctrine of Advaita-Bhakti, it becomes
easily possible for Otto to criticise the doctrine of pure
Bhakti, as Garbe had stated it, the doctrine of pure,
unmixed and unalloyed Bhakti. It is for that reason,
says Garbe, that all pantheistic portions of the Bhagavad^ti were later additions and that the theistic por¬
tions only

were the originals. Otto was a disciple of

Garbe and yet he excelled Garbe in his interpretation.
In that way Garbe found that the doctrine of Ottosuperseded his own (). One of the
fine remarks which Otto makes in this connection
is that in the

experience

of this Advaita-Bhakci»

a devotee becomes so merged in God that he becomes
one with Him.

The devotee, therefore, merges himself
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in bis object of devotion so much so that there comes
about an absolute unity between them. Otto tells us ’•
“ Bhakti means faithful and loving devotion,
to one’s God.

It is, as such, a strong emotion

which can take the aesthetic form.

It is also

intelligible that Advaita ideas of a cectain kind
can find a place in Bhakti, which Garbe has
oveilooked. Whilst feeling is ecstatically roused,
the believer or the lover forgets and feels his
unity with Him and therefore extremely high*
strung Advaita ideas can precisely give occasion
for the expression of his own experience.
Pralhada,tbe typical representative of the warm
personal Bhakti, experiences himself completely
as one with, and undistinguished from, Purusottama.’*
PredesHnatieu

Dr. Otto tells us that the God of the Bhagavad^ts
is the God of Pre-destination. Prior to all human will
and work, God has already willed that a certain thing
shall happen. This is what might be called the doctrine
of pre-destination. Before the fight took place between
the Kauravas and the Pandavas, the fight had already
been planned by God. It was the Will and work of
God Himself. If, therefore, God creates battles, He has
also the power to end them. Dr. Radhakrishnan tells
us that God decides the fate of battles. Instead of
speaking in the present, we might even speak of the
plue-present. Instead of saying that God decides the
fate of battles, we might even say that God has already
decided them. The future has been already fixed by
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Ood. This- is the central point in the doctrine of pre¬
destination. Whatever Arjuna may will or may not
will, God has already willed that such a thing shall
happen, that the Kauravas will be vanquished, and the
Pln^avas will win, and that justice and God-devotion will
reign supreme in the world. To quote Otto's statements
from hts Das BhagavadglcS as translated in English:
“It is not the work of man, this cruel,
horrible fight The fight is the work and Will
of God Himself. This is the meaning of the
magnificent theophany and this is the aesthetic
purpose of the Qta iA general and of the XI
discourse in particular.”
“ The God of the Bhagavadgita is the God
of absolute pre-destination, as the verses
(XI. 32-33) show Him to be. Here God shows
that, independently of and prior to all human
will and work, the future has long been fixed
unalterably by Him, that all human will, in
comparison with Him, is absolutely powerless,
and that man is nothing else than a transitory
phase of His activity which man’s Ahaihkara
resists. ”
Man Only an loitruDSot in the Hands ai God

Lastly, we come to what might be called Octo's
doctrine of Insmimentalism. Krsna tells Arjuna that
he is merely an instrument in the hands of God, that
he is merely a channel through which His power might
flow. As a consequence it behoves Arjuna to recon¬
cile his conception of duty with the Divine Will. This
is exactly what is meant by making oneself aninstru^
B. U
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jncnt io the hands of God. The recondliation of one's
will with the Divine Will involves a moral problem^
jiamelyj the problem of Divine Will as being the only
Categorical Imperative. Kant and other philosophers
might speak of the Categorical Imperative in abstract
terms. Here we have got a concrete expression :of the
Categorical Imperative in terms of the Divine Will. The
Divine Will has to dictate and roan has to obey. It is
in this way, Otto tells us, that Arjuna must regard the
fight as a Divine Work. Otto bestows high praise on
the author of the Bhagavadgica for having written one
of the most beautiful of the verses in the whole of
the spiritual literature. Let us see what Otto says:
“ Give up thy sorrow ; fight in the know¬
ledge that thou hast not the power to carry
out thy human work, but my work, as my
instrument. Thou art nothing but an instru¬
ment, that is, an instrument for the most
frightful and at the same time sublime majesty
of God Himself. jThese words should be called
the Carama Sloka, the highest verse of the

Gitir
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CHAPTER XIV
DIVINISATION : AUROBINDO
IntrodocliOD

St! Aurobindo is the last among our modem
interpreters of the Bhagavadgttl. Otto and Aurobindo
come ver7 close to a mystical interpretation which it
will be our endeavour to expound in the next part of
our work. Before, however, we assess the contribution
which Aurobindo makes to the interpretation of the
Bhagavadgita, we shall have to dive a little into the
various expressions of philosophic thought, which form
the background of his interpretation of the Bhagavadgiti,
We may say that he is the most distinguished modem
Indian interpreter who shows that kind of philosophic
grasp of problems, which might be expected from a
close student of contemporary thought. Of course, he
has got many original suggestions to make and he is
never afraid of expressing his opinions in his own way.
We shall Erst consider his contribution to philosophic
thought under six heads, and then the application of his
doctrines to the interpretation of the Bhagavadgiti.
To begin with, we shall consider his developmental
array of categories, so fsv as his metaphysics is concerned.
Then in regard to psychology, we shall consider his
scheme of the ascending grades of consciousness, very
much resembling that of Leibnitz. Then we shall take
up the chief plank of Aurobindo’s philosophy, namely,
his conception of the Gnostic Ideal. After this we
shall proceed to two further doctrines in Aurobindo
namely, his conception of the Superman and bis doctrine
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of the relation of Immortality to Divinisatton. We shall
end this survey of Aurobindo’s contribution to philoso¬
phic thought by giving a short account of his doctrine
of the Ascent of matter into Spirit.
After this survey we shall go on to his inter¬
pretation of the Bhagavad^ta proper. Under this head
we shall first consider what he has to aay about the
ethics of the Bhagavadgita, and then about its social
and devotional teachings. We shall neic proceed to his
conception of the AvatSca, bringing it into relation
with some impottaat conceptions of incarnation in the
history of thought. We shall conclude the chapter by
giving an account of what we ourselves understand by
the conception of Avatara.
ContribotioD to Philosophic Thought
(a ) Deviliypmenial Array of Cai^orU^- Let us begin
by discussing Sri Aucobindo’s contribution to meta*
physical thought, especially his scheme of the develop*
mental array of categories which closely resembles that of
Hegel
Sat or Existence, he says, is the hipest
category from which proceeds Cit-oakti or conscious*
ness-foTce, as he calls it, from which issues Snanda or
Bliss. This is exactly what is meant by Sat-Cit-Ananda.
Sapermind, according to him, is the connecting link
between these higher categories and the lower catego¬
ries, namely, mind, psyche, life and matter in a
descending order. Aurobindo interposes two further
categories between mind and superraind, namely,
intuition and overoind,
There would have been no
cause for disagreement with this developmental arrange¬
ment, provided he had dropped psyche or soul as below
mind, and had not interposed intuition and overmind
between mind and supermind.
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In Aurobindo^s own terminology, psyche, overmind
and intuition have only an ‘otiose’ function to peiforoi*
They are not relevant to the picture at all. Aurobindo
distinguishes between mind and overmind. Wbat to
the mind are contraries ace to the ovetmind complimentaries; but this function can very well be
accomplished by the superroind itself. Psyche or soul
below mind is inconceivable.
Intuition, instead of
being a category between mind and supermind, is a
power by which mind can rise into the supeimind.
Further, Aurobindo contradicts himself by calling
intuition once a connecting link between mind and supermind and at another time by regarding it as incapable
of serving as a connecting link. Compare his utterances i
(1) “Intuition establishes the connection between the
mind and the supermind,’* ( S. K, Maitta i Philosophy
of Aurobindo, p. 34). ( 2)“ Intuition is too flashy,
coo unstable, too much under the masses of mental stuff
that penetrate into it, to enable it to really serve as a
link between mind and supermind.’*

(Ibid. p. 40).

Credit must, however, be given to Aurobindo for
having boldly initiated this developmental atray of cate*
gories in the manner of Hegel.

In fact, he is the only

Indian phibsopher who has tried to make this develop¬
mental scheme, There would have been perfect agree¬
ment with him if his categories had stood like existence,
consebusness and bliss on the one hand, and mind, life
and matter on the other, supermind constituting
connecting link between the two.

the

Contemporary Euro¬

pean philosophers have spoken about “ matter, life, mind
and God ” as constituting the real developmental order
which is not an unsatisfactory arrangement.
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(d ) Asc^ndin^ Grades of Consevmnsu,
As legaids
the psychological account of the developmental grades of
consciousness, we may say at the beginning that Auco>
bmdo regards the electrons and the atoms of matter as
eternal somnambulists. In the plant we find conscious^
ness in a state of dream, always on the point oi waking
but never fully awake. The plant is vitally responsive
to existence, though not mentally aware. The animal
possesses mental awareness, while man possesses reflective
self* consciousness. So from the mineral to the plant, from
the plant to the animal and from the animal to man, we
have in Aurobindo an ascending order of consciousness.
It is interesting to see how this scheme is similar to that
of Leibnitz who in his Monadology speaks of the sleeping
monads, dreaming monads and the self-conscious monads.
He crowns bis scheme with the conception of the Monas
Monadunti the Monad of monads, which is equivalent to
the Indian conception of livara.
(<3) Ths Gnostic Ideal. One of the most significant
points in ^ri Auiobindo'a philosophy is his, doctrine of
the Gnostic Ideal. Here he not merely defends Christian
Gnosticism, but also gives a new meaning to it according
to the implications of his own philosophy.

Christian

Gnosticism laid greater stress on knowledge than on faith.
According to the old gnostic sect among Christians, the
dictum that the Word became flesh is not true: and also
that God manifested Himself in the fiesh is not true.
So the gnostics quarrelled with the initial and central
teaching of St. John: “ In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. ”
According to the gnostics, there is no place for devotion
and no softly-muimured prayers. What is wanted is
knowledge and speculation. Aurobindo lays bis finger
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on this point
Christian gnosticism and applies it to
his own scheme of supeimind. According to him, the
gnostic works with the supermind. As the goostiC} true
to the derivation of the word, lays stress on knowledge,
Aurobindo lays stress upon his conception of the
supermind, From that point of view» Yogasiddhis do
not seem to be impossible to Aurobindo. This is one of
the special points in his philosophical teachings. Jhana
he finds absolutely compatible with Vogic achievements.
Applying his docctine to gnosticism, he tells us further
that it is not enough that an individual should become
a gnostic, a knower in the philosophical and spiritual
sense of the word, but we must see that a community of
gnostics or perfected individuals is created leading to the
emergence of a whole gnostic race. These are the ideals
at which Aurobindo aims. The consequence of all this
would be the establishment of the Kingdom of God
upon earth.
(d) iSuperrrtdn.
Aucobindo’s doctrine of the
superman occupies an important place in his philosophy.
We are familiar with Nietzsche’s doctrine of the super*
man. Nietzsche had no sympathy with Christianity and
was pro-Hellenic.

Hence it

was

that Nietzsche’s

superman was almost a Titan or an Asuraas the sixteenth
•chapter of the Bhagavadgiti would call it. Aurobindo’s
superman is a Sura or God. The distinction between
Nietzsche and Aurobindo is like the one between the
Asurl-Sampat and the Daivi-Sampat in the sixteenth
chapter of the Bhagavadgitl. An ideal superman, accor¬
ding to Aurobindo, is he who combines in himself not
merely Divine Power and Divine Love but also Divine
Wisdom.
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( ) Immortality and Divinisation, «Auiobindo’s
doctrine of the relation of immortality to divinisation
is very important, because it tells ua of a new approach
from which he looks at the question of immortality. He
does not cut himself adrift from ancient Indian tradition
but he introduces certain new concepts which, as we
shall see a little later, are worthy of our consideration.
He begins by pointing out to us “ the normal demand
.for survival as well as “ the age-long effort of man to
conquer physically the death of the body.
(Life
Divine, p. 731). He has sympathy with the ancient
conception of Indian thought, namely, that the subtle
body () may survive, even after the death of the
physical body. “ Such a survival”, Aurobindo tells us,.
“ could persist only in the subtle body. The Being
would have to discard its physical form, pass to other
worlds and in its return put on a new body. ” ( L. D.,.
pp. 732-33).
We are told in the Bhagavad^ta:—

'

n XV. 8.

Aurobindo tells us that ( o )
The awakened Mental
Puru§a, and (b) the awakened Vital Purusa preserve
the mind sheath and the life sheath of the subtle body;
while ( c) the physical survival could only be relative,
terminable at ^1, a temporal sign of the Spirit^s
victory here over matter,” (L. D., pp. 732-*33.).
Fhyiicd Science.

The question of the physical survi¬

val of the body should be looked at from three points
of view, ffom the points of view of Physical Science,
Occult Science and Theological Science. While discuss¬
ing the first, Aurobindo gives us an insight into some of
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his new concepts. Normally speaking, he tells us, “ thephysical body could only endure if by some means its
physical causes of decay and distuption could be over*
come.’’ (L. D„p. 732), This, of course, would be a
difficult task.
A perpetual physical survival would
remain only as an Ideal ” in the Kantian sense of the
term. ’ But Aurobindo makes two further points of
practical spiritual' significance. In the first place, he
tells us that the body must keep pace with the progress
of the Inner Person: “ The physical body should be
made ao plastic and progressive in its structure and
functioning that it would answer to each change deman¬
ded of it by the progress of the Inner Person.” { Lp. 732) ; and in the second place, if it does not do so,
it is lil«ly to be abandoned by the Inner Being. “ If
the body could not adapt itself”, says Aurobindo, “ so
as to become a fit instrument of expression of the inner
growth, the soul would find some way to abandon it. ”
( L. D., p. 732 ).
Occuli Science. From the point of view of occult
science, Aurobindo tells us that
a complete change
down to the physical was sought for only by a few
and then more as a ’Siddhi* than anything else.’'
(Lights on Yoga, p. 3.). From that point of view, it
can hardly be said that occult science has been successful
in perpetuating the human body. Many of the great
Sadhakas might feel in their highest moments of
achievement that there could be no death for their
body. But this would be hardly capable of accomplish¬
ment in the absence of “the manifestation of a new
spiritual nature in the earth consciousness, ” (L.Y., p. 3).
Theoloffk(U Science. Thirdly, we learn from Auro*
bindo s “ What our normal demand of survival asks169
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to is a similat survival for oui mind, our life, even
our body; the dogma of Resurrection of the body
attests to this last demand.
(L. D., p. 731). Resurre¬
ction has indeed played an important part in Christian
theology,
Rising from the grave, making appearance
before devoted disdples, and even non-believing disciples,
talking with them and even partaking of bread with them,
making appearance even inside a closed apartment and
ultimately ascending to heaven—^his may constitute
Resurrection but not
Immortality.
Resurrection
implies that a man is to rise from the dead ; immortality
implies that he never dies at all. "
Immorlality as Divinisadon,
Finally, we come
to Aurobindo^s interpretatbn of real immortality as
.divinisation, “ the aeation of a divine life in matter.
Y., p. 1). Elsewhere Aurobindo has also spoken
about a “ Triple Immortality ” ( L. D,, p, 732), Radbakiishnan in like manner has told us that immortality
occurs when Divine power pervades matter, life and
mind. Aurobindo tells us in a similar spirit that
the
aspiration for immortality could succeed only if mind,
life, or body could put on something of the divinity and
immortality of the indwelling spirit.*' ( L. D,, p. 731).
Jt is thus that, according to Aurobindo, real immortality
and divinisatbn go together.
{/) Th Ascent of MaUsr into Spirit, We are told
by Aurobindo that there cannot
any ascent unless
there is a descent. There is a descent of spirit into
matter; that is why matter seeks to evolve into some¬
thing higher than itself. Everywhere evolution(ascend*ing process) is conditioned by involution (descending
process). Creation, according to Aurobindo,is a plunge
<of the spirit into ignorance.
Ignorance is nothing
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«lse than the power of the Divine Consdousncas

to

partially withhold itself.
Our ascent, Autobindo tells us, brings to us an abid¬
ing spiritual sense and awareness of the Infinite and the
Eternal. The peace and the joy of the Infinite become
concrete and constant in the Being.
In all sights and
forms one sees the Eternal, the Reality ; in all sounds
one hears it: in all touches he feels it; there is nothing
else but its forms and personalities and manifestations;
the joy and adoration of the heart, the embrace of all
existence, the unity of spirit, are abiding realities. ”
Original Points in Gita lalerpretation

Let us now proceed to note original points in
Aurobindo^s interpretation of the Bhagavad^ta. Here
we shall take six points. In the first four, he goes
entirely against the general orthodox interpretation of
the Bhagavadgica, so far as ethics and practical life are
concerned, and in the last two, he makes points which
might be approved even by old orthodox interpreters(a) Ola not a Book on BtMcs bui Spirkudl LAft.
Aurobindo begins by saying chat the Bhagavad^ta is
not a book of ethics at all. It is a book of spiricual life,
What would have LokamanyaTilak said about this statement? It may be true that the Bhagavad^ta is not
primarily an ethical book, that its supreme teaching is
that of spiritual life, but it would not be possible to
negate the importance of the ethical element in the
Bhagavadgitl.
(h) No Disinleretied Action. Secondly, Aurobindo
tells us that the Bhagavadgit a does not teach disinterested
action.
Hitherto all orthodox thinkers, and even
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Lokamanya Tilak and Mahatma Gandhi, have said tbac
actions, according to the Bhagavadgita, ought to be
performed in a disinterested spirit, Anasakti according
to them (both) being the highest ethical teaching of
the Bhagavadgua, Aurobindo says that our actions should
be interested and not disinterested, interested for the
sake of the attainment of God. This is not an unjusti¬
fiable proposition, because the supreme aim of ethical
life is always the attainment of God.
( c) Ahandonmeni df AS DuUfS- Thirdly, Aurobindo
tells us that we must abandon all standards of duty as
otthodoxly conceived.
^
^ niust be
literally interpreted. There ate no duties for a man
who follows God, says Aurobindo. All social duties in
Aurobindo’s own phrase are, therefore, otiose. A great
thinker has also said in the same spirit that God is a very
jealous being, who would not allow any actions to be
performed except for His own attainment.
(d) No Social Servico, Social service also is impo¬
ssible. What we want and what we should have, says
Aurobindo, is only action of the God-possessed and for
the God-possessed, Novalii in like spirit has said about
Spinoza that if there was any God-intozicated man
upon earth, it was Spinoza himself.
(e) Sel/~SacriJice. So far then about Aurobindo’s
disagreement with the orthodox interpreters of the
Bhagavad^ta. Coming to the points in which he agrees
with them, we might say that those are of self-saaifice
and self-sunender. Here he is at one with the old
orthodox theologians, even with devotional theists. All
actions, he says, are to be regarded as a sacrifice to Him,.
Who stands behind man and nature. Jflancivara has
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said in like manner that we should worship God with
the blossomed flowers of our actions:

^ ^ fh?

i

n Jfta- XVni 917.

(/) Sdf-Sumndtr, Finally, Aurobindo emphasizes
that our highest ideal ought to be to surrender ourselves
to the Master of Existence which, according to him, con¬
stitutes the great finale of human achievement. We
already know the supreme function which the conception
of surrender plays in his philosophy.
All these points have been so beautifully explained
by Aurobindo in a few sentences that we cannot but
quote his actual words:—
The CHta is not a book of ethics hut of spiritual
life. It teaches not human but divine action; not the
disinterested performance of duties but the following
of the Divine Will; not a performance of social duties
but the abandonment of all standards of duty (SarvaDharmSn) to take refuge in the Supreme alone; not
social service but the action of the God-possessed, the
Mastermen, and as a sacrifice to Him Who stands behind
Man and Nature (Essays on the Bhagavad^ta, p.43) thus
rising to the great finale of supreme self-surrender to the
Master of Existence
{Second Series, Pp. 1-2).

Doctriae o( Ava&s
(a) AvaiSra not Needed for Pri»r\)aiion of Dharma,
We come finally to Aurobindo’s doctrine of incarnation.
He makes three points. In the first place, he tells us
that according to the Bhagavad^ta an Avatara is bom
for the preservation of Right. This, says Aurobindo, is
merely an * otiose ’ function. An Avatara is not needed,
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he says, for the preservation of Right; that could be
accomplished by other people like kings, prophets and
sages. The function of an Avatara is much higher.
(h) AvaiHra as
DeMni and Aiunt, Secondly,
Aurobindo is not content with saying that Avataiahood
consists in the descent of spirit into matter, but he also
says that we might apply the term to the ascent of
matter into spirit. The two might be regarded aa
different aspects of what might be called Divinisation.
Ascent and descent, evolution and involution, he tells
ua, proceed pon passu. It must be remembered, however,
that the expression Avatara connotes descent more than
ascent, the prefix *Ava* meaning ‘down’. Avatara,
therefore, literally ought to mean descent of ;spitit into
matter instead of ascent of matter into spirit.
(c) Avatara as an Effective Charmd of God, Thirdly,
Aurobindo is at the height of his interpretation when
he defines Avatara aa one who is so possessed by
Divine Consciousness that he becomes an effective
channel of it. This,-it may be easily admitted, is a very
important point that an Avatara is one who realises
God within himself and spreads the message of God
upon earth.
(d) Other Views. The suggestion which Auro¬
bindo has made about the AvatSra being the ascent of
matter into spirit finds a parallel in some recent writers:
(i) Radhakrishnan, for example, tells us that Avatarahood consists in the taking up of our manhood intoGod. (The Bhagavadgita, p. 36). This is what he calls
the real meaning of resurrection. It is not merely that
Christ was resurrected. Every man has the possibility
pfresuitccting himself, provided he risesffoma life of
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sin to a life of God-devocion and God-realisation. (il y
Miss Underhill talks about the conception of Avatara
in a similar fashion. She likens the development of the
rising aspirant to the development of an embryo^ which
in its upward aKent recapitulates all the stages of racial
development. Here the race concerned is the spiritual
race. An Avatara is,:therefore, one who exhibits in
himself all the stages of the spiritual development of
the race, (iii) According to Christianity, as Aurobindo puts it, “ On a plane above, which is superconscient to us, the Christians talk of God and man, reveal¬
ing each one to the ocher, so that there is ci>exiscence
of God and man.’' Does not the modern Pafica &la
doctrine talk in like manner and in another connection
about the co-existence of nation and nation which is
almost on a par with the co-existence of man and God ?
According to Autobindo himself, “ the father and son,
the devotee and God become one. ” “I and my father”,
says Cbrist, “ are one
It is in this identification of
Self with God, therefore, that, according to Christianity,
incarnation consists. (iv) Patmore goes a little further.
He tells us that incarnation did not’ occur only once in
history nor did resurrection. They occur in the case of
every man who wants to rise to divine consdousness.
Incarnation and resurrection, Patmore tells us, are
events which occur in the life of everyone] who is on
the way to the fulfilment of bis original destiny.
( a ) Our Vitw '• AvMra os Demni of God's Form
Ufors a Devotee^ We come, finally, to our own inter¬
pretation of Avatara. We give to the word Ava the
meaning which is its due, but at the same time give it a
mystical interpretation. Avatara is the descent of God'sform before the spiritual vision of the aspirant.
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has

said in his definition of the word !^si in

his

Nirukta i
A R^L is one who sees the form of God descending
before his ver^ e^es.

PART IV
THE CLUE THROUGH THE LABYRINTH

t

CHAPTER XV
ANTINOMIES OF METAPHYSICS
AoliDomy Embedded in tbe Nahire of Tbougbt
We have hitherto considered the labyrinth of
modern interpretations of the Bhagavadglti in full
detail We have passed through various interpretations
and have found that one rises almost above the other
and that_ a definitely mystical interpretation of the Bha^
gavadgica in t«ms of contemporary philosophy has been
hitherto lacking. This mystical interpretation is the
clue which will enable us to find a way out of the
labyrinth. This is like the cakravyuha from which
Abhitnanyu could have got out had he found the proper
clue.
In the present part of ;our work, we shall first
show how we may pass through the antinomies that
necessarily emerge in the formulation of certain meta¬
physical concepts. Then we shall proceed to an ethical
interpretation of the Bhagavadgzca in terms of the
categorical imperative and activism which are the two
very important aspects of its ethical teaching. Other
ethical theories which the Bhagavadgita has advanced
will occupy our attention next, namely, moialism, supermoralism as well as bcatificism. After this we shall
consider the nature of God, according to the Bhagavadas well as the criteria and the search of God. This
will be followed by our discussion of the three important
methods of medication advanced by the Bhagavad^ca,
namely, the ideological, the moral and the mysticak
Finally, we shall end our constructive part by diving
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into the nature of the sublime vision of God which is
the most important teaching of the Bhagavadgita.
We shall begin our present chapter by considering
the antinomies in the Bhagavadgita, Now ‘antinomy’ is a
very important word in European philosophy, and parti¬
cularly in the philosophy of Kant. It occupies a very im¬
portant place in his Critique of Pure Reason. Erdmann
has said that Kant’s primary desire was to write about
the antinomies only, and, in fact, the Paralogisms and the
Ideals which he later discussed along with the antinomies
were in the first draft included in the antinomies them¬
selves.
That is the reason why, along with the
discussion of the conception of the world in the
Kantian antinomies, there are discussions of the concep¬
tions of the self, freedom and God, We may say that
the antinomies in Kant represent one of the foremost
watermarks in his Critical Philosophy.
Five AstiDomiei in ihe Bhagavadgiti aod ibeir Solotioo
We shall deal here with £ve antinomies in the
Bhagavadgita: (i) the antinomy, of the Personal and
the Impersonal; (ii) the antinomy of the Actor and
the Spectator; (iii) the antinomy of the Transcendent
and the Immanent so far as the nature of God is
concerned; (iv) the fourth antinomy refers to the
Reality and the Unreality of the Worldand (v) finally,
in the fifth antinomy we shall be concerned with the
destiny of the Soul. What kind of liberation have we
CO predicate?
Whether it is Krama-mukti, Antemukti or Jivan-mukti? Along with the antinomies we
shall discuss also the solutions which the Bbagavad^ta
itself offers. We shall dte from the Bhagavad^ta passa¬
ges, one of which supports one system, another supports
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anotter, ■while a third reconciles them both. Nothing else
beyond the Bhagavadgzcl itself is needed to reconcile*
the contradictions which it puts forth as pertaining to
opposite systems of thought. We shall divest our mind of
the interpretations or the criticisms that have been made
on these by the great Vedlntic or modem interpreters.
We shall go straight to the originals themselves, and sec
what evidence there is first for saying chat there is any
antinomy at all, that is, one law pitted against another^
and then find a solution thereof in the Bhagavadgica itself.
(a)

Gody P^rsond or Imporsoml t PtccnciUd in
Sitptr-Pfrscnalisnu Let us then proceed to the first anti¬
nomy, namely, the antmomy of the Impersonal and the
Personal, the Nirguna and the Saguija, with which we
are all very familiar and which has divided, for example,
interpreters like Samkara, RiraSnuja, Madhva, Vallabha,
Nimbarka and others into different schools. Irs regard to
this antinomy, only the most relevant and important
passages will be quoted. In regard to the Impersonal
characterisation of Reality, no better passage could be
found in the Bhagavadgica than

u XIII. 12-13.
This is an absolutely Impersonal characterisation of the
Absolute. That is one part of the antinomy. The
second part is, of course, as you know ;
HWifiradian* i

^

II

TOTfT

awl#?

^W I

^^

il XV. 17-18.
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Purusa is the Personalistic conception of God, which is
pitted against the former part of the antinomy, namely,
the Impersonalistic conception. We are familiar with
solutions of the antinomies in ICant where he gives us
probable reconciliations; but here in the case of the
Bhagavadgita, the solutions are found izi the words of the
text itself. In regard to these solutions we shall take a
third passage which puts forth the Personal and the Im¬
personal characterisations together.
SPTT

>tj

i
^

iry

^

mw;

It
i

" IX. 17-18.

Here God is called not only
and iTRn but also
and
In that way there is a reconciliation
between those opposite schools of thought which stress
the Personal and the Impersonal characteristics of
Reality. So then we see in the Hrst antinomy how from
one point of view the Impersonalisdc conception is
stressed, from the other the Personalistic conception
and from a third both these views are reconciled together.
I do not want to go into the details as every one of you
knows the meaning of these passages.
( d ) Activity of PflS5tw(y f Il¥icr^td in Bmanaiionism.
Let us now take the second antinomy. It is the antinomy
of the Actor and the Spectator, which has reigned supreme
in the systems of SImkhya and Yoga. Is Reality to be
regarded as passive or aaive ?
Is God to be regarded
as Actor or Spectator ? We £nd in the Bhagavadtfta
alternative descriptions on both sides and also theic
recondliation as before. (1) (a) In the £rst place, there
is a ^mous passage—
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fr«»r

^^

1
II xvin, 14.

ftftMm
fS#

g
^

i

5‘*^' " XVIII, 16.

All these five causes which constitute Prakrd may
be regarded as fashioning the desdny of the universe.
Why should we> asks the Bhagavad^tii thiust the
responsibility upon God for this action and regard Hinx
as Actor ? ( b) In another passage all responsibility for
action is likewise attributed to Svabhava:

q wi^ »r
5f

I
II V. 14.

W^WS

So hoax this point of view also God must be regarded
merely as a Spectator and not as an Actor at all. (2) On
the other hand, we have another famous passage in the
Bhagavad^ta:

Nt-

(Sg(?r I
*nw ii XVIII. 61.

This is exactly in the manner of Goethe who describes
God as whirling the world round about His finger in a
circle:
Was war ein Gott, der nur von aussen stiesse
Im Xreis das All am Finger laufen liesse 1 ”
Action is here attributed to God. So the question
arises, shall we regard God as an Actor or as a Spectator ?
(3) Now in the Bhagavadgit^ we have a recondliatzon
of these two doctrines of Actor and Spectator in the
•doctrine of Emnationiam;
ji#:

i
u tx. 10,
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The Prakrti gives birth, ao doubt, to all animate and
inanimate existences, but it does so on account of the fact
that God is its supervisor or Adhyaksa and is responsi¬
ble for its
It is on account of the force of tive
magnet that motion is imparted to the iron filings. It is
in this way that Pralqrti is disturbed from its original
equilibrium or passivity. It is on account of the combi¬
nation of this passivity of the Prakrti and the activity of
God that we can speak of Emanationism as a reconciliatbn of the two conflicting ideas of activity and passivity.
Imntanencs or Transetndenu f Reconciled in AH'
jPirvasiveness. We shall now proceed to the third anti¬
nomy, namely, the antinomy of the Transcendent and
the Immanent. The God of the Bhagavad^ta is like
Plato's Sun in the World of Ideas. Just as the sun and
the sky remain uncontaminated, similarly God remains
uncontaminated.
( c)

W?

^

mn u XIII. 33.
II Xin. 32.

So we have this doctrine of Transcendence of God, On
the other hand, there are many passages to illustrate
the Immanence of God. In the first place, in a well
known passage we are told:

^

qi%Fn

U VIL 7.

All the existences in this world are like pearls or jewelswoven on me who is their Thread. T^re ate many
similar passages where God is regarded as Immanent in
the different objects of the world:
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sm:

^
^ ^[?m^

g«5nf^

II VII 8.
I

^^

ii XV. 13.

And particularly God is immanent not merely in things
of nature but also in moral qualities as well as in things,
good and bad:
^r!

5im I X. 34,

^

IIX. 19.

God remains in good as well as in bad things. So God's
immanence is to be found not merely in objects of
nature hut also in objects of morality both good and bad.
Now having seen the doctrine of Transcendence on the
one hand and Immanence on the other, is there not a
way for reconciliation of the two ? There certainly is in
the Bhagavad^ta. In the first place, there is a famous
utterance in the Tenth chapter :
IX. 42.
By one part of Me, by only an iota of Me, 1 have filled
the whole universe and stand infinitely outside. This
means a reconciliation of transcendence and immanence
in what we might call the doctrine of TranscendoImmanence. Secondly, in the tricky expression —
^^
*T

IIX. 4.
IX. 5.

That is how neither mere transcendence nor mere
immanence is valid. Things are and are not. That
seems also to be the reconciliation which the Gita offers
for the difference between transcendence and immanence..
And finally, one very important point, namely, the
doctrine of Incarnation, is just the reconciling factor
1S5.
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between the transcendence and the immanence of God.
God stands outside the world but descends inside as an
Avatara. From a transcendent being, He becomes
immanent in the world. This is the doctrine of Transcendo-Im manen ce.
Th Worid, Heal or Unreal 7 BeccneiUd in
Bplteiwralism. We shall now go to the fourth antinomy,
namely, the antinomy of the Reality and the Unreality
of the world. Kant has also discussed in his latest draft
four kinds of antinomies regarding the world, the self,
freedom and God. But his antinomial discussion is
concerned only with the bounded and the boundless
and the simple and the composite, while in our fourth
antinomy the discussion is regarding the Reality or the
(<f)

Unreality of the world. It is just these passages which
have divided thinkers like Madhva and Sartikata,Madhva
representing the reality of the world on the one hand
and Saihkard its unreality on the other. The only
reconciling thread through these conflicting views of
Madhva and Samkara—pardon me for making that
bold statement—is the thread of God-realisation. It is
only the mystical view of Reality that will come as a
reconciling factor between these different attitudes and
different doctrines about God, the world and the self.
We have in the Seventh chapter of the Bhagavadgita
a very famous passage about the reality of the world.
What better desaiption of the reality of the world can
we have than the celebrated passage :

mg: ^

^i

^

^" VII. 4-5.
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Both the conceptions of Pari and Apart PraVyti are realise
tic* The passage speaks of their reality ijnmistakably.
Then as an antidote to this realistic doctrine we have
other unrealistic doctrirics expressed in terms of either
or
or in the conception of
In my book on
the Upanisads, I have stressed the various conceptions
of Maya to be found in the Upanisads. In the Bhagavadgita, we do not find as many and yet we find a few. I
shall lay stress only on three aspects of the nature of
unreality in the Bhagavadgita. Mayi is destroyed by
God. Maya is not a separate entity, but it is only a
tool in the hands of God :
^

qwiW

M VII. 14.

Secondly, we must not entirely divest the Bhagavad^ta
of some kind of consideration about eiltFT. That is, of
coursej not the $amkarite
nor the WTIH involved
in the many post-^aihkatice theories. It is mote simple.
The Bhagavad^ta talks of a certain veil of ignorance
that surrounds the world and we oust penetrate
through it :
I

11?^ 5

W

V. 15.

^ V. 16,

This is all that it says. It does not advocate theories of
ignorance as in later Vedanta. Thirdly, there is another
most important passage in the Fifteenth chapter of the
Bhagavadgita concerning the A^vattha, where the CSta
is reacting against or even criticising an Upanisad. We
shall not be very often noticing such a phenomenon. In
the very same words in which the Kathopanisad speaks
of the reality of the world, the Bhagavad^ta tells us
about its unreality. According to the Bhagavadgita, the
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ultimate t7pe of unreality is what is involved in the
conception of the Asvattha, The etymological mean¬
ing of A ^vattha 18
that which will
not last even till tomorrow, How then are the two
conceptions to be reconciled, namely, the conception of
the unreality of the world as in
sflirPT and
and the reality of it as in
^3: t The reconcili¬
ation of the reality and the unreality of the world is
achieved, says the BhagavadgitS, through the doctrine of
ephemeialism or evanescence or the doctrine of

PW ^

\\

Ih

28.

Things come into existence and depart in a short
while. We cannot say they do not exist. They exist
but only for a short span of time. They are only ajw*?.
Behind them there is an infinity, before them there is
also an infinity. Only a small speck of our existence i»
what we might call
Students of Carlyle know
very well bis doctrine of ephemeialism. “ A little
while ago and you were not; a little while after and you
are not. ” You are concerned only with the spacious
present, the here and the now, the passing moment
which may be regarded either as real or unreal. In this
doctrine cf ephemeralism then we have a reconciliation
of the two opposite doctrines of the Reality and the
Unreality of the world.
(a) Videha^muktt or Krama^muktif BeewetUdinJivan’
Now let us pass on

to the fir^al antinomy,

namely, that of Krama-mukti and Ante-mukti and their
reconciliation in Jlvan-mukci.

The Bhagavadgitl speaks

of both the alternatives and the possibility of Jivanmukti.

It does not use the word Jivan-mukei, but the
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doctrine is there. Krama«mukti in the sense of a passage
from one world to another, say from the Moon to Mars,
from Mars to Jupiter and so on, is only a doctrine
of postponed and procrastinated liberation. We are
concerned here only with a successive series of lives.
qrfs
I (VI. 45). In that way the
doctrine tells u$ definitely about the post existence of
man. It also speaks of the worlds to be obtained by merits
^

II VI. 41.

This is the Kratna-mukei of the BhagavadgZta. Then
there is the Ante-mukti or what is also called Sadyomukti. We do not, however, prefer this latter
expression as it is likely to be confounded with Jivanmukti. But if it is only Ante-mukti and nothing more,
then it would be quite a welcome expression. In two
or three very important passages the Bhagavadgita
speaks about the man who meditates upon God at the
time of his death, with his mind full of devotion and
concentrated upon God. To lemeisber God at that
time will enable him to pass into God at once:
sF?r^^ ^
.tp snpf^ ?qiTs^ ^

m ... VIII. 5.
ii VIII. 13.

We are not so ouch concerned here with what the
later Vedanta calls Videha-mukti. It was not given only
to Vidyaranya or other followers of Saihkaricatya to
speak of Jivan-mukti. In the Shagavad^ta there are
definite indications of this doctrbe of Jivan-mukti, even
though the expression is not to be found there. Such a
man enjoys the peace and tranquillity and Joy of God
while he is living, and though living. That is the cause
of the greatest satisfaction to him. That is what the
Bhagavadgita calls
If^:, life in God or Brahman :
•
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II

II. 72.

The Gita tells us also in another
that such a maiY
is surrounded on all sides by Reality or Brahman:
Sffftfft

^ f3f^5*r?R

II

V. 26.

So then the doctrines of Krama-mukti and Ante-mukti
are reconciled by the Bhagavad^ta in th^ doctrine of
Jivan-mukti, liberation during life through God-vision.
We have not to leave the world. We are full of joy
when we are in the contemplation and realisation of
God. That state of beatification is itself our liberation.
Liberation is not to be found after death.
But
to know God, to do His work, to enjoy His presence
and to devote oneself to His service are exactly
what a Jivan-mukta ought to do and that is the teaching
of the Bhagavadgica.
To sum up: The antinomy of the Personal and the
Impersonal is reconciled by the doctrine of Trans-Perso¬
nalism ; the antinomy of the Accor and the Spectator
is reconciled by the doctrine of Emanationism and the
antinomy of the Transcendent and the Immanent is
reconcil^ by what we may call, for want of a more
suitable word, Tianscendo-Immanence. The doctrines
of the Reality and the Unreality of the world are recon¬
ciled in Carlylean manner by Ephemeralism, and finally
the antinomy of Liberation through a aeries of births
and liberation at death is reconciled by the doctrine of
Liberation Here and Now,
CoDclasioD
We have said at
the loginning of the chapter that this reconciliatioz>
(a) The Myetical Naiun of
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could be based only on a view of Realit? which regards
the realisation of God as the be*all and the end-all of
all existence. This mystical view of Reality alone will
enable us to reconcile all the intelleaual dogmas that
have infested the philosophies of the worldi What we
experience, what we feel and what we realise should
alone constitute our philosophy. From that point of
view, I shall place before you a few utterances from the
Bhagavadgita regarding the nature of mystical Reality.
These relate respectively to ( 1) God as the greatest
miracle, ( 2 ) the absolute limitations of human know¬
ledge in respect of the knowledge of God and ( 3 ) the
possibility of the knowledge of God by Himself alone.
(1) A passage in the Bhagavadgita tells us :•
‘‘ We look upon God as a great miracle; we talk of Him
as a miraclej we hear Him as a miracle; and having seen
Him, talked about Him and heard Him, nobody has been
able to know His ultimate nature. "
^

H. 29.

{2) According to another passage, “ God alone has
known all beings in the past, knows them in the present
and will know them in the future and that no being
whatsoever has ever been able to know Him.

vflsqrft

^

3^

^

26.

(3 ) Finally, we are told that it is '‘God alone Who
is able to know His ultimate‘nature. ”

^ 54 S^4ftT*T I
^

n X. 15.

From these utterances we shall see that everything about
God is miraculous, that nobody has ever been able to*
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Vnow Him and that He alone probabl? is able to know
Himself. Divine Self-Consciousness alone thus consti¬
tutes the ultimate Reality.
( h) Self-ConsdoiiSMss: Euman and Divine. Philo¬
sophers have talked of human
self-consciousness
as the be-all and the end-all of all ReaEty.
The
whole range of idealises from Berkeley downwards have
made self-consciousness the pivot of all existence.

The

Giti dispenses with this human self-consciousness and
substituus instead Divine Self-Consciousness. One of the
greatest philosophers of antiquity, Aristotle, was thus
able to describe the nature of God as Thought of Thought
and to characterise that state as Theoria. Divine SelfConsdousness alone would thus constitute the founda¬
tion and the peak of all Thought and Existence,
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CHAPTER XVI
THE CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVE, ACTIVISM
AND ITS LIMITATIONS
iDtroJuction
After having discussed the question of the And*
nomies of the Bhagavad^td and their reconciliation, we
turn our attentbn to the question of the Theories of the
Ethical Ideal in the Bhagavadgita. The most prominent
of these theories is, of course, Activism, It is only with
this topic that the present chapter will be concerned :
while the next chapter will be devoted to the discussion
of the three other theories, namely, Moralism, SuperMoralism and Beatificism. These three together con¬
stitute another set of ideas and therefore they require to
be treated in a separate chapter.
As regards Activism itself, we might discuss it
under the following heads: In the first place, before
we go to the study of Activism proper, we must
remember that there is a great controversy about the
relationship between action and renunciation, or action
and knowledge. This controversy has taken various
forms. Sometimes it appears as a controversy between
Karma and Samnyasa ; sometimes it appears as between
Sakama and Niskama Karma and so on. Many dmes
the following words have been used in very different
senses in the Bhagavadgitl—Karma, Jflana, Safiinyasa,
Saihkbya and Yoga. Karma might be used either in the
sense of selfless action or of action with a selfish aim.
The greatest difficulty lies about the meaning of jriana.
Jflana might be taken to mean either knowledge ontthe
!3
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one hand or illumination on the other; and very often
illumination is a better word than knowledge. Samriyasa
might be understood to mean either the leaving aside of
all actions or the renunciatory stage of man’s life upon
earth. Yoga itself has been used in many senses. It is
used as Karma-Yoga. It is evidently used to designate
the Pataftjala Yoga. Bhakti is not included in the above
list, because it is separate and there is no conflict of views
about it. Bhakti is one and unique and all people are
agreed as to what the nature of Bhakti is. That Bhakti
is possible about a Personal God is evident; but whether
it is possible about an Impersonal Deity is a difficult
topic with which we may not be concerned here. But
the meaning of Bhakti is clear — attachment, devotion,
one-pointed love towards the object of adoration or
worship. That is what Bhakti means. So Bhakti unlike
other expressions does not come within the arena of
verbal interpretations or disputations. It stands apart.
Just because the words above-mentioned have been used
in different senses that diverse philosophical theories
have come into being*
Aoboomy oi Action and RenimciatioD
As in the case of Gita metaphysics, here also in
Qta ethics we find -one fundamental antinomy and
its solution. This antinomy is between Karma and Slana,
which can ultimately be reconciled in the conception of
sacrifice. It is neither possible nor desirable to dte here
all the different passages in which the above words have
been used. We shall point out only a few of them; and
these we shall divide under three heads. The first
group where Karma is regarded as definitely superior
to Jftana, the second where Jfiana is regarded as definitely
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superior to Karma and tlie ehtrd where they ate regarded
as ccrequal. All these are utterances from the Bhagavad**
giti itself. Hence the question arises bow to reconcile
these so-called contradictions. This, however, we shall
consider later on. At present, in regard to the first, we
shall cite only one passage •

11V, 2.
Here Karma is definitely regarded as superior to
Samnyisa. Another utterance of the same kind would be

i v. 6.

jnrratri

So then these establish the superiority of Karma to
Saibnyisa. A second group where ^ana is regarded as
superior to Karma consists of utterances like
IIV, 33.

^^

where all action comes to be resolved in Jftina.
again is taken as superior to every Karina :
3fiq>rri^

Jfianr

i II. 49.

where Karma is regarded as very inferior to BuddhiYoga or Jfi5na-Yoga. So in these two groups we have
the two sides of an antinomy, where on the one hand
we have the superiority of Karma to Jfiana and on (be
other the superiority of Jfiana to Karma. And then the
most wonderful part which the Gita plays is that
according to it there is no difierence between the two
opposing conceptions;
d

i

titff I VI. 2.
dftm: i V. 4.

^

^

^ q?^ ii V. 5.
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suggesting that there is no distinction between Samkhya
and Yoga. What does the author of the Bhagavadglta
mean by Samkhya and Yoga ? Evidently, it is not the
Samkhya of Kapila or the Yoga of PataRjali. What the
author here means by Samkhya is Jftana, and by Yoga,
Karma. For example, let us compare the following
passage:

II HI. 3.

How shall we find the way through the dilemma of
these conceptions over again ?
All the utterances dted
above belong to the'Bhagavadglta. We shall see later
on that the clue which enables us to emerge out of this
labyrinth ia through the conception of YajRa. It is the
conception of YajRa or sacrifice, chat reconciles this
antinomy between Karraa and JfUna.
Supremacy of Action
(a) Thm lUasons. Now it cannot be gainsaid that

the upshot of the teaching of the Bhagavadgici is its
advocacy of the life of activism. It insists upon KarmaYoga which is the chief point of its discussion. Kr^
wanted to put Arjuna on his mettle and to make him
fight the battle and Karma-Yoga was the theory which
be advocated. If we put together all the utterances ia
the Bhagavadgici in this matter, we may say that there
are five or six different reasons which the G!ta assigns
for the supremacy of this doctrine of activism. In the
first, the Gitl relies upon three kinds of laws-che law of
the body, the law of society and the law of the uni¬
verse. Each of these laws supports the doctrine of
activism. •
^ ^
\
( III* 8. )
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IS wliat the law of the body advocates.
I (II1.20) is the law of society which requires
us to be active fot its welfare.
T» \
(III. 16) is the law of the wheel of the Universe
which is perpetually and unceasingly rotating and of
which we form a part. If we want to be conscious of it
we must become a worthy part of it. So these laws—the
law of the body, the law of society and the law of the
universe—indicate and even vindicate activism.
(i) Oriiicism, Wc may take here the liberty of point¬
ing out certain fallacies which in its poetic oratory the
Giti makes. In the first place,
I
(IE 20) which appeals to the personality of Janaka is an
arffumenium ad hminem,
i (111.21)
is an ar^iMnium ad vtrecundiumy as it appeals only to the
practice of respectable persons. The third fallacy is
what we may call ar^rmnium ad thewm. This is a word
which I myself have coined on the analogy of homimmt
pcpidem and tvr^i^undium. Here we have an appeal to
the power and actions of God Himself, for example:

jpfiSI ii IE, 22.

qrf
«r fvT ^4
*nn

ii m. 23.
IIHL 24.
i IV. 13.

Here God is put on a par with the human activist, and
all creative activity in the universe and society is attri¬
buted to Him. This is the first point of our discussion
in the present chapter where we are setting forth the
difierent arguments in favotJi of activism.
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There is one point which we mnst make clear.
Those who have read Aristotelian Ethics know the great
stress which he lays upon the contemplative lite. This
contemplative life is not very different from what the
Bhagavadgiti calls Jflana Yoga. So can we not borrow
a word from Greek philosophy which can be pitted
against this kind of activism ? We can. In Greek
‘ theoria ’ is a very peculiar word. In the first place, it
means vision or perception; secondly, it means intellection
or knowledge, and thirdly, it means ecstacy or illu¬
mination. Similar are the implications of the Sanskrit
word Jftana, A philosophy of Jftana might well be called
a philosophy of theoretism. So we may well regard the
contrast between Karma and Jftana as a contrast between
activism and theoretism. This one word theoretism in¬
cludes in it all the different aspects of perception,
btellection and ecstatic enjoyment.
The CaU|oricai iDperative ia Kent and tbe BbagayadiiUi
( a) Thfe9 Sptcificotioni according io Kaut. We have
already seen how there is a great similarity between tbe
author of the Bhagavadgiti and Kant, in regard to their
conception of the antinomies. In this chapter we shall
deal with something which is still higher, namely, the
conception of the Categorical Imperative both in Kane
and the Bhagavadgiti about which there is a wonderful
resemblance indeed.
Those who have studied the
Critique of Practical Reason know that the general
statement, which Kant makes in regard to the conception
of duty, is act on that principle which may be regarded
as a law universal”. Universality is the general chara¬
cterisation of this law. This general principle Kant had
to mociify. modulate or specify in course of time. The
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first Specification of this universal law is - “ act on that
principle which might be regarded as a law of nature.
The second specification is-“ act on that principle which
gamight be rl^ed as a law of reason.’’ Finally, mere
nature and reason are not sufficient Man must come
in. He must be regarded as an end*in-hicn$elf. The
Kingdom of Ends must justify our practice of the Cate*
gorical Imperative. Hence the third specification would
be - “ act on that principle which will conform to the
concept of the Kingdom of Er\ds. ” Thus man as an
end'in-himself sums up the total teaching of Kant in
regard to the Categorical Imperative.

(i

S^dficatioM accord\f%g to Gita. Exactly
in a similar manner^ the BhagavadgitH gives us a certain
general formulation of the Categorical Imperative and
then its specifications. The procedural similarity as
well as the similarity of content is wonderful. This
point has not been hitherto noticed by anybody* In the
first place, there are these utterances in the Bhagavad.^ta in regard to the general formulation :
I XVIIL 9.
W ^5

I n« 47,

You ought to do a thing because it is your duty to do
so. This is the general formulation of the Categorical
Imperative in the Bhagavadgita. Then there are three
specifications of it. The first specification is that this
duty is to be performed leaving away all attachmeixc
and desire for the fruit («#
^). This rule
is applicable, according to the Bhagavadgita, not merely
Co ordinary actions but even to holy actions:
vifl ^

^ XVIIL 5.

^5qT5fta ^ qp!

U XVIII. 6.
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It tells US that we should leave away all attachment and all
de^e for fruit not merely in the case of ordinary actions
but also in the case of holy actions so that even holy actions
come within the purview of the Categorical Imperative.
A second specification of the Categorical Imperative
in the Bbagavad^tl is qln:
I (II. 50),
^
^ir
(1L48). We are to do our duty skil¬
fully. That is what Mahatma Gandhi claimed to do. He
regarded himself as an artist in Satylgraha. Also one must
preserve one’s equanimity
These are the twospedficatbns of the Categorical Imperative in the Bhagavad^ta, namely, (i) leaving aside all attachment and care for
fruit; and (if) doing actions skilfully and in a spirit
of equanimity.
The third specification is the concept of Yajfia
which is universal in its nature. This corresponds
to the Kingdom of Ends in Kant. The Yaj?ia has got
both a sodal and a spiritual value as the Kingdom of
^nds itself has. We may also say incidentally that the
concept of Yajfia reconciles the antinomy between Jflina
and Karma* as we have suggested at the beginning of
this chapter. But it is not the conception of Ya^ or
sacrifice of ghee, sesamum, rice or sheep, which is the
reconciler of the antinomy between jlilna and Karma. It
is the general universal conception of Yajfia. There are
various kinds of Yajfias,
ejftMT qgi
I (IV*
32). It is probably this tbir^g which gave Acbarya Vinoba
Bhave the impetus towards bis conception of Yajfia.
(IV. 28). But it may mean the sacrifice of macetiaL
The Bhagavadgiti even starts with the Dravya Yajfia.
So whenever we are doing our actions in a spirit of
sacrifice we ace freed from their contamination. That
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is the ultimate principle, which reconciles the antinomy
between Jhana and Karma.
Divine Nature oi SaerUiee
(a ) in Beferwu io iU IndividuaL We are also told
by the Bhagavadgita that it is only when we recognise
the Divine nature of sacrifice that we can keep ourselves
uncontaminated by actions. This aspect of the Divine
nature of sacrifice can be discussed in three diEerent
ways. First, in reference to the individual; second, in
reference to God; and third, in reference to Brahman or
the Absolute Reality. In all these cases this freedom
from contamination occurs. In the first place, a man
who has done his duty is, in spite of himself, filled with
a feeling of joy. Kant does not want us to do our duty
with a feeling of joy or pleasure. But the Bhagavadgica
tells us that the performance of one's highest duty is
attended with a feeling of joy. This is the first effect.
The second is the automatic purification of the mind.
Man thinks that his bad actions are washed away simply
by the performance of his duty ; good actions act like a
boomerang in a. sense. (IV.23), Any good act that is per-formed reacts upon itself and all the bad effects of a
man’s actions or even bad thoughts are washed oS and
purity is produced. And finally, so far as the individual
is concerned, he is able to taste what the Gel calls
spiritual ambrosia. Ampta is the word which it uses in
this connection («T^[f%¥rga). Now what the Bhagavad^ta tells us in regard to sacrifice is this, You must first
hand over to men and to God the profits of your actions
and any residue that may be left may be partaken of by
you;
^Tn%
(IV, 31). That gives
you the spiritual nectar. This word Amrta also involves
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in it the conception of divine flavour. Purity of mind,
Grace from above and the tasting of ambrosia in tbe
process of the performance of one^s duties are the effects
which the individual feels.
(b) In
to Chd. Then as regards the propitia¬
tion of God: if we regard God as a Personal Being, the
Gita tells us what a great dishonesty would a man commit
if he does not return to God at least a part of what God
has conferred on him, This is a sort of an income-tax
which we have to pay to the Divine Power
^
^ W
(in 12). “ He who utilises all the
products of his work for himself ia a thief.
So then,
return of the effects of one's actions as recompense to
God ia the first thing which a man owes to Him. Second,
the author of the Bhagavadgiti talks in a simple manner
I (IX. 26) or else in a little higher vein,
II

IX. 27.

exhorting ub to dedicate all oui actions to God.
Our actions, says ^neivara in bis comment on the line
I (XVni. 46 X should be like flowers with
which we might worship tbe Almighty. And finally,
tbe Bhagavad^ta tells us, & §
*rf9
l
(XII. 6), that we should deposit our actions in safe
custody with God so that we might be recipients of His
Grace. This is the second outcome of our sacrificial action.
(c) In Reference to Brahman, A third reference is
evidently to remaining uncontaminated by depositing our
actions in the Absolute Reality t
^
qt I (V. 10). Supposing there are some who believe
in an Impersonal Deity, to them also tbe Bhagavadgira
gives an assurance and a hope. It tells us not merely to
deposit our actions with a Personal Being but also of
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depositing them with even an Impersonal Deity. This
is the most important utterance. The omnipresent deity
is present in every sacrificial action of ours.
^
^ sriSisH? I (in, 15). Our saaifice is based upon
the foundation of God. So the Bhagavadgica brings
out dearly with reference (1) to the Individual, or
(2) to a Personal God, or (3) even to an Impersonal
Deity, the divine nature of our sacrificial acts. We shall
consider one final point, though it is not possible to
discuss it here in full. That point is the limitations of
the doctrine of activism. What are these limitations ?
LimiUtioos oi ActiTiin
We have argued so far in favour of activism. But
there are also limitations to it which we must now
consider. There are, on the whole, four such limitations,
la the first place, no universal rule of activism could be
laid down in view of temperamental differences. In the
second place, God-illurainaeion and God-enjoyment
constitute another limitation of activism, The doctrine
of
a synthesis of action and knowledge, is a
third, as it docs not allow free scope for activism, while
the much debated question as to whether Karma is
possible after Jaana, the doctrine of
implies the
last limitation. Let us now consider these limitations
in order.
(a) TemperarMnial Diftrences. In the first place,
in various contexts we are told by the Bhagavadgica
that Prakrti or Nature is a powerful instrument; it will
ride over us in spite of our philosophical and other
attainments:
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I XVIII. 59.
WTfl

I

*1^ ?!#fr

u III. 33.

^ 5r??r: 9rf €<:

s i Iir 5.

It is these differences of nature or temperament •which
constitute one great limitation to the doctrine of
activism. That there arc temperamental differences
among men goes without question. One may be bom a
thinker, another a worker, a third an artist and a fourth
an emotionalist. These temperamental differences have
been very cleverly analysed by Jung in his Psychological
Types of Men. The broad categories of the introvert
and the ertrovet which he makes might each be divided
under four different heads by reference to feeling, will,
intellect and intuition. There are thus eight types of
psychological behaviour according to Jung. This is not
the only scheme possible ; other schemes might also be
suggested. Let us take, however, only four types for
out purpose-^the philosopher, the mystic, the scientist
and the politician. Kant, the philosopher, may be called
an intellectual introvert; Blake, the mystic, may be
called an intuitive introvert; Darwin, the scientist, maybe
called an intellectual extrovert; and Nehru, the politician,,
may be called an intuitive extrovert. The same rule of
conduct cannot be applied to all. Similarly, a person
who performs Yoga is an activist, A man who engages
himself in devotional music is also an activist, A Jftinl
who unceasingly engages himself in philosophic specu¬
lation is also an activist (fTR I?

1%^).

There are

different types of activism and the same rule cannot be
applied to all of them. Temperamental differences,
create a difference an conduct. The same kind of activity
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caanct be prescribed for all,
rule of life.

Ic cannot be a universal

( 6 ) Aetion in
tc TUumination and Qod'^Enjoy^
Second, the Gita itself shows us the relationship
between action on the one hand and illumination and
beatification on the other;
meni.

!TV? n IV. 37.
The fire of illumination put$ a stop to actions and their
effects. Similarly, we are told that actions come to an
end fox a man who is merged in the beatific enjoyment
of God:
h fW^r II III. 17.

^

So illumination and beatification act as checks to acti*
vism. We thus see bow the Bhagavadgita tells us in a
mystical spirit the powerlessness of actions before God-*
vision and God-enjoyment. A kind of a dilemma, as
that between action and beatification, presents itself be¬
fore every person who has made some progress in spiritual
life, in a number of instances, as to whether he should
select the alternative of action or that of beatific enjoy«
ment. I shall not give illustrations. There are many,
but I am putting before you the dilemma as a whole for
your consideration.
EsamioatioD of theiwo Theories of
and

We cannot close this chapter without referring to
two theories of classical Vedantic scholarship, namely,
the theory of
and the theory of
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The theory of
occupied great attention atthe time of Sanikaracarya and
the Mimameakas:

jays the sage Harita.

Just as a bird cannot fly without

two wings, so Jftana and Karma are both necessary for the
flight of the individual to the Absolute. In the same
way there is a passage in the Ifopani§ad: M
^
i?3 ^
I (ii)
has been^
intctpreted on the one hand as involving a reconaliatioa
and a synthesis of JfSlna end Karma. Samkara on the
Other hand has his own arguments to disprove it, He
wants nothing else except JiHna, pure and simple, and
has got nothing to do with the Karmas. There is another
important theory which is advanced by
a great
modem Indian scholar, the late Lokatpanya Tilak,
It is the theory pointed out in a previous chapter,
where he is criticising Saflikara. According to Saihkara,
IIPTlnTwrf is impossible, srf stops as soon as
is reached.
On the other hand, Tilak advocates that man has a duty
to perform even after the realisation of the highest self.
In the first place, it is pointed out that action belongs to
the body and so long as the body remains, we cannot
extricate ourselves from the influence of actions.
Then secondly, selfless action or Ni^kama Karma would
alone enable us to move out of thraldom to actions*
Hence a man who performs selfless actions cannot be said
to be performing any actions at all s

«4
^

^^^

I
" VI. 1.

Finally, it is the responsibility of a realised soul to point
the way to ening humanity and hence action becomes
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indispensable even for the realiser:
I (HI. 20). Lokamanya Tilak has advanced these
and other arguments for proving the imperativeness
of actions even after the attainment of the highest
knowledge.
The question, however, arises whether
there is any * ought* after God-realisation. We shall
not go into the details of the controversy, but shall
point out only one principle which will resolve not
merely this controversy about
but also the
earlier controversy about fiiro^g^, a point which has
not been hitherto noticed, namely, that Jhana is not an
event but a process, ^ana might be regarded to be
knowledge, but the illumination is its proper meaning
for the word.
Illumination never comes finally
and fully,
We always keep making an asymptotic
approach to illumination, but never actually reach it.
Jfiinejvara has told us that there is always that difierence
between the aspirant and God as between the gold of
fifteen carats and the gold of sixteen carats, or between
the moon on the fourteenth day and the moon on the
fifteenth. So Jfiana is a process and not an event. The
doctrine of
debated between the hGmiihsakas
and ^azhkara and the doctrine of
debated bet¬
ween Saihkara and Tilak—‘both fight shy of this princi¬
ple of the nature of plana as being a process instead of
an event So when we remember that we always keep
making an asymptotic approach to the Absolute, then
everything else becomes clear.
does not occur,
does not occur. We are free to do our
actions as we like in the process of attainment of the
highest illuminadoD.

If we ate activists by temper,

nothing can prevent us from doing actions at any stage
of our progress towards the attainment of our ideal If
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we are coctemplatives, nothing can stir us from a life of
God-enjoyment to which we are naturally bom, though
wc may not wholly set aside the principle of action to
which we are not born. Finally, if we are philosophers,
the issue will be how best to determine the nature of
the highest .Reality and leave the rest to God. Tempera¬
mental differences may be modulated but they cannot be
so radically changed as to wear an entirely new aspect
altogether.
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CHAPTER XVII
MORALISM, SUPER-MORALISM AND BEATIFICISM
In the last chapter we were concerned with one
chief phase of moral life as depicted by the Bbagavad^tl;
and our discussion centered round activism as one of its
most important theories. Sometimes activism is regarded
as the only theory in the Bhagavadgita. This is not so.
There are other theories also. Those who have studied
the Upani^ads know how many different theories there
are in the Upaninds. lam reminded here of one particular
theory. Years sgo Dr. Bhandarkar asked me what was
meant by ^theonomy’. People knew what autonomy was;
people knew what heteronomy was; but what theonomy
was, was something hard to comprehend. We have eU
ready discussed aaivism» We shall now proceed to three
other theories. That will complete the ethical doctrine
of the BhagavadgItS. The first of these is what might be
called a general theory of moralism, The second as
contrasted with the first is the theory of super-moral ism;
and the third as a reconciliation of the two is the theory
of beatificism. Now beatificism is a word which I coined
many years ago and with which my old respected friend
and teacher. Professor £. A. Wodebouse, was greatly
pleased. This beatific theory is exactly the theory of
Ananda as advocated by the Upanisads. There are traces
of that theory in the Bhagavadgita also. We shall con¬
clude this chapter with a discussion of the theory of
beatifidsm as found in the Bhagavadgita.
Moratism
(a) Virtues and iheir Clfissification.
The discussion
of moral virtues is spread over various chapters of
B. 14
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the BhagavadgicS. We might particularly mention four:
(1) In the twelfth chapter we have a series of verses,
beginning with

in which God-devotion is regarded as the supreme virtue.
(2) In the thirteenth chapter we have :

......

.

where the virtues are regarded as constituting knowledge.
(3) In the sixteenth chapter we have :

am

i

^ tUTM WWRFT'?

ii !•

where we have got a full moral account of the divine
heritage. And (4) finally, in the eighteenth chapter
we have:
?iRt

frn

^ 1

^

mim u 42.

and so on, where we have an array of the most impor¬
tant moral virtues characterising the different social
orders.
These are the four main places where the
Bhagavad^tS makes an analytical study of virtues.
Whether these could be subjected to a synthetical
rule and be comprised under one single bead is a question
for moral philosophers. To make simply an inventory
of the various moral virtues is not a very great thing,
but to show how they are all aspects of one central
virtue is very important.
This problem of the centralisation of virtues has
been tackled throughout the History of Etbics. In
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Pythagoras harmony was the highest tooral principle.
In Plato wisdom, courage and temperance, all were
synthesised in the supreme virtue of justice. In Aristo¬
tle Measure or the Mean became the central principle,
of which all other virtues became specifications. In
•St. Paul and Christianity generally, and later in St.
Augustine, faith, hope and charity, and of all these
charity became the fundamental virtue. Charity means
love in Greek. And so love of God and humanity was
the principle at which Paul and Augustine aimed. After
that when we come to Spinoza we find the Intellectual
Love of God as the central virtue. In Bentham we
have benevolence; in Sidgwick we have equity; in
Mahatma Gandhi we have truth and non-violence. So
all these great writers and thinkers make it their busi¬
ness to centralise all virtues in one single principle of
their choice.
From the four led doi^ici of the Bhagavadgiti enu¬
merated above, we find that an attempt has been parti¬
cularly made in the twelfth and thirteenth chapters
to centralise these virtues either in Devotion or in
Knowledge—Bhakei or Jftana.
If we read verses ^

^ ^

.(16)

’t: ^ > frr:.(17)

^
.(20) from the twelfth chapter> we
will see that all the moral virtues have been regarded
there as exemplifications or specifications or exfoliations
of the one central virtue of God*devotion. So Bhakti
or God-devotion is the central virtue according to the
twelfth chapter of the Bhagavadgita. In the thirteenth
chapter the Bhagavadgita says almost in the spirit of
Socrates that virtue alone constitutes knowledge : ijcr^fprdoctrine

U ( XIII, 11 ). So this Socratic
of virtue being knowledge and the other
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doctrine, namely, that all virtues are specifications of
devotion, may be regarded as illustrations of the attempt
of the Bhagavad^tS to centralise all these virtues in a
single principle.
As stated above, the problem of finding a guiding
thread through the list of virtues is a very difficult
and interesting one. The present writer must acknow¬
ledge his sense of inspiration when years ago he found
the problem first tackled by St. Augustine, who
reduced not merely the great Christian virtues of faith,
hope and charity but also the Platonic virtues of justice,
wisdom, temperance and courage to the one central prin¬
ciple of faith. The present writer has attempted to finda guiding thread through the list of virtues enumerated by
the great Hindi saints in his work, “ Pathway to
Godin Hindi Literature”. There he has shown how
all these virtues could be reduced to one single prbciple
of Godnievotion. He has also mentioned therein that
the virtues of the Bhagavadgita itself could be analo¬
gously explained by reference to the same principle of
God-devotion.
(i )' God'diwiion as the Central Thread of Virtxies^
In the account of the virtues of the Bhagavad^a which
we have referred to above, we have mentioned four
loci daseici in the XII, XIII, XVI and XVIII chapters of

the Bhagavadgltl.

The task of showing that God-

devotion runs like a thread through all the virtues
mentioned therein is a long and arduous one. We have,
therefore, selected three virtues each from the four
different groups referred to above so as to make out of
them a necklace of twelve principal virtues. This list
would stand as follows 5—
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Twelfth Chapter

2.
3.

Compassion

2.

Equanimity

^—Purity
Thirteenth Chapter

4.
6.

—Harmlessness

5.

—Self Control

ara(%“Non-attachme nt
Sixteenth Chapter

7.

ai'W—Fearlessness

9.

Peace

8. ^—Sacrifice

Eighteenth Chapter
10.
12,

Valour

11. fwR—Lordliness

qR^q?—Service.

Thi8» we hope, would be a fairly representative list to
show the supreme moralistic teaching of the Bhagavadgita.
Let U8 take the virtues in order and show how they ate
all expressions of the central principle of God^evodon,
(1)
or compassion is evidently an expression of
praying for mercy from God.
One of the cardinal
principles of such praying for mercy from God would be
to treat others as our own selves. Hence arises the
necessity of showing compassion to all aeatures when¬
ever and wherever occasion requires it. (2) The other
virtue
or equanimity is both a condition and a
result of God-devotion. Unless we preserve equanimity
of mind we cannot reach God; and unless we have
realised God, we cannot reach the highest stage of
equanimity.
(3)
One of the evident effects of
such God-devotion would be the absolute purification of
our mind. No bad idea dare cater our soul if it is
once filled with God.
Ours is a jealous God and
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He would not allow any pretender to the throne(4) 8?!^. The same principle of treating equally all
created beings results in the virtue of AhidisS which
regards all life as inviolable. Hence arises the virtue of
harmlessness or non-violence. (5)
We can¬
not hope to reach God unless wc have completely
controlled our senses. The senses must not compel us to*
follow the innumerable objects of desire, if wc want to*
achieve • the supreme object of desire, namely, God.
says the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad.
(6)
For that same reason we must follow the
principle of non^attachment to all external and internal
objects. aiTfrf% to God means araf% to all other things
whatsoever. Otherwise, we would be reduced to the
plight of
in the
(7) am. When we have
reached a high stage of God-realisation, fearlessness
follows on the heels of our experience; as the Upanlsads
have put it—srm
fWrS
JlWiT t
Tbis is the reason why a saint is absolutely fearless.
(8)
God-realisation also implies a complete saccibce
of all our possessions for the sake of God. This is really
what is meant by Yajfta. The sacrifice of all objects to
God brings in its train the sacrifice involved in our
dispassionately doing good to all fellow-beings, (9)
Such a life leads U5 to that cardinal criterion of Godrealisation, namely, Sinti or peace. As we have seen
elsewhere, &ntl or peace and the bliss of God are inter¬
dependent and the two are perfected together. But the
peace which follows upon the enjoyment of divine blissis higher than the peace which precedes it (10)

A

man who has reached God must show courage and valour
in thought and action.
the virtue of

or

Hence arises the necessity of
(11)
2L4

This brings ia
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itsttainastate oi absolute lordliness in a God-realiser. He
does find himself Co be the lord of all he surveys. This
is whac is meant by
the lordliness of the realised
saint. He is like a pinnacle.
He stands alone to
himself in his solitary greatness and with power to
do good whenever and wherever he likes. (12)
And in spite of such lordliness he does not find it
difficult to do service to humanity, In fact, service to
humanity
even though it might seem antithetical
to lordliness, is the result of it. The supreme value of
God-realisation for oneself is to create conditions for the
realisation of God in and for others. This, in short, is
the consumroation of the supreme moralistic teaching of
the Bhagavadgica.
Super-MoralisiD
(a)

AcUonimms

(NaUkarmya)—^Oovig

leyond

Karma and Dkirma, After this analytic and synthetic
view of the moral life according to the Bhagavadgita, let
us pass on to whac we might call supet*moralisca. This
is something like Nict«che’s doctrine of the superman.
Only it must be looked at from the ethical stand-point
and not from the social and political points of view.
Now there are two difierent stand-points from which
this doctrine of supei-moralism may be considered. One
is the point of view
and the other of
literally means lising superior to Karmas. But
it also means rising superior to Dharmas. It is in this
latter sense that Sri
asks us to rise superior to all
Dharmas, to all duties and all religions and to meditate
on Him.
^
I (XVm. 66).
Also be tells us that we may do any Karmas whatsoever.
If we only take resort to God we shall be freed from
tbe e&cts of our actions:
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M XVm. 56.
Samkaiaclrya lias vecy cleverly interpreted the expression
as
We may not go to that
length and y tt we can legitimately !say tha t the truest moxa*
lity would lie in going beyond all Dharmas and Karmas,
There is another way in which this
has
been interpreted. Most peculiarly the Bhagavadgita
uses the expression
in the famous verse
m]
I (XVIII. 49), which later became
the foundation of Suredv&ra's work on
the
main point of which is to prove the supremacy of ^ana.
Had that been the only aim of Suredvara, it would
have been better for him not to have used the word
but to have directly stated the supremacy of Jflaria.
To bring Jftina by the back door is what Sure^ara has
attempted in his work
Surcivara had too
much of Vedantism in him. But the Bhagavad^ta was
free from any such encumbrances. Any man who can
carry on his Karmas in a spirit of Anasakti might be
regarded as having reached
This is the
which the Bhagavad^cl aims at. It means rising superior
to the modus operandi of Karmas and their effects through
the principle of non-attachment.
( ) Tfanscendsncs of Gunas (Mk/r«n^unya). What
is meant by Nistraigunya ? Its literal meaning is rising
beyond the triplet of Gunas. The Bhagavad^tl makes
the following important statement in this connection i

i^Si

II

s\m

H !!• 45-46.
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The meaning of this statement, however, has not been
accurately comprehended, We shall first see what the
great Vedintic comoentatocs have to say on this point
and then refer to the view of the poet-saint of Maha¬
rashtra, Jfianeivata. Finally, we shall briefly explain
the view which upholds the supremacy of mystical
experience.
^aihkara says that the same purpose is served by
flrinking the water in a circumscribed place (well) that is
served by drinking the water from an overflowing lake.

The whole purpose served by the Vedic Katmas is
included under Jftana obtained by the realiser. Ssibkara
calls him a Sartinyasi. According to Vallabha, the labour
involved in the first process is greater i
l Madhva explains the word
thus'
i(f5iq: I According to Madhva, he is a
who
recites

Vedas and he is called

^aneivara says that the Vedas contain utterances
of all kinds, SSttvika, Rljasa and Tamasa. But he who
is a Jftaoz selects the SIttvika utterances embodied in
the Upanisads 'in preference to Rajasa and Tamasa
utterances embodied in the Btahmanas.
I

^ tsRmtfqe? i

i...

4I
5ifi I?

^ U

«T ^ t
I

1

fRf arm ftfl artg#
5TPft ^ fWi ^ ^
m

5fT^ S

1
\

2L7

^ n Jfta. I[. 256-263.
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Almost every one of the commentators might well
regard the Vedas as the final authority. But the Bbagavadgita exalts mystical experience above the knowledge
of the Vedas. It tells us that we ought to rate the
scriptures only for what they are worth, whether they
be Hindu, Mohammedan or Christian scriptures. They
are all alike. They are like a small well () in the
all-enveloping sea of the Atman.
I came across this word
when I took to the
study of Jftane^vaii in 1912 under the influence of my
Spiritual teacher, and could then understand it to mean
a well. This meaning was corroborated by Jhaneivara
elsewhere, for example fqTURTt^q?. Later on I found
Fanini also using the word in the same sense,
(w)» a well and not the
drinking of water (

)•

Let us rot pride ourselves on supposing that we
have known the Vedas. That would not help us. The
reason why we should rise above the Vedas to- the
Jtman is that the Vedas ate permeated by the three
gu^s. God alone is above the three qualities ().
The Gita therefore teaches us to*rise beyond the triplet
of the gunas, wherever they- may be found, the Vedas
being only one of the instances subject to the mfluence
of the three gunas.
There are two ways, according to the Bhagavad^ca,.
in which one can go beyond the three gunas, (i) by
being
and (ii) by
As regards
the first, the question arises whether this state is to be
reached by positively continuing to stay in the purified
Sattva or by transcending all the three qualities, Sbri
Mukunda Shastri used to quote the verse from the
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Bhigavata :
^
The two
other guras, namely, Rajasa and Xlmasa, are to be des'
ttoyed by Sattva, and Sattva is to be destroyed by
Sattva itself. The Nitya Satcvabood is reached when
the Rdjasa and Tamasa are thus destroyed:
This, howeyer, is not the ultimate end. It is
a very difficult doctrine almost like the one we meet
with in the
Is God bliss or blissful ?
Similarly, the question posed here is: Can our highest
ideal be desailvd in terms of
or
? The
author of the Bhagavad^ca draws our attention to the
superiority of
over RwOT.
The Bbagavad^ti pomts out the second way of
reaching
The state of
is to be reached
not merely by killing the other two gu^s by Sattva
and Sattva by itselfj but by pursuing the path of
or one-pointed and unswerving devotion to
God. It is only
qf% which ultimately takes
us beyond the three gums.

9

i XIV. 26.

It is only Bbakd-yoga which enables us to go beyond
the three gums and thus to attain the highest ideal.
(t) Charadfiriiiics e/ an Equanirwus Man ( Sthiia^
prajfla )• Now the question before m is: what is the
highest moral ideal realisable by man, according to the
BhagavadgitS ? The answer to this question is found in
its famous doarine of
In the history of Greek
and Indian philosophy we £nd that the sage of the
Stoics is characterised by apaihia^ the sage of the
Epicureans by oioratia and the sage of the Bhagavad^tS.
by Anasakti. These are all on the same level. These
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sdg«5 point to an ideal which we have to realise by our
own efibrt and by our fortune if possible. The Bhagavadgitl goes to the length of calling the
a
him¬
self. (VI. 8.). Now what is the meaning
of the word
! It is a very peculiar and important
word. My own Vedantic teacher used to €:?plain the
word
as meaning unmoving like an iron anvU
(). In that sense it occurs in VedSnta ParibbasS 5 but fsw also means the soul and very peculiarly
also God in the head, as Kaluta has put it:

^ ift
—Paramattha Sopana, Part I. 5.16.
The top-most part of the brain’ is a very famous meaning
of the word fz, It is the summit or the pinnacle. Now
when the Bhagavad^ia speaks about this
ot
it implies automatically that be is the individual sou),
the soul in the head, or,the soul above the head, or the
soul all-governing. Many people have known from the
Bhagavadgita what are the various characteristics of such
We shall not cite all the passages from the
Bhagavadgita relating to the characteristics of a
but refer to only a few of them from which we shall
gatbet together the chief characteristics and describe them
briefly under four heads: psychological, ethical, social
and mystical.
(1)

PsychologUal.

The psychological characteristic

consists in withdrawing the mind from the organs of
sense. Let not our mind be subjected to the influence of
the sense-organs.
ft

5

n II. 67.
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Man*s mind \s tossed to and fro on the sea of sensual
enjoyment lihe a boat, helpless and hapless. One who is
able to conquer his senses is compared to 8 ^ or a tortoise
which can withdraw its organs within itself at will:

w

w !!• 58.

Such is the psychological characterisation of a
(2) Moral, The second cbancteristlc is the moral.
We have a very ^mous verse in the Bhagavad^ci;

<TR TO? ^ srft#w

n II. 70.

The ocean is full. Hundreds of rivers flow Into it, but
the ocean is not increased by the inflow of these waters.
If it inaeases, it is due to the influence of the Moon,
but not to the inflow of tbe waters of the rivers. As the
inflow of the waters of the rivers has no influence on
the sea, similarly the senses have no influence over a
poised mind. This is the moral characterisation of a
But there is another aspect of this moral
characterisation which we might consider. It is what
may be called tbe moral Jivan*mukti as distinguished
from the metaphysical JTvan-mukri. He who is able to
bear the feiodous onslau^t of Kama and Kxodha before
he bids good-bye to bis body may be called a moral
^vaa*mukca:
^TiFWrfi q:

^

*

H
(3)
of the

V. 23.

Social. As regards tbe sodal characteristic
we may refer to the following famous

verse in the Bhagavadgita:
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^

ii V. 18.

For such a man there is equality of vision everywhere.
Whether it is a cow or a bullock, a bird or a buSalo,
A dog or a dog*eater, a Candaia or a Brahmin, there is the
same vision ibr him in all cases. This is what we might
call the social characteristic of the
Mysticcd. Finally, we come to the mystical
characterisation. In the first place, it may be noted that
such a man is always in an equanimous state of mind :
( 4)

t?

?rdf
SI?;

ifW r?5TJ 1
h
ii

V. 19.

He lives in
therefore, he is God,
is, there¬
fore) the ethico-mystical characteristic of such a
The purely mystical characteristic, however, would be as
implied in the line aifWt
; {V. 26).
Round about him is moving the Brahman; wherever
hb eye is cast he sees God. If he looks ahead of himself he
sees God; if he looks behind, he sees God. This is
exactly how JfSlnejvara has described the vision of God
as experienced by Atjuna. In like manner does Tukaracna speak about his own experience. Inside you can see
Ood i outside you will be able to see God. You can see
Ood inside) outside, to the left, to the right, above,
below and everywhere.
fi
is what Tukalama says In this connection. When you can see God
in such a manner then alone you may be entitled to the
name of a
So far then about the mystical chara¬
cterisation of the
»

BeaH(icisDi

(a) BeatiJicaHony ihe Crown of Equanimity. We have
discussed above the last element in the conception of
the ifwqr which introduces us to the doctrine of bead222
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Seism which, as we saw at the beginning of the
chapter, reconciles moralism and super^moralism. In
we have a peculiar compound of all the three
shades of the ethical theory. But in order to have a
correct statement about the
the beatific element
must tank the highest
What is the nature of this
beatificism? For a full doctrine of beadficism we shall
have to go to the Upani$ads. The doctrine has been
fully discussed by the present writer in his A Construe
ctive Survey of Upani^ic Philosophy.” As we have
said above, the Bhagavad^ca only adumberates the
doctrine though for its full statement we must go to the
Upani^ds. Socrates used to say that bis happiness was
far above the pleasure of the Cyrenaics. Mill has well
contrasted the pleasure of a pig and the happiness of
Socrates. We may say that to the extent to which the
happiness of Socrates rises above the pleasure of a pig,
to the same extent does the bliss of a saint rise above
the happiness of Socrates. In the Upanisads we have a
very celebrated beadfic doctrine which proceeds by
multiplying every smaller unit of happiness a hundred
times, this again by another hundred and so on until
the bliss of the realised saint has been reached. That
is the doctrine of Ananda in the Upanisads. Of course,
the Bhagavad^d does not rise to this high analytic level
of the Upani^ds, but still gives us m its own way a
characterisation of Ananda or Bliss as the chief element
in the doctrine of beatificism.
{^) Analvsu ofSeaiifieation^ There are three points to
be noted in this connection. (1) The first is contained in
II

VI 28.

lam indebted to my friend and former colleague and
now the Vice-President of the Indian Union, Dr. S,
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Radhakrishnan, for having brought to my notice this
conception of
I i^ever knew that though I had
read the Bhagavadgita so many times. Touching God,
coming into direct coniaci and communion with Him, that
is the first element in beatificism. (2) The second point
is the idemifixiticn of the Saint and Brahman i

" V. 24.

^

Having enjoyed the highest bliss inside end having become
one with the Biahman, a man reaches the state of Nirvana,
the highest bliss. (3) The third point is the identification
of the blissful state itself with Brahman: Blm is Brahman,

vi. 27.
Here 1 might make a small suggestion. The expression
might go either with the
or with the 5^
which he enjoys.
is a lamp which gives light both
waysby asortofa^#«^*^R. That the Saint is full
of joy or that he has become one with the Brahman
goes without saying. But to say that the bliss which
he enjoys is the same thing as Brahman itself involves a
certain element of
which will not come in the
way of philosophic speculation. The identification of
happiness with Reality, the axiological conception of bliss
and the metaphysical conception of Btahraan.ate the same,.
So the enjoyment of ecstatic bliss inside ourselves is the
same thing as becoming one with Brahman. Many philo*
sophers have regarded self-consdousness to be the central
principle of Reality. If philosophers have prided them¬
selves upon making self-consdousness the pivot upon
which ail existence turns, why not make beatificationitself the pivot and fulcrum of Reality ? If we have Idea¬
lism in the one case we have Beatificism in the other.
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CHAPTER XVIII
THE PROBLEM OF GOD
After considering the antinooues of metaphysics
and the ethical problems in the Bbagavadgica, we shall
pass on to the consideration of the general problem of
God in the Bhagavadgiti. This problem falls under
three major heads, to each of which we shall devote a
chapter in the remaining part of our work J -'(1) The
Nature, the Criteria, the Aspirations and the Search of
God; (2) Methods of Meditation for the attainment
of God and ( 3 ) The Vision of God. The first topic
will be discussed under the four following heads
(i} The Nature of God: (li) the Criteria of God^realisation;
(iii) the Levels of God* aspiration and
(iv) the Perils in the Search of God.
The Netve ^ God
The problem of the nature of God has been tackled
times out of number in difierent countries, in different
philosophies and in difierent languages. Of course, che
discussion of this problem in the Bhagavad^ta is a com¬
paratively small one. The only place where it is some¬
what philosophically treated is the twelfth chapter of the
Bhagavadgiti, where a distinction is drawn between
Saguna Upasani and Avyakta Upisaad. As we shall see
very soon, the chief object of the Bhagavadgiti is a pra¬
ctical one and instead of spending much labour upon a
theoretical discussion of the Nature of God, it suggests
to us cercaia methods by means of which God could be
practically attained. These methods, as we shall see. in
the next chapter, are the ideological method, the moral
s. IS
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aiiChod and the mystical method. After a considera¬
tion of these methods, we shall proceed to tackle the
problem of the Vision of Godin the chapter after the
next. Both in respect of the Nature of God and the
Vision of God, the Upanisads stand as an ideal to which
the Bhagavad^ta always points. In fact, we may say
that the highest peak ever reached in the whole range of
Indian or European thought in regard to the nature and
vision of God is to be found in the Upanisads them¬
selves. We shall not, however, enter into a detailed
discussion of these problems here. We have dealt with
them thoroughly in another work “ A Constructive
Survey of Upani^adic philosophy. ” It is only necessary
to point out here that the Bhagavadgici is regarded and
justly regarded as offering a faint replica of the doctrines
of the Upanisads. We muse, however, remember that
though the
derived its inspiration from the Upani^ds, it had to consider the problem in a setting pecu¬
liarly its own.
Just before the times of the Bhagavad^tl, Saihkhya
and Yoga bad attained to a certain height of speculation.
They were passing through various stages of formula¬
tion. No rigorous systems had yet been evolved. The
whole philosophical atmosphere was surcharged with
Sarhkhya and Yoga speculations. The Bbagavadgita was
naturally influenced by these speculations of S^khya
and Yoga. Also contemporaneously with this were
probably the systems of the Brahmasutras which were
coming into being. Jt is a question as to what is the
exact meaning of the Brahmasutras referred to by the
Bhagavad^ra in the thirteenth chapter* It is not un¬
likely that they refer to the Bldarayana Sutras. Scholars
are divided on this point.

Nevertheless, the Badarayana
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Sutras formulated the diSercnt problems of Vedanta
Philosophy. The Bnhmasucras of Bldarayana and tire
Bhagavad^ta inter-referred to each other, the Gita refer¬
ring nrche Brabmasucras by name and Brahmasutras re¬
ferring to the Bhagavad^tl by doctrine and making a
logical improvement upon it. All this is familiar to
students of Indian Philosophy. Though the Buddhist
and the Jain systems had not begun their speculative
formulations at the dme of the Bhagavadgica, they closely
followed it. The Bhagavadglti does not seem to have
been influenced in any way by the speculations of these
systems; their denial of
had its nemesis only in the
Apotheosis of their Founders. As we have seen else¬
where in this book, there are only a few references to
in the Bbagavadgita, for example:*^
(1)

^ V. 25,

(2)

i V. 26.

where the meaning is bliss rather than annihilation.
The source of the reference to Ahizhsa in the
BhagavadgEtl ( XVL 2) is traceable to the Candogya
Upani^d.
«fiNn

\ TIL 17. 4.

The Buddhistic doctrine of Nirvana and the Jain doct¬
rine of Abi^i came a little later. At the present
stage of our discourse, therefore, it will be only necessary
to consider the Giti doctrine of God with reference to
the systems of Sa^hya and Yoga and the Brahmasutras
of Bidardyana.
( a } God m SdTnihya. The Simkhya system was
a negation of God in favour of what its author chooses
to call the Purusa. There must be indeed a plurality
of Purusas according to the author, but there is a sub227
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conscious reference Co a single Purusa in the £rsc Karikiv
^
9^: 1 Ic is a psycho-analytical indication
chat he believed not in a pluialicy of Puruaas but in one
single Putu?a which was the nearest approach to the
conception of God, Somehow the Sariikhya philoso¬
phers seemed to be afraid of God, while the “ last of the
Romans'', Pahcaiikha, felt the necessity of such a one in
the Twenty-sixth Principle which he chose to call God*
PurufS, according to the SaAikhya system, was abso*
lutely uncontaminated by actions; in other words, he is
and
while Pxakyti alone is the
This peculiar doctrine of the activity of Prakrti and the
uncontaminated perceptive isolation of Puru^a influenced
the Bhagavad^ta to a very great extent, In fact, there
are many passages in the Bhagavadglca which have been
written under that influence. For example, look at the
passage':
11

'S^i

XIII. 20,

Stress is laid only on the activity of Prak;ti while the
fruit of the action falls to the lot of Puru|3. In
fact, instead of regarding Puru^a as absolutely uncontaminated, the Simkbya would regard him as suffering
vicariously for the actions of Prakrti. In tune with
it we And an utterance in the Saihkhya KIrika, 65,
which tells us that Puru^ cannot be regarded as
entirely unconcerned. Also an utterance is to be found
in Kiriki 36:

fit

u

which speaks about SPIT’S oi the purpose which
Purufa has in view, It does away with the isolation or
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the mere perceptire fuoction of Purusa and 'puts an
irremovable break in the activity of Prakfti with the
result chat the entire structure of the Samkbya Philo*
sophy falls to the ground.
(6 ) God in Pbyo. The Yoga system does not fare
better. It may be regarded as a half-way house between
Samkhya and Vedanta. Yoga allows God but cripples
His supreme funcdon. In
it seems that people in
those days were living in a region of non-contamination,
and even the God of Yoga is uncontaminaced as
Puru$a of Sfimkhya is:
1*1^' I
Yoga Sutra (1. 24). Yoga speaks about
while
Saihkhya speaks only about
While Puru^as in
Samkhya are all on a level, the God in Yoga is a
a pnVnus iniir pores. Again, from a different
point of view, Yoga makes some concession to the
devotional element by postulating that fy? may * also ’
be regarded as a way to realisation. It may be noted
that
is not regarded here as the only way to realisa¬
tion but may be permitted to be so regarded. In fact,
the God of Yoga is nothing but an eplphenomenon or
an appendix to the Sadikbya system. Yoga occupies a
halting position; it does not albw the element of
activity to its God. We ate told, of course, that
is
to be regarded as the one Reality (), as being
•omniscient (), as being the remover of obstacles or
AntaiSyas and as being the supreme teacher { Parama
Guru ) who lives beyond time. There is, however, one
very important contribution which the Yoga system
makes to the doctrine of re^isatioD, namely, its identifi¬
cation of God with the Atman.
qs;
is
the ideal teaching of its practical philosophy; and even
though the God of Yoga might be admitted as a mere
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necessity of thought>the practical and the most important
ideal which the Yoga system aims at is the realisation
of the Atman,
(c) Bod in the BrahmasZira* If we analyse the concep¬
tion of God in the Brahmasutras of Badarayana, we find
that it has two aspects, the personal and the impetsonal.
We may take the liberty of quoting four epithets for
each to designate the highest Reality. In the Biahmasutras the Impersonal God has been described as
oto; and the Personal God as
?f(fR,9mand Wr. This double formula¬
tion of the conception of God in the Brahmasutras was
responsible for the later Advaita and non-Advaita
systems. In fact, it is this conception of the personal
and the impersonal aspects of God that has reigned
supreme in all philosophies.
Saihkara and Ramanuja,
Kahlra and Tulasidasa, Bradley and Ward, MansOr
and Mahomed have all been divided among themselves
according to the difierence in their attitudes towards the
impersonalistic and the personalistic aspects of God.
(d) God m the Bhagavad^S. It is no wonder that the
Bhagavadgita should have also been influenced by this
difference between the personal and the impersonal
aspects of the God. Though the Bhagavad^ta does
not devote much attention to this difference, still in
the beginning of the twelfth chapter it makes a distinc¬
tion between Saguna UpasanI and Avyakta Upasana.
The stage at which the Bhagavadgita recommends
Avyakta tUpisana is a very difficult one indeed
I XII, 5), because, according to
it, it is most difficult to reach the Avyakta ideal so long
as one lives in the body,
i
The general upshot of the teaching of the Bhagavadgita
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in this respect seems to be that the Siguna UpSsana might
be regarded as even higher than the Avyakca UpasanS^
S ir(3^ ^
mi ^ (Xn.4). We cannot, however,
a£Pord Co enter here into the relative values of the per«
sonalistic and the impersonalistic conceptions of God. It
forms an independent subject and it must be viewed noc
merely from the point of view of th: Bhagavad^ca, but
also from that of ^e diEerent Vedantic systems, schools of
contemporary philosophy and the religious systems of the
world, where great philosophers and sages have tried to
determine the nature of their highest God. The most im*
portant point, however, which the Bhagavadpt a makes is
not the determination of the nature of God, but the way
for the practical attainment of Him. In this respect we
shall lacer deal with three different methods enabling us to
attain practically to the God-bead. In i&ct, to come to grips
with the attainment of God ^m the pracdcal point of
view is a far greater achievement than to determine the
nature of God from the philosophical point of view, which
would merely plunge us into a bog of intellectual warfare.

The Criteria of Ged'CealUatieo
We now proceed to a discussion of the criteria of
God-realisation. 1 myself have discussed the question
in many places. When I wrote the introductory section
to my book, “ Pathway to God in Hbdi Literature ”,
I summarised and presented in a slightly different foim
how the problem appeared to me in "Mysticism in Maha¬
rashtra." Here 1 am noc going to enter into the details
of a full theory of mystical experience. I am concerning
myself only with what the Bhagavadgita itself tells us
about the criteria of mystical experience. In one famous
line of the ninth chapter, the Bhagavad^ti speaks of
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the mystical expeiience as
^
(IX.
2). These ate very pregnant words,
and
They contain in themselves all thei criteria of
mystical experience that could be imagined.

tion*

(a) Super^4eniu0uin€$*, Intuition (uui Central Initia¬
Let us see whet these terms mean* The first is

The Bhagavadgiti tells us that out experience
would be real only if it becomes an object of iR?r. Now
what is this
f Is it an actual demonstration ? Is
it what the physical eye sees or is it what the inner eye
might be expected to see ? The Bhagavadgita uses the
word mtg not in Che physical or physiological sense> but
in the super^sensuous and mystical sense. In these
three words,
and
all the main criteria
of mystical experience have been well expressed,
is
super^ensuousness;
^ is beatification or bliss
and
is permanence or continuity. Suppose I get
an experience co-day and I
to get it or lose it
tomorrow, that is no real experience at all. The mystical
experience must pervade our states of consciousness, for
example,
and
The experience which
AkrUra got as described in the Bbagavata (X. 39.39-45) of
the form of K^^na while he had dipped in the Yamuna,
and again while he was looking at Kona’s form in the
chariot outside is a compound of the mystical and the
visual, each being a corroboration of the other. We may
note that super-sensuousness, intuition and central initia¬
tion are merely different ways of speaking about the same
matter. Super-sensuousness is wbac corresponds to
transcendence of senses. Intuition refers to the faculty
by which we get that spiritual experience. ‘ Central
initiation' is a peculiar expression.

In the physiological

sphere it is opposed to what we may call peripheral
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initiation. It is not anything impinging upon our senses
from the outside that constitutes beatific experience;
It IS something which .comes from inside. As psycholegists of mystical experience are aware, the different
forms which the mystic sees, the sounds that he hears,
the smeJls that he enjoys and so on, are not dnwn from
the outside world. They come feom within, They are
centrally initiated.
Hence q?^^$uper-sensuousness,
intuition and centtal initiation as opposed to peripheral
initiation—is what constitutes the first criterion.
(6) B^aiifieation. The second is
beatification
or bliss. As we have pointed out elsewhere, this bliss
is as much above what we call happiness as happiness is
above pleasure. The bliss of a saint is as much above
the happiness of Sacrates as the happiness of Socrates is
above the pleasure of a pig.
(t} Pirmawnce &r (hntinuUt/. arsq?, continuity or
permanence, subsumes under it universality, both meta¬
physical and bgical, which philosophers like Kant
have carefully considered. Incidentally, we may say
that this continuity subsumes under it what saints like
Mirabai have spoken about the growth of spiritual
oxpeiience. Daily growth in spiritual experience is also
a vital factor in its continuity or permanence*
The Bbagavadgiti thus speaks about the
different criteria of mystical experience. Our mystical
experience must not only be super-sensuous and blissful,
but it must also be continuous and permanent. It must
not desert us: we may desert it, because at the time of
•death we are nowhere but that experience remains.
That Anabata &bda which we hear remains, that
mystical form which we see remains, while our body
falls off, as a great saint used to say. They are con*
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tinuous and pennancnt. There are other criteria of
mystical experience but we are not concerned with them
in this chapter.
Levels of God^aipiralioo
(a) Sie CcUegories of God-seehro. The next point
which we shall consider in this chapter is the levels oi
God-aspiration in the Bbagavadgiti. The BhagavadglcS
writes its new divine comedy. In his Divine Comedy
Dante has described the In/emOf the Purgatcfrio and the
Faraduo. The Bhagavadglca speaks about six different
categories so far as aspirations towards God are concern¬
ed. There is this one great similarity between the
Bhagavad^ta and Dante that they both relegate the
unrepentenC sinners for ever to the !r\ffrnOt who are
thus condemned for ever.
BRf I&^t:

I

ii XVI. 19-20.
They arc not allowed to rise.' (1) The uniepentent
sinners, therefore, constitute the first category. They
cannot hope to do anything to better their lives. Both
the Bhagavadgita and Dante deny the possibility of any
reformation in their character. 1 think we should be a
little generous. Even they should be allowed to come
up somewhat nearer to the life of spirit, as the Bhagavadglta later on itself admits. ( 2) (a) Tha second category
consists of those who are merged in the miseries of
existence. People suffer from various kinds of miseries
in this life. Some people fall dangerously ill, some
meet with dangerous accidents, some are subject to
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dangerous epidemics, some are subject to botnb-falls,
thunderbolts^ earthquakes and so on; everywhere there
is a miserable state of existence.

^

\

Jfil IX.496*

says Jfiane^vara. That is what prompted Buddha to go
out of the miseries of life to a superior 'state. So those
who are plunged in misery draw therefrom an incentive
towards spiritoal life. ( b ) Then there ate chose who
are afraid of Jarl and Mara^ old age and death, as
is so often emphasised by the Hindi saints.
tit

tif

qr jfi i

W

ft fWI I

In that way an unprecedented terror takes bold of the
heart of a man when he reaches the age of seventy, not
to speak of the age of eighty. So Jara and Marana
constitute, like miseries of life, powerful incentives for
turning a man's attention towards GocL This is the
second category of those people who go in search of
God.
(3) The third is the category of the end*
seekers, those who have got a particular desire to be
fulfilled. A man might wish to go into the 1 A.S., a man
might aspire to become the President of the Union, he
might aim at winning victory in war, or he might
desire to be a Hitler or a Roosevelt and so on. All
these are end-seekers. The category of end-seekers may
also include those who prostrate God for the fulfilment
of a particular end. Even the great Shivaji was prompted
to follow the path of spirit in accordance with the
instructions of ^madasa, with a national and political
end in view, because he thought that the life of spirit
alone would come to his help. We have considered
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three categories so fat, namely, the unrepentent sinners,
the miserable and the end-seekers. ( 4 ) The fourth is
the category of repentent sinners. The Bbagavadglta
has got a very open heart and is very charitable towards
these people. It seems that the Bhagavadgicl has also
* repented* for the repentent sinners. Show me a man,
says a passage from a sacred book, who has never looked
at another man's woman with an eye of lust. It does
not matter if you sin, but repent you must.
it

11IX. 30.

I think no better lines could have been written about
the future of a repentent sinner. Ic is not impossible
for him to hand himself over to God. St. Augustine’s
mother wept before St. Ambrose and St. Ambrose
promised that the child of those tears would never
perish, and so St. Augustine became the second founder
of Christianity. Similarly the :Bhagavadgiu holds out
a hope for the repentent sinners. (5 ) and ( 6 } Then
there are two more categories to be discussed :
those who are intellectual seekers of God, and those
who have reached their spiritual end—the
and
the
These have been also otherwise described
by the BhagavadgitI as the
and .the entra,
those who want to ascend and those who have
ascended. The question arises whether anybody in this
world has hitherto climbed absolutely to the cop of
existence (tfiS: ^
). That was what a great
Upanisadic sage said after having reached, according to
his lights, the top-most part of existence. The only
criterion for the reality of a man's experience is himself
and God and nobody else. There is no intellectual
argument, no logical proof which can either support or
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refute or deny wbet he miglic say. The realicy of bisexperience and the heights which be has reached are
known onl; to hitnself and to bis Maker. Those who
have reached the end might thus constitute the top-most
part of the paradise in Dante. These on the whole, then,
by an analysis of the teachings of the Bhagavadgita,
might be regarded as constituting the six different
categories of God-seekers.
(^ ) Th$ FtfriU in the Search of God. Now we come
to the last problem, the perils in the search of God. The
path of the seekers of God is beset with immense
difficulties.
m
saps the Upanifad.
They have to walk on the edge of a razor. (1) God is
a great artificer, he is a juggler, be hides his art and the
powers of his arc. It is for that reason, says the
Bhagavadgita, that the spiritual life goes underground
from time to time. ?r
i (IV. 2).
The river of spiritual experience hides itself like the
Phalgu. By the evidence of Kfsna hicnself, we understand
that the river of spiritual experience had gone under*
ground wich the passage of time and it was for God-men
like him to remove the sands and to bring it to light.
The great artificec God thus finds it oecessarp—for what
purpose we do not know— to hide the river of spiritual
experience for the time being. (2 ) Secondly, it is extre¬
mely difficult to meet a man who has reached the highest
spiritual end. The Ka^hopani^ has pointed out the
difficulty of meeting such a man.
i
(I. 2. 8.) If you are fortunate enough to meet an
then that would be another matter. It is only he who
has realised his identity with God, who is capable of
imparting the secret of spiritual life,
V
(I. Z 8.)

Such persons are rare. It is the rarity of such
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persons which constitutes another obstacle for chose who
want either to enter the spiritual path or to rise to the
full stature of mystical experience. Now the question
is how Co approach such a teacher.

The Bhagavad^ta

answers it in the following words s
I (IV. 34).
You have to bow before him, you have
to serve him. Your salutations and your services are
not enough. Ask him all sorts of circumlocutory ques¬
tions if you have got the power and if he has the time
and the incUnatbn to answer. In that way you might
be able to get an iota or a fraction of insight into the
spiritual life if he condescends ;to reply to your in?^s.
(3) We now go to the third peril. Even supposing
that a man is fortunate to commence his journey on
the spiritual path, a vast amount of time is necessary
to enable him to go ahead, not to speak of reaching the
end,
i {IV. 38.) It is not a
two years’, three years’ or a five years' plan that would
be enough to enable him to reach the God-hood. In
fact, time has got nothing to do with it. What is
wanted is the inner quality of the heart which may
enable him to conquer time. In order, however, that
that quality might be attained, '^r*m may be necessary
but it is not all. If you have reached a particular stage
of
then neither much time not much practice would
be needed. Normally, however, people are not endowed
with that kind of Hff. Therefore, they have to depend
both upon practice and time (and
). Suppose
a man hat spent about fifty years of his life in the
spifltual pursuit; of course, it may be granted that he
may be on a comparatively higher level than what he
occupied a few years ago; but he can never be said, only
on that accoanJ, Jo have reached the Absolute End.
' (4 ^'inTjust here that we meet with the fourth
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difficulty in the way of out spintual life, oamely, destiny
or what the Greeks would call noria. Crores of people
might try to heighten their spiritual life, but there
is an element of chance, what in philosophical termU
nology may be called indetermLoism or in theologi¬
cal terms the Will of God. It is only by the Will of
God that one among millions of people is able to attain
to the highest end. These then are the perils which
stand in the way of our consummation of the spiritual
life*
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CHAPTER XIX
METHODS OF MEDITATION
The Ideological Method

Mediiaiionon 7%n CoiW€ption$. Wc shall now pro¬
ceed Co the three chief methods of medication* The first
is the ideological method. We shall stress ten difterenc
points in this ideological meditation. We are to meditate
on the idea of God. Absolutistic philosophers, those
who are intellectually inclined, those who want to reachtheir highest end by philosophical pursuits, would find
this e very helpful device. Let us concentrate on these
ten different conceptions of meditation :
(I) Fwii^ottama. The first is the conception of
3^^.
Now this
is here contrasted with the
^
and the
The Bhagavadgitl has here used
the word gfe in a very loose sense. All existences in the
universe are called ^
The Self that is immanent
in them is called WT 3^, while the
who rules
over all is called
It is a very peculiar doctrine
to call all existences in the universe by the name of
unless one takes a fully pantheistic view without
making a distinction between the material end the
spiritual existences. It may not be wrong to call the
Self that resides in these as well as the Self that rules
all material and spiritual existences by the name of
But to call all elemental and animate existences by the
name of
is a travesty of words. We are, however,
here concerned with meditation on the
pervading

who

rules
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spiricxial existences alike.
indeed.

It is a very good conception

(» ) Suira, The second is the ideological medita*
tion on the SQtra. This word is ^miliar to students of
Upanisadic philosophy. Sutra is a thread that passes
through the pearls of a necklace. God is such a Sutra,
as He calls Himself, which passes through all objects^
mental as well as physical:
^^
t
(VIL 7).
The author of the Bhagavadglta, d^s
not use the word 9Rr9fr9^. He uses the word Sutra
only, and the Upani^s and the Vedanta systems use
both ^ and,
But we might take the word
SQtra as coining up to the level of the
that is
immanent in all the existences of the world.
(»») VaitvOnara, The third is a very important
conception, namely, that of
It is not merely the
gastric fire that is spoken of in art
^
l (XV. 14), not the terrestrial fire, nor the fire on
the hearth, but the celestial fire as in Herakleitos and
Zoroaster. It implies that spiritual entity which lives
in all human beings as well u in all material objects of
existence. By a sort of aprfg^^n, the word ^ not merely
implies all human beings, but includes also all other
beings as well as material objects. So contemplate on
Ood, if you like, by regarding Him as
the
individual and supreme spirit, which inhabits and
enlivens all animate and inanimate existences.
(tv ) i^avi. You might, if you like, contemplate on
God as Ravi, the Sun of the World of Ideas as in Plato.
Plato tells us that the Sun is responsible for generation
and growth of things in the world. Siimlatly is the
Atman responsible for generation and growth of all
B. 16
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objects in the world: ^
t
(XIII. 33), The word Ravi also connotes the quality of
transcendence. Just as the Sun and the Sky are uncontaminatcd by any eiisccnces whatsoever, similarly is the
Atman uncontaminated by any existences, being trans¬
cendent to all of them. So we can even meditate on
God as a great transcendent Being.
( V ) MSyi, Again, you can contemplate on God by
regarding Him as hnyr;asthe Upanifads put it The
word Miya occurs in the Upaninds in many senses as we
have shown in “ A Constructive Survey of Upanisadic
Philosophy. ” But the Bbagavadgici uses it principally
in the sense of power, though it does not deny to it a
touch of illusion in another connection.
I (XVilL 61),
mm
i (VII, 14), We
do not propose to enter into the question as to whether
Maya may be regarded as realistic or unrealistic. Still
it is undoubted that God possesses this Maya. He may
be described as
or
But He
certainly lives in a camouflage and does not allow
Himself to be seen, Let us try to penetrate the
camouflage. In that way we may be able to reach at
least the outskirts of some concrete reality. That is
another way of the ideological meditation.
(vi) Hasa. Another way of meditation is to
regard God as Rasa. The word Rasa has been used in
three different senses, as taste, essence and bliss. When
the BhagavadgitS says
i (U. 59),
it refers to taste. Rasa may also be regarded as
essence. And finally, ic may also mean as in the
Upanisadic expression, ^ t ?r: 1
i,
mellifluoua juice or bliss. Rasa is that Amrta by tasN
ing which one reaches supreme beatification. So let us
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loeditate on God a£ Rasaj
spiritual DecCar.

the melliiluous supreme

(wV) Tajjaiaru You may also contemplate on God
as
to use a very femous Upanisadic expressbn,
that from which all things proceed, that in which all
things are ultimately resolved and that In which they
live and move and have their being.
Aristotle has
defined the word Substance exactly in the same manner*
that from which all things spring, that in which all
things live and that to which they ultimately repair.
The Bhagavad^el likewise has told us that we should
contemplate on God as the source of all things, the
annihilation of ail things and the life of all things.
These conceptions exactly correspond to what the
Upani$ads suggest in that cryptic expressbn f(7sm^ (
IIL d4). We might incidentally mention that the
same function which may be served by meditation on
the cryptic formula
would be accomplished still
more elaborately by meditation on the comprehensive
twelve^pointed verse from the BhagavadgitI i

irj: hrS ftaro:
to: tos tot

to i
ii IX. 18.

which is one of the finest verses in spiritual literature.
This verse brings together the personalistic and
impersonalistic conceptions of God. Think of God iia
any way you like; but if you meditate upon this one
single verse, it will being you nearer to the knowledge
of God.
( via ) Aii^fiana. There as a further way of medu
ration on God by regarding Him as
Of course^
everybody knows that God is the
the substratum
of all existence. But what is meant by this
? The
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Bhagavadlita tells us
l (X. 42).
I have pervaded the whole universe, says the Lewd, by a
part of me and have remained infinitely outside. In
this way not merely all objects of excellence, call them
or
have sprung from a portion of God;
but God has remained infinitely outside, an absolutely
transcendent Being.
(is) ^Wya. The next category of ideological
meditation would be to meditate on God as the supreme
iq, either in the philosophical or the mystical sense.
Philosophically, we might contemplate on God as
transcending all dualities, as being beyond both exi¬
stence and non-existence, beyond good and bad, as
being beyond the qualities and the qualityless, as being
untouched and yet the support of all and as being too
subtle to be comprehended.

This, of course, is a very difficult way of meditation.
Mystically, we might ‘think’ about it as having its hands
and feet everywhere, its eyes, ears and faces in all direc¬
tions as being within and without all existing objects and
as being both far and near (XIH 13). This, however,
is only mystical thought and not yet mystical experience.
( « ) ikarya. Finally, you might contemplate on
God « the supreme object of wonder, almost tantamount
to the Unknowable of Spencer or the
of Huxley.
The Bhagavad^ta fells us:

^^
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Samkaracarya axplaios

as ioduding, by a sort of

an aT3l?9OT, both f|r and

Nobody has yet even

been born upon this earth who has known this GodrGod cannot be seen, God cannot be expressed by word
of mouth and God cannot be heard. God is the greatest
wonder of all existence.
If you gather together all these different conceptions,
you can meditate on God ideologically in any oneof these
ten different ways as (1) the highest person, {2) the
immanent thread of all existence, ( 3 ) the highest indi¬
vidual and supreme spirit, (4) the Sun of the World
of Ideas, (5) the great: artificer, (6) the mellifluous
essence of
existence, (7 ) the supreme source of all
generation, growth and decay, (6) the absolutely
transcendent Being, (9) the highest object of know
ledge or (10) the greatest wonder of all wonders.
What a great penorama of supreme objects of medita¬
tion would there be now for you ( You may not be
sure that such an ideological medication would put you
in possession of God. But at least it will take you a
few seeps ahead in your spiritual puriuit This is a
point which has not been so elaborately discussed any¬
where else.
Mara] Method
(a) Meditation on Pirtuss, Individual and Social^
The conception of ideological meditation sprang in
my own mind, but the idea of moral meditation
came to me from other sources.
Now what ia
moral meditation ?
There are many persons in this
world who do not regard God as a Personal Being, who
do not believe in God at all, but who believe in ethical
values. Let them contemplate on God as an ethical
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value. In the year 1908 when I had been to Shanti
Kunj in Banaras along with prof. £. A. Wodehouse,
1 met there two persons of the Theosopbical Society,
Mr. Samant and Mr. D. K. Telang. Mr. Samant was a
very fine man and we had a heart*to*heatc talk. I
already had some spiritual experiences at that time,
and, therefore, whatever he said was to me of great
value. He said, “ The practice in Esoteric Section
•of our Theosopbical Society is eo contemplate on
virtues," " Upon wbat virtues do you contemplate? ”,
I asked. He quoted the first two verses of the sixteenth
chapter of the Bhagavad^ta:

3T(|m

i
«iT<«r

IIXVI. 1-2.

We have already seen how from four different chapters
the <Ata has gathered together difierent series of virtues.
Most probably as 1 had already got some spiritual experi¬
ence, even though I was not a theosophist, Mrs. Besant
admitted me to the Esoteric Hall. Contemplation on
these virtues is what is inculcated in this Esoteric Section
of the Theosopbical Sxiecy. This is a very healthy
principle. For the sake of such meditation we might
select a few of these moral virtues and try to inculcate
them firmly in our mind.
1.

Fearlessness.. 9m^

2.

Purity.

3.

Self-Control.sfflWltl%r*

4.

Equanimity.Wim

5.

Eqiiality of life.

fi.

Bravery.
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7.

Compassion.^

8.

Humility.

9.

Forbearance.^

For example? if you want to develop the virtue of
fearlessness, you should try to do one fearless action
every day. After a number of days you will find that
that virtue is gathering force in you. There is also
another method for the stabilising of a particular virtue
in our mind. I had recently a conversation with another
old member of Esoteric School of the Theosophical
Society, Me. Dastoor at Nasik, who told me that if we
wanted to develop a particular virtue we should harbour
it in our mind for three months. What did Buddha
contemplate on except these social and ethical virtues ?
He could not contemplate upon a non-entity. What
did Patafljali suggest in regard to the contemplation on
such moral virtues as
and
f Our
mind becomea pure, he tells us, our mind gathers a force
and a power, when we concentrate upon such ethical
conceptions as sympathy, compassion, contentment and
detachment. In a celebrated Sutra, Patafijali has also
advised us to contemplate on Ananta, the thousand
hooded serpent-God who holds the worlds securely on
his crest, if we want to develop the virtue of ^ or
ftability.
(6) 9$ot {OusCcm) and ^os (CharacUr), Even Aristotle,
the great author of Nicoma^ean Ethics, tells us * Igo? is
’ No virtue could be contemplated on unless we
have practised that particular virtue day after day in out
life. In that way habit becomes character, as Aristotle
tells us. This is exactly what the Theosophists did. A
great modern psychologist, William James, has told us that
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even though we may cot believe that God and freedomr
and imcnorcality are real, let us act from day to day a&
if they are reel, and one day, they will become
real for us, The practice of ethical virtues is higher
than these metaphysical ideas.
Tulaadasa uses the
expressions Attrt and
as helps to our stabilising
these virtues in us. So great is the value of contempla>
tion on moral virtues which we have noticed. They
may not take you to God. They will give you the gun¬
powder; only a spark might be required and then there
might be a spiritual explosion.
tion also is of great value.

Thus this moral medita¬

Myilical Method
Lee us now pass on to the third method of Godrealisation, We have hitherto spoken about the ideo*
logical method and the moral method) which are suit*
able more or less for philosophers and moralists; but the
mystical method lam going to expound is suitable for
any human being aaording to the level of his qualifica¬
tions and ideals. This is a very practical method and
has been practised by all great aspirants. What we
have to do here, however, is to dlstinginsh the relevant
from the irrelevant. I myself had known about this
method in my boyhood when I used to recite the
Bhdgavadg!cl and began to practise it at the age of
eighteen. 1 shall stress here some points which might
be useful for beginners, seekers as well as those who
have made some advance in their spiritual realisation.
Under the mystical method, we shall deal with four
points. There is a physiological element in this
mystical method, then there is what we might call a
psycho-ethical element, thirdly, there is the devotional
element, and finally, the element of Grace. When all
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these are fully piesenc, we might say that the mystical
method has achieved its purpose.
{a) Fhysiolo^iccd Blemeni, What is meact by the
physiological element in the mystical method of realisa¬
tion 7 It has been customary among people to suppose
that it is the posture or Asana which has got evetything
to do in the matter of meditation: it is not so at al]»
Many people have spent their time and labour for many
years in the performance of &ana5 in the hope that
they might be able to achieve their end. This method
of postures cannot take us far in achieving our spiritual
end. But it has its own mt of which we must take
advantage. We hear of our Prime Minister Shri Nehru
performing
and thereby filling his own body and
mind with energy which is really wonderful I have
also seen other Asanas, bdng performed and great energy
of body and mind being achieved But the energy of body
and mind does not mean either moral energy or spiritual
energy, so that the method of postures fails in the
achievement of our spiritual ideal. The moral energy
might be dependent to a certain eatent upon mental
energy, and people might become more or less moral,
but the spiritual eiperience is ate pmaris and cannot be*
given by the method of Asanas alone. PataHjali in hie
Yogasuira has told us that the only Asana that a Sidhaka
should perform is one in which he can ait or lie down
for a long time and at the same time fill himself with
joy in such a way that be may not be i^uiied to move
from his seat:
(1146). Any Asana, therefore,
in which we can continue out God^editation for a long
time and in a happy mood is the Asana that is useful
for us.

I have myself used four or five difiereut Asanas-

in my early spintual career, but that Asana alone ba»
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value which enables us to sit for a long time in our
contemplative mood.
The second point in the physiological element is
breath'Control
A good number of things barring
probably the highest have been achieved by breathcontrol. We have heard various recipes for breachcontrol. A good number of Kumhhakas have been
regarded as having some function to perform in the
mattec of God-realisation. They might, like the Asanas,
put the mind in a certain equable mood, no doubt, but
in themselves they annot lead to spiritual realisation.
In the Upani^ads we are told about
JTPTwiS I
^ sqrah i (Ka. Up. V. 3).
Between the upgoing breach and the down-coming breath
there is a beautiful or dwarGsh God, VImana, whom all
the gods adore. We have heard of a method suggested
by Ignatius Loyola that each of the words in the Lord's
prayer beginning with “ Out Father which art in heaven,
hallowed be Thy Name ” should be interspersed with
an incoming breath and an out-going breath. So also
there is a method suggested by the Bhagavadgiti in that
cryptic utterance,
^
i (V. 37).
It was in the year 1905 when Lok. Tilak was speaking
and Dr« Garde of Poona was presiding at a summer
lecture in Poona that Dr. Garde who, as you might be
knowing, had dedicated bis life to spiritual lealisaccon in
his own way, invited the audience to hnd out the
meaning of the expression,
which was
highly thought-provoking. The Pra^ and Apana must
be equalised. Anyone who has tried this experiment
will see chat they are generally never equal, that one is
always longer than the other: and it is only when
Prana and Apana become equal that a mental equih250
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brium is create! Sometimes it also happens that both
Prana and Apina might stop altogether, a Kevala
Kumbhaka might be produced and the man might live
without breathing. This state would certainly be use¬
ful for spiritual contemplation, ^amhatacarya has said
that there might be a thousand kinds of Kumbhakas but
the best of them all is the Kevala Kumbhaka :
1^3
I
ithkara : Yogataravali, 10.)
Then the third point in the physiological element
is that of sight. We are told by the Bhagavad^ta that
wc should look at the tip of the nose
). What
is meant by
! Evidently there are two meanings;
it might mean either the tip of the nose or the cop of
the nose. They are both useful only so far as they
would draw the sight of the man from the esternal
objects to something internal which he wants to see.
But 3f| or sight by itself and in itself is not of much
consequence. Our sight must be directed to the spiritual
object of perception, but not to the physiological tip of
the nose, either up or down. That is intended only to
fasten the mind and to make it a little composed, and to
draw it away from the objects of sense-perception. No
further value can be attached to this process of looking
at the dp of the nose or the root of the nose. So far
then about the physiological element in the mystical
method*
F9ycho^6thical Elemnt. Lee me now proceed
to the psycho-ethical element in the mystical method.
This is rather important, because without it no spiritual
realisation is ever possible. (1) The Bhagavadgita in a
very famous passage tells us that the objects of our senses
must be sacrihced in the senses, that senses must be sacri¬
ficed in .breath, breath in mind and mind in Atman'
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Il*^ll5s ^ »
an?*ra^niflf

ii IV. 26-27.

It is only when this kind of ^ sacti£cial process ’ js>
carried on from point to point and Atman reigns supreme
that we may be said to have reached a very powerful
stage in the mystical life. ( 2 ) Speaking from the ethical
point of view, KIma may be regarded as the chiefest
enemy of man.
To conquer KIma is a most diffi¬
cult job and he who has been able to conquer it will
make easy progress on his spiritual path. We are also
told that this KSma or .lust takes its seat in the senses,
mind and season or intellect:
(III. 40). The Bhagavadgita also tells us about the sorites
of passions—lust, rage, infatuation and ruin.

RWifiisnqS «i<Tt

n
Sl%?T?lf?W^ II n. 62-63.

So Kama is the chiefest enemy which must be first
conquered. What in modern psycho-analysis is regarded
as a powerful element in human nature must he con¬
quered, if moral and spiritual progress is to be made.
Even to talk about lust, as the psychoanalysts do
freely, would itself be an act of lust. The Bhagavadgita
has no difficulty in saying that as a mirror may be covered
by dust, as fixe may be covered by smoke or as a foetus
might be covered by amniotic membrane, even so our spi¬
ritual life may be covered by lust (III.^-39). We have to
drive it away; then alone would the Atman be born. (3)
Further, the Bhagavadgita speaks of the great value of
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concentration for the process of meditation. It is a very
important element which almost everybody, who
practises meditation, tries to achieve :
u VL 26.
Any man who by looking within finds that his mind is
wandering all round must turn it away foom all objects and
ideas and concentrate it on tbe one object, namely, God :
W*flTWT

^5 EW

ifVfH \

jw sn#T sto: i VI, 14.

Just look at these conditions. Let out mind be com¬
posed; let fear be away from out mind; let there be no
regnant emotion in our system. Then alone would we
be able to concentrate on God. All these, however, are
negative elements- About the positive elements we
shall speak presently. But even these three, drawing
the mind away from the objects of sense, would constitute
some equipment for spiritual acbieveineot. (4} Finally,
the Bhagavadgita tells us that even though we may seem
to have conquered our senses and mind, the flavour for
sensual and sexual enjoyment remains, and like tbe cat
in Aesop's Fables would throw away the guise of a
woman and pounce upon the mouse. Ihe inner flavour,
therefore, must be destroyed and this cannot be done
without a previous vision of God :
r|T
I (11.59). The word Para has two meanings; either
it might mean that God is above Rasa, or it might mean
that God is the enemy of Rasa, In either case, we have
to note that in order to reach the pinnacle of spiritual
life, the sub-conscious flavour or Rasa which lies latent
in our mind must first be destroyed, and this cannot be
done without a previous vision of God.
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( c) Devotional Element, We shall now pass on to
the devotional eleroent in ibe method of mystical
meditation. This is very impoitant. What is the use of
merely looking ac the tip of the nose or e^en controlling
breath or trying to purge the mind of all sensual and
sexual ideas ? Unless we feel an earnest devotion to
God, i.e. Bbava or Bhakti, nothing would be of any avail
whatsoever. In one famous passage the Bhagavadgita
sums up all the elements chat are necessary for the
success of devotional meditation. Let us recall to out
mind the lines '•

^

Amt

gpw:

i

u VIIT. 14.

We are told in this verse, in the Brse place, that we
should be inspired with one*pointed devotion towards
God. We should have no other object of attachment
Then secondly, we are told that we must
practise medication without sacrificing a single moment
and finally we are told that this must be continu¬
ed from day to day, month to month and year to year
to the very end of our life—These are exactly
the three requisites which Pacahjali has spoken of in iii%
most famous SQtza ••

05

55^13:11.14.

When all these things have been accomplished, then
alone does the success in spiritual life become assured.
We must not, however, fail to note that Bhava or
Bhakti, an unexplained and inexplicable love of God, is
a fundamental requirement; meditation from hour
to hour and day to day and even concentration on the
name of God are of secondary importance The Bhaga«>
vad^ta further cells us that unless there is the element
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of
or surrender in our devotion and unless we*
resign ourselves completely to the Power and Will of'
no great achievement in sj^itual life is possible
?Rot
KRsr i (XVin.62). Finally, the Bhagavad^ta tells us that it is only through one-pointed
devotion to God that one may be able to know Him,
see Him and enter into Him:

«!3

srii

d XL 54.

This constitutes the devotional element.
(d) Elimtni efGnM. The last element necessary for
the success of our spiritual meditation is the Grace of GodIt is not simply by performing our devotional acts that
we may be able to achieve our highest goal. God must
be moved and it is only when He is moved that He will
move the world by His Grace. There are three points
in this element of Grace as we may be able to see from
the Bhagavadglca- Let us quote thtee important utter¬
ances in this connecdoA:

(1)
(2)
(3 )

«M?T3»wr3... X,ll.
XVIIL 62.

So the Grace of God descends upon the aspirant who is
nearing his perfection in three stages. In the first place,
God gives a particular bent to his intellect and volition,
a stimulus ^and a direction in which he roight work.
That is |f%^rpr. Secondly, after he has worked unceasingly
in this direction for a long time,* he becomes the recipi¬
ent of God’s
or compassion. And finally, God
crowns his efforts with the gift of His blessing^
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^ ^

1 (XVHL 62).

God actually delivers His goods.

If is only when the

espirant has passed through all these
namely,

three

stages,

and irar^, that we might say that

the Grace of God has fully descended on him.
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CHAPTER XX
A SUBLIME VISION OF GOD
Root Source ol tfae ExperieDce ol Atauo
The utterances of the Bhegavadgita in regard to the
ecstatic vision of God are neither many nor explicit. la
one cryptic passage the Bhagavad^ta tells us:

^

gotiR n VL 20.

This is the place where the Bhagavad^cl specially refers
to the vision of the Atman by the Atman, Elsewhere
it does speak briefly of the cosmic vision of God as we
shall see towards the end of this chapter. It does speak
explicitly of the personal telationship of
to
Arjuna; but rarely, as in this peculiar passage, it
describes the ecstatic virion of the Self by the Self. One
does not know whether there is aoy value in being so
chary of describing mystical experience: and yet this ia
what the Bhagavadgitl does. In &ct, it is just here that
the Bhagavad^ta speaks of the vision of Atman, follow¬
ing what the Yoga Sfltrasof Patriljali have set as an ideal
for our realisadoa,
K I. ^ )• In that
state the seer lives in his own form. PataSjali also does
not exfoliate the full meaning of this utterance. In the
Badataya^ Sutra particularly there is a famous passage,
^
t (IV. 4.1.), which gives the quintes¬
sence of the virion of the Self by the spiritual aspirant.
The words there might be noted: wj,
and #?..
All these words refer to a &mous passage in the Maitri
Upanisad, as we shall see very soon, where the author
8. 17
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describes the way in which God appears to the mystic's
vision in a flood of illumination. It is unfortunate that
this peculiar SOtra of Bidarayana has not been properly
interpreted by any great Vedantic writer except
&jhkdr^irya. It is only he who xinderstood the full
meaning of the Sutra, and there be quotes the Maitii
Upanisad (^
) U. 2.) to which the Sutra may be said
to refer. In fact, this might be regarded as the great
achievement of ^anikaracarya, so far as the interpreta¬
tion of that SQtra is concerned. Other Vedantic
commentatocs have failed here for the simple reason that
they did not understand the inner meaning of this
mystic vision. So far about the analogues (in old
Sanskrit works) of the experience of Atman as adum¬
brated in the Bbagavad^ca.
The greatest commentator on the Bbagavad^ta that
ever lived, nacoely, ^ane^ra, bsis elucidated the above
verse from the Bhagavadgiti in bis own exquisitely poetic
and allegorical way. We can do nothing better than
quote the passage from bis Jfiineivati in order to bring
out the full meaning of the utterance of the Gua itself.
So far as the present writer is aware, there has been no
other writer except Jfianeivara who draws out the secret
meaning of this verse of the Gita in such an excellent
manner. JfiSneivara tells us wbat happens when this
vision of the Atman is attained :
** When the tree of unreality has been cut
down by the sword of Self-knowledge, then
...one is able to see one’s own form, one's own
Self. This is, however, not to be compared to
the vision of the reflection in a mirror; for, the
reflection in a minor is simply an ^ other ' of
^3
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the seeing man. The vision of the individual
Self is as a Spring which may exist in its own
fullness even when it does not come up into a
well. When water dries up, the image goes
hack Co its proto-type; when the pitcher is
broken, space mixes with space; whe^fuelis
burnt, fire returns unto itself; in a similar way
is the vision of the Self by the Self.,, ,.One must
see without seeing. One must know without
knowing. That is the primary Being from
which everything comes.It is for seeing this
original Being that seekers have gone by the
path of Yoga, aftei having become disgusted
with life, and with the firm determination that
they would not return again.They have given
over their egoism, and have reached their
Original Home. That is this Existence, which
exists in itself and for itself.....after reaching
which, there is no return. ”
Jfil. XV. 266...283.
UpaDisads oo the Experieoct ol Atoao

We have seen hitherto how the fundamental idea
in the Bhagavad^ta about the vision of God is paralleled
by similar conceptions in Pat^jali,
piane^vara.

Bidarayana and

But we shall now go to the fundamental

source (the Upanisads) of the experience of Atman
which has been the eternal spring of such an experience
in India and has been paralleled by similar experiences
almost everywhere in the world.

We cannot think of

better passages than the following ten which we have
selected in order to point out the real nature of the
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experience of Stman as given by the seers of tbe Upani^s. As is well known, the doctrines of the Bbagavad^ta are merely a microcosmic representation of
teachings of the Upanisads and in the case of God-vision
particularly we might even say that they are even ultramiaocosmic. Let*us, however, give to the passage from
the Bhagavadgita quoted at the beginning of this chapter
the benefit of a full exposition in terms of what the
Upanisads have taught us, so far as the experience of
Atman is concerned* This will stand as an eternal
pattern not merely for students of Indian mystic thought
but for parallel considerations to students of any mystic
thought whatsoever. We shall divide the ten utterances
of the Upanisads into five groups of two each. In the
first group, we axe told how the vision of Atman
takes place inside us. In the next two, we are shown
how the vision of God is to be had in the external world.
Then thirdly, we are told about the activity or nMCtivity of the Stman, his motbn and no-motion, his joy
and no-joy. In the fourth group, we have two utterances
which bring the mystic into moral and axiological rela¬
tionship with the Atman. And finally, we have two
utterances in which the post-ecstatic monologues of two
Upani§adic seers have been preserved for us as a perpe¬
tual treasure.
(a)

Vision of God m Internal Consciousness, Coming,

to the first group we are told :
5RN I

I Mai.Up.II.2.

That luminous reality which comes out of us in the
ecstatic state of consciousness and appears to ouz vision
in our own form^ is what we might call the Atman, says

2A0
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the Upani^.
This passage is £iom the Maitii
Upanisad. In the qmg manoer the Katha Upanisad
also tells us that the aspiring t^stic must extract very
courageously the form of the Atman out of lus own
body, as a blade of grass might be extracted from its
sheath. H hi
“Wn S
The Saint of
Nimbaigi has told us in the same strain the significance
of the extraction of the Self from the human body:

15R

snwspg ^

9n

3Fq%
I So these passages speak of the presentation,
to the vision of an aspiring mystic, of the Form of God
standing alone by itself without reference to the body.
(^) ViaonofOodin (he External World* While
the &st group of extracts refers to our vision of God
in ecstacy, in the second there is a reference to our
vision of God in the external world.
^^

I Chin. Up. I. 6. 6.

The mystic is able to see on the Sun, for example, the
full Form of God, clothed in golden radiance, with golden
mustaches, with golden hair and up to the tip of bis
nails full of golden appearance. This passage is from the
Chandogya Upanisad, which is supported by another
passage in the lia Upani^, which tells u$ that this
golden person, whom one is able to see on the Sun, is
the same being as our own self. ()
Ifa. Up. 16 ). Here the mystic feels the identity of the
person within himself with the person outside, whom
he is able to see projected, for example, on the Sun.
(c) EeconeSiadcn of Contradictums in God'experienoe.
Jn the next groups we are told of the motion or no«
motion of God:
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\ I^a, Up. 5.
God moves and does not move; He lives inside and out¬
side ; He is both hx and near. Such contradictions exist
in God.
Similarly, in another famous passage the
Kacha Upani^d tells us:

TO

^

i

I. 2.21.

Sitting, the Atman is able to move far off, and lying, he
is able to travel the whole universe. Who save myself is
there in this world, asks the poet, who has been able to
know this God, who is intoxicated and not intoxicated or
who is intoxicated with hia own rejoicings ? This passage*
has had analogues in the teachings of almost every
mystical literature. Tukarama has told us:

We have utterances of the same kind in two great
Kannada Saints, Puiandaradasa and JagannIchadSsa:

I

So these visions of God, which have been experienced in
all ages and lands by the Upanisadic seers, Tukaramar
Purandarad^a, JagannStbadasa and others, cannot be
lightly set aside by saying that they are only imaginative
conjurations. There is in fact a certain universality in
their statements, which confers an objective validity
upon them. So far about the seeming contradictions of
experience in God.
'
(d) Moral and Asiohgical BelaHonship vriih
Kow let us see in another group the way in which the
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mystic comes co be morally and axiologically Linked up
with the Atman whom be has realised t
\

\Ml

TOR

II {Bt. Up, IV. 4.12.)

Why should such a man eater upon any feverish bodily
ot mental activity when once be has realised that the
Atman whom he has sees is really himself? The vision o£
the Sslf would put an end altogether to any such feverish
activity. If such a mystic finds himself in extra^
ordinarily difficult drcumstaoces from which there is no
escape except by praying to God, then the Chandogya '
Upani^ad tells us chat be should approach God in an
unperturbed state of mind remembering the end he has
in view. Immediately will the end be fulfilled for him
if ic has not been already fulfilled.

3Ti?qRqTO
?r to:

TO RfTfnmwli«wt f
JTcTO:

I

(Chan. Up, 1. 3,12)

In this way, we know from the Upani$ads how God
may come to the rescue of the aspiring devotee and
quickly fulfill his aims.
(e)
£jaeuiaii^n$. Finally, let \is make
a mention of the monologues of the two realised Upani^dic saints:

R?a*#T it {Tai. Up. 1.10).
I am the mover of the tree, namely, the tree of the
body or the tree of the world. My fame is like the top
of a mountain, lofty and super-eminent. My source
lies in the holy original Being. I live immortally like
the luminous Being in the Sun. ” This is one post*
ecstatic monologue. There is another still more famous:
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JrMH<4T

r?*f

1^

I

I

ii
{Tai.Up.

m. 10.5-6}

in which we are told that such a mystic sics in ecstatic
contemplation singing the song of universal unity.
How wonderful I How wonderful I How wonderful (
lam the first born of the Law. I have lived before the
Gods. lam the source of immortality. He who gives
me keeps me. I devour as food the devourer of all
food, which is as much as to lay that both the objective
and the subjective worlds are resolved in me.'' Finally,
the same mystic tells us “ I fill the whole universe with
splendour as of the Sun.
In the above ten utterances, we have the quintess¬
ence of the mystical experiences of God-realisation in all
ages and dimes, and particularly as given in Che Upanieads. It is only an infinitesimal spark of this experience
which the Bhagavadgita has portrayed for us in that one
cryptic utterance,
i (VI. 20).
Probably there was no occasion for the writer of the
Bhagavadgitl to expand or expatiate on this theme. The
present writer has done the work of that ezpatiation on
behalf of the Bhagavadgita.
Gita ea the Effects of God VisioD

We have seen what the meaning of Self-vision or
God-vision is according to the Bhagavad^ca, Patahjali,
Badarlyana and the Upani^ds. Though the problem
of God-vision is tackled summarily in the Bhagavad^tS,
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the account it gives of the e&ts of God-vision is
exceedingly good. This description is scattered through¬
out the work. But if we gather together the utterances
of the Bhagavad^ti in regard to Seli-visioo, we shall get
an extremely
description of the results of the
vision of God.
(a ) Joy and Buta. In the first place, we are told
in the Bhagavadgiti that God-vision is accompanied with
two seemingly incompatible emotions, namely, joy and
peace. The question is whether they are really incom¬
patible in the last resort The present writer thought
for a long while that joy was elative and peace was
equanxmous and therefore there could not beany compa¬
tibility between the two. Joy lifts us upwards and peace
keeps us on a level. The one is anatiopic and the other
is metatropic He has, however, now come to the
conclusion that ultimate peace would be even a higher
category but that peace could not be attained except
through joy. The Bhagavadgrca tells us that no grief
would be able to stir a man who Is enjoying this great
•bliss from his position.
4

ffTfJ I

u VL 22.
Of course, a man attains to this exceeding peace only
after the attainment of God-realisadon. Peace does not
lead to joy but joy leads to peace, and hence it is that
peace might be regarded as the apex of joy, even though
its nature seems to be incompatible with the beatific
experience.
(^) Diiyusi Pt Woridly TUngi. In the second
place, we are told in the Bhagavad^a chat when a man
reaches God, he has a feeling of disgust for all worldly
2S5
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things.
seen.

He takes no interest in things to be heard and
m

I (II. 52.)

TEe only object of hearing and seeing for such a person
is God. If, therefore, anything comes to disturb him
from that position, it is natural that he should not
merely feel apathy for it, but even .disgust. This kind
of Nirveda of which the Bhagavadglca speaks has been
often referred to by writers on religion and rhetoriCr
The Upani§ad speaks of
^ I ( Mun.,
Up. 1, 2. 12).
Unless this attitude of disgust is
produced, man’s mind cannot be turned towards God,
The Bhagavad^tl has also said elsewhere :
^

I (VI. 23.)

The highest kind of Yoga cannot be practised
unless man feels disgust for all things worldly. If we
however read an arwf between
and
the meaning would ba that a man must practise
Yoga with a heart fully devoted to it.
In facc^
Yoga must be practised with an attitude of highest
joy. Rhetoricians speak of
as a
of
In
any case this attitude of apathy, indifference and disgust
for all things which do not belong to God is a sure
requisite of man^s search after God.
(c) Sif^s$$ne3s. The third effect of God-vision is
sinlessncss. A man is freed from his sins as soon as God
reveals Himself to his vision. As a lit-up fire reduces
the entire firewood to ashes, similarly, all sins of man
are burnt away by the fire of God. Here a question
arises whether sinlessness is a pre-condition of God-vision
or whether it is only when you attain to God-vision
that you become sinless, In other words, is sinlessnesa

2fi6
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a cause or an efiecc of God^visioa ? Hiis is a case of
reciprocal causation. Unless all our sins are burned away,
the path of God will not open out to us, and unless we
are successful in reaching the God-head, we shall not
become sinless.
(d)
Tr^te BJtakti, In a similar manner,
we are told in the Bhagavadgiti that it is onl^ after
God-vision that true Bhakd is generated in man. Very
often a novice thinks that he has no element of devotion
in him and that, therefore, any progress in the spiritual
line is impossible for him. This is not so. A great
Bhakta like Tukarama has told us that true Bbakti is
attained only af^r the vision of God.
^
i
I

The Bbagavadgita has said :

R XV. 19.

B

It is only when a man has attained to the full knowledge
of God that he is able to meditate on Him with full
devotion. In fact, as in the previous case, highest
devotion and highest realisation seem to be in reciprocal
causation. Unless a man comes to possess the highest
devotion, he will not have a vision of God, and unless
he has the vision of God, true Bbakti will not spring in
him.
(e) Warding
c/<dl IMi. The fifth effect of
God-realisacion is the warding off of all perils by the
power and the Grace of God

aw

a

XVin. 58.

Unless you set your heart fully upon Me, you will not
cross this ocean of perils, says Lord
; but if you.
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turn a deaf ear to my advice through egoism, then ruin
will ibe your only lot, May I confess to a friend’s
personal obligations which saved me in 1909 at the
Deccan College and at my home at Poona, when I was
hovering between life and death ? At that time I
fastened my mind upon this verse in the course of the
full redution of the BhagavadgicI, which by the Grace
of God led me successfully through a sea of perils.
(/) Solution of WorH-Riddle, Sixthly the Bbagavad^ca says that it is only as a result of God-vision that one
is able to solve the world-riddle:

^

w XIIL 30,

We may be said to have attained to the God-head, when
we see all things concentred in God and see all things
issuing from Him and being resolved in Him. This is
.almost in_the spirit of the Upani^adic expression
^TaJJALAN' which, as we have seen, makes God
responsible for the generation, governance and annihila¬
tion of all things whatsoever. So when we have known
God as the centre of the universe, we may certainly be
said to have solved the world-riddle. Badarlyana has
told us that a saint who has realised God gets all the
powers of God, except the power of creation. But unless
at least an iota of that power has descended upon the
*God-realiser, he may hardly be said to have realised God
at all.
(g) Vision of Equality- Seventhly, we are told in
the Bhagavad^ta that a mystic attains to a vision of
4ibsolute equality; ^
i (XIII. 28.)
Now this expression is capableof various important inter¬
pretations. In the first place, a mystic sees God in al>befngs
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and oa all beings. May not the feeling of sodal equality
of all beings be an outcome of this mystic vision ?"
Seccmdly, he sees God in a symmetrical and harmonious
fashion. The same meaning is conveyed by the expresaon of Tukarima,
ttt RNS
l or the expression
in the Sanskrit verse from ^mkaracarya,
1
••• which tells m that proportion,
symmetry and harmony are the essential features of the
form and experience of God. Finally, the mystic must
see the form of God continuously or anmrt as the Hindi
saints would put it. So this kind of harmonious, symme¬
trical and coatinijous vision of God, immanently in the
universe and transcendentally above it, constitutes the
quality of fPR in the experience of God.
( 4) (hmmitmiy 0/ Sainu, Finally, a saint who
has realised God in that manner cannot remain to himself like the rhinoceros of Kbagga Visana, of which
Buddha speaks. He must come into contact with souls
similar to himself. Communion of the saints, therefore,
becomes not merely an ideal but the practice of such
a saint
1 (X. 9), says the
Bbagavadgfti. Even contemporary phHosophers have
stressed the value of such a society of saints. Commu¬
nion has been and is an essential feature of the Chris¬
tian religion also. There is an inexpies&ible joy in the
partaking of bliss not merely for oneself but in the
company of those who have been redpients of a similar
bliss.
It is in this manner that the saints become
responsible for the spreading of God’s Gospel.
Jftancfvara, the greatest expounder of the doctrinea
of the Bhagavad^ta, has brought out this point so
beautifully that we cannot do better than quote his
passage, which tells us exactly bow like two adjacent
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lakes, sending out tiieii waves into each other, one saint
sends out the waves of joy into the other and receives
back from him similar waves of joy, when the wind of
<jod*s Grace blows over both of them 5
“ In their hearts, they have become one with
Me and I have become their very life. By the
power of their realisation, they Have forgotten
life end death. By the power of that great
illumination, they dance in the bliss of com¬
munion. They now give to eech other illumina¬
tion of Self, and nothing else. As two lakes,
which are in close proximity to each other,
send their waves into one another, and as the
mingling waves form as it were a crest-house
for them, similarly, the waves of the joy of the
two lovers of God mix with each ocher, and
become ornaments of illumination fox both«
As the San may waive lights before the Sun...
or as in full equality one stream may mix with
another, similarly, the equal love of these
Saints makes a happy confluence, on the top of
which rise the crest of the Sittvika emotions...
Then by the power of that great beatification
they move out of themselves, and being filled
with Me, they begin to procl^m Me to the world.
The word, which had passed between the pupil
and the teacher in their privacy, these Saints
now proclaim to the whole world like a rumbl¬
ing cloud. As when the unbbwn lotus flower
begins to open, it cannot contain within itself its
own perfume, hut must necessarily distribute
it to king and pauper alike, similarly, these
realisers of God proclaim Me to the whole
270
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world, aod io the joy of the ptodacnation they
forget the process of prodaQiati«i itself. ”
Jfta. X. 119-128.
Cosmic Visioii of God

In the great tbeophany in the eleventh chapter of
the Bhagavad^ta, we are Uftcd from the earthly region
to the celestial, and there brought {ict to face with the
manifestation of God, as He pervades the whole universe.
Under this head we shall discuss six points. First, we
shall speak aboirt the wondrous manifestation of God,
secondly, about His dazzling splendour and thirdly,
a^ut His tt^.striking form. We shall next deal with
the competition of the feeling of fear and joy as they arise
in the mind of the aspirant (in the present case, Atjuna)
during such a state of God-experience, and then with
the vision of the future which was shown to Arjuna by
Kjaia. Finally, we shall speak about the divine deter¬
minism, (asm the Tenth Book of Plato’s Republic),
according to which the universe is ruled by one prmcinie
only, namely, the Will of God.
(a) A Womirwa Afani/es^n of God, In regard
to the first point, the wondrous manifestation of God
we are told in the Bbagavadtfta how when Kpfna showed
his cosmic form to Arjuna, Arjuna saw that there was
neither any beginning, nor any middle nor any end to
t^ vism ^ch he had seen. "iRi <rar
i
(Al. 16.). The entire space between earth and heaven
seem^ to^ve b«ii occupied by God.
?
vm
Hfi: I ( XL 20). The form of God reached
almost the top of the sky, being illumined with beautiful colours and lights,
(XL241
Inside this spaee-filling appearance, Arjuna saw various
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forms of God with an infinite number o_f^colouK^anJ
celestui shapes. ipi^ m’S 5'Trt3f...»n=n9’>n^ ^ i (Ai. :>).
Beyond these morphic and colour eKpeiiences Aijuna
saw that God showed Himself to him an infinite number
of faces and eyes and hands and feet- So the entire
space of the universe seemed to be filled with God. As.
to how fat this space-filling form of God, as itself filled
with an infinite number of divine faces, eyes, bands and
feet, could be regarded as a mystical fact or a ^Ucal
description, we leave it to the judgment of tho«who have
spent their lives in a spiritual endeavour for God-realisa¬
tion and who can see behind both poetry and mysticism.
(1)

Tht Battling SpltndovT of God. The Bhagavad-

a'ta offers the following desaiption of the dazzling
Tplendoui of God. The Sun and the Moon serve as his
eyes. God is regarded as 5r(?raS^»- His mouth is described
as emitting a blazing fire,
i and the dazz mg
splendour of His form is regarded as equalling the splen¬
dour of a thousand Suns, simultaneously illuminating the
sky.
morphic and colour experiences of God, as descnbed
above, we have here a description of photic esperience
which has many parallels in the mystical literatures of
India and elsewhere.
'

(c)

The Tmor-stnking Fom of Qod. ^We now

proceed to what, according to the Bhagavadglt^
,
called the terrorwstriking form of God. In that terrible
theophany God shows Himself with a number of mouths
having terrible fangs;

^^

i (XL 25 ). All

the beings that exist in the world are there shown to be
aushed to death with their heads pounded between the
teeth:

1
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This is as much as to saj that God here takes on the
form of the Terrific Death.
i (XI.32).
He is also described as not beiug satisfied with the crush¬
ing of all beings in the world. The form of God is also
described as devouring tbe worlds themselves with
flaming mouths and licking His tongues for want of
eatiety.

l (XL 30).

(d) Conpetiiim oj ihi Fedingt of F$or and Joy, It is
no wonder that such a terrible fc^m should fill Atjuna
with fear. We find here a striking description of the
competition of tbe feelings of fear and jo7> of pain
and bliss. Arjuna confesses that be was greatly satisfied
with having seen the form which he had not seen before;
but at the same time he confesses chat the form he had
seen was so terrible that it inspired him only with
mottal fear,
%f^S^ r|i i ^ w
(XI. 45), Fear entered the very narrow of his system
and there was a sort of tremor that be experienced;
horripilation was also there. He also saw all the three
worlds quaking with fear on account of the terrific form
of God.
\ (XL 20) and consequently,
he said, he had lost all sense of direction and neither
could he gather courage nor find peace, and the flow of
his vital forces seemed to have been absolutely checked.
(XI.25) and
(XI. 24 ). Here we can only dte a parallel from
the experience of a modern mystic who described himself
as absolutely powerless even to lift his band from his
heart in mortal fear and exclaimed that it would have
been much better if he had not been privileged to have
that experience. There was terrific fear inside, no doubt,
but there was also at the same time abounding joy. He
wanted to have a re-viaon of that experience over again,
I

». IS
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but ie-vi$ions aie not in man's bands, and one has to
leave them to the sweet Will of God.
(«) Vision of ih Future, In the situation in which
Aijuna was placed, Krsna showed him the vision of the
future in order that be might be encouraged to fight to
the end the battle in which he was engaged.
showed him a panorama where Bhisma and Droi^ and
Kar^a along with the foremost warriors even on the side
cf the Pwdavas were rushing headlong with great speed
into the opened mouths of
like rooths in flaming
fires:
II XI. 2§.
...XL 27,
jifts 5^^ mi

ii,..XI. 29.

The vision which
showed to Atjuna was the
vision not merely of speed but of acceleration ()
with which the contending armies were rushing into
the mouths of Kt§na. To God there is neither friend
nor foe. He treats all things alike. Earthquakes, pesti*
lences and bombs do not make any distinction between
one man and another, between prince and pauper, bet*
ween friend and foe. Kr^ showed His cosmic form to
Atjuna in order to give him a glimpse of the vision of
the future.
(/) Divine Determinum. It w as for that reason that
Ki^na told Arjuna that there was Divine Determinism
shaping the destinies of the world. “ All those heroes
who wete standing in the opposite ranks had already
been killed by me.”
5^ {XL 33). “ Leave
away, therefore, all sense of egoism and conquer your
enemies. ”
^
I (XI. 32). They will
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be killed in spite of yoxL Be, therefore, a willing instru¬
ment in the bands of God and take the credit of kiUing
your enemies,
^
I (XI. 33),
These
were the prophetic words which Kjsm uttered to Arjuna.
At the end
assured him that if he did .so, he was
sure to obtain victory in the contest. Fight and thou
shalt win,
^
I {XI. 34). This was
the message which X^sna delivered to Atjuna* It was,
therefore, the duty and the privilege of Arjuna to fight
as the result had been alresudy vouchsafed to him by

Kr^a.

(y) A Pktm ^ the IHvtn$ Camas. We thus see
from the Bbagavad^ta bow a combinadon of the vision
of the future and Divine Determinism paved the way
for the victory of the fnends of God in the great
MablbhSrata war. Can we dte any modem example in
which this combination has worked similarly? The
greatest war that was fought on earth after the
Mahabhaiata war was the last world war between the
Germans and Italians on the one side and the English
and the Americans on the other. The course of the
war falls into two stages, one ftom 1939-1942 and the
other from 1942-1945. There is a dear indication that
Hitler and Mussolini always won in the first stage, and
that Montgomerry and Eisenhower won continuously
in the second. How are the two difierent strata to
be seen in the divine picture ? If there was Lord
to show Arjuna a vision in which he could see the form
of God devouring and annihilating the enemies with his
flaming mouths, we wonder how a nmiVir picture could
have been imagined in the last World War, where there •
was an almost antithetical representation of the two
stages on the heavenly canvas. Artists and poets may
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try to depict it io their own way. Would not the
necessities of mystic experience, however, require a*
pictorial representation of the changing fortunes on the
heavenly canvas^in which God with an uplifted flaming
thunderbolt might strike mercilessly at one side of the
battle during the first period and at the other side in the
reverie direction with the same uplifted thunderbolt in
the second ? A Divine Thunderbolt is probably the
best weapon to annihilate the contending armies. It
would have been extremely fortunate if one had been
privileged to see the changing fortunes of the war
on the heavenly canvas, and to interpret the Will of God
accordingly.

PART V
CONCLUSION

CHAPTER XXI
CONCLUSION

*Tbe Sublime aod the Die be: A Sto^f b Conpiratire Tbongbl
blro^oetiM
1 am verp thankful to pou, Revered President, for
the signal honour you have done me in asking me
speak here this time on the subject which I propose
to designate “ The Sublime and the Divine; A
Study in Comparative Thought
This could also be
otherwise called a “ Critique of Spiritual Experience,
Intuition or Self*Realisation
The word Critique ia
used here in the sense in which Kant has used it. It
does not mean criticism, it does not mean a denial, hue
it means a very careful study and a critical investiga¬
tion of any philosophical problem. Kant was probably
one of the greatest of European philosophers that have
ever lived and bis three works are most remarkable,
namely, the Critique of Pure Reason, the Critique of
Practical Reason and the Critique of Judgment, one
rising on the top of the other. When 1 was young,
I looked upon them like works of philosophy, but
now they appear to me like works of poe^. Whrii a
thinker like Kant has given us his most abstruse ideas
upon every single topic of thought and experience in
these three Critiques, it would be a very bard task for
any layman or even a philosopher to propose any new
problems which might go beyond these three Critiques.
* A lactore deli?ered at the Rasbtzapati Bhawan, Nor Delhi,
b April 1954.
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And yet those who have studied contemporary philo¬
sophy and those who have studied Indian and Western
thought from the s^iitual point of view, will see that
Kant is lacking in one element, namely, the element of
intuition. The translators of his works in English have
used the word intuition no doubt but in a different
sense.
They have
used
the word * intuition ’
(Anschauung) in the sense of perception. Now the
sense in which I am going to use it and in which
it is used in contemporary thought is that super-sensu*
ous faculty which goes beyond reason and which puts
us in possession of things unknown to reason. The
faculty by means of which we can enter into the
spiritual life is intuition. It might correspond to what
*

*

^aihkaricdrya calls Anubhud. So I felt the necessity of
supplementing the three great Critiques of Kant-*those
of Pure Reason, Practical Reason and Judgment—by a
new Critique, namely, the Critique of Intuition or Spiri*
tual Esperience as we may call it. Now this idea arose
in my mind from the study of the Bhagavad^ti. For a
long time since 1926, when I delivered my lectures on
the BhagavadgJca at the Nagpur University, I have been
pondering over that subject; but many pre-occupations
have prevented roe from publishing the lectures till
now. The three important topics which I discussed at
that time were: (i) the Antinomies in the Bhagavadglta,
(ii ) the Categorical Imperative and the BhagavadgitI,
(iii) the nature of the Sublime in the Bhagavad^ca
with reference to the phibsophy of the Bhagavad^tS.
Very peculiarly these are also the three most important
topics in Kantian philosophy and these have been dealt,
with lespecdvely in the three great Critiques, Critique
of Pure Reason, Critique of Practical Reason
280
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Crlciqxie of Judgmeac.
Anyone who will read the
present work even cursorily will see that these are the
most imporcanc probleins which have been dealt with
therein.
The Soblbne ia Western Theoght

In the last part of out work we discussed in detail
the nature of the Antinomies in the Bhagavadgita, its
doctrine of the Categorical Imperative, and other theo*
ties of the ethical ideal The problem of the Sublime
was just touched upon while dealbg with the Vision of
God in the last chapter, but its full philosophical impU*
cations were not brought out. If there is any great philo*
aophical work which has fully brought out the relation
of the Sublime to the Divine, it is the Bhagavad^ta.
( 0) Th$ Concept (^(h£ SMme >n Kant. Kant had
seen the relation of the Sublime to the Divine only as
through a glass darkly, and hence be was not able to
portray the conception of the sublime in its full linea«
meats. For example, Kant was not right in putting the
category of the sublime in between the categories of
the beautiful and the teleological in his Critique of
Judgment Kant included sublimity along with taste
in the aesthetic judgment and left teleology for a
later part, namely, the teleological judgment I chink
that instead of putting sublimity in between taste and
teleology, Kant should have put the teleological in
between the beauti^ and the sublime. The sublime
might well be taken to be a synthesis of the beautifu
and the teleological. Incidentally, we might also men*
tion that this would have helped Kant in his usual
scheme of tripartite development as between taste,
teleology and sublimity.

In spite, however, of
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interposifion of the sublime between taste and teleology^
his deSCTiption of sublimity remains wonderful What
tempted me to take this subject was this kind of subHmity which occurs in poetry, in art, in human life and
in spiritual experience. The Taj might be a beautiful
building, but the laying out of the three-mile long ave¬
nue to the President’s Chamber studded on both sides by
Governmental buildings ahd the Houses of Parliament,
is sublime, The distinction between beauty and subli¬
mity, according to Kant, is that while in beauty, which
aims at order, symmetry and harmony, man's mind betemes assimilated and attuned to the objects perceived,
in sublimity, it Is conquered by them. What happens
when earthquakes take place ? In hurricanes, in great
fires, in wars, during pestilences and high floods ? Man’s
mind is conquered by nature and hence sublimity
comes in, And yet, says Kant, nan's mind is so
great that he must not allow these to overpower it.
It may be that these forces might make a man succumb
for a while; but he knows that man’s inner self is ulti¬
mately higher than any of the forces of nature, and
that the inner conquest is on a higher level than the
conquest of nature.
(b) The Idea of th Eoly in Olio* Kant’s idea of
the sublime resembles that which has been explained so
well in recent times by a writer of great note, Dr.
Rudolph Otto, in his remarkable book, the Idea of the
Holy. I was fctftunate to meet Dr. Occo in Poona in 1927,.
I had read his book and he also had read mine on the
Upani|ads, and be sent a note to me saying that he would
come to see me. I replied, Sir, you are very old. You
need not come to me, but I will myself go to see you ”
And so I went to him along with Dr. Maaucol and.
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Dr. BelvaJkar and had good discussioo with him. He
spoke English so welL And when I parted cotDpany
with him, I said, Sir, you are a real professor." I have
not seen another Christian who was so open-minded and
who read and prised the religious books dealing with
religions other than his own as Otto- Otto has trans¬
lated the Eleventh chapter of the Bbagavadglta io verse
and added it as an app^ir to the Idea of the Holy. The
Idea of the Holy is a wonderful book even from the
point of view of literature, not to speak of philosophy.
In this book Dr. Otto has advanced a new conception
like our own conception of intuition. Out intuition
rises on the top of pure Reason, Pracrical Reason and
Judgment, So also, he says, his Idea of the Holy rises
above the conceptions of the True, the Good and the
Beautiful.
It is a category su
It cannot be
reduced to any other. The Holy is the category of God.
It is what Otto calls
Trfmtndum', It is full of
mystery and full of tbe highest terror which God
inspires. Such a terror was iospred in the mind of
Arjuna by tbe
of
We may see from the
above how Kant's idea of tbe Sublime, Otto's idea of
tbe Holy and our own idea of Intuition stand on the
same level.
Tbe SnbUme a latlian SpiritBal Literature
We have already described in tbe last chapter the
nature of the Cosmic Visicn of God which Arjuna bad
through the Grace of
The eleventh Chapter of
the Bhagavadgiti is a classical illustratioD in Sanskrit
literature of such Cosmic Vision or
The*
various provincial literatures of India also are not
wanting in a portrayal of this kind of experience. Le^
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ils illustrate the idea of the sublime from three Piovin*
cial literatures of India>~Hiodi^ Kannada and Marathi.
Of course, these are only spedmeos and the same idea of
the sublioie may be illustrated from other provincial
literatures alsa We shall ta^ three illustrations from
Hindi spiritual literature, from Kabira, Gulila and Tolas!dasa; one ^om Kannada literature, from Bbavatitaka ;
and finally, one from Marathi literature from Jftaneivara.
These will support, from the point of view of mystical
experience, the discussion of the sublime which we have
already given from the Bbagavadpt^ These five speci¬
mens would be enough to let us know the real nature of
the sublime in mystical experience, the characteristics of
the Holy and the intuitional method by which they have
to be apprehended.
(o) KoMra. Let us begin by taking three great
poems from Hindi spiritual literature. In the poem
^
^ niS srf, Kabira tells us that the river be*
came so powerful that it devoured the ocean. The
individual self devoured the existence of God.
^
^ ^
This is sublime, human existence
devouring God. Kabira also tells us, ^
^
" I see the entire panorama of the
ten Avatiras passing before me in a sin^e night, and at
the same rime my mind is filled with soft and delicate
sounds of
Will it not fill me with great wonder
and astonishment ? W^ds of praise frU automatically
from my lips’*, says Katara. This is sublime.

{b) Gtddla,

We have another sublime experience
in Gulala. He tells xis that the human children, little
selves as we are, are in a small cradle which has been
provided for us by our mother. This cradle in which
God has put man, has neither poles to support it nor
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ropes to bind its % fW
^The bells of
the cradle are making an unceasing musical sound
for all twenty-four hours: stte w, 0TOT. Let us
sing thi^ song in the Hindol Raga t
He further tells us that when the spiritual teacher gave
a push to the cradle, the cradle lost all moorings, lost all
connection of poles and ropes which did not exist and
evaporated in the air, and that the ‘spiritual article' that
was inside it mixed with the whole universe (as Words*
worth has also put it ) ;
^^
t\ I ^
II So, such a kind of sublime experience a
mystic can get provided he regards himself as a child of
God.
(c) jyosldssn We now pass on to some fine
verses from Tulasidasa in which we are given the in¬
stance of a CIcaka. It was pelted by Nature with pebbles
of ice with the consequence that its feathers were reduc¬
ed to pieces. In addition, a huntsman came and dischar¬
ged a mortal arrow at the bird. Then what did it do ?
It fell into the Gahga, no doubt, but it did not turn it&
beak downwards. It refused to partake of the holy
waters of the Gshga. It lifted its beak upwards to*
wards the cloud in order that it might gather some drops
of rain from it. This is an illustration to show how a
man must be a one-pointed Bhakta if he wants to
receive drops of mercy fiom God. . The goal of the
attention of the CIcaka was the drops of water froar
the cloud. The goal of the attention of a Bhakta
should be drops of mercy from God. This is an illustia*
tion of the sublime. Of course, I leave it to those who^
are students of A lafiikara ^tra and co those who are
students of poetry—Indian and European—to consider
this question of the sublime in its spiritual aspect.
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() BhavatSrahx. Let us now proceed to a famous
poem in (Canneda literature, namely that from Bhavatiraka
I When the Eye has stood before the
eye, saj^s the poet, a great phenomenon occurs; the world
disappears
the vision of the Eye before the
eye implies an absolute destruction of the vision of the
world. Bhavataraka further tells us that when he, as
an individual spirit, made his appearance in the world,
he descended into the complex of the twenty-£ve ele¬
ments, reminding us of similar utterances from other
great writers. Aristotle talks of a god-like activity from
without to inhabit this complex of different elements.
The Bible tells ua that God breathed into the nostrils
of men the breath of life and vivi£ed a tenement of
clay. And in the Vedas we have a famous utterance
ftHf? I (R. V. 1.164.). The boneless entity
made a bony tenement for itself. This is the literal
meaning of the word eiw. Finally, in a couple of
famous lines Bhavatiraka tells us that after spiritual
realisation, he saw a new glory in the world. It seemed
^ if there was a regeneration or a re-creation of the
entire world. The whole world from the earth to the
top of the mountain seemed filled with immaculate
spirit: q<?Tm si^
*1^- TTiese arc excellent
illustrations of the sublime.
( e) /i^n^ar<z. As an illustration of the sublime
we shall take only one passage from Marathi literature.
The passage given below is taken from ^Ine^varl, It
shows how its author, the great poet-saint of Mahara¬
shtra, develops the idea of the sublime :
“ Arjuna saw himself along with God in
God and God saw Himself along with Arjuna,
and SaRjaya saw both of them together,.. When
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one miiror is placed in front of another, which
shall we say reflects which 7 Tte diffep»nff
between the original and the image vanishes
and each will give an infinite number of reflectioiJs of the other. Supposing another Sun
ar«e before the Sun, who is the illuminator
and who is the illumined
So Kr?^ and
A^una reached a state of unison. I myself,
said Safljaya, found my at-one-ment with
them. ”
XVm. 1592-1607.
Tbe Sablime b the World of Nature
After these illustration* of the sublime in the
mystical experience drawn from the various provincial
literatures of India, we shall proceed to discuss the
ciuestjon of the sublime in its other aspects. We have
hitherto taken into account only the world of spirit •
but the wotU of nature also is no inconsiderable field
for the operation of the sublime. It has been well said
that any spiritual experience whatsoever hides in it an
element of sublimity. It may be said similarly that
eve^ department of Nature is filled with the operation
of the sublime. We shall here consider only three
branches of science, namely, geology, meteorology and
astronomy to understand the nature of the deration of
the sublime. The earth, the sky and- the heavens
might well be taken to be the three fields where the
principle of the sublime operates.
{a) G0ology. So fat es geology is concerned,
O > we have merely to look at the phenomenon of the
earthquakes to see how and to what heights the sublime
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might rise. The present writer had an experience of anr
earthquake at Allahabad in 1934 when a palatial build¬
ing opposite his own house swung to and (to on account
of the internal vibrations of the tartb^ calling forth h:om
a devout Mullah in the vicinity an expression of
prayer * Alla Ho Akbar \ It was feared that the earth
was almost breaking in twain, (ii) The same thing
happens when volcanic eruptions take place.
The
whole history of volcanic eruptions upon the earth and
the succeeding geological formations show what great
power there is in these eruptions to produce a feeling of
the sublime, The celebrated Manasa Sarovsra on the
top of the Himalayas in Tibet, encircled by the two
mountains, KailSsa and MSndhatl) is a typical example
of how at the beginning of the formation of the earth,
volcanic eruptions came from craters like the one in
Manasa Sarovara and produced mountains of lava on
both sides of the crater, which stand even today as
monuments of the power of the internal forces of the
earth. We have merely to carry our imagination back
to the beginning of the earth when such a tremendous
natural phenomenon was occurring. (iii) Then again,
anyone who has seen the entire region of the delta
between the Gaftga and the Yamuna, with its tip at their
confluence at Allahabad upwards to a distance of about
two to three hundred miles, will know that the whole
region is covered merely by sand, and not a single piece
of stone is to be found there. When the present writer,
after going to Allahabad in 192d, wanted to fix a nail in
a wall, he could not find a single stone even after an
amount of search.

He greatly wondered at this pheno¬

menon and inquired why it was that he could not find
a stone ?

The reply came that in order to find a stone
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•cne bad~to go up a hundred miles to the Himala7as in
the North ot to go down almost as man7 miles to the
Vindhya in the South. The whole region is covered by
sand. What a great phenomenon must have occurred
when this sandy plain was brought into being by the
withdrawal of the waters from the Arabian sea and the
Indian ocean, remindiog us perpetually that every
particle of sand in the delta is a memento of eternal
history, crying out “ ^
^
"
( 6 ) MeU^rolog^. Another illustration of the sub¬
lime might be drawn from the science of meteorology
when we consider such phenomena as the Aurora Borea¬
lis in the Arctic regions and the Aurora Australis in the
Antarctic.
The Latin word Avrora and the Greek
word Eos are connected with the Sanskrit word
to
illumine, from which the name of the deity
is
derived. It Is one thing to read of the phenomenon of
various colours in the Aurora and another altogether co
be a witness to the manifestation of this phenomenon
before one’s eyes. A friend of mine, who was able to
see it at Oslo about a quarter of a century ago, described
to me what a great panorama of colours is exhibited in
the Axirora Borealis. Various colours such as orange,
blue, red, yellow and green are exhibited, the green
being the most ptedominaoc of them all. The colour
phenomenon is due to the electric disturbances in the
Arctic and Antarctic
regions when disturbances
occur at the Magnetic Poles. The description of the
Aurora is indeed a vivid illustration of the sublime.
There is also a descrlpdon of the 3^ so far back as the
times of the Rgveda which might well have prompted
Tilak to point out that this description could be ezperienc•ed only by one who has lived near about the Arctic region.

s. Id
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\ R.V, (III.61.3) is a celebrated prayer
which is offered to the Goddess Dawn by her Vedic de¬
votees. She moves round about the horizon like a
wheel, separating day and night approximately by a
period of two months, the day consisting continuously of
about four months, the night again continuously of about
four months. These are joined together by the dawn
and the twilight of two months duration eacii, when
either before sunrise or sunset we £nd these Vutlegated
multicoloured phenomena on the canvas of the Iiuizcn.
Uras is desaibed os coining in a golden chariot with her
hones bedecked in prismatic colours:
aw eff

I
^ I (RV. HI. 61.2)

Though old, she is ever young. ...She is regarded as
a banner of immortality :
I She follows the
eternal law and is an ideal of vision and aspiration for
all humanity: 3T^
I It is this sublime
esperience of the dawn which has made the prayers to
Uses in ^gveda the most classical illustrations of poetic
imagination and devotional fervour.
(s) XsfrtJntfmy. Not less important noi less signi¬
ficant are the astronomical phenomena which from the
points of view of intensity and operation in imagination
might be supposed to excel any other desaiption of the
manifestations of the sublime in the world of nature.
What a great description we find in the Bhigavata of
the so-called Siiniumaxa Cakra or the Divine Alligator,
as it is called, with its tail originating at the North Pole
and its mouth at the Canopas, its spherical body moving in
the heavens sitnated up and down the milky ways, with
the great bear and the 5mall bear constituting its waist,,
with stars, planets and constellations constituting the
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Other parts of the body; the stars constituting the num¬
berless hairs of the alligator, the planets constituting the
intemal organs such as thorax, throat, navel, heart and
the rest, and the constellations constituting its external
limbs such as ears, eyes, legs, ribs and so on. The
heavenly motions arc due entirely to this whirling
round of the alligator from end to end in the heavenly
regions. No better eaample of the sublime from astro¬
nomy clothed in poetic imagination and with an element
of devotion added to it could be thought of. In fact,
this form of the alligator is supposed to have been revea¬
led to Visudeva, as the Bbigavata tells us, during his
state of meditation. In addition, any one who contem¬
plates on this form of the alligator, the Bbigavata tells
us, will thereby be freed from all his sins.
We have hitherto taken spedmens of the sublime
from the world of spirit [and the world of nature. It
now behoves us to make a short philceophical investiga¬
tion of the nature of the sublime. This will be done from
the points of view of (I) metaphysics, ( 2 ) psychology
of religion and (3 ) morality.
The Soblune m Metipby«ei:

( Gnqueit ol Bind by

Natnre. laimitode. The Pirbe )

As regards metaphysical analysis of the conception
of the sublime, we have to point out at the outset what
Kant has so much insisted on in his Critique of
Judgment, namely, that the distinetbn
between
the beautiful and the sublime is the distioedon
between assimilation and conquest.
While in the
experience of the beautiful the mind of man becomes
assimilated to the object perceived, in the case of the
sublime it is conquered by outside experience. A second
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point in th6 metaphpsical analysis would be the distinc¬
tion between magnitude and force, what Kant calls the
mathematical and the dynamical aspects of the sublime.
We might, for our purpose, call these respectively exten¬
sity and intensity of sublime experience. The third, and
this is the most important point, is the nature of the In¬
finitude that is portrayed in the manifestationsof the sub¬
lime. The experience of the sublime seems to be almost
transcendent and baffling even for the imagination to
reach. Anaximander was not wrong when he regarded the
Apetron as his most fundamental category. The Peras
is a small conception, but the Apeiron brings us quite
near to Divinity. In ocher works of mine I have already
stressed this aspect of the element of Divinity in all
cases of Infinitude as, for example, in the
of Kablra
■and
of Kannada saints,
I was very glad to
find that when Professor Burch of America came to
Nimbal, he stressed exactly in the same manner the
divine aspect of Anaximander’s Infinitude in one of his
recent contributions to the American Review of Meta¬
physics.
Tbe Sublime to Psychology of Religloo

As regards the analysis of the, sublime from the
point of view of the psychology of religion, we must
make it clear that here, so far as the relation between
the internal and tbe external experiences is concerned,
the tables are turned. In the metaphysical aspect of
the sublime, nature dominates the mind of man, but
in the psychological aspect it plays a subservient role.
Inner consciousness rises superior to nature in the case
ofpsychologicalexperience, while in the case of meta•

to nature.
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total compound state of emotions, which a man is
enjoying while he is experiencing the sublime, is what
as we might call, according to the diary of a modern
mystic, a “ compound of reverence, fear, joy, wonder
and love. ” Fear and joy, of course, are pr^ominant
as we have already seen in the case of Arjuna, but the
other experiences of reverence, wonder and love also are
not less important. These atrag with fbr and joy make
up the total compound cf emotions which a mystic
enjoys during his experiences of the •sublime. Finallyi
we pass through the three-fold process of purification,
clarification and sanctification from the moral, intel¬
lectual and spiritual points of view respectively. In the
first place, our mind must become pure before we could
have any experience of the sublime. Secondly, this
purity must lead to the clarification of intellect, and
finally this clarification must culminate in a state of
sanctification. It is not without reason that people,
who have come out of spiritual meditation^ have descri¬
bed how a new world has been aeated for them.
Bhavataraka bad such an experience as we have seen
ebe where, and even Ruskb has referred to it in his
Modern Painters. This is the highest state to which a
man can rise, so fax as the psycholo^ of zeligbus ex¬
perience is concerned.
Tbe Snblime b Morality: Kaatb New Copemieao Revolutioa
m bb Opu PosbEBOm: Three Stages

As regards the analysis of the sublime from tbe
moral point of view, no better proposition can be put
forth than the one suggested by
that the moral
may be regarded as the most sublime conception of ez-^
perience. No mao has spent greater labour upon tbe

2^
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jusd^don of the motal life than K!ant; no better book
has been written on ethics than his Critique of Practical
Reason; and no more important statement has been
made by anybody than by Kant that the proof of God
was to be found through an analysis of the conccprion
of the SummumBonum from the point of view of the
adjustment of merit and reward ► This is a very classi¬
cal statement of moral philosophy, It is really a great
wonder that after he had written his Critique of
Piatical Reason, Kant continued to ponder on its tenets
dll the time of his death. Certain manuscripts in his
handwriting were discovered with him at the time of his
death, which were published posthumously by Erich
Adickes in 1920 and in which we find Kant entirely
revolutionising his old conceptions of the Summum
Bonum and the Categorical Imperative.
Kant's statements which Erich Adickes has publi¬
shed under the title ^Opus Postumum' are most wonder¬
ful, showing to us how a deep thinker like Kant, not
being satisfied with some propositions which he had
enunciated early in his career and upon which he con¬
stantly meditated till the time of his death, should have
come to certain new conclusions which change end rely
the aspect of his moral philosophy. These statements
put together might, in our opinion, be taken to indicate
the three stages, the negative, the positive and the
constructive, if we follow the usual Kantian synthetic
method.
(a) Wfpaft’irt. Negatively, we might say that
Kant now entirely denies to the conception of the
Summum Bonum the power to prove the existence of
God. Students of Kant are aware how the upshot of
his Critique of Pure Reason was to show the invalidity
294
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of the iocellectual proo& of God, the ontological, the
cosmological and the physico-tbeological, while the only
proof of God upon which he could rely in the Critique
of Practical Reason was the moral proof based upon an
analy^ of the conception of the Summum Bonum,
involving adjustment of works to recompense. In the
Opus Postumum of Kant above referred to, even this
moral proof of God is regarded by him as entirely
** untenable and illegitimately
theoretical. ”
The
powerlessness of the Summum Bjnum to prove the
existence of God and the ilLegitimaceness and the untenability of the moral argument for the proof of God
would have been sufficient to give the old putist inter*
preters of Kane a nervous shock from which ic would
have been hard for them to recover.
(6)

BmUm.

Pondvely, we

may

say

that

(1) Kant now aedits the Categorical Imperative itself
with the power of leading us directly to God. Ktnt
thus tells us that the Categorical Imperative might be
regarded as the ** Command of the Inner Being,
the voice of the
Imperantis who holds univetal
sway. ” From this point of view, all duties become the
Commands of God Himself We have pointed out in a
former chapter that the one main distincdon between
Kane and the Bhagavadgita, so far as the Categorical
Imperative is concerned, is that while in Kant ths old
Categorical Imperative
is
seLf-jusdded,
tn
the
Bhagavad^ta it is justified by reference to Goi.
The Bhagavad^ta has insisted upon tha divine nature
of all dutiful acdons as we have already seen. The
posidon at which Kant has now arrived is exactly the
position of the Bhagavadgtca. (2) Kant goes on to
«ay now he “ stands under the awful but at the same
295
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time salutary guidance and surety of God; and it is
He," he tells us further, “who either justifies or
condemns my actions. ” (3) Kant is not satisfied with
the mere statement that tlie Categorical Imperative
issues from God ; he makes further statements in which
wc find the moral purist arriving at the position of a
theist. Kant says in a theistic manner that it is “ God
Himself and not merely the Idea of God who is
immanent in the human spirit. " ( 4) It is this God,
he further tells us, “ this Being ( Wesen) in him
who stands in causal relationship with him, and
what is strangest of all is that this causality is u
determination to freedom/' (5) Kant even speaks about
the personality of Gcd. “ Personality could be ascribed
to God, he tells us, “ as a result of the singleness of itsobject.’^ (6) Fruther, almost in a theological fashion he
speaks about God as “ the Ideal of Power and Wisdom
in one/’ (7) Finally, in almost a mystical manner, Kant
tells us that it ** is God who is not merely in him but
about him and over him/’ What an extraordinary
change we find here from the mere Idea of God with,
which Kant began his philosophic career to this concep¬
tion of an all-peivasive Spirit with which he ends it I
(c) Congtructiie* Beyond these negative and posi¬
tive aspects of the new Kantian ethics is his construc¬
tive statement, a very extraordinary statement, indeed,
in which he asserts his identity with this Supreme Being.
One stands gaping to see how he should have arrived at
the conclusion: “ I, AS MAN, AM MYSELF THIS*
Being.” Wbat better enunciation can we have than
this of an intrepid Identitate philosophy ? On the whole,
we thus see Kant rising, through bis Critiques and Opus
Postumum, frgm a mere agnosticism to moral purism^
296 .
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from moral purlsca to theism, from theism to theologism
and from theologism to a mystical Idendtate philosophy.
What difference would there be now between Kant’s
perfected philosophy and the philosophy of the Dhagavad^ta which synthesises the moral, the sublime and
the divine in a crowning Phibsophy of Spirit. One
need now no longer ask, what is the relation between
the moral and the sublime ? 1$ the moral more divine
than the sublime or the sublime mote divine than the
moral V' It is enough for us to know that the Moral, the
Sublime and the Divine all merge in one consummate *
Philosophy of Spirit like that of the Bhagavad^ta.
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abhasAvifa 49<

advaita and dvaita systems, place

j
I

abbaya (fearlessness) 213,214.
246.

of God in 230.
advBita*aurya 55f.

'

Abbimanyu 179.

advaitins 49; see Sacnkara.

abhTasft. place in spiritual expe*
rlooca 238.

advaitism 79.

Absolute, its impottantcbaracte*
ristica 1S1«

aesthetic (Kant) 261.
abirhsa 6; Gandhi 140; imposai*

Aesop, fable of cat 253.

ble without saihajnsa 141.

absolutism 30.
actioD,

abirhsa (bansleesness) 213, 214,

disioterested 17if; and

227; equality of life 246.

renuaciatioo 193 ; aod know*
led^ 193 ; its supremacy 196f.
actioalessnesa see aaiskarmya.
actions, gvod, as boomerang 201,

ailcantikS'bhakti 5,
lOlf; its

evolutiOD

95f. 99f,
103.

ajabaUaksana 241, 245.

dedicated to God 202; deposited

ajnana, Samkaraoo 167.

in Brabman 202.

aksara-parusa 4, 45« 46.
alamkdra.sAitra 65: bhivai ia

activism (in ifa Up.) 13; la B.G.

65; 265.

13, 77.124£F; Katju c& 150;
179;193f:Umitati0DSof 193f;

Aldickas Erich (Kant) 294.

203f: five or six reasons for
1965; of God 197; versus

Alexandria, 108.
alWorism (Gandhi) 140.
alligator, divine, see ^irniumara*

coatemplation 207f.
Activity, above
contemplatios

cakra.

126; versus passivity 182f;
denied to God in yoga 229.

amagaadha-sutta (Pali) 117.
amanitvaiD, (humility) 247*

actor and spectator (antinomy)

ambrosia, spiritual 201.

180, 1625.
adbtsthana 243f.

<rmor itildltcltMlis 125.

adby&k^ (sapervisor), God as

arisa 43, 44, 48,49-

amrta 201,242: see rasa,
anabata (^bda) 233.

164.

ananda 54 ; bliss 164; 209, doc¬

adoratioo, see bhskti.

trine of, is Upanisads 223; see-

advaita 156.
advaita-bhakti

93.

psychology 159.

beatlfciam.

I59f; and

Anand, SvamT 140.
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Afazu^agiri 56, 53.
inftnHamayadbikarana 219.
Acaadatfrtha 91.
aaasn (cootemplatiaiO 247: tbo*
usaodbooded lerpent-sod 247.
anasakti, Gsmdhi 6,152; bridge
bfitweeo TUak and Gaadhi 132i
133 I 139, 172.216; equal to
naiskormya 216; BG*aage 216.
Attiaakti-yoga (quoted) 145.
Anaxicoaoder 9,292.
AngirasaelS.
aaila 21.
Ana(]A0uung(iatuitioQ) 280.
antaryimm (Sutra) 241.
aatO'raukd 188.
antinomy (rituaJism vareue doc<
ritualiein) 16,17; in thought
179f; defined 180; Kant 180;
of action and renunciation
194f: of jfiana and karma 200.
aDtInomiee in BG 7; five, in
BG 1801; of Kant and BG :
their eimilarity 19S;280: of
metaphysics 179.
aoujHata 86, 87
anukampa (conapaaeion ] 255.
anumanta 79, 86.
apathia ( Stoics) 219.

on ethos 247: 286.
ArjunafiS, 69. 138, 143. 161..
271,274, 283, 293.
Arnold, Sir Edwin 141.
asakti (con.attacbment) 213,214,
asana, defined 249; posture 249.
asani 21.
asat 43, 44
aicatya, God as, 2441.
ascent of matter 164, 170.
ascent and descent, pari pafiu
(Aurobindo) 174.
asplmnt, vision of

God 175fi.

fear and joy of 271.
Aetadbyayi of Panini 104f.
astronomy ( sublime in ) 290;
asura (Titan} 167.
asuti sampac 116,117: ( Nietxs«
cbe's Superman) 167.
amttba(Katba) 4; 14f;

1)G

and Katha 187, 188.
asymptotic realisation 70f.
asyaptotism 56, 70; defined 70fataraxia (Epicurean) 219.
atheism, pluralistic 30.
atisthana 243f.
atmaina 237.
atman, vision of 263 ; luminous

9: Anaximander 292.
apurvat£(Tilak)137f.

reality 260f;

experience

of

areiMnarga 33.

259fr; vision of (Jnaneavara

t^rgumtntufH etd hominwi, see
Jaoaka.
-~ad iktotHtH 197.
—ad vtrKundium 197.

on) 25df;

Aristotle 60.125; on God 192:
measure or mean as chief
virtue 211; on substance 243:

vision by atman

257; experience of 257f; root
source of 257; identified with.
God in Yoga 229.
atmavinigraha (self«control) 2I3r
214. 246.
atoms (Aurobiodo) 166.
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.Auguslina, St. 148, 149; on vir*

analysis of 225f.

tuos 211; on Christian virtues

beatiftcatioo 255, 242.

212; 236.

beautiful aod sublime, distinction
291 f.

Aur^indo 6, 52,77; divinisation
155, I63if:

six philosophical

doctrines 163ff; bis categories
165; metaphysics 165, 164;
psychology 163 ; gnostic ideal
165. 166: supermna 165,167 ;
Uivioisation 165. 168f; avatnra
165, 175 ; contradictioBs 165 »
new points in bis BG interpre¬
tations 17U.
Aurora bonalis 2Z9, amiralis
289.
autonomy 209.
•nvatara 6, 145, {divinisation)

beauty (Kant), in order, syoicne.
try and harmony 282.
Belvalkar, Dr. 38, 91, 147, 149,
285.
benevolence ( Bentbam) 211.
Bentbam 125, 211.
Bergson 155.
Berkeley 192.
Besant, Mrs. 147, 154. 246.
Besnagar 104.
Bethlehem 107.
beyond karma and dharma 215.
Bbagabbadra 104.

151,152; Aurobindo’s doctrine

Bhagavadgita, supreme teaching

of 173f; as ascent and descent

5,7 i its 6ve parts, contents 5:
its relation with Brahmaautran

174; as

siTective cbaooel of

God 174; parallels to Auro-

4; Cbrletian

)>iDdo's view of 174; Underhiira
notions 175; Patmore on 175 ;

98f; its antinomies 7; its rela¬

as descent of God before
devotee 1751,186. 286; see
incarnation.

Samiveda 20; relation with

infiuence on 5,

tion with Upanieads 13ff; and
Samkbya-yoga 25; isa sarvssi*
khlyaUpaoisad 36f; Vedantie

avaochedavada 49.
avidya 45.

interpretation 43ff; mystic in*
terpretatioo by JSaneavara

avijja 119/.

55-74; tbeistic and pantbeistie

avyaktB4, 25ff; upasana 230f;
see upasana.

twelve original chapters 90;

Badar^ana 52. 54. 57;

bis

81;

Oldeoberg’s theory

of

predecessor 57; 49,53; sutras

KatmTrian text 91; Dume*
nistic interpretaticio 95» 94;

226f; 250,257,259, 264, 268;

not ioiiuenced by ChristUaiCy

see Brahmaeutras.
Barth 95,109.

105ff; anti-rational, mysticsd
115; ioHuence of Buddhism

ibeatlBclsoi 7, 179, 195; as check

115; its novelty (Tilak) 138 ;

to activism 205. 222ff; as
crown of equanimity 222;

as the greatest work on Godrealisation 158; social teach*
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teaching of Bible'108; an inde¬

(Divatia) 151: some briUiast

logs 15 Of;

soci&l

pendent product of India 110;

estimates

; as psychology

136; advaita (Otto) 159; 19^:

of honor ( Otto) 155 ; cooeti-

avyabhicarini 213: 254; true,

tutJOQof text (Otto) 156f; the

its origin 267; and God-vi&on.

pith of (Otto) 157; Aurobindo's iuterpretation 171; xiota

reciprocal causation in 267.

work OD ethies, bat oo epiri'*
tual

life (Aurobiado) 171;

bhakti-yogn leads beyond gunos
219
bhAktiyogins 50

centraUeEicbiag (Aurobindo)

Bhandarkar 5, 77, 70, 84. 95IT;

175 ; rayitieal InterpratatioD la
terms of contemporary philoso¬

Bharata 90.

105; on vyuhas 1(13,112, 209.

phy is lacking 179; Cakravy-

bhava (devotion) 99, 258,254.

uba

bbavacakn 119

of interpretation I79f;

aatioomiee
aatinomiee

in

1301;

ISOf;

does

live
not

advocate tbeeie of ignoraDce

(read bhava*

cakra ).
Bhavataraka (Kannada author)
284.^36,295.

187; eriticiees Upaoifade 137;

Bhave, Acacya Vinoba 200.

formation of Categorical Im¬

bbavas(emotioDs)65; sattvika65.

perative 199: exalts myatical

Bhitma 274.

Imowledge above Vedas 218;

Bible 69:ahima 152:286.

as a faint replica of npanlsadjc
doctnDe226: God ia 230f:

biblical criticism 78.
bimba-pratibimba-vdda 49.

personal and impersonal God

Blake, intuitive introvert 204.

230f; CD breath-control 250; a

bleaeing of God (prasTida) 256.

microscopic

of

bliss, is Brahman 224; concep*

doctriace of the Upanisads 260;

tion of 2 2^, ^vot of reality 2 24;

preseatation

on the relation of sublime and

supreme see rasa and amria.

divine 281f; on duties as com¬

Bradley 155, 250.

mands of God 295; and Kant,

brabmabhavana 55 ;Bee brahma-

identical on duties 295; and

bbtiya.

Kant identical ia philosophy

bmLmabhuya 52.

297»grand synthesis of moral,

Brahmagiri (mouatain) 61.

sublime and divine 297.

brabmao, presents

Bhagavata ( purana) 105. 290.
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show of world (Hill) 152; as
spectator 152 ; identiHcatlon of

bhagavatism 77> 88
bhakti 23; above all guaas 28;

saint with 224 : as bliss 224 v
esmsparda 224; Radhakrisbnan

'

CD 224.

55i; supreme 101;.

central

60S

IhJDEX

Brabm&sutras 4; relation with
BG 4. 32ff; 23, 34; their
priority 35f, 36; sanrattkbTya
pmtisakhJya 38: 49; on
jiva49;53, 77, 226; Godin
230; 237; quoted 33.116.

Categorical Imperative 7. 9,126,
162i 179, I93f: illustrations
I93f; in Kant and BG I98ff;
formations in BG 199f; 230:
Kant 294; see Kant.
Causality, a detarminative to
freedom ( Kant) 296.
Cerebral Type ( Huxley) 149.
Ch^ogya Up, 13, 17; and
Rgveda 13. 33, 227, 261, 263,
Character (247f.
Christ 175.
Christian ethics,
Nietniche'i
attack on 128.
Cbristianism 77, 106f«

brahraavibarns ( Paanjali) 247*
brahmlbbuta 224.
brdhmT'Btbiti 189.
bravery (kurya) 246.
bnath«^ontrol
(praaayana)
250f; in Katbopani^ 250. .
Brh&diiranyaka Upaoiaad 214,
263,
Brhaspnt) 97, 93.
bride ol Iteration 73.
Buddha 235; meditatioo on
virtues 247; 269.
buddb i (mabat}; 25*
baddbiprnmanya (in JSineevara}

eif.
Buddbiraja 77,115,
bucldhiem 77,115f; conceptioo of
nirvana 119; 227: denial of
God In 227.
buddbiyoga 255; bent to intellect
aj>d volition 255,
Bureb, Prof. 292.
c&ktavaka (bird) 57.
cakravynba (of interpretations)
179.
Calvin 148,149.
Candragtipta ( Maurya) 104.
Caocpas 290..
caracna-^cika(Otto) 162.
Cardiac Type (HuxI^ ) 149,
Carlyle 188; on epbemeialiscD 88,
<aCaka (illnstration) 2S5«

Cbrietiaaity, 95, 96: inBuonce
on BG 5f i 93; I03f. abimsi
133; 143; and Hinduism
(Otto) 157; incarnation 175;
virtues 211.
Cit (eonseiousneei) 164.
Cit-acit 46.
Cit-surya 3; 55f; see JnSneivara..
clarification (subltme) 293.
Communion (Christian) 269.
compassion (Karnoa)
213;
daya 247.
Canute ( English King} 60.
coDcentratioD, its seed 253.
Conscience ( Martineau ) 129f;
Soprecue 130.
coosciousueSB (Aurobbdo) 166;
its ascending grades 166.
Constructive Survey ", 223,
226, 242.
contact with Brahman, see
brabmaoamspark.
copteoplation, see meditation;
spiritual, pranayama in 251,.
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continuity

(msparilnaJ experi-

eace) 233f.
contradictions, resolved in God*
experience. See antinomies,
cosmic vision of God 271fF| 283.
coanolofficai argument ( God )
59f; proof 55f.
criteria of God*r«ali8ation231f.
Critique of

Practietl Reason

Devald (the divine) 107: daiv)
prakrti,

Radhakrisbnan 153.

devayana 33.
devotee, real ( Gandhi)

140 :

ideal 145f; his vi^oo of God
175f.
devotion 62; 64 ; unison in 66f.
211;

see Bhakti -. in

yoga

(Kant) 59, 198, 274,279 of

229; ZSM one-pointed, leads to

Judgment 59, 279;

of Pura

God-experience 255: highest,

Reason 180, 279
Cri^ue of Spiritual BxperioDce
279; intuition 279; self-reali¬

devotional element (In mystical

Cyreoaies 223.
daivi-sampat 116,167, (« super*
man, Aurobiodo) 167.
daksin^aoa 53, 34.
Daate, D^vtns Comedy 234.
Darwin,

intellectual

and highest realisation 267.
meditation) 254f.
devotionaUsm 95ff.

sation 279.
Custom (3^ ) 247f.

extrovert

204.
DiisabodbaSS.
Dastoor, Mr. (Nasik) 247.
Dawn, Goddess of, see Utae.

Dbammapada 117.
dbarma, and adharma 51;avatnra
fordharma 173.
dbarmaldiya 120.
dhumatndrga 33.
disgust for worldly things 265f.
Divatia (Justice) 28, 147,151.
divine (conception) 3; birth 153.
Divine, relation to Sublime 6;
Sublime and moral 9 ; canvas
275.

daya (eonpaasion ) 1247.

Divin9 Comtdy 234.

death (jSinesvara on) 63; its

Divine Descent 175f.
divine-demoniac, see daivTsampat

nature 63; encircler of all 64.
deballdipanyaya 224.
deity, personal and impersonal
201-202; omnipreseat 203 see
God.
Desai, Mahadev 139, 142, 176;
Gandhi, bis ideal saint 146.
Descartes 59.
descent of God before devotee
■

determloiscn, divine 271, 274f.

175f.

•detachment (anasakti} 77,139.

and asurisampat.
divine determinism 271, 274f.
Divlnisattoa 77; (AurcWndo)
155; 163ff; 168,170; as ascent
and descent 174.
dravyayajoa 200.
Drou 89, 274.
drsti (sight) in yoga 251.
Duties, abandonroeiit of (Auro*
bindo)

172;

social, mer^y

INDEX
‘otioM* (AurcbiDdo)

172;

ethics, relative

and

absolute

commaads of God (Kaot) 295.

(Spancar) 153f; in BG 194;

Duty, Kaotiaa cooceptiofi 198:

antinomy of 194f; Aristotelian
196; catalogue of virtues

without attEcbiuoQt aod desiro
199; ekiil is, in yoga 200;

21 Of, problem of klma in 25 2f.

equasimity ia 200; Kant on
251.

" ethos is ethos ” (Aristotle) 247.
e^of ( custom) 247f.

DvaipSyana 52*

(character) 247f.

Dvita. 97, 96. 99.

European philosophy (eontam*
porary), its stress 165.

Edgertoa 78, 65, 64. 68,95. 106,
J15f. 114,143.
aigbt-trect theory ( Otto) 56f.

evolution (Aurobindo) 170.

Eisoaboww 275.

experience,

existence (sat) 164,56.
mystical

56.

euper'SensDous

65,

ejaoulatioae, post*ocetatic 263f.

232ff;

252;

Ekaoatb 56, 136*
Ekata 97, 96,99.

beeti6c 235 ; permanent 233;
centinnoQi 253.

amaaationiem 182.

exterpolatiooiBiD76; Schrader 91.
Extra (Otto) 155.

acDotioDS, myitical 56, 65f: on

extrovert (Jung) 204.

vieioo of eublime 295.
•pbaneralism 166(T.

eye (divine) 286.

eleetrona (Aurobiado } 166.

Epfcurease 146*

faith C St. Augustine) as ebief
virtue 212.

0Pooh4 65*

Farqubar 6, 77, 95, 106, I Ilf.

•quality, of life (abimea) 246:
vieiOD of 265f.

fear, conquest of 255.

aquBoimity (eamatva) in duty

fearlessness (abbaya) 223, 246.

fesLT and joy in God-vision 273.

200, 215, of BtblUprajSa 222,

feelmgs, atteodaot on the Holy
(Otto) 156.

246.
aquanimous pereoa, sea siAito*
prajna.

Ferguason College 124.
flood of illusion 56; see maya’
nodi 61f.

equilibrium, meatal, by pra^*
250f.

foetus (illustration) 252.

equity (Sidgwick) 211.

fotbearanee (ksama ) 247.

Brdmaan (on Kant) ISO.

freedom (conception ) 280.

Broe, $aa Kama.

Gaadbamadaoa (mountab) 104.

esoteric school (tbaosophy) 246,

Gandhi 6, 50f, 77, 124; anasakti

247.

132 : on detachment I59f ; as

ethical ideal, in BG 195f; tbeo>

an ideal sage 140: autobfogra*

riee 193f.

.

n 20

pbical m bis description of a
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davotee 143, 172; aa artist in
6^t;asTaha ^0; chiel virtues
'212,
Gan^ 285, 288.
. i
GarU
77; bis theory 7$f; oa
ndusion, of mrmariisio aad
Ved^tic paasagas 78f; on
Kr^ft copoaptioa 79, 80; raada
13G six tiosaa 80; on maya 83 ,
87;oaKr«M88, 95,106,107.
108. 109. U8. U3.159, 16Q,
250. ’
;
, ,,
Garodadhvaija 104.
^
.
8«ology, suhiltaa.m 287/.:
Garmaarace, suparjoricy 128.
Ohora Angiraaa l?/.

>

'i

(^|ioaup4< '(inscription) 1(H,<112.
GTta aod Goap41' 112,113; sea
Par^itkaK
p . . .
Gita criticism 78*
>. i
G7ti*^yaiit 39. ^
'
QUamarmadorsatttf I35ff/ '
Cifirtihas^ 124; outstaddlDg
points 153f; aaa Tt2ak> ' »
Gnostic /dttl'6; Aurobiodd 183,
U6f. •
'
gnodticiam (Christian and Au^*
bindite) 166*
' **
gnostic raca (Aurobiodo) 167*'
gnostics 166.
'*
God (axistanco) cosmological
argnn^nt 55/, 59/! ontoiogibal
argudi^t 59; psychological
f E^mat 59; moral argumaot
utxmovad mover of the
*
'
vn\vm€,60i otsaipoteece of

.

M upadraslaandanumottia;

. ~ arocld (Ka^u) 156 ; trans.
caodental m BG (Otto) 158:
supeT'Ujtimata 158 ; descant
’ before a devotes 175/; and man,
coaxistenca 175: descending
betcra a r?i 176; nature of, in
B G179; 9 ubiim a v Ision of! BO;
conception 1 SO; super* personal
181; whirling the world about
bis 6nger (Goethe) 183; as
supervisor, (adbyakn) 184;
avBtara 186; aa.a miracle 191;
human limitations In his
knowledge 191; possibility of
bis knowledge by himself alone
191: as thought'of thought
(Aristotle) 192; personal 194;
bis activity in univene 197;
dedieati on of all action s to 202;
propitiation by Vej>^ 202: inteliectual love 0/. as osntral
virtue (Spinoza) 211: proNem
Of 225 f; naturs of 225 f;
criteria of God.realisstion
. 225f: levels of aspirations
225f; perils in search of
225/; in Samkbya 227/: as the
' 26tb principle 228; in Yoga
229f; definition of, in Yoga 229;
crippled in Yoga 229; uncon*
taminated^229; animus inier
pares 229 ; in Yoga, an epiphenomenon 229; not active
ia Yoga .239; identifi^tion

If*'

,60: search through < misaclas
; a]{.saer, aU'knowat 86 ;
306

with Atman in Yoga 229 ; in
Brabmasutra 230; impersonal
in Brabmasutra 230; personal

INDEX
230; double foroiuIatiOD

Id

230f: inteUectual seekers of

'God is dead' ( Nietsobe) 128.
God'aspirations 225: levels of
2341.

236: spiritual seekers 23&;

God>devotion, as supreme virtue

Brabmftsdtra 230 j in BG

as an artificer 237; as a juggler
237;

living

242;

in

211: as tbe source
virtues 212f.

camouflage

transeendeDtal

being

of ell

272; meditatioa on 242; per*

God*enjoyment, action in rela*
lion to 205.

scaalistlc aad imperaonalistic
conceptloae 243; pervadiagaad

God.experience, its three criteria
7f; resolves all contradictions
. 261f; 277.

transeeadlDg 244; beyondgood
and bad 244; beyoad dualities
244; existence aad Qoa«exii«

God'jntoxlcation 172.
God-realisation, central tbeme of

fence 244; as ascarya 2441;
as the greatest wonder 244;

BG77;by three paths (B««ut)

methods of cneditatloaoa 2431;

in 207, 225; breath.coctrol as

1471175; no place for 'ought’

as ethical value 245f; enemy
of rasa 253 ; above rasa 233 ;

means 230 ; mystical experi¬
ence in 264; see Gorf-p^ioo /
miditation, mafAods of.

meditatlOBOa 233; love of 254;
surrender to 235; his grace

God-seekacs, six categories 23 4f.

255 ; bis compassion 255; his

God*vision, sublime 8: see
tnination 205; destroys rasa

blessing (prasada) 256; au«
bllme

vision

257ff;

253» 260; in jnteroal consci-

vision 257: cosmic

vision 257 ; moral relatloosbip

ouineee260f: In external world
261; effects of 2641; joy aud

262f: axiological relation with

peace 265; disgust of worldly

262f: manifestation of 271f;
morpbfc and colour vision 272;

things 2651; sinlesuess 266f;

splendour 272 ; pervading and

bbakti, reciprocal causality
in 267; warding off perils in

ecstatic

of

origin of bbakti in 267; and

manifesting In universe 271;
pbotic experience 272; spJen*
terror^strikiog

267f: visicQ of v^uality in
268f; symmetrical and harmo*

form 272f; as terrific death

nious 269; social equality due

dour of 272;

273; his eyes (sun and moon)

to 26^ continuous 269; imma¬

272:

nent

proof of bis existence

( Kant) 294; personality of

and transcendent 269:

community

of Saints 269;

(Kant) 296 ; not merely inside,

cosmic 271ff: fear and joy ia

but about and above ( Kant)

273 ; pain and bliss 273.

296.

Gooibe (quoted) 183.
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humour (medical) 29.

Goicu] 107.
fold,
lUastratioD of) 71.

Hnxley*

Go9pol of God 269.
fraco, from above 202: elemoot
of 253f; tbree stagres io 255;

Aldoue

147.

148 c

*•244.
*1 as man am myself this being

(Kant) 296.
Ideals (Kant) 130.

warda off all perils 267f.
Groso 125. 129ffi 'adf 130;
spiritual principla la mao aad

idealism oe beatificism 244.
Idea of Good ( Plato) 57.

aa(ure 130; perfection 150;

Idea of God ( Kant) 296

Dearest to BG 151<

Idea of Holy 155; Otto 2d2f.

Gala]. 2341.
fuaaai lubstaDtival or adjectival?
29; tMtriiunas-. traoaceDdenea
of. see nietraifOOTa.

Ideas (Plato) 184, 241.
Identltate

philosophy

(Kant >

296, 297.
Igdrassil 15.
ignorance ( Aorobindo ) 170f.

guru (atmajna) 257f*
Harita (Quoted) 206*

Iksvaku 96.
illumination, action in relation to*

barmleaaiieBe (ablihsa) 215.
harmony, as tbe chief moral prin*

205: asymptotic approach to

ciple 211.
Hegel. 00 iocaroatico 165.

207.
illusion (Samkara) 44.

Hellodorui 104.112; correct tbe

Immoriality of soul 93; (Auro*
bbdo) 168; as divinisatioo 1?0»'

apelliog.
Herakleitoe 24.
heteronomy 209.
Hill, W. D. P* 147, 152; world
as a pnppet'Sbow 152.

triple 170.
Imperative,

Categorical,

see

Categorical Imperative,
incarnation (Gandhi) 140, 143 f;

Himalaya 144, 289.

Hegel on 144; avatira 175f.

blmaa { — sacrifice) 93.

as descent of God before devo*

Hinduism and Christianity 157.
Hitler 123.255, 275.

tee 175; 135.
indeterminism 239.

Holtrmaon 5, 73; bis theory 39f.

individuality, its complete anni'

Holy, the I55f; Category of
{Otto) 155: beyond true, good

InferM (Dante) 234.

and beautiful 155; category of
God 283.
Hopkins 38, 33.145.

hilation 67.
Infinite and Divine 9; and eternal
(its awareness) 171.
infinitude (in sublime ) 292.
initiation, and realisation 72;

bornpilation (biuva) 65.
Humbolt 7S.

central and peripheral 232f

JinmiUty (amanitva) 247.

Inner Person (Aurobindo ) 169.
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INDEX
mstrumantallsm (divlaa ) 93 ;
Otto 161.
'mtftllectual faculty 57.

jSna (Tilak on) 134; mystical
154; ^mkara 155; compatible
with Yoga 167;

iotarpolationism 77ff.
latxovart (Jung) 204.
intuitioo (AuTobindc) 164; its
functions criticised 165; place
disputed 165; la spiritual ex¬
perience 232f; critique cf 279;
ae super*sensuous faculty 260.
283.

a process 207; and bhakti 211 •
JnaDa-bbakti-ksrma'samuccaya
(Belvalkar) 150.
jlUoakarinaaamuccaya 6, 135,
205f.
fBanayoga 198.

!U Up. 4,13f. 206, 261, 262.

jnanayogine 50*

tsvara inBG wbolly transcendent
158 ; see God ; monos motusdum 166.

JBanesvara

43 f; mystical

original points 55ff; on mayanadi 56 .* doctrine of unison
56; mystical emotions 56; on

Jagannathadisa 262.
Jahnavl 144.
158;

4f,

interpretation 55-74; bis eight

(lordliness) 213,

Jaicninlyasutras

and

ihtorla 198; not an event but

involution 170.

isvarabhava
214.

195;

karma 194; superior to karmn
194; compafed vith Greek

cit'surya 56f; observation of
nature

see mi*

58; mayinadi

pramidas 61;

marbsasutra.

61 f;

on pnmaua

61f; on death 65; iUustratione

Jainism 227; denial of God 227.

of Dystlcal

James, W. 155; on God, freedom,

experience 67,

122, 154, 159;

immortality 247f.

on advaita*

bhakti 159, 172, 175, 2D2s

Janaka (a aamnyasln?) 135n;
197: BG's ar^umtnium od
homintm about 197.

actions as flovsrs in God*«or*

jam^marana 255.

on

Jaya 90.

god'VisioQ

Jesting Pilate 57.
Jesus of Nazareth 112; see Christ

greatest commentator on BG
258: 269, 270,284, 286.

ship 202 ; on illumination 207;
nistralgupya 207;
222 j

255;

oa
the

quoted 64, 66, 67f*

jtva, theories about 49, 50.
jlvanmukti 180,188, 221*

70, 71f, 72, 73. 258.
jnanottara karma 155,205f.

Job, Book cf ( Old Test.) 158.

iSeya 244; in philosophical or

jlvanmukta, bis work 190.

Jobares ( — Jamma) 104.

mystical sense 244; transceo*

joy, elative (god*vision ) 265 ;

ding all actuality 244 : beyond

anattepie
peace 265.

good and bad 244«

265 ; leading to

Jung (Psycbolot^cal Types) 204.
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justice (Plato)» suptome virtue

nislrama 195, 194; see aclion
and jnana; and ssrhn^sa 193:

211.
KabTr 62f, 156. 220, 230, 284,

superior to jnana

292.
Keiib. A. B. 38, 87.

j^na, coexistence of 195.
karma-bbakti-jiaBa 147f.

Kaiiasa (inountaio) 288.

karmayoga 24, 32; Tilak 138:

Kaiser (William II, Germao)

Katju 150, 194;

194 ; and

its supre*

macy in BG 196f; five or six

128.

reasons for 19C£f.

kaivalya 4. 3 Of.

karmayogins 50.
Kama 274.

KSla. Id spiritual life 238.
kama (lust)

252f: the chief

karima
247.

116; cocnpassioo

213*

e Demy 25 2f; without its coa<;ue«t spiritual life liaposeible

KnemIrian Text of BG 91.

2$2;it8 seats 252.

Kaiba Up. 4,13,14,15, 88,187,

Kant 7.8: OQ eubllme 8: critique
of judgment 8 ; three critiques

237, 250, 261 ; extraction of
Atman 261; 262.

9; hie opus postumum 9; on

Katju 147,150; social teachings

C od*B ex isteoce 59,125,152,156,
162; aatifioinies 160;Cat«gori*

150.
Xauravas 143,160.

ca] Imperative: similar to BG

Kalkar N.C. 124.

cat lap.

kevalakumbhaka251: Yogatira*
▼ali'On 2 51,257; see ku mbhaka.

199f: iatsllectual

Io1roven204, 233, 279; lack« log iti iDtuittoa 280; od eub*
‘ lime 281, 291 f; 'CopatnlcaD
* revolution is bis posthumous
work 295 ; three stages In 294;
his synthetic method 290 ; bis
posthumous work 294, 295:
duties as commands of God
' 295: and BO

identical on

duties 295: and theism 296:‘on
* God 295,296; evolution of bis.
philosophy 296, 297.'
Kapild‘f96. I
' . ';

.
.

Idro^a, (fodtrine 5Of; IdmyaSl;
;

NletescWf,!!^ I In
relhKob'^ir
yoga
133f*'' lalku^
and
•Wltl l/i'iijr'i /\ 'i, ■
)
3i0

.'i

KbeggavisSna.suital HU) 269.
Khandava*vana 6$.
Kbare 135&.
kingdom, of God 167; of ends
199.

'

knowledge (Socrates) as virtue

211.
krama.muktl.lSO. 188.
Kr^a;

Devaklpufra

Rgveda’ 17, 68:

171;

in

conception

(Garbe) 79; mad, mkn.god, g’Od'
88;.GaTbeoD $8; 89fVishU 90:'
bis 'nrsditatidn on GasdhacdS*'
dans ioif, '103', t04; 107;,stbry,
adapted frocb.^ible^ iO?': ^
' Christ ll^f; a idstorieid^rscn

INDEX

*

112; worabip 113, 143,161;

limitatrooa to activism 203(7. '

on aafskarmya 215 , 237, 267,
m, 274, 283.

linga'Satlral68.
Lord, see God.

ir^aguti 34, 35.

^
. **

k^cni (forbearance) 247.

lorbliaees (Isvarabbava) 213* *
Lorinaer 6,95,106.

ksotra-JffetrftjSa 45,

lovcj divine 167; of God, see

kumblaka 250;

,

sm

hreath*

under God,

conM\ itB thousand varustics
(J^mkara) 251.
kunna, simile of 221.
Kuruksetra 143.

*’

lust, see kSma;
<

Macnicol, Dr. 285.

ICusumukara H4.

Madhusudana Saraevati 91.
Madhva4. 36,43f,47f, 181,186,

kuiaslha 30,46, 22P; slhifaprajua
220; B iron aovU 220.

217.

Labyrinth of modern ioterpreta.'
tioas 75£r.
lachrymatioo (hhava ) 65.
La Place 102.

'

Loyola, Ignatius, on breath iog
250.

MahabHrata 90: Nargyanlya 96;
historical or allegorical^? 141f;
war 275; quoted 52, >97, 99,:'

,

M ahaparmibbnna.Sutta
115.

Laesen 6. 95,106. lC8f.
Law, usiverul, of duty 198 i ita

(Poll)

Mahara^pa'^inti 55. *

apeeifioatiou 198*199;
pf
nature 199; of reason 199.

Mabasudatsaoa^utta (Pali) 116.
mabat (Samkbya) 24f.

Law of cauMtiOD 122: see kar*
man.

Mabomed 230.

Lawn of nature a Will of .God»

Maid of Liberation 73.

Mabayina 120.

Kaj^opalacbari 153»; ib tkcee

Maitra, S. K. 165.

kindaia^BG karmayoga 4.9^, j

Maitri Up, 25 7f, 260f.

of body W: of acciety 196;
of uo^Teree 196, i , ;

maOk teceple of God (Caadbi)

L&bnlb 16^. 166.;

maitrl 247.

.>

llberatioa 30, s^e kaiyalya; :de‘

Maoasa*sarovara 268.

peodent on spiritual deyefpp*
raent 34, 4j4,62ff.
.
.
life,

coateispiative ( Aristotle)

. 2.98,;.He jamyoga, '..
Lift Diy^e (Aurobindo) 168.
lights fin Yo^ ^ Aurobindo)
169,
rilp;54.,

'

Maodbata (mountain ] 288.
Mansur 230,
Manu 96,132. .
cnarguirM 144.

.

'

Martineau 125, 129ff; springs Of
. action* 129.
Masterroan (Aurbbindo) 175^'
Max MiiUer 52.
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monadology (Leibnita) 166.

niaya 43 ; Garbeon 78* 85fi coa«

Sionao Monadwn (iavara) 166.

ceptioQ 187* 188, God's power
242.
miyi'D&di (Jnaae^am)

monologue, post'ocstatic 263.
Montgomery 275.

61f.

reayi (mediution) 242.

moral duel in us (Gandhi) 143.

meao ( massure) as chief virtue

Momlism 179. 193*209//.
morality,

(Aristotle) 211.

and

master

293f.

8; methods of 179, 225, 245ff;
oa non>eatity 247;

slave

(Nietzsche) 128; sublime in

aieditatioo, BG’s contribution to
process

Moral Theism 93.

253; incessant 254.

mor/<s( destiny) 239.
mrgendra 144.

Ue^thenes 104,112.

mudlta 116> 247.
Mukund Shastri 2181.

Ueru 97. 144.
oielapbyiics 8; (Aurobindo) 163f:
aatioomies in I79f: sublime

Mun4aka Up. 4,13,15*16,17,83*
266.

in 291/.
Meteorology (sublime in) 289f.

Munsbi K. M. 147* 148.

Methods of Ood*attaiameut 225;

Muscular Type 149.

ideiolo^cal 225; moral 225/;

Mussolini 275.

mystical 226; of meditatioo

mysfen’um tremertdunt 8, 283.

24Off; farce 240f; ideological
240/; ten 240.

mystical character of itbi taprajKa

221.

Metbora ( ■ Mathura) 104.

mystical experience 238.

metta 1I6<

mystical faculty 57.

Mmi25.

nsyitical Interpretation of BG.
(Jninesvara) 55-74.

mimazbaa 79; purva and uttara
81,137f.

mystical method

(meditation)

mTmarhsakas 50, 206.

248f;

mind. Its automatic purification

248 ff; psycho ethical element

201; withdrawn by

physical

element

in

ethita*

248, 2511!; devotional element

prajna 220; not influenced by

248,2541; divine grace 248*

senses

254/.

220f;

sanctified

in

mysticism,

atman 25! ; see concentration.
ICrgbai 72, 233.

emotions

in

65f;

unison of devotee and God 67;

mirror (illustration) 68.252.

identity of devotee and God 70;

cDberiee, leading to God 56.

only way of dogma^reconcili*

modern mystic* a (?) 273; bis

ation 191; vision of unity 2! 8f;

experience 273/.
Modern Painttre 293.

vision of self 258.
Myt/rc$sm iff Mahara^fra 231 r
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INDEX

-fiftiskarmya 5, 7,
50!, 215f.
fiaifltarmyatiddhi 2L6.
N£nggb§ls(Iii9Ctiptioo)104,l 12.
K&nak 136.

noQ.attacbaient ( anasakti) 213*
Dot.beisg (asat) 47f: see a^aU
Novalis 172.
NrsimhatipanTya 38. 79, 66, 67,

68.

Ndrada ( im9 Nariyana) 57, 98,
99.100: hU journey to Sveta*
dvipa 10$, UO.
Katayaaa96; Ndrada sees him
97, 96ff.
Nhrayaniya 5,95!; dbarcoa 95f,

101. ’
nasikagra (dfatl) 2 51: iti mean •
in; 251.
nature of self 4Sf.
oectar, epiritoal 201; see amrta.
Kebru, J. iotuitive extrovert 204;
bis practice of slr^saca 249.
Kichomacbeaa Ethics 247.
ikidaus (fiuddbist) 119*
NieUscbe 125, 126; oo Cbriitiao
ethics 12S;

etbicO'Polltical

theory 129; eupermaa

125;

sou) 129; 215.
>]riak4n^4 52.

Kimbargi, Saint of 261.
KimlMcka 181.
Dirgva and saguna 181.
Kirukta 176.
amna 119f; predicateless being

120; is anoibilation 120; in
BGI21; highest bliss 224 ; is
BG 227.
airveda (santarasa) 266; see
dUgutisiskama karma 206.
«istraigunya 7. 79, 215, 216f:
possible is two ways 218.
Aitya*sattvastha 218.
fflitya.yuktatva 254.

num$n (Otto) 155.
numenism ( Otto ) 6. 77, 155fr.
narolsous (Otto ) 8.156; feelings
attendant upos 155; psycbolo*
gical aspect 155.
Kyayasutras 36.
occult powers 57, 58; science
(Aorobindo) 169.
Ocean, Simile of ( ithitaprajna )
221.
Oldenberg 78; bis tweWe*cbaptsr
theory 76.83, 64, 90.
Om (iyUabIe)20.
Otnkara 144, see Om.
One Godi one World, one Hums'
nity 136.
O^us pciiumum ( Kant) 294.
order (in universe) 60; of God 60.
Otto. R. 5 ; Idea of Holy 8, 77,
76. 79, 92;bii theory 92f; bis
four fundamental points 93 :
numeoistic ist«pretatios of
BO 94; nnmenism I55ff, 160,
262.
Overmiad ( Aurobiado) 164.
Pain and Bliss in God.viaioe
273.
Pancamtra 133: system 109.
Paccasikha 226; “last of the
Roamns” 226.
papcssTla 175.
Pindavas 143,160, 274.
Panmi 104f, U2f; on sirvita and
nin^na 119; on uda^na 218.
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paotbeistic theory 89.
para (its meaning) 223; God

permaneoce (is spirttual expert'
ence) 233f.

aboTo rasa 253; God totmy of
rasa 2S2.

personal and impersona] (smti'
aomy) 180, l$lf.

pars bbaktt 101.

Personality of God (Kant) 296.

Paradis0 (Dante) 237.

petspirBiioD (bhava} 65.

paralogisms 130.
paramagati
parusa.

4;

sea

aksara

pessimism 1191, 122: Schopen¬
hauer 127.
Phalgu (river) 237,

Parainartha*9opana 22,

Philemon 106,

paramatmao s puru^ottamaq. v.

philosopher, weeping and laugh¬

47.

ing 127.

paresis (bhdva) 63.

photic experience of God 272.

paricarya (sarvjco) 213, 213.
Patthia ( e i»vetadvipa ?) 109.

Physical Science ( Aurobiado y
1631.

passion, see kama;
232.

physioJogieal element in medita¬

its sorites

passivity vs. activity 132f.

tion 249f.
pltryapa 33.

Patarijala Yoga 137, soe next.

Plato 36 ; Sun in the world of

PataBjaU 21,69,93,115,116,196;
OD Bbavaoa 247, 249; astaa
defined 249; see Yogasutra;
234. 237, 269, 264.

Ideas, 134 ; on chief virtue
211; ideas 241; Republic 271.
postures, see aeana.

Pathway to Ood 212, 231,

power sod wisdom, ideals, of. aa
one 296.

Patmore (iDcarnation) 175.

Power Divine J67.

Panl, St 106: on virtues 211.

practice (abbyase) in spiritual
life 238.

peace (^ti) 213: god^vlsloo,
eguBoimous 265; metatropic

Prahlada 100.

265; ultimate 265 : not leading

prajavads 91.

,

to ;oy 265;8pek of joy 263.
peace and. joy (bbavas) 65.

prajna 115.

^ras (Anaximander) 292.
Perennial PhiXotophy 149.

prakrti 4, 25. 27, 183.; ita acti¬

prajoavada 91.
vity 134; para andapa^ 187.;,

Cvfecticn (gradual and graduated
iojnllbesvara) 72. .

nature 203 ;

riding over

us

203: Samkbya 228.

perfectionism (Greek>130f.

.,r

pramidas (moral aberrations.},

perils, warded off by God^vision.
: ^67(: in, search of,God 225.
;,23W. . ; , :.

,

prapa and apana 251 ; stopping,
altogether 25].'
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INDEX
pranSyaiaa,
control.

2S0f;

s«« breath-

Punisa*sukta 18.
purusottama 160; meditation oir

pr&paoD^ (-pr&pitsu) 103.
pmpatti-bbftkti 93.
prapattism 84.

Puskara (lake) 102.
Pythagoras 2U; harmoDy
chief principle 211.

pravMa 52, 53 54.
ptayera (quietly murmured) 108.
predestiaatiaa 93. 160f.
preJetermiaatioo 157.
problem of God HSR.

as>

RadhakrislmsQ92.122. 147. 153;
every one as avatifa 153 , 160,
170, 174, 223: on Brahma,
samspersa 224.

Prolegomtna io EiMcs {Greeo)
130.

Rajayosa 73,
RajgopalacaT), C. 147.152f.

proofs (i&tallectual) of God 295;

Rajwade, V. K. 145.

oatolo^ieal 295; physico*tboolo*

Ramadosa 34f. 136, 235.

gical 295: moral 295 ; negative

Ramiauja 4.38, 43 f, 45. 46, 50,
51. 52. 54, 88; school 103,

294: positive 295.
Protestaatisn { Calvia) 145.
Psyobe (Aorobiodo) 184: aot
reJovaat 185.

158,181,230.
rasa (taste,
eeeesce,
meditation

bliss),

242; flavour 255 ;

Psyobo aaalyiis (Preud) 252.

God above 253; God enemy of

psycbo*epietemoJogy 8*

255 ; sub*conscious

psycho •ethical elemeat io medi*
ration 251ff.

253 i latent In mind 253.

psychological types (Juag) 204 \
eight 204.
psychology (Aurobindo)
of horror. ’ BG' u

163/;

155: of

religion, sublimdlp 292f.
pdppet'Sbow (uaive^h) dill 1^2.
Puraoderadasa 136, 202.
puriflcsktiOQ (sublime) 2^3.
parity (iaucg) 2l3. 2461
aksara,

prttHHs’

155. ’

Ravi (meditation) 24U
rddbis 74.
^ .
ReaiitetlM ,
57 ; and
ioitiatldo )2; its sbps^lorlty
(Tilak) jl37; of.ayps|d229f.
physiological^ efec^t id 249/ i'
bigbast and deyokioa, Highest
267.

•

. inter

5 8; its rustical' naturtf 19Cff ;
absolute, dipdsiung actions Ift'

30,; 45, 240;

uttamS, seS .pttrtis'ott^B:*
one or maa)^ 228. '
.
purusavisesa,

rational and irrational (In Holy )

Reslity; asympfhtic'bp^b^iniStion to 5; absplulisllb ci, 44;
p«90oaljati8'45,,V5f’; / Ultimate

S§rQkby%2?f : kUra
and

flavour,

pa/ts 229|byp^229'.
pbtt^aSrthA*. ^khyh^^^.

202.t
ryjity at4 boa

4^^,J
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jcalily ancJ unreality (Aurobbdo)

Samaveda 144 ; and BG 20.

180,186ff.
reason (Samkhya ) 24.

^amkara (God) a pilgrim 72.
^aihkara (Acaiya) 4, 43 f, 44f,
52. 56: maya 61f; bis life mi«

rebirth (Kietzseha) 129.
reconciliation of contradictions

saicoUd; 148, ISl, 186; on
jnaDa*karma.sainuccaya 206;

in God 261f.

217, 230. 245: on thousand

RtpubUc (Plato )5e.
Resurrection 170; Christian 170 ;

varieties of kumbbaka
^arnkara and Tilak 19Sf;

Radhakrishnaa 174.
Hgveda 13,

251»

258, 269: on anubbuti 280.

Aurobmdite 170; real meaning.

on

jBaoa and karma 207.

289f.

Saihkar^aria 109| 104.
samkbya (reasoi) 24.

Rhys Davids{ Mrs.) U9» 120. ,
ritualism 82, 89.

Simkbya (seavara)

Roosevelt 235.
Rsi (Ylakaon) 178.

93.

193,

194; God in 227f, 229 ; and
yoga 226.

Ruskin 293.
Sabdapramanya 61f.

Sithkbya'karildis 29, 30, 228.

Saccidaasnda (Aurobinda ) 164f.

Sarfikbya-yoga 4; related

with

BG23fr, 77,99,

'Sacrifice { ~ bimsa) 98, 194f;

sarhnyaaa 140.199,194
samnyasamarga (Scbopenbauer)

divine nature of 201 f; its triple
function 200 ; as income.tax

sadharmya S2.

127.
sanetiBcation (sablims) 293*
cantarasa (nirveda) 266.

{adyomuktl 189.

santi (peace ) 213, 214.

Sage (Indian) 219, see stbita-

earvabbutablea 197.

202; based on omnipotent deity
209 » 219: process 252f.

prajoa; Stoic 219; Epicurean
219.
•saint, ideal 145f; and Brahman
identification of 224; Jolne*
ivara on 270f.
•samadbi 115; see concentration!

S'o/adloAi 44r.
satbam prati sathyam (Tilak)
192.
satbam prati satyam (Gandbl)! 32.
satya and ablmsi (Gandbl) 141:
as the obverse and reverse of a
coin 141.

meditation.
•eamajadharana 197.

sanca (purity) 219, 246.

'Samant, Mr. 246.

sauryam (bravery) 246.

eamata (equanimity) 213; see

^yujyati 52.

next.
^amatvam (equanimity)

Scandinavian mythology 15.
249 ;

Scbopenbauer 125,126,127,128;
on Upanisads 128*

see preceding.
9X6

INDEX
sight (inYoga] 25U nasikagra.

Scbmdfir (F. Otto) 7& j 91; bia

251.

theory 91f.
soarch of Go^« perils la 237f.

^imsumara Cakra 290.

self, oatureof 43f; Greek 130;

sinlessness 266f; reciprocal cau*'
sation in 267.

conception 180; mystic vision
of 258.
self'CODseiou eases,

sinners, unrepentent 234; repentent 236.
sins, burnt by god-vUioo 266f.

human 192;

diviae 192 ; as pivot of reality
224.
self-control

S'ivagita 102*
(stmavinigraba )

213.246.
self'leii
action,

^ruti 115
Socrates 211; on happiness 223*.
235.
social characteristics of ntbita-

see niskama

karma 206.
self*realiaation ( Divatla) 151;
impossible without
psycho-

prajSa 22 If.
social equality, due toGod.visios
269.
Society of S^ts 269*

ethical elereeot 251; critique
of 279.
self-sacrifice (Auroblodo) 172.

' Seng CiUrlial' (Arnold) 141.

self-sumnder

soul (iadivldual),

(Gandhi)

141;

about) 180. ISSfl

self* vision I see God^vision.
Bsoses (as first) rsenve sense
objects 251; sacrificed in
self-control 251f;

thesis about

49, 50; its destiny (antinomy

Aurobindo 172i 173.

Sourasenol 104.
Spencer 125, 131ff; relative endabsolute ethics 13If; unknow.

control of

253.
senia-objects to be sacrificed In

able 244.
spburapa (prakrti) 184.

senses 251.
sea Mali flavour of (rasa) 253*

Spinoa 25 i on death 63 »125 t
the God-ifitoxicated man 172.1
central virtue 211.

sensuality, see Kama,
service (pericarp) 213.
service,
social,
unnecessary

S^riC (Aurobindo) d64; ascent
of matter into 170; all pervasivs (Kant) 296: see God^

(Aurobindo) 172.

philosophy of. in BG synthe-

sex, see Kama
Shakespeare (Richard III) 142.
^tikunja (Banaras) 246.
Sbivaji 235.
'5iddhi’U9.

tisea moral, sublime and divine
297.
spiritoal evolution 151.
spiritual life, place of atmajoa

siddhis 74; yogic 167.

in237f, 23,8; no

Sidgwick 125> Ulf i equity 211.

plan" in 238;
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Just

252;

possible tbrou£:b

sublime vision of God 2S7ff
sublimity in poetry, art and spi¬

iotuitioa 280.
-spiritual path 238*

ritual experience

ipiritual principle ( Greea) 130;

sublime.

io maa 130; in nature 130.
apiritiial realisation 248 ; impoa*
lible

without

see

subataoea (Aristotle) 243.
^uklagsti 34. 35.

psycbo'Otbical

summum bonum 9. Kant 394.

73f; Id

295.
SuD (absolute reality) 56f:

aloRimt 231.
spiritual victor?

282;

four

62

stasea 73.
stability (atbairya) 247.

see

Stoics 146; their sago 219/
atbairya (stability) 247.

ideas 164; ( b Ravi} 242; form

sthsyibhava

(i^Dtaraaa)

spiritual 37; in the world of
of God 261.
266;

nirvoda 266.
stHtaprajBa

eit.surya; physical and

219f, aa kiitaatba

220; cbaracterlitica 220ff.
aubjtct object r^ation 58/
aublimo (coavoptloo) 3 ; pbilo*
sophy of A; oiathematicaj aod
dynaiDical^; bighor tbaa teleo¬
logy 8t Kant 281; synthaefs of

SUB and moon, dfvbe eyes 272.
Superman (Nletsecbe} 128i 167.
215: Atirobindo 163, 167.
Supermind

(Aurobbdo)

164,

167.
auper racmljetD 7, 79, 179, 193.
215ff.
superaedsuouabeeg

(pnfyaksa)

232.

beautiful aod teleological 281;

Supreme Being ( Kant) 296.

a category, euf generft 223;

Sureivan 30^ 51, 216.

Id metaphysics .291; matbe*

surrender (to God) 66f; » ides*

matical and dyoamicaJ aspects

tifieatioD 67; aarana gamaaa

'

255.

(Kant) 292.
aublimo and divine 279.

sutra (dedued) 36.

anbUmo experience, mtensUy and
estensity of 292.

Sutra (meditation) 241; b th ^
upasani 241.

enbUme b BG 280; In Western
tbotigbt 28lf; b Indian aptritualliterature2$3f; in mom*
ljty'9, 291.

svabbava 263.
svarajya 74.
SvetadvTpa 97, 98, 108, 109.
S'pstasvaiara 13, 20ff,21,38,87.

sublime b Nature 9.

Tajjalan.

aubUma b paycbology of religion
291.

solves the world-riddle 268.
Taj'cnabal 282.

sabllmo b the world of nature
287f.

teacher (spiritual) 237f.

(upani^e)

243;

TaiWrtya 17^.214, 242,263.

INDEX
ttjM (valour) 213, 214.
Telaag D. K. 246.

torb^ see k5m».

T^laug K. T. 32.
teleology ( Kaot). 8. 231.

God 244.
trafisceodent and immanent 160.

temperamental difference 203.
Tevijiaeutta (PKl!) 116.

traDscendO'immaneDce 185, 186.

theism, in CG 79,

tremor (bhava) 65.

BO;

txaoseendenee of action 30f; of

184ff.

and

moralism (Garbe on ) 79.
theiBtie theory 89.

trichotomy (not the Gita way)
150.

Theological Science (Aurcblndo)
169f.

tridosa (Indian medicine) 29.

theoDomy 209.
theopbaay (Otto) 161.

trigunaa 4, 2$.
Trita 17, 98, 99.

theo'polity ( ^amkara) 136.

Triune Path
150.

thooretisRi 193.

Triune Unity (Belvalkar) 130.

ihaofia

(Aristotle)

126« 126,

(Belvalkar) 149,

truth and non .violence (Gandhi)

192, 198 i its various sensee,
198; similar impUcatioas of
jnasa 198.

211.
Tryembakesvara ll.<
Tukarama 136; on

ikscf 30.

ged.vieios

222, 262; on true bbakti 267.
269.

Tbeosopbiits 247.
Th eosopby (Esoteric School) 24 6,
247 i ass Beasmt, Mra Aaaie.

Tula^daaa 230. 248. 284, 235.

Thessalooians 106.

Underbilli Mias 175; oo avatara

Thomas (Apostle) 109.

175.
unison, doctrine, la JBaneavara

'Three Fires’ 119f.

udapona (a well) 218.

‘ Three Paths * (Beasmt) 147.
throne of spiritual e^rperience 74.

56, 66f; of devotee and God
66f; devotional and myatical

Thucydides 142,

69.

TU&k 6; on co*autborshjp of BG
and Brabmeeutra 32} 50f, 77,
122,123 ; on European moraliste I24ff. 171,172; on jnana'
karma.eamuccaya
lokasaragraba 207,

206;

on

250; on

uni versa wheel of 197 ; laws of
197.
Unknowable (Spencer) 244.
upadrasta 78,86.
upiibsujapa 108.
Upacisadas 4; their relation to
BG 13 ff, 35, 77: ananda, sea

uses 289.
time factor, in s^ritosl life 238:

beatihcism;

on

beatifidam

223 ; on nature of God 226 ;

no ‘five*year’ plan 238.

vision of god 226 ; BG ae the

Titan 167.
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virtues, classification 209f-;

fAigt replica of tbe doetnaee of

cen'-

tbe experience of

tral2l0; centralised in God-

Atman 259R; on Atman^visiCQ

visioa 212; Platonic 212; a

226; on

260ff.
ujasanai saguna

necklace of twelve 2121!'t
msditalioD on 246; their stabi*

and avyakta

225f, 230.
upekai 116, 247.

lisatioD in mind 247; medita*

Uses 2B9, 290.
Utilitarianism 125.

ethical, their practice 248,

tiOQ

on

(Buddhist)

Vision, of Future 274;

247;

of God

225.

uttama>puru» 30, 46.
uttarayapa 33.34.

Vi^u 102; see Kpsoa.

VaikuQ^B 52.

Visvarupa 4, 6, 99, 102,157;
dar^na
8, 93, 283;
sea'

Vainateya 144.
Vaisvaoara (meditation) 241.

cosmic vision.

Vallabba 4, 43f, 51f. 52, 53. 54,

Vivamn 96.

1S1.217.
valour (tejae) 213.

volcanoes 2B8.

Vaoiaaa 250.

vyubas 103.

Vyasa 32, 142.

Vatudeva (Krtoa) 95, 102, see
Krana;

104;

vibbuti

144,

Weber 6. 95, 106ff, 108,110.
will, holy or divine!l27; Schopen¬

153,291.
Vaau Uparicara 97, 98f, 99. hie
vision of god 99.

hauer
162.

Will of God (bL4ws of Matured

Vedanta 4, 23; aa culmination of
Indian thought 28f,

127; divine 157, 16U

50, 79;

and liberation 52f,

153 : see divine determinism.
Winters its 78. 84, 89.
wiedom, divine 167.

V«d<iHta^ribho9a 220.

Wodebouse £. A. 209, 246.

Vedantaautras 36; see Brahmaeutrae.

Word ( ss flesh) in gnosticism

Vedantists 50.

166, 230.
Wordsworth 285.

Vedas 82.
vibbutia 79; avafirae 144 ; yoga

world as coofiagration 63;

93, 94.
victory, apatitual 56.
videha*mukti 188,
v\Ay^ and avidya (Tilak) 135.
Vmdbya 288.
Vinoba, see Bbave, Viaoba.
Virgin Mary 107.

aa

mayanadi 61f; as will and idea.
(Schopenhauer) 127.
world-riddle, solution of 268.
World War 275.
worship, see bhahti.
(Huxley) 244.
Yadwadksr Y. V. 139.
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IKDEX
Vajoa (dafeoceof) 81» 196; see

half'way

bouse

between

sacri6c6; universal ia a&ture

Samkbya and Vedanta 2291

200; its social and spiritual

definition

valtw 200: vat loos kinds 200i
213. 214.

higbest, impossible
nirveda 266.

of God in

229;

without

Yamuna 288.

ycgabhuDiilds 74.

Yaska 175f.

yoga^ksema 82.

Yoga 4, 6: iu ^vetd^ataro SOfT;
karmasu kauialam 24, 30, 79;

Yogasutra(8^ 31.69,115,249;
on naaaa 249,254. 257.
Yogataravaii 257.

aesvara 93: Tilak 137,
194;

193,

its various meanings

194f, 226; God in 229f: as

yogin, as activist 20ff.
2oroa$ter 241.
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